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1. INTRODUCTION & DESCRIPTION 

1.1 Introduction 

This report provides the detail for the Stage 2 Option Appraisal of the six route options 

(Route Options C, C3, E, F, G, and J) under the Multi Criteria Analysis (MCA) heading 

of Environment as outlined by the Department of Transport Tourism and Sport 

(DTTAS) and Transport Infrastructure Ireland (TII).  

 

The environmental assessment was carried out by relevant competent specialists 

against the following subheadings as set out in the TII’s Project Manger’s Manual for 

Major National Road Projects, 2019 and TII’s Project Appraisal Guidelines (PAG), 

2016: 

• Biodiversity (Terrestrial and Aquatic Ecology); 

• Air Quality and Climate; 

• Noise and vibration; 

• Landscape and Visual; 

• Land and Soils (including Waste); 

• Hydrology; 

• Hydrogeology; 

• Archaeological, Architectural and Cultural Heritage; 

• Material Assets: Non-Agricultural; 

• Material Assets: Agricultural; and  

• Socio – Economic. 

 

Roughan & O’Donovan – AECOM Alliance has led the preparation of this Stage 2 

assessment with the assistance of specialists who have prepared the appropriate 

sections of this report.  Table 1.1.1 below identifies the contributors of this report.  

 

Table 1.1.1 Specialist Contributors to the Stage 2 Options Appraisal 

Topic 
Specialist 

Contributors 
Company Qualifications 

Experience 

(years) 

EIA Co-ordinator Barry Corrigan ROD - AECOM 
BSc (Hons), Dip EIA & 

SEA, MIEMA, CEnv 
19 

Engineering Richard Spencer ROD - AECOM 
B.Eng (Civil), C.Eng., 

MIEI 
24 

Project Appraisal 

and Traffic 

Services 

Philip Shiels 
AECOM Ireland 

Ltd 

B.Eng (Hons), CEng 

MIEI 
13 

Biodiversity Paula Kearney RPS Group Ltd. BSc, MCIEEM, CEcol 19 
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Topic 
Specialist 

Contributors 
Company Qualifications 

Experience 

(years) 

Land and Soils 

Fintan Buggy ROD 

BSc, MSc Soil 

Mechanics, CEng, 

MICE, PE MIEI 

38 

Karlo Martinović ROD 
BEng, MSc Eng, PhD 

Eng. MIEI 
8 

Hydrology and 

Hydrogeology 
Tony Cawley 

Hydro 

Environmental 

Ltd. 

BE(Civil), MSc. Eng. 

Hydrology 
28 

Landscape and 

Visual 
Thomas Burns 

Brady Shipman 

Martin 

B.Agr.Sc (Land.), 

Dip.EIA.Mgmt. 
29 

Archaeological, 

Architectural and 

Cultural Heritage 

Bryn Coldrick 

AMS Consultancy 

B.A. (Hons) 

Humanities. Pg. Cert. 

Social Sc. Research. 

M.A. Local History 

20 

Dr. Richard 

Clutterbuck 

B.A. Archaeol. & Geo., 

M.Litt. Archeol., Dip. 

Applied Project 

Management. PhD 

Archaeol. 

23 

Ed Danaher BSc (Hons) Archaeol. 29 

Material Assets 

and Land (Non - 

Agricultural 

Chris Boyle  

Avison Young 

(formally known 

as GVA Donal 

O’Buachalla) 

Degree in Prop. Eco., 

M SCSI, MRICS, 

RICS Registered 

Valuer, Associate 

MCIA 

16 

Material Assets 

and Land 

(Agricultural) 

Con Curtin 

Avison Young 

(formally known 

as GVA Donal 

O’Buachalla) 

Degree in Agricultural 

Science, Level 6 Cert. 

in Land Drainage 

30 

Air Quality and 

Climate 
Paul Chadwick RPS 

B.A. (Mod) Chemistry, 

M. Phil Atmospheric 

Chemistry 

22 

Noise and 

Vibration 
Mervyn Keegan 

AONA 

Environmental 

B.Sc (Hons) Applied 

Bio., M.Sc Env. Sci., 

Dip. in Pollution 

Assessment & 

Control., Dip. in 

Acoustics & Noise 

Control 

20 

Socio Economic Craig Bullock Optimize Dip., MSc., PhD 21 
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1.2 Methodology 

The Stage 2 options have been assessed relative to the baseline environment using 

quantitative as well as qualitative analysis and professional judgement.  The baseline 

environment incorporates the existing environment in and around the area in which the 

options are located.  For this Project, the baseline environment and its assessment 

required a description of the affected environment as it currently stands in relation to 

each subheading and its potential standing if the Project were not to proceed.  To 

inform the assessment, the desktop information gathered during the Constraints Study 

was revisited and further supported by field and survey work; specifically in relation to 

the subheadings of Terrestrial Ecology, Aquatic Ecology, Archaeological, Architectural 

and Cultural Heritage, Material Assets: Agricultural and Socio – Economic.  Any 

additional information discovered as part of field / survey work was considered in the 

Stage 2 Option Selection.  

 

The TII’s PAG 7-point scale scoring system, as outlined in TII’s Project Appraisal 

Guidelines for National Roads Unit 7.0 - Multi Criteria Analysis and as shown in Table 

1.2.1, was used to evaluate the impact of each option relative to the baseline 

environment.  The potential impacts of each option were scored on a scale of 1 (‘Major 

or Highly Negative’ impact) to 7 (‘Major or Highly Positive’ impact).  A score of 4 

represents a ‘Not Significant/Neutral’ impact. Where appropriate, half scores were 

assigned to distinguish between options that have similar impacts on the baseline 

environment but do not merit a higher or lower integer score.  For instance, a score of 

6.5 represents a ‘Moderate to Highly Positive’ impact. 

 

Table 1.2.1 Route Option Comparison Matrix (Adapted from TII, 2016) 

Score Description 

7 Major or Highly Positive 

6 Moderately Positive 

5 Minor or Slightly Positive 

4 Not Significant/Neutral 

3 Minor or Slightly Negative 

2 Moderately Negative 

1 Major or Highly Negative 

 

The Project Appraisal Guidelines assessment scoring was found not to provide 

sufficient differentiation between the impacts of similar options.  In order to provide a 

greater separation when assessing the options, specialists also provided preference 

ranking scores to each option based on the qualitative / quantitative assessments and 

their expert judgement.  The highest ranked option(s) (a score of 1) represents the 

‘Preferred’ option.  The lowest ranked option(s) represents the ‘Least’ preferred option.  

Options with ‘Intermediate’ impacts were also identified; these are options whose 

impacts are considered to be greater than those of the Preferred Option(s) but less 

than those of the Least Preferred Option.  Where appropriate, the same preference 
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ranking was assigned to options if no significant differences have been identified 

between them. 

 

Sections 2.1 – 2.10 present the environmental assessment of the six options under the 

individual environmental subheadings.  
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2. STAGE 2 ENVIRONMENTAL APPRAISAL 

2.1 Biodiversity 

2.1.1 Introduction 

This section examines the terrestrial and aquatic biodiversity aspects of the 

environment of the six options for the N61 Ballymurray to Knockcroghery road project 

and will form part of a Phase 2 – Option Selection Report.  Junction strategy of options 

is shown in the following drawings contained in Volume 2: 

• N61BK-RODA-HGN-RO_C-DR-CH-20001 for Option C 

• N61BK-RODA-HGN-RO_C3-DR-CH-20001 for Option C-3 

• N61BK-RODA-HGN-RO_E-DR-CH-20001 for Option E 

• N61BK-RODA-HGN-RO_F-DR-CH-20001 for Option F 

• N61BK-RODA-HGN-RO_G-DR-CH-20001 for Option G 

• N61BK-RODA-HGN-RO_J-DR-CH-20001 for Option J 

 

The principal objectives of the study are to: 

• Complete desk study and field surveys to obtain terrestrial and aquatic ecological 

data for each option; 

• Identify and describe sites of known potential ecological interest and identified 

Ecological Receptors (ERs) along each option and its potential Zone of Influence 

(ZoI); 

• Assess the significance of the likely impacts of the proposed project on each of 

these environmental aspects, including ERs along each option; 

• To evaluate and compare each option based on ecological criteria as per 

National Road Authority (NRA) Guidelines for Assessment of Ecological Impacts 

of National Road Schemes (2009) hereafter NRA Guidelines (2009), taking into 

account interactions with other environmental disciplines; 

• To assess each option in accordance with Transport Infrastructure Ireland’s 

Project Appraisal Guidelines for National Roads Unit 7.0 – Multi Criteria Analysis 

(2016), and 

• Based on the above assessment, to assess, compare and rank the preferred 

options in order of preference. 

 

In fulfilling these objectives, an assessment on the likely impacts of the options on 

ecological receptors, can be carried out.  An informed choice can therefore be made 

with the knowledge of the potential ecological consequences.  This enables the 

importance of the proposed effects and the scope for mitigating these to be 

appropriately evaluated. 

2.1.2 Methodology 

The methodology for the option selection assessment comprised of a desk study and 

terrestrial field surveys undertaken throughout January to March 2020 and October 

2020. These elements are used to identify and describe areas of known or potential 
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ecological value.  The material sources consulted as part of the desk study are as 

follows: 

• The National Parks and Wildlife Service (NPWS) database, consulted for 

designated sites of nature conservation interest in the study area, accessed 

February 2019 (https://www.npws.ie/), 

• The NPWS database, consulted for data on rare/ protected/ threatened species 

for Irish National Grid10km by 10km squares (hectads), accessed online 

February 2019 (https://www.npws.ie/), 

• The National Biodiversity Data Centre (NBDC) database 

(http://maps.biodiversityireland.ie); consulted for records of rare, protected and 

invasive species for Irish National Grid 10km square, accessed online January-

April 2020,  

• GeoHive online mapping (http://map.geohive.ie/mapviewer.html), 

• Environmental Protection Agency – water bodies and water quality 

(https://www.epa.ie/), 

• Environmental Protection Agency Catchments resource 

(https://www.catchments.ie/maps/), 

• Geological Survey of Ireland – geology, soils and hydrogeology (www.gsi.ie),  

• Water Framework Directive (WFD) website (http://www.wfdireland.ie/), 

• Inland Fisheries Ireland (IFI) (https://www.fisheriesireland.ie/) 

• Information on the conservation status of birds in Ireland (Colhoun & Cummins, 

2013), 

• Botanical Society of Britain & Ireland Distribution Database last accessed online 

February 2019 (https://database.bsbi.org), 

• A review of Ordnance Survey Ireland mapping and orthophotography, 

• Roscommon Habitat Mapping Project 2010, 

• Roscommon Heritage Plan 2017 -2021, and 

• Roscommon County Development Plan 2014-2020. 

2.1.2.1 Zone of Influence 

The Zone of Influence (ZoI) for this assessment considered the project’s requirements 

and deliverables against the biodiversity receptors within the project footprint, in 

addition to all Ecological Receptors (ERs) that could be connected to and subsequently 

impacted by the project through abiotic and biotic vectors.  

 

To this end, the ZoI extends outside of the proposed option footprint to include ERs 

connected to the project through overlap / intersection, proximity and connectivity 

through features such as watercourses, waterbodies in addition to potential 

connectivity through groundwater sources and features. 

2.1.2.2 Assessment Criteria 

The criteria for site and watercourse evaluation are outlined below and sourced from 

the NRA Guidelines 2009.  This guidance document defines ERs as sites, habitats, 

https://www.npws.ie/
https://www.npws.ie/
http://maps.biodiversityireland.ie/
http://map.geohive.ie/mapviewer.html
https://www.epa.ie/
https://www.catchments.ie/maps/
http://www.gsi.ie/
http://www.wfdireland.ie/
https://www.fisheriesireland.ie/
https://database.bsbi.org/
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features, assemblages, species or individuals that occur in the vicinity of a project and 

upon which impacts are possible.  These receptors are then weighted on their level of 

importance on a geographical scale as set out within the guidance document, as 

presented in Table 2.1.1.  All ecological receptors within the project’s ZoI are assessed 

according to these criteria for site evaluation.  The geographic frame of reference used 

to determine the ecological value of receptors as they occur within the project ZoI are 

presented in Table 2.1.1. 

 

Table 2.1.1 Ecological Site Evaluation Scheme 

Ratings for Ecological Sites 

International Importance: 

‘European Site’ including Special Area of Conservation (SAC), Site of Community Importance 

(SCI), Special Protection Area (SPA) or proposed Special Area of Conservation. 

Proposed Special Protection Area (pSPA). 

Site that fulfils the criteria for designation as a ‘European Site’ (see Annex III of the Habitats 

Directive, as amended). 

Features essential to maintaining the coherence of the Natura 2000 Network.  

Site containing ‘best examples’ of the habitat types listed in Annex I of the Habitats Directive. 

Resident or regularly occurring populations (assessed to be important at the national level) of 

the following: 

Species of bird, listed in Annex I and/or referred to in Article 4(2) of the Birds Directive; and/or 

Species of animal and plants listed in Annex II and/or IV of the Habitats Directive. 

Ramsar Site (Convention on Wetlands of International Importance Especially Waterfowl Habitat 

1971). 

World Heritage Site (Convention for the Protection of World Cultural & Natural Heritage, 1972).  

Biosphere Reserve (UNESCO Man & the Biosphere Programme). 

Site hosting significant species populations under the Bonn Convention (Convention on the 

Conservation of Migratory Species of Wild Animals, 1979). 

Site hosting significant populations under the Berne Convention (Convention on the 

Conservation of European Wildlife and Natural Habitats, 1979). 

Biogenetic Reserve under the Council of Europe. 

European Diploma Site under the Council of Europe. 

Salmonid water designated pursuant to the European Communities (Quality of Salmonid Waters) 

Regulations, 1988, (S.I. No. 293 of 1988). 

National Importance: 

Site designated or proposed as a Natural Heritage Area (NHA). 

Statutory Nature Reserve. 

Refuge for Fauna and Flora protected under the Wildlife Acts. 

National Park. 

Undesignated site fulfilling the criteria for designation as a Natural Heritage Area (NHA); 

Statutory Nature Reserve; Refuge for Fauna and Flora protected under the Wildlife Act; and/or 

a National Park. 

Resident or regularly occurring populations (assessed to be important at the national level) of 

the following: 
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Ratings for Ecological Sites 

Species protected under the Wildlife Acts; and/or 

Species listed on the relevant Red Data list. 

Site containing ‘viable areas’ of the habitat types listed in Annex I of the Habitats Directive. 

Major salmonid (salmon/trout) fishery rivers (not designated). 

Commercially important coarse fisheries. 

County Importance: 

Area of Special Amenity. 

Area subject to a Tree Preservation Order. 

Area of High Amenity, or equivalent, designated under the County Development Plan. 

Resident or regularly occurring populations (assessed to be important at the County level) of the 

following: 

Species of bird, listed in Annex I and/or referred to in Article 4(2) of the Birds Directive; 

Species of animal and plants listed in Annex II and/or IV of the Habitats Directive; 

Species protected under the Wildlife Acts; and/or 

Species listed on the relevant Red Data list. 

Site containing area or areas of the habitat types listed in Annex I of the Habitats Directive that 

do not fulfil the criteria for valuation as of International or National importance. 

County important populations of species or viable areas of semi-natural habitats or natural 

heritage features identified in the National or Local Biodiversity Action Plan (BAP) if this has been 

prepared. 

Sites containing semi-natural habitat types with high biodiversity in a county context and a high 

degree of naturalness, or populations of species that are uncommon within the county. 

Sites containing habitats and species that are rare or are undergoing a decline in quality or extent 

at a national level. 

Local Importance (higher value): 

Locally important populations of priority species or habitats or natural heritage features identified 

in the Local BAP, if this has been prepared; 

Resident or regularly occurring populations (assessed to be important at the Local level) of the 

following: 

Species of bird, listed in Annex I and/or referred to in Article 4(2) of the Birds Directive; 

Species of animal and plants listed in Annex II and/or IV of the Habitats Directive; 

Species protected under the Wildlife Acts; and/or 

Species listed on the relevant Red Data list. 

Sites containing semi-natural habitat types with high biodiversity in a local context and a high 

degree of naturalness, or populations of species that are uncommon in the locality; 

Sites or features containing common or lower value habitats, including naturalised species that 

are nevertheless essential in maintaining links and ecological corridors between features of 

higher ecological value. 

Sites of ‘High’ water quality status (Q4-5, Q5) 

Water body with some fisheries values and potential salmonid habitat. 
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Ratings for Ecological Sites 

Local Importance (lower value): 

Sites containing small areas of semi-natural habitat that are of some local importance for wildlife; 

Sites or features containing non-native species that are of some importance in maintaining 

habitat links. 

Waterbody with no fisheries value and/or poor fisheries habitat. 

 

An evaluation category has been assigned to each of the ecological evaluations in 

Table 2.1.1, as shown in Table 2.1.2 below. 

 

Table 2.1.2 Ecological Receptor Evaluations and Scoring 

Ecological Evaluation Ecological Category 

International Importance A 

National Importance B 

County Importance C 

Local Importance (higher value) D 

Local Importance (lower value) E 

 

The impact significance associated with an option on an ER was quantified using the 

Impact Scoring Key presented in the Project Appraisal Guidelines for National Roads 

Unit 7.0 - Multi Criteria Analysis (TII, 2016)1.  The Impact Scoring Key is displayed in 

Table 2.1.3 below. Impacts were quantified by using a combination of these criteria, 

by determining the importance of the Ecological Receptor and the extent and duration 

of the likely impact on that site.  The rationale for assigning impact significance to each 

receptor is presented in Appendix 2.1. 

 

Table 2.1.3 Impact Scoring Key (TII, 2016) 

TII Impact Assessment Score Description 

7 Major or Highly Positive 

6 Moderately Positive 

5 Minor or Slightly Positive 

4 Not Significant / Neutral 

3 Minor or slightly negative 

2 Moderately negative 

1 Major or Highly negative 

 
1 https://www.tiipublications.ie/library/PE-PAG-02031-01.pdf 

https://www.tiipublications.ie/library/PE-PAG-02031-01.pdf
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2.1.2.3 Desk Study  

Terrestrial  

A review of aerial photography was undertaken, and a high-level desk-based 

assessment of the habitats within each option was carried out in advance of multi-

disciplinary field surveys being conducted.  These surveys provided a baseline 

assessment and informed survey methodology and surveys effort required for the site 

walkover / field surveys.  

 

The habitats found in the study area, are classified in accordance with the guidelines 

set out in ‘A Guide to Habitats in Ireland’ (Fossitt, 2000), which classifies habitats 

based on the vegetation present and management history.  The classification is a 

standard system for identifying, describing and classifying wildlife habitats in Ireland.  

The classification is hierarchical and operates at three levels, outlining the correlation 

between its habitat categories and the phytosociological units (plant communities) of 

botanical classifications.  

 

Due to potential connectivity of European sites, the habitats identified were also 

considered in terms of their links to Annex I habitats as per the Interpretation Manual 

of European Union Habitats – EUR284 and The Status of EU Protected Habitats and 

Species in Ireland Volume 25.  The ‘Interpretation Manual’ is a scientific reference 

document published by the European Commission for the interpretation of Priority and 

Non-Priority Annex I habitat types of the Habitats Directive.  ‘The Status of EU 

Protected Habitats and Species in Ireland’ provides up-to-date details on the status of 

listed habitats and species and provides refined lists of typical species for the habitat 

in an Irish context.  In addition, the relevant published and unpublished NPWS Irish 

Wildlife Manuals for National Survey and Conservation Assessment Guidelines for 

woodlands, grasslands and upland habitats were also consulted regarding the 

classification of habitats and vegetation communities. 

 

Aquatic 

A thorough desk-based search of available information was undertaken, in the context 

of fully assessing potential presence/absence of aquatic species and habitats.  In light 

of the hydrological connectivity between the proposed development and Lough Ree 

Special Area of Conservation (SAC), a review of conservation objectives for relevant 

aquatic Qualifying Interests was also undertaken. 

 

Online information from the following sources was utilised: EPA Maps and Data; 

NPWS Maps and Data; Water Framework Directive (WFD) mapping; National 

Biodiversity Data Centre (NBDC) live maps; Inland Fisheries Ireland (IFI) and WFD 

fish data. 

2.1.2.4 Field Surveys 

Terrestrial  

Multidisciplinary field surveys were undertaken along each of the six proposed 

corridors on the following dates; March 03rd and 05th, March 10th and 13th and March 

18th and 19th 2020.  These surveys were undertaken to determine habitat assemblages 

along each option corridor in addition to the following: 
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• Identified and establish habitat and species or assemblages of both considered 

to be Ecological Receptors within the study area and the surrounding locality,  

• Suitability of these habitats to support fauna including underground burrows 

(badger, fox etc.),  

• Features of bat roost potential (buildings, treelines, individual mature trees, 

derelict dwellings and outbuildings),  

• Bird nesting / breeding habitat,  

• Suitability of habitats for over-wintering avifauna, and  

• Suitability of watercourses and waterbodies to support otter. 

 

Aquatic 

The aquatic assessment was undertaken by a fully qualified, experienced freshwater 

ecologist using desk studies, backed up by aerial imagery (EPA Maps; Google Earth; 

GeoHive Maps), field studies and verification with terrestrial field notes and 

consultation with the terrestrial ecologist, where necessary.  Access to watercourses 

was determined using aerial imagery and location information available on the EPA 

mapping webtool.   

 

Fieldwork was conducted in good weather conditions on 16 th October 2020.  Key 

locations on aquatic receptors potentially affected by the options were surveyed.  The 

aim of field studies was to characterise instream habitats, specifically in terms of 

presence/absence of protected aquatic species and habitats and potential fisheries 

value.  Assessment of ecological value was also backed up by desk study.  The 

downstream ZoI was also considered with respect to SAC habitats and species.  The 

following sets out methods for site specific surveys.  Table 2.1.4 shows location 

information for field surveys.  

 

Table 2.1.4: Field Study Locations (ITM)  

Watercourse Easting (ITM) Northing (ITM) 

River Hind 592997 761120 

Knockcroghery River (upper) 592875 758104 

Knockcroghery River (mid) 593453 758082 

Knockcroghery River (lower) 594351 759170 

Lecarrow River (lower) 596354 755112 

Lecarrow River (mid/upper) 595194 756226 

Clooneigh Stream 590270 762971 

Carrowphadeen Stream 596526 754405 

 

In Ireland, biological water quality is assessed using the EPA Q-value metric2.  This 

system is based on field sampling and observations, which evaluates habitat quality 

 
2 https://gis.epa.ie/EPAMaps/ 

https://gis.epa.ie/EPAMaps/
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and macroinvertebrate diversity and abundance to interpret ecological status as set 

out in Table 2.1.5.  

 

Table 2.1.5 EPA Biological Water Quality & Ecological Status Summary 

Biotic Index EQR3 Quality Status Water Quality Ecological Status 

Q5 1.0 Unpolluted Good High 

Q4-5 0.9 Unpolluted Fair-to-Good High 

Q4 0.8 Unpolluted Fair Good 

Q3-4 0.7 Slightly Polluted Doubtful-to- Fair Moderate 

Q3 0.6 Moderately Polluted Doubtful Poor 

Q2-3 0.5 Moderately Polluted Poor-to-Doubtful Poor 

Q2 0.4 Seriously Polluted Poor Bad 

Q1-2 0.3 Seriously Polluted Bad-to-Poor Bad 

Q1 0.2 Seriously Polluted Bad Bad 

 

Potentially affected watercourses were sampled during field studies of October 2020, 

in accordance with EPA protocols, to determine Q-value and water quality implications. 

This involved taking a 2-minute, travelling kick-sample in a fast flowing (riffle) area of 

the river using a long-handled sampling net (250 mm width, mesh size 0.25mm).  Stone 

washing was employed to ensure “clinging” species, e.g. leeches and gastropods, 

were adequately collected.  The relative abundance and sensitivity of aquatic 

organisms to pollution was then assessed at the bankside using the Q-rating system. 

The Q-value metric is useful in characterising water and habitat quality for the purposes 

of ecological valuation since water quality is a primary determinant of habitat quality 

for aquatic organisms.  Under the Water Framework Directive (WFD) all surface waters 

must be maintained or restored to, at least, Good Ecological Status (Q4).  High status 

waters must not suffer deterioration. 

 

Fisheries Habitat Assessment 

Field-based fisheries habitat assessments involved visually assessing the principle in-

channel and bank-side habitats (e.g., substrates, flow type), and the suitability of the 

latter as spawning and or nursery sites for fish (salmonids & lampreys). 

 

White-clawed Crayfish Assessment 

Field-based crayfish assessments involved manual presence/absence survey using a 

hand net to search potential refuges for crayfish, e.g., stands of marginal vegetation, 

under boulders and stones, within root mats of bankside trees.  Aquatic habitats were 

visually assessed recording the principle in-channel, lake and bank-side features, and 

their suitability as refuges for crayfish.  Crayfish investigations were carried out under 

NPWS Licence C157/2020 (exp. Dec 31st, 2020).   

 

 
3 EQR = Environmental Quality Ratio (Observed/Reference); 
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General Habitat Descriptions 

Sites were visually assessed as to bank-side and in-channel habitats.  Site habitat 

characteristics recorded included: substrate and flow types, depth and width, shading, 

surrounding land-use and general morphological character.  The latter were assessed, 

generally based on criteria for river hydromorphology using the principles of the River 

Hydromorphology Assessment Technique (RHAT) (NIEA, 2014).   

2.1.3 Existing Environment  

2.1.3.1 Designated Sites 

European Sites within 15km of the proposed study area are presented in Table 2.1.6 

and shown in Drawing No. N61BK-RODA-EAC-SW_AE-DR-EN-20004 in Volume 2 of 

the OSR.  European Sites supporting proximity and potential connectivity with the 

proposed development are presented in Drawing Nos. N61BK-RODA-EAC-SW_AE-

DR-EN-20101 - 20104 in Volume 2 of this OSR.  These include Lough Ree Special 

Area of Conservation (SAC) and Lough Ree SPA Special Protection Area (SPA). 

There are no sites of national conservation importance, i.e. NHA, within the footprint 

or supporting connectivity within the study area. 

2.1.3.2 Ecological Receptors 

The Ecological Receptors (ER) identified within the survey area are described in Table 

2.1.7 below.  Drawing Nos. N61BK-RODA-EAC-SW_AE-DR-EN-20105 - 20108 of 

Volume 2 display the extent of Ecological Receptors identified from terrestrial studies 

along each of the options and their surrounding hinterland4. 

 
4 ER 17 – ER19 are not presented in N61BK-RODA-EAC-SW_AE-DR-EN-20027 - 2030 as they are located outside 
of the study area boundary or are component parts of ERs already mapped. ER 20 and its component hedgerows 
and tree lines are located throughout the survey areas envelope and along each route option.   
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Table 2.1.6 European Sites within 15km of the Study Area 

Site Code Site Names Features of Qualifying Interest Distance from Survey Area Envelope 

Special Areas of Conservation  

000440 Lough Ree 

Natural eutrophic lakes with Magnopotamion or Hydrocharition - 

type vegetation [3150] 

Semi-natural dry grasslands and scrubland facies on calcareous 

substrates (Festuco-Brometalia) (* important orchid sites) [6210] 

Degraded raised bogs still capable of natural regeneration 

[7120] 

Alkaline fens [7230] 

Limestone pavements [8240] 

Old sessile oak woods with Ilex and Blechnum in the British 

Isles [91A0] 

Bog woodland [91D0] 

Lutra lutra (Otter) [1355] 

Lough Ree SAC is located 250m directly east of all 

options at its closest point in the Newtown townland. It 

is located 290m downstream of Option J via the 

Knockcroghery_010 River.  

All options support connectivity to Lough Ree SAC via 

the various watercourses intersected by each option. 

The watercourses which provide connectivity between 

the Option footprint and Lough Ree SAC are as 

follows:  

Clooneigh_020 

Hind_020 and Hind_030  

Knockcroghery_010 

Lecarrow (Lough Ree) _010 

Carrowphadeen_010  

002349 Corbo Bog 

Active raised bogs [7110] 

Degraded raised bogs still capable of natural regeneration 

[7120] 

Depressions on peat substrates of the Rhynchosporion [7150] 

5.9km north-east of the study area 

000448 
Fortwilliam 

Turlough 
Turloughs [3180] 8.1km north-east of the study area 

002339 
Ballynamona Bog 

& Corkip Lough 

Turloughs [3180] 

Active raised bogs [7110] 

Degraded raised bogs still capable of natural regeneration 

[7120] 

Depressions on peat substrates of the Rhynchosporion [7150] 

8.3km south-west of the study area 
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Site Code Site Names Features of Qualifying Interest Distance from Survey Area Envelope 

Bog woodland [91D0] 

000610 
Lough Croan 

Turlough 
Turloughs [3180] 7.3.km south-west of the study area 

001637 
Four Roads 

Turlough 
Turloughs [3180] 10.3km south-west of the study area 

000609 Lisduff Turlough Turloughs [3180] 9.1km west of the study area 

002200 
Aughrim 

(Aghrane) Bog 

Degraded raised bogs still capable of natural regeneration 

[7120] 
13.3km west of the study area 

000588 
Ballinturly 

Turlough 
Turloughs [3180] 6.1km west of the study area 

002214 
Killegan 

Grassland  

Semi-natural dry grasslands and scrubland facies on calcareous 

substrates (Festuco-Brometalia) (* important orchid sites) (6210) 
12.9km south-west of the study area 

001625 
Castlesampson 

Esker 

Turloughs* (3180) 

Semi-natural dry grasslands and scrubland facies on calcareous 

substrates (Festuco-Brometalia) (*important orchid sites) (6210) 

11.1km south-west of the study area 

000216 
River Shannon 

Callows 

Molinia meadows on calcareous, peaty or clayey-silt-laden soils 

(Molinion caeruleae) (6410)  

Lowland hay meadows (Alopecurus pratensis, Sanguisorba 

officinalis) (6510) 

Limestone pavements* (8240)  

Alluvial forests with Alnus glutinosa and Fraxinus excelsior 

(Alno-Padion, Alnion incanae, Salicion albae)* (91E0) 

13.0km south-east of the study area.  

Special Protection Areas 

004064 Lough Ree 
Little Grebe (Tachybaptus ruficollis) [A004] 

Whooper Swan (Cygnus cygnus) [A038] 

Lough Ree SPA is located 810m east of the study 

area (Option J) by the nearest straight-line distances 
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Site Code Site Names Features of Qualifying Interest Distance from Survey Area Envelope 

Wigeon (Anas penelope) [A050] 

Teal (Anas crecca) [A052] 

Mallard (Anas platyrhynchos) [A053] 

Shoveler (Anas clypeata) [A056] 

Tufted Duck (Aythya fuligula) [A061] 

Common Scoter (Melanitta nigra) [A065] 

Goldeneye (Bucephala clangula) [A067] 

Coot (Fulica atra) [A125] 

Golden Plover (Pluvialis apricaria) [A140] 

Lapwing (Vanellus vanellus) [A142] 

Common Tern (Sterna hirundo) [A193] 

Wetland and Waterbirds [A999] 

(as the crow flies). It is located 290m downstream of 

Option J via the Knockcroghery_010 River.  

All options support connectivity to Lough Ree SAC 

via the various watercourses intersected by each 

option. The watercourses which provide connectivity 

between the Option footprint and Lough Ree SAC are 

as follows:  

Clooneigh_020 

Hind_020 and Hind_030  

Knockcroghery_010 

Lecarrow (Lough Ree)_010 

Carrowphadeen_010 

004139 
Lough Croan 

Turlough 

Shoveler (Anas clypeata) [A056] 

Golden Plover (Pluvialis apricaria) [A140] 

Greenland White-fronted Goose (Anser albifrons flavirostris) 

[A395] 

Wetland and Waterbirds [A999] 

7.3km south west of the study area 

004140 
Four Roads 

Turlough 

Golden Plover (Pluvialis apricaria) [A140] 

Greenland White-fronted Goose (Anser albifrons flavirostris) 

[A395] 

Wetland and Waterbirds [A999] 

10.3km south west of the study area 

004097 
River Suck 

Callows  

Whooper Swan (Cygnus cygnus) [A038] 

Wigeon (Anas penelope) [A050] 

Golden Plover (Pluvialis apricaria) [A140] 

Lapwing (Vanellus vanellus) [A142] 

8.6km west of the study area 
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Site Code Site Names Features of Qualifying Interest Distance from Survey Area Envelope 

Greenland White-fronted Goose (Anser albifrons flavirostris) 

[A395] 

Wetland and Waterbirds [A999] 

004096 
Middle Shannon 

Callows SPA 

Whooper Swan (Cygnus cygnus) (A038) 

Wigeon (Anas penelope) (A050) 

Corncrake (Crex crex) (A122) 

Golden Plover (Pluvialis apricaria) (A140) 

Lapwing (Vanellus vanellus) (A142) 

Black-tailed Godwit (Limosa limosa) (A156) 

Black-headed Gull (Chroicocephalus ridibundus) (A179) 

13.0km south-east of the study area.  

2.1.3.3 Field Study Findings and Evaluation of Ecological Receptors 

2.1.3.3.1 Terrestrial Ecology Survey Findings 

Table 2.1.7 Description and Evaluation of Ecological Receptors 

ER 

Number 
Description Category Rating Rationale 

ER1 
Wet grassland, bracken scrub and possible 

groundwater expression on surface. 
D 

This ER provides an area of high biodiversity in a local context, supporting 

a mosaic of wetland habitats in a landscape primarily dominated by 

improved agricultural grassland. This ER is considered to be of Local 

Importance (Higher value), Category D. 

ER2 
Wet grassland and scrub - local refugia for avifauna, 

amphibians and mammals. 
E 

The habitat assemblages in this ER support moderate species diversity; 

however, it supports local refugia for avifauna, amphibians and mammals 

and is therefore regarded as having Local Importance (Lower value) as a 

result of these habitat links. This ER is therefore placed in Category E. 

ER3 
Wet grassland, possible flush and scrub comprising 

high species diversity in a local context. Local refugia 
D 

This ER provides an area of high biodiversity in a local context, supporting 

a mosaic of wetland and scrub habitats in a landscape primarily dominated 
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ER 

Number 
Description Category Rating Rationale 

for mammals and avifauna. Fox scat identified in this 

location. 

by improved agricultural grassland. This ER is considered to be of Local 

Importance (Higher value), Category D. 

ER4 

Two quarries and borrow pits. Potential high quality 

semi-natural grassland and high botanical diversity. 

Refugia for birds and bats locally. The quarry to the 

north has been derelict for longer. 

D 

This ER provides habitats of potentially high / diverse botanical potential 

supporting calcareous grassland habitats, recolonising ground and 

emerging scrub. The longer established quarry site has more well-defined 

quarry walls and faces. This quarry site has the best potential to support 

rare or locally scarce botanical species, semi-natural calcareous grassland, 

in addition to providing suitable refugia for bats, birds and invertebrates. 

This ER is considered to be of Local Importance (Higher value), Category 

D. 

ER5 

Rich alkaline fen and flush, wet grassland, scrub, 

drainage channels and fen carr woodland. Locally 

important for botanical diversity, avifaunal and 

amphibian activity.  

B 

This Ecological Receptor is considered to be of National Importance as it 

supports ‘viable areas’ of the habitat types listed in Annex I of the Habitats 

Directive; i.e. rich alkaline fen and flush habitat. All other features within this 

ER are considered to be of National Importance, Category B. 

ER6 

Lecarrow River, mature treelines and old stone 

buildings. Area of potential high bat importance / 

suitability. Pine Marten confirmed within this area. The 

Lecarrow River and its adjoining riparian corridor 

support Otter potential. 

C 

This ER supports an assemblage of habitats and species around a 

watercourse and its associated floodplain area. This ER is considered to 

support habitat types with high biodiversity interest and ecosystem 

functionality in a county context and a relatively high degree of naturalness. 

Therefore, this ER is considered to be of County Importance, Category C.  

ER7 

Active and inactive quarries. Peregrine potential using 

the large quarry cliff face along the southern 

boundary, presence of Erigeron acer, a species listed 

on the Irish Red Data Book of Vascular plant species 

and potential botanically rich areas within the quarry 

void and surrounds. Use of quarry lake / wetland area 

by wildfowl, including Mallard.  

C 

This ER supports Erigeron acer, a plant species that is not widespread 

within County Roscommon. It also has the potential to support Peregrine 

Falcon (Falco peregrinus), a species protected under Annex I of the EU 

Birds Directive. The site also supports a ruderal flora that is potentially of 

high species diversity and a wetland habitat that will benefit avifauna and 

invertebrates in the locality. Therefore, this ER is considered to be of 

County Importance, Category C. 

ER8 
Bracken and gorse scrub, four entrance inactive main 

badger sett, two conifer plantations, stone walls. Local 
E 

The habitat assemblages in this ER support moderate species diversity; 

however, it supports local refugia for avifauna and mammals and is 
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ER 

Number 
Description Category Rating Rationale 

refugia for wildlife, particularly badgers. Seasonally 

flooded fields located on the northern extent of this 

ER. This area is located in low-lying lands flanked by 

comparably elevated terrain to the south and north 

and was being used by Mallard and Black-headed 

Gull.  

therefore regarded as having Local Importance (lower value) as a result of 

these habitat links. It is therefore considered to be of Local Importance 

(Lower Value), Category E. 

ER9 

Large wetland area partially impounded by railway. 

Reed and large sedge swamps (FSI) nearer railway, 

grading out to wet grassland (GS4) and wet improved 

agricultural land (GA1) further west. Importance for 

local wildlife, avifauna, invertebrates and amphibians 

D 

This habitat provides an area of high biodiversity in a local context, 

supporting a mosaic of habitats, and ecological connectivity in a landscape 

primarily dominated by improved agricultural grassland. This ER is 

considered to be of Local Importance (Higher value), Category D. 

ER10 

Large area of rich alkaline fen, Cladium mariscus fen 

and gorse / willow scrub and adjoining wet grassland / 

marsh habitats. Supports priority Annex I habitat 

Cladium mariscus fen.  

B 

This Ecological Receptor is considered to be of National Importance, 

Category B as it supports ‘viable areas’ of the habitat types listed in Annex I 

of the Habitats Directive; i.e. Calcareous fens with Cladium mariscus and 

species of the Caricion davallianae (7210). It also supports the Annex I 

habitat Alkaline fens (7230), a habitat for which Lough Ree SAC is 

designated.  

ER11 

Badger sett complex within large earth bank and 

woodland. The treeline habitat also supports highly 

suitable bat roosting and foraging potential.  

D 

This Ecological Receptor is considered to be of Local Importance (Higher 

value), Category D as it supports resident or regularly occurring species 

populations considered to be important at the Local level; i.e. bats and 

badger.  

ER12 
Wet grassland on degraded fen, watercourses, 

treelines, hedgerows, badger setts.  
D 

This Ecological Receptor provides an area of high biodiversity in a local 

context, supporting a mosaic of habitats, and ecological connectivity in a 

landscape primarily dominated by improved agricultural grassland. This ER 

is considered to be of Local Importance (Higher value), Category D. 

ER13 
Knockcroghery River floodplain. Extensive wetland 

area, wet grassland, poor flush, amphibians, avifauna 
C 

This ER supports an assemblage of habitats and species around a 

watercourse and its associated floodplain area. This ER is considered to 

support habitat types with high biodiversity interest in a county context, 
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ER 

Number 
Description Category Rating Rationale 

importance, otter potential and connectivity 

functionality. 

ecosystem service provision and a relatively high degree of naturalness. 

Therefore, this ER is considered to be of County Importance, Category C. 

ER14 Mote Park Demesne D 

This habitat provides an area of high biodiversity in a local context, 

supporting a mosaic of habitats and species, and ecological connectivity in 

a landscape primarily dominated by improved agricultural grassland. This 

ER is considered to be of Local Importance (higher Value), Category D. 

ER15 
Hind River5, floodplain and associated wetland 

habitats 
C 

This ER supports an assemblage of habitats and species around a 

watercourse and its associated floodplain area. This ER is considered to 

support habitat types with high biodiversity interest and ecosystem service 

provision in a county context and a relatively high degree of naturalness. 

Therefore, this ER is considered to be of County Importance, Category C. 

ER16 

Mature mixed woodland and mature beech and Scots 

pine woodland. This ER also includes the 

Clooneigh_020 stream and adjoining wet grassland, 

and scrub area which takes floodwaters from the 

Clooneigh_020 stream.  

D 

This habitat provides an area of high biodiversity in a local context, 

supporting a mosaic of habitats, and ecological connectivity in a landscape 

primarily dominated by improved agricultural grassland. This ER is 

considered to be of Local Importance (Higher value), Category D. 

ER17 

Lough Ree Special Area of Conservation (SAC) (Site 

Code: 000440). All routes support potential indirect 

connectivity to this European Site via the 

watercourses draining the study area.  

A 

The site is a Special Area of Conservation (SAC) selected for the following 

habitats and/or species listed on Annex I / II of the E.U. Habitats Directive (* 

= priority; numbers in brackets are Natura 2000 codes): 

[3150] Natural Eutrophic Lakes  

[6210] Orchid-rich Calcareous Grassland*  

[7110] Active Raised Bog*  

[7120] Degraded Raised Bog  

[7230] Alkaline Fens  

[8240] Limestone Pavement*  

 
5 Section_020 of the Hind River is located west of the existing N61 and Section 030 is located to the east of the existing N61. 
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ER 

Number 
Description Category Rating Rationale 

[91A0] Old Oak Woodlands  

[91D0] Bog Woodland*  

[1355] Otter (Lutra lutra) 

This ER is a European Sites and is therefore considered to be of 

International Importance, Category A.  

ER18 

Lough Ree Special Protection Area (SPA) (Site Code: 

004064). All options support potential indirect 

connectivity to this European Site via the 

watercourses draining the study area. 

A 

The site is a Special Protection Area (SPA) selected for the following 

Species of Conservation Interest (SCIs).  

A004 Little Grebe Tachybaptus ruficollis  

A038 Whooper Swan Cygnus cygnus  

A050 Wigeon Anas penelope  

A052 Teal Anas crecca  

A053 Mallard Anas platyrhynchos  

A056 Shoveler Anas clypeata  

A061 Tufted Duck Aythya fuligula  

A065 Common Scoter Melanitta nigra 

A067 Goldeneye Bucephala clangula  

A125 Coot Fulica atra  

A140 Golden Plover Pluvialis apricaria  

A142 Lapwing Vanellus vanellus 

A193 Common Tern Sterna hirundo 

This ER is a European Site and is therefore considered to be of 

International Importance, Category A. 

ER19 

Habitats and Species of Conservation Interest for 

Lough Ree SAC and Lough Ree SPA situated outside 

of the European Site bounds within the study area 

footprint and environs. 

A 

ER5, ER10 and ER22 support areas of Alkaline fen that may correspond to 

the Annex I habitat Alkaline Fens (7230), a habitat of Qualifying Interest for 

Lough Ree SAC.  
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ER 

Number 
Description Category Rating Rationale 

Wetland habitats and floodplains associated with ER6, ER9, ER10, ER13 

and ER15 support SCI species for which Lough Ree SPA is designated 

including Mallard, Black-headed Gull, Lapwing and Golden Plover. 

The Lecarrow (ER6), Knockcroghery (ER13) and Hind (ER15) 

watercourses and their floodplains have suitability to support otter, a 

species of Qualifying Interest for which Lough Ree SAC is designated. 

Otter associated with Lough Ree SAC may use these watercourses and 

their floodplains for foraging and commuting purposes. 

ER20 Hedgerow and treeline networks  D 

In addition to the ERs identified for the study area, hedgerow and treeline 

networks provide important biodiversity services in the locality in terms of 

their inherent diversity, refugia for badgers, fox, rabbit, bats and passerine 

avifauna and connectivity to and between larger habitat complexes. This is 

especially the case in areas dominated by open pastoral land within little or 

no wetland or woodland habitats. The hedgerow and treeline networks in 

the study area are considered to be semi-natural habitat types with high 

biodiversity in a local context. Therefore, this ER is considered to be of 

Local Importance (Higher value), Category D. 

ER216 Gorse scrub and unmanaged grassland  E 

The habitat assemblages in this ER support moderate species diversity; 

however, it has the potential to provide valuable refuge / breeding habitat 

for avifauna and mammals in a landscape dominated by improved 

grassland.  This ER is considered to be of Local Importance (Lower Value), 

Category E. 

Should further field walkover surveys identify features such as badger setts 

or species rich semi-natural grassland, then the evaluation of this ER may 

increase to Local Importance (Higher Value), Category D.  

 
6 ER21 and ER22 are located within the footprint of link roads and not along the main alignment / corridors for the six route options. The site walkover surveys completed in 
March 2020 considered the main route corridors and not the associated link roads. The locations, extent and dimensions of the proposed link roads were provided after the site 
walkover surveys were completed. As a result, analysis for ER21 and ER22 are based on desk based efforts alone while ER1 – ER20 were assigned using both desk and field 
based assessments. Further field surveys should be completed to consider the footprint and extent of proposed junctions, in particular where they intersect ER21 and ER22.  
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ER 

Number 
Description Category Rating Rationale 

ER22 

The Clooneigh_020 stream and floodplain which 

supports potential rich alkaline fen, species rich wet 

grassland, scrub and treelines. This habitat complex is 

located on either side of a local road which is included 

in the scheme drawings as an existing access road. 

Any upgrades or linkages between this existing 

access road and the proposed N61 development 

could result in negative impacts to the adjoining areas 

of ER22. On this basis, it is included as an ER for this 

assessment.  

B 

This Ecological Receptor is considered to be of National Importance, 

Category B as it potentially supports ‘viable areas’ of the habitat types listed 

in Annex I of the Habitats Directive; i.e. rich alkaline fen and flush habitat.  

All other features within this ER are considered to be of Local Importance 

(Higher value), Category D. 

ER23 

Records of Wildlife Act 1976 (as amended) Schedule 

5 listed species found within the site include some of 

the rare and protected mammal, reptile and aquatic 

species, found within the study area include 

freshwater white-clawed crayfish (Austropotamobius 

pallipes), smooth newt (Lissotriton vulgaris), European 

otter (Lutra lutra), pine marten (Martes martes), 

common frog (Rana temporaria), common lizard 

(Zootoca vivipara) and bat species. 

B 

All species are listed under Schedule 5 of the Wildlife Act 1976 (as 

amended), and it is an offence to injure these species or wilfully interfere 

with or destroy its breeding or resting places. A number of badger setts and 

pine marten have been recorded within the study area and features 

supporting potential bat roosts and foraging commuting corridors have also 

been recorded. 
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2.1.3.3.2 Aquatic Ecology Survey Findings 

Table 2.1.8 summarises survey results in terms of aquatic habitat, specie and ecological valuation.  Appendix 2.1 A contains images of 

watercourses from selected survey sites. Appendix 2.1 B tabulates macroinvertebrate data for Q-value analysis.   

 

Table 2.1.8 Field Study Summary and Aquatic Valuation of Watercourses 

River Description Fisheries value Protected Species / 

Habitat 

Water Quality Indicators Ecological 

Quality 

Class 

River Hind Moderately large river (W = 

ca.6m; D = 0.90m); highly drained 

(straightened, deepened) (Image 

A1, A2). Steep, open clay banks. 

Fringed with reed canary grass 

(Phalaris arundinacea); instream 

stands of branched burr-reed 

(Sparganium erectum), but S. 

emersum common. Laminar glide 

flow over substrates of mainly 

clay and silt covered cobble, with 

patches of gravel behind a few 

boulders. Improved agricultural 

farmland, some forestry and 

some rough pasture dominates 

riparian land use. Scattered, 

broadleaved riparian tree cover 

lining channel. 

Overall poor salmonid habitat. 

No salmonid spawning habitat 

present; sub-optimal to 

unsuitable for salmonid 

nursery; occasional deeper 

glide/pool for holding older 

fish. No lamprey spawning 

habitat, but juveniles may 

inhabit silt deposits. Coarse 

fish and eel likely.   

Crayfish not detected 

during survey, but habitat is 

calcareous and suitable for 

the species. Vertical clay 

banks suitable for 

burrowing, but no burrows 

observed.  

2020 Q-value: Q3-4- 

potential ‘moderate’ 

status. A few Ephemera 

mayfly (Group A), but 

otherwise dominated by 

tolerant species (mainly 

Group C). See Appendix 

2.1 B 

C 

Knockcroghery 

River 

Moderate sized stream (W = 2m; 

D = 0.35m), highly modified by 

drainage in upper reaches, i.e., 

deeply drained and widened with 

vertical clay banks forming a 

Upper reaches (Option C/C3) 

completely unsuitable for 

salmonids and poor fisheries 

habitat in general.  

White-clawed crayfish 

present (in apparently low 

abundance – 3 juveniles 

captured during 40min 

manual search).  

2020 Q-value (mid-

catchment): Q3 - potential 

‘poor’ status. Faunal 

community dominated by 

tolerant species (mainly 

C 
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River Description Fisheries value Protected Species / 

Habitat 

Water Quality Indicators Ecological 

Quality 

Class 

stagnant, weed choked channel 

(mainly Fool’s watercress, Apium 

nodiflorum and including 

Hippurus vulgaris, Potamogeton 

natans, S. emersum) over soft 

sediment substrate (Image A3). 

Mid and lower reaches (Images 

A4, A5) were faster flowing with 

increasing proportion of 

cobble/gravel substrate with 

bryophyte plant community.  

Potential for pockets of trout 

spawning in mid- and lower 

reaches, increasing in lower 

reaches. May have brook 

lamprey spawning in lower 

reaches, although juvenile 

habitat is lacking. Certainly, 

potential for eel.  

Brook lamprey may occur, 

utilising a few patches of silt 

deposit as nursery habitat.  

Group C). See Appendix 

2.1 B 

Lecarrow River Moderate sized river (W = 3.5m; 

D = 0.25m); highly modified by 

drainage throughout the 

catchment. Lower reaches (close 

to Lecarrow village) form fast 

flowing riffle/run habitat over 

gravel/cobble substrates (Image 

A7). Mid- and upper reaches of 

the catchment were primarily 

sluggish and overgrown with 

instream vegetation, merging at 

the very upper reaches to a broad 

wetland dominated by common 

reed (Phragmites australis) with 

soft sediment substrates (Image 

A6). Lower reaches had high 

instream cover of Fool’s 

watercress, A. nodiflorum, 

Patches of good to sub-

optimal salmonid spawning 

and nursery habitat in the 

vicinity of Lecarrow village. 

Otherwise, mainly unsuitable 

for salmonids, also lacking in 

holding habitats for older fish. 

Eel is likely. Lamprey 

spawning habitat is marginal 

and only in the lower reaches 

(if at all) and suitable lamprey 

nursery habitat is lacking in 

the lower reaches.  

White-clawed crayfish not 

detected during survey, 

although habitat was 

somewhat suitable near 

Lecarrow village.   

2020 Q-value: Q3 - 

potential ‘poor’ status. 

Faunal community 

dominated by tolerant 

species (mainly Group C). 

See Appendix 2.1 B 

D 
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River Description Fisheries value Protected Species / 

Habitat 

Water Quality Indicators Ecological 

Quality 

Class 

forming dense root mats over 

substrates. Improved agricultural 

grassland and rough pasture 

dominates riparian land use. 

Clooneigh 

Stream 

Minor stream (W = 1.0m; D = 

0.10m), that possibly runs dry at 

times. Mainly riffle/run flow over 

angular cobble and pebble 

substrates in the potential 

crossing reach (Image A8), with 

no instream vegetation. Existing 

culvert may be a potential fish 

barrier (Image A9), although the 

stream is of relatively low value 

for fish in any case.  

Low fisheries value; no 

suitable spawning substrates 

and sub-optimal nursery 

habitat. Brook lamprey cannot 

be ruled out, although 

spawning habitat is lacking. 

Potential for eel to occur.  

White-clawed crayfish not 

detected during survey. 

Habitat was not inimical to 

crayfish, but not very 

suitable either.  

2020 Q-value: Q3 - 

potential ‘poor’ status. 

Faunal community 

dominated by tolerant 

species (mainly Group C). 

See Appendix 2.1 B 

E 

Carrowphadeen 

Stream 

The upper part of the stream, in 

the potentially affected reach, is a 

small and vegetation choked 

drain with no fisheries value.  

Low, no potential for 

salmonids. Eel may be 

present 

None Not suitable for Q-value 

assessment owing to lack 

of flow and soft sediment 

substrate.  

E 
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2.1.4 Option Descriptions 

Habitat and species assemblages and the various ecological receptors identified along 

each of the proposed options are described below.  

2.1.4.1 Option C 

Option C is the westernmost option within the study area, furthest west of the existing 

N61.  For the majority of its trajectory, this option spans pastoral lands that are bound 

by unmanaged treelines, hedgerows and stone walls.  

 

Beginning at its most southerly point, Option C follows the existing N61 for 600m before 

veering north-west through expansive pastoral lands at the Toberdan and Kellybrook 

townlands.  The majority of the lands in this area are sheep pasture bound by stone 

walls with occasional occurrences of gorse hedgerows.  There is a localised increase 

in elevation at Toberdan.  This section of Option C spans and is in proximity with three 

ERs (ER); i.e. ER1, ER2 and ER3.  These ERs support areas of scrub, wet grassland, 

standing water and flush.  All of these habitats are very restricted and localised within 

this area and are likely to be of local importance for avifauna, invertebrates and 

amphibians. In addition, a link road associated with Options C, C3 and E all intersect 

an area of gorse scrub and unmanaged grassland identified as ER21 in the townland 

of Carrigan More.  This ER is located south-west of these options and immediately 

north of a local road serving Rahara.  

 

Option C continues north to north-west through the Killinvoy townland where it 

intersects with ER8, an area gorse scrub, semi-improved grassland, maturing conifer 

plantation and seasonally flooded fields in a localised topographical basin.  The areas 

of gorse scrub set into the side of the hill also support an inactive badger sett.  

 

Option trajectory continues north-west of Killinvoy and ER8 toward the Corboley 

townland and the Knockcroghery_010 River.  The southern half of the Corboley 

townland supports good quality hedgerow and treeline networks providing ongoing and 

continuous connectivity throughout.  This area also supports ER11, a treeline 

comprising of mature well-established beech and ash trees on a large earth bank.  This 

earth bank supports an active main badger sett (ER23) and subsidiary sett complexes 

and evidence of ongoing badger activity.  The mature trees in this ER also provide 

suitable bat (ER23) foraging and roosting potential.  North of ER11, the land is 

somewhat poorer draining with localised occurrences of rush dominated wet grassland 

bound by unmanaged hawthorn dominated hedgerows.  The northern half of Corboley 

is located on the margins of the Knockcroghery_010 River floodplain, which has been 

assigned ER13.  ER13 is located in a low-lying area between areas of higher ground 

to the north and south. It includes the main channel of the Knockcroghery_010 River, 

a slow-moving watercourse with little physical variability in channel structure.  The 

floodplain supports poor draining land, upon which areas of poor fen / flush persist, 

comprising of abundant purple moor grass and occasional bog myrtle.  Where areas 

of this flush are drying out, they have been colonised by fen carr type woodland, which 

is dominated by grey willow.  Other areas of wet grassland occur, including both 

species poor rush dominated grassland and comparably diverse grassland with tall 

dense vegetation including reed canary grass, common reed, sweet grass and 
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creeping bent.  Pockets of gorse scrub are located within this ER as well as larger 

areas of plantation forestry which may facilitate connectivity between this area and the 

wider locality.  Drainage channels leading to the Knockcroghery_010 River support 

abundant frog spawn.  

 

North of ER13, Option C passes though pastoral lands, that are again used as sheep 

pasture.  These areas are bound by continuous networks of hedgerow and treeline 

networks in the Moneymore, Killea and Corgarve townlands, all of which provide viable 

foraging potential for local fauna.  Localised areas of scrub, large earth banks and 

ringforts provide suitable habitat for burrowing mammals, such as badger (ER23) and 

fox.  

 

North of Killea, Option C intersects the eastern part of ER14 Mote Park Demesne, in 

particular a narrow band of woodland adjoining the local road accessing this area.  The 

section of Mote Park Demesne intersected by Option C supports mixed conifer 

woodland with mature Norway spruce trees in the canopy layer and regenerating (and 

planted) ash, sycamore and beech trees in the understorey.  This section of the 

woodland was poor draining during the site walkover survey and parts of the woodland 

to the north of the access road support localised springs / upwelling of groundwater.  

The ground layer comprises dense bramble cover in parts, but where absent vernal 

woodland species occur locally including lords and ladies, wood sorrel and lesser 

celandine.  Recent felling or thinning of the woodland seems to have occurred locally 

and localised drains or depressions support ponding water.  A submission from by the 

Mote Park Conservation Group on the proposed road scheme cite the areas 

importance and habitat provision for badger, pine, marten, Barn owl, Irish hare and 

various bat species (ER23).  

 

Option C continues north of ER14 to the Hind_020 River and its floodplain area at 

Boggafin which has been assigned ER15.  The Hind River is a large depositional 

watercourse.  Where Option C spans the Hind River, the southern banks are poor 

draining comprising rush dominated wet grassland and nearer the river waterbody, a 

floodplain area which supports standing and flowing water in winter, with water 

persisting in localised channels, runnels and low-lying areas.  Some areas of standing 

water within floodplain areas seem to be long established and may support standing 

water for long periods of the winter season.  Flooding and water levels along the 

southern riverbank may be influenced by groundwater interactions and features such 

as swallow holes or depressions.  Further surveys on this area should be completed 

during the growing season after water levels subside and where correspondences of 

Annex I habitat types such as turloughs can be determined.  

 

The finals stretch of Option C veers north-west to north tying back into the existing N61 

at the Newtown townland. North of the Hind River_020 crossing the option spans open 

expansive sheep pasture and a mature treeline comprising Scots pine and beech and 

mixed broadleaved / conifer woodland associated with the local demesne dwelling 

(ER16).  The mixed broadleaved conifer woodland supports mature beech trees near 

the southern half of the woodland copse with larch and spruce trees toward centre and 

northern section of the woodland.  The eastern section of the Option C corridor 
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intersects the Clooneigh_020 stream and an adjoining area of wet grassland and scrub 

with is seasonally flooded by the Clooneigh_020 stream.  

2.1.4.2 Option C-3 

Beginning at the southern extent of the study area, Option C-3 follows the same 

trajectory as Option C.  After crossing the Knockcroghery_010 River, Option C-3 

maintains a northern trajectory through extensive pastoral lands used predominantly 

for sheep grazing, through the townlands of Lisnahoon, Meehaun, Srah and Corroy.  

These lands are invariably bound by hedgerows and treelines that again provide one 

of the main sources of refuge and corridor functionality for fauna in the locality and 

provide the main features of biodiversity interest.  

 

Option C-3 continues north towards the Dublin -Westport railway line and the eastern 

extent of the Hind River and its floodplain area, which has been assigned ER15.  This 

section of ER15 comprises poor draining semi-improved grassland, impounded wet 

grassland that is considerably waterlogged, rush dominated wet grassland, young 

conifer plantation and an active badger (ER23) sett along the railway line embankment.  

After crossing the Hind River_020, C-3 immediately turns to the north-west to tie back 

into the existing N61 at the Cloonconra / Boggafin townlands.  From here this option 

generally follows the existing N61 and is flanked by private residential dwellings, 

farmhouses, improved grassland and adjoining hedgerow and treeline networks.  

Similar to C and all other options, C-3 terminates at the Carrowmore and Carrowroe 

townlands where it will intersect with ER16 as described.  

 

With the exception of Option C, Options C-3, E, F, G and J will potentially intersect or 

impact ER22, a floodplain area of the Clooneigh_020 stream which supports potential 

rich alkaline fen, wet grassland, scrub and treelines in the Newtown and Carrowmore 

townlands.  This ER is located outside of the proposed option corridors, but it is located 

either side of a local access road identified in the scheme drawings as proposed 

access. Any upgrades or tie-ins between this local road and the proposed N61 

development may impact the adjoining areas of ER22.  In addition to the above 

potential intersection via local access roads, the Option C-3 corridor intersects the 

southernmost edges of ER22. 

2.1.4.3 Option E 

Beginning at the southern end of the study area, Option E follows the existing N61 for 

ca. 600m, similar to Options C and C-3. It leaves the existing N61 at Carrigan More 

townland turning northwest towards the Toberdan and Kellybrook townlands passing 

through ER1 and ER2, both of which comprise of localised wetland and scrub 

complexes that are situated within a landscape of expansive improved grassland fields 

bound by stone walls and occasional gorse hedgerows.  At Toberdan, Option E 

intersects a borrow pit area and is located to within 60m of the western bounds of a 

disused quarry.  The disused quarry area supports greater biodiversity potential as it 

supports exposed quarry faces, recolonising bare ground and developing calcareous 

grassland.  Option E continues north-east over more expansive improved grassland 

bound by stone walls before intersecting with ER8 at Kellybrook.  Option E continues 

north to north-west for another 2.6km before crossing the Knockcroghery_010 River 

which has been classified as ER13.  Between ER8 and ER13, Option E passes through 
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expansive improved agricultural grassland bound by treelines and hedgerows and 

localised areas of young conifer plantation.  

 

When compared with Options C and C-3, Option E intersects the Knockcroghery_010 

River and ER13 further downstream.  As a result, Option E does not intersect the fen 

carr, poor flush, drainage channels or moderately diverse wet grassland habitats 

spanned by C and C-3.  Where Option E spans the Knockcroghery_010 River, it 

supports poor draining improved grassland and wet grassland habitats, which are not 

as species rich or diverse as those habitats located upstream and spanned by C and 

C-3.  

 

Option E continues to the north of ER13 for 1.8km before intersecting the existing N61.  

Between ER13 and the N61, the landscape supports improved grassland fields 

managed for sheep grazing.  These fields are not as extensive as those further south 

of the alignment and support an almost continual network of hedgerows and treelines 

(features of High Local Ecological Value) providing valuable ecological connectivity in 

this locality.  

 

North of the N61, Option E veers north-west through improved agricultural grassland 

comprising some large treelines with mature specimens of beech and ash trees before 

intersecting with the Hind River _020 and its floodplain.  Option E spans the Hind River 

and its floodplain marginally west of Option C-3, but intersects the same mosaic of wet 

grassland, semi-improved wet grassland and young conifer plantation woodland 

habitats. Option E continues to turn north-west joining with the existing N61 

immediately north of ER15 following this road north-west to its end at the Carrowmore 

and Carrowroe townlands, where it will adjoin / intersect ER16 and its component 

mixed woodland, treelines, Clooneigh_020 stream and wet grassland habitats.  

2.1.4.4 Option F 

Beginning at the southern extent of the study area, Option F follows the existing N61 

for 3.9km before turning north-west at Galeybeg townland.  Between its southernmost 

start point and Galeybeg, Option F is located in proximity to ER1, ER5 and ER6.  

 

ER1 includes a low-lying wetland area that supports ponding water and is fringed by 

wet grassland and bracken and bramble scrub.  Continuing 1.2km north to north-east 

Option F spans the Dublin to Westport railway line for the first time and immediately 

thereafter is located in proximity to an area of rich alkaline fen, fen carr woodland, wet 

grassland, drainage channels, scrub and broadleaved woodland all of which are 

located on the southern bounds of the Lecarrow (Lough Ree)_010 River, west of the 

existing N61.  This area has been identified as ER5.  To the east of the N61, Option F 

will intersect the most upstream sections of the Carrowphadeen_010 watercourse, 

which is, at this location a vegetation infilled drainage channel. This continues to flow 

to the south-east for 5.2km before entering Lough Ree SAC.   

 

Less than 100m north, Option F is located in proximity with ER6 which comprises the 

Lecarrow (Lough Ree) _010 River main channel, adjoining old stone buildings with 

dense ivy cover, localised woodland copses, scrub and mature treeline habitats.  ER6 

provides valuable ecological resources for a range of fauna including bats (ER23), 
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otter (ER19) and passerine birds.  In addition, a dead pine marten (ER23) was found 

on the southern bank of the river, less ca. 60m west of the existing N61.  The local 

NPWS conservation staff were notified, and the animal was taken away for testing.  

 

Where Option F leaves the N61, its trajectory turns north-west intersecting the north-

eastern margins of a quarry, part of which along the eastern boundary remains active. 

The majority of the quarry void and its surrounds are currently inactive.  The central 

portion of the quarry supports a waterbody, which is fringed to the south by a 150m 

quarry face which is highly suitable for Peregrine falcon nesting and breeding habitat.  

In addition, the margins of the quarry void, such as the areas of overburden and side 

cast materials along inner haul roads have partially revegetated and support a 

calcareous species assemblage including the locally restricted species blue fleabane 

(Erigeron acris).   

 

Option F continues north-west through 500m of pastoral land, hedgerows, treelines 

and private residences before reaching the next ER, ER9. ER9 comprises the 

Lecarrow (Lough Ree) _010 stream and its associated wetland habitats impounded by 

the Dublin – Westport railway line.  Habitats include reed and large sedge swamp and 

emerging carr woodland comprising of alder and willow nearer the river, grading west 

to rush dominated wet grassland and flooded semi-improved grassland fields.  These 

fields were being used by Little Egret, Black-headed Gull, Mallard and Little Grebe 

during the site walkover surveys and provide suitable feeding and refuge habitat for 

wintering avifauna.   

 

North-west of ER9, Option F intersects a small section of young mixed plantation 

woodland and improved agricultural grassland bound with treelines and hedgerows for 

800m before fringing the western sections of ER10.  ER10 is a large wetland area that 

fringes the westernmost margins of the Lecarrow (Lough Ree)_010 stream comprising 

Annex I habitats Calcareous fens with Cladium mariscus and species of the Caricion 

davallianae (7210) and alkaline fen (7230), in addition to wet grassland with areas of 

gorse scrub and emerging grey willow scrub along the eastern and north-eastern 

margins of this large wetland habitat.  Option F avoids the central basin of this large 

wetland habitat complex and intersects areas of wet grassland, degraded fen habitat 

and emerging scrub on the south-western margins of this large wetland habitat.  

 

Option F continues for 700m north to north-west through pastoral land before 

intersecting the Knockcroghery) _010 River.  North of the Knockcroghery_010 River 

crossing, Option F follows the same trajectory as described for Option E intersecting 

ER 15 (Hind River_030) to the east of the N61 terminating at Carrowmore / Carrowroe 

and intersecting ER16. 

2.1.4.5 Option G 

Option G supports an identical trajectory / footprint to Option F. Option G deviates 

between the Galey Beg townland (ER 7) and the Hind River crossing (ER 13).  Option 

G does not directly intersect the quarry associated with ER7. North of ER7, Option G 

follows the existing N61 road, which is fringed by one off residential dwellings, the 

Lecarrow (Lough Ree) _010 stream, the Dublin -Westport railway, pastoral lands and 

accompanying treelines and hedgerows.  Option G leaves the N61 at the Cornamart 
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townland turning north-west through the central portion of ER10, differing from Option 

F which fringes the south-western boundary of this large wetland habitat.  Option G 

continues north-west of the ER10 through pastoral lands before reaching the floodplain 

and main channel of the Knockcroghery_010 River, spanning the river at the same 

location as options E and F.  

2.1.4.6 Option J 

Option J follows the same trajectory as Option F and Option G up to the townland of 

Galey Beg. From here, it follows the existing N61 adjoining but not directly intersecting 

ER7, ER9 and ER10.  

 

Option J differs from all other options as it is situated east of Knockcroghery village 

and east of the Dublin to Westport railway until the Toberreeogue townland.  North-

east of Knockcroghery village, Option J spans ER12 which comprises a series of wet 

grassland fields, hedgerows, treelines, young plantation woodland and an active 

badger (ER23) sett on the floodplain and in the environs of the Knockcroghery_010 

River.  

 

From ER12, Option J continues north-west following the Dublin to Westport railway 

line which is fringed by improved agricultural grassland and accompanying hedgerows 

and treelines until it reaches ER15, the Hind_030 River and its associated floodplain 

which includes areas of wet grassland, semi-improved wet grassland, young plantation 

woodland and badger (ER23) setts.  Option E continues to turn north-west joining with 

the existing N61 immediately north of ER15 following the N61 north-west to its end at 

the Carrowmore and Carrowroe townlands, where it will adjoin / intersect ER16 and its 

component mixed woodland, treelines, Clooneigh_020 stream and wet grassland 

habitats.  

2.1.5 Aquatic Ecology 

Watercourses crossed by options each have hydrological connection to Lough Ree 

SAC/SPA.  There are three “major” watercourses, and two “minor” watercourses, 

described below in terms of water quality and aquatic ecological value.  

2.1.5.1 Major Watercourses 

2.1.5.1.1 River Hind (ER15) 

The River Hind flows in an easterly direction towards Lough Ree, draining lands east 

of Roscommon and the town of Roscommon (via the Jiggy River tributary) discharging 

to Lough Ree in Portrunny Bay.  The proposed N61 options are located, at nearest 

c.5km (Options C3, J) and at furthest c.7km (Option C), upstream of Lough Ree and 

the Lough Ree SAC boundary.  The geology of the Hind catchment is mainly limestone 

and shale, with the primary land use being agriculture. 

 

This section of the river is historically drained (channelised) along the entire length 

between the study area and the lake, with extensive evidence of straightening and 

deepening.  It has a low gradient, falling approximately 6m over a distance of 10.5km 

between Ballymartin and Lough Ree (EPA, 2012).  As a consequence, the river is slow 

flowing, forming a generally uniform channel profile with laminar flow, and is of a 
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predominantly depositing nature.  Flow type is dominated by glide and glide/run with 

few pools evident from aerial imagery.  

 

The River Hind, in the potentially affected reaches, is currently “moderately polluted”; 

‘poor’ status (Q3) upstream of proposed crossing locations and “slightly polluted”; 

‘moderate’ status (Q3-4) downstream, nearer to Lough Ree.  River Hind water quality 

thus improves with distance downstream from the Roscommon urban area, towards 

Lough Ree.  Table 2.1.9 summarises the most recent (2017) EPA Q-value data.  

 

Table 2.1.9 River Hind- EPA Biological Water Quality Data 

EPA Station  EPA Station Name Location (relation 

to N61 options) 

2017 Q-

value 

WFD 

Ecological 

Status 

RS26H010300 Bridge E. of Ballymartin c.3 km upstream Q3 Poor 

RS26H010400 
Ballymurray Railway 

Station 

At and upstream 
Q3 

Poor 

RS26H010500 Br S. of Clooncah School c.3km downstream Q3-4 Moderate 

 

Roscommon town wastewater network is currently responsible for pollution events and 

contaminated storm water overflows.  These discharge to the Jiggy River 

(IE_SH_26J010090) and into the Hind River, upstream of the proposed N61 

improvements, having long been a pollution problem for the river.  The River Hind 

between Roscommon and Lough Ree is consequently a designated Nutrient Sensitive 

Area under regulations implementing the Urban Waste Water Treatment (UWWT) 

Directive 91/271/EEC.  

 

Planning permission has recently been granted to Irish Water to upgrade the 

Roscommon sewer network in order to remedy and reduce adverse impacts of 

wastewater and stormwater discharges to the Jiggy and Hind Rivers.7  An 18-month 

construction period is due to commence at the end of 2020.  The upgrades would be 

expected to help alleviate water quality problems on the River Hind.  

 

The River Hind should be an important wild brown trout (Salmo trutta) river and fishery 

but is adversely affected downstream of Roscommon owing to poor water quality.  On 

account of this, the river is not fished in the proposed N61 improvement reaches.  

These reaches would, in any case, be considered sub-optimal for trout spawning and 

nursery given the poor hydromorphology, certainly exacerbated by poor water quality.  

Inland Fisheries Ireland (IFI) electrofished a site (c.6km upstream of the N61 options) 

in 2017.  Two-year old (2+) brown trout were present (0.016 fish/m2), with 0+ and 1+ 

cohorts not detected.  No other fish species were captured in this survey, indicating 

low species richness.  The river was classified at ‘poor’ status on the basis of the fish 

population (Matson et al., 2018). 

 

 
7 Irishwater https://www.water.ie/news/roscommon-main-drainage-s/ 
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The mouth of the River Hind near Portrunny, is known for good8 coarse fishing with 

Pike (Esox Lucius) and Roach (Rutilus rutilus) common, and Bream (Abramis brama), 

Tench (Tinca tinca), Rudd (Scardinius erythrophthalmus), Perch (Perca fluvialtilis) and 

hybrids present.  The lower reaches of the river and the river mouth are likely to also 

be reproductive areas for coarse fish species, utilising macrophytes as spawning 

substrates.     

 

White clawed crayfish were recorded in the Hind River, upstream and downstream of 

the proposed N61 options.  These records were from 1983 and 1987 (EPA data – 

NBDC), but there is no reason why crayfish would not still be present.  The species 

can thrive in slightly-to-moderately polluted, slow flowing waters.  

2.1.5.1.2 Knockcroghery River (ER13) 

The Knockcroghery River drains the agricultural catchment area to the west and south 

west of Knockcroghery.  The river flows northwest through the village and east to meet 

the small Lough Oura, before discharging to Lough Ree in Galey Bay.  At nearest, 

Option J would cross the river just c.300m upstream of the Lough Ree SAC boundary. 

Furthest options (E, C, C-3) would cross c. 4km upstream of the SAC boundary.  

 

This is a small to medium sized (1.5-2m in upper reaches, to 2.5-3m in the lower 

reaches) river. It appears dominated by pool-riffle-glide flow over stony substrates and 

although historically drained, is quite natural in character.  The geology of the 

Knockcroghery catchment is mainly limestone. It could be expected, with this geology 

and channel morphology, that the stream supports brown trout, brook lamprey and 

white-clawed crayfish along reaches potentially affected by crossings.  The EPA do 

not monitor water quality on this river and IFI have not carried out fisheries surveys.  

2.1.5.1.3 Lecarrow River (ER6) 

The Lecarrow River flows in a south easterly direction, draining a reasonably small 

catchment to the west and northwest of Lecarrow.  It flows toward the village of 

Lecarrow, where it turns a sharp northeast direction through the village. Lecarrow 

Canal, a 1.5km long navigable canal, that connects Lecarrow village just downstream 

of the existing N61 to Lough Ree.  The canal has no locks.  It is a modified, wide, low 

gradient, slow moving waterbody, with a submerged macrophyte and is subject to 

maintenance dredging. It discharges to Lough Ree in a wide bay.   

 

The Lecarrow River immediately downstream and upstream of the village is a 

moderate sized, meandering stream.  During summer baseflow, it would be reasonably 

small (c.2.5m width), with greater volume (c.3.5 - 4m width) under seasonal high flows. 

It gradually becomes smaller with distance upstream, appearing to merge into wet 

meadow depressions in the upper reaches, possibly running dry, in the summer 

months.  

 

Options F, G and J cross at the location of the existing bridge in Lecarrow, then interact 

again in the upper reaches to the north of Lecarrow, within the reaches the river 

 
8 Angling Ireland https://fishinginireland.info/coarse/shannon/athlone/ 
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appears to be very minor in nature. Options C, C3, E do not interact with the Lecarrow 

River at all.  

 

The geology of the Lecarrow catchment is mainly limestone, with the primary land use 

being agriculture.  It could be expected, with this geology that the stream, in its flowing 

reaches, may support brown trout, brook lamprey and white-clawed crayfish.  The EPA 

do not monitor water quality on this river and IFI have not carried out fisheries surveys.  

2.1.5.2 Minor Watercourse 

2.1.5.2.1 Clooneigh Stream  

Clooneigh_020 stream is a tributary of the River Hind, which flows in a south westerly 

direction to meet the Hind on the Roscommon side.  It appears to be a minor stream, 

perhaps not even flowing in dry months, seasonally flooding the adjoining area of wet 

grassland and scrub.  This stream is not clearly marked on Historic 6” or 25” maps, 

although the area is marked “Liable to Flooding”.  It may be of considerable importance 

as a ‘viable area’ of the habitat type: rich alkaline fen and flush, listed in Annex I of the 

Habitats Directive (See Table 2.4.7, ER22). 

2.1.5.2.2 Carrowphadeen Stream 

The very upstream section of the Carrowphadeen_010 Stream shows a minor 

intersection with Options F, G and J.  At that point of intersection the watercourse is a 

vegetation infilled drainage channel. If flowing, it would continue to the south-east for 

5.2km before meeting Lough Ree SAC.  This appears to be a very minor watercourse 

with little to no potential fisheries value in the upper reaches in proximity to the options.  

2.1.5.2.3 Lough Ree 

Lough Ree is the middle of the three major Shannon lakes (Allen, Ree, Derg) and is 

the third largest lake in the Republic of Ireland after Corrib and Derg.  It has a surface 

area of 10,500ha, mean depth 6.2m, and maximum depth of 36m, and is characterised 

by high alkalinity (>100mg/l CaCO3) (Kelly et al., 2014).  The River Hind, along with 

the Shannon and Inny are the main inflowing rivers, while the Shannon forms the 

outflow.  

 

Lough Ree is classified as naturally eutrophic (NPWS, 2016b)9, however, it is 

vulnerable to artificial nutrient enrichment from agriculture and wastewater discharges.  

The EPA currently reports Lough Ree at “good” status overall (2013-2018), meaning it 

meets WFD criteria for physicochemical (nutrient, oxygen, chlorophyll) and a number 

of biological elements.   

 

The lake is currently assigned “poor” status on the basis of its fish population (Kelly et 

al., 2014). IFI conducted fish surveys on Lough Ree in June 2013 under their 

programme of WFD sampling.  The lake was fished using a range of methods over 

seven nights, capturing a total of 1,414 fish, of six species and one type of hybrid as 

listed in Table 2.1010.  Perch was the most abundant, followed by roach and roach x 

bream hybrids.  Brown trout and eels were also captured, along with small numbers of 

pike and stone loach. A similar species composition was recorded in 2010. 

 
9 NPWS (2016b) Conservation Objectives: Lough Ree SAC 000440. Version 1. National Parks and Wildlife Service, 
Department of Arts, Heritage, Regional, Rural and Gaeltacht Affairs. 
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Table 2.1.10 Lough Ree - IFI fish sampling CPUE (2013)  

Species Name 10CPUE (2013) 

Perca fluviatilis Perch 0.369 (0.057) 

Rutilus rutilus Roach 0.092 (0.014) 

R. rutilus x Abramis brama Roach x Bream hybrid 0.065 (0.013) 

Salmo trutta Brown trout 0.009 (0.002) 

Esox lucius Pike 0.003 (0.001) 

Barbatula barbatula Stone loach 0.0004 (0.0004) 

Anguilla anguilla European eel* 0.161 (0.043) 

 

Lough Ree holds a population of the fish species, Pollan (Coregonus autumnalis), a 

landlocked glacial relict closely related to the Salmonidae.  It is listed on Annex V of 

the EU Habitats Directives (92/43/EEC) and listed an Irish Red Data Book 

'Endangered' species.  The shrimp, Mysis relicta, another glacial relict, also occurs in 

Lough Ree (NPWS, 2016a)11.  

 

Lough Ree SAC and SPA are designated for habitats and species as listed in Table 

2.1.6, Section 2.1.3.  All route options have hydrological connectivity to the SAC and 

SPA.  The route options are assessed with this taken into account. The assessment is 

strategic at this stage, and not detailed in relation to individual qualifying interests of 

European Sites.  

2.1.5.3 Aquatic Ecological Evaluation 

Table 2.1.11 summarises ecological evaluation of watercourses based primarily on 

fisheries and aquatic species/habitats potential.  The terrestrial habitat evaluation 

category has also been shown where aquatic habitats form part of identified Ecological 

Receptor (ER) habitat units (Table 2.1.7, above).   

2.1.5.4 Terrestrial Ecology Survey Findings 

In this western lowland karst environment, there is a particular link between aquatic 

habitats and highly water dependent terrestrial habitats, e.g., fens, flushes, species-

rich wet grasslands, many of which are rare and important at national level.  As such, 

while there may be a difference between the aquatic valuation and terrestrial 

evaluation, the overall valuation must consider their interrelation.  

 

 
10 CPUE = catch per unit effort 
11 NPWS (2016a) Site synopsis: Lough Ree SAC. Site code: 000440. Site Synopsis report, National Parks and 
Wildlife Service.  
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Table 2.1.11 Aquatic Ecological Classifications 

Watercourse Aquatic 

Category 

Terrestrial 

Category 

Overall Rationale 

River Hind C C 

The river is polluted, although this is expected to 

improve with imminent (2020) upgrade of Roscommon 

sewer network.  It has potential to be a very important 

trout river, certainly at the county level, and likely 

supports crayfish (although not found during site 

surveys), which are nationally threatened owing to the 

spread of crayfish plague. The aquatic category is in 

agreement with the river/floodplain habitat unit 

category of County Importance, Category C.  

Knockcroghery 

River 
C C 

The river provides potentially important trout spawning 

and nursery habitats on the western side of Lough Ree 

and supports crayfish, which are threatened owing to 

the spread of crayfish plague. The aquatic category is 

C - County Importance. The terrestrial river/floodplain 

habitat unit category is C - County Importance. 

Lecarrow River 

(lower) 
D  C 

The river provides some potential for trout spawning 

and nursery on the western side of Lough Ree and 

may support crayfish, which are nationally threatened 

owing to the spread of crayfish plague.  The aquatic 

category is D - Local Importance (higher value). The 

terrestrial river/floodplain habitat unit category is C - 

County Importance. 

Lecarrow River 

(mid/upper) 
E D 

The upper reaches of the river are small and tend to 

merge into drainage channels with wet grasslands 

/meadows, with less importance for fish or aquatic 

habitats.  The aquatic valuation is E - Local Importance 

(lower value) in this reach. The terrestrial 

river/floodplain habitat unit category is D - Local 

Importance (higher Value). 

Clooneigh 

Stream 
E B 

The stream is a minor drainage channel with little or no 

fisheries value, hence the aquatic valuation is E - Local 

Importance (lower value). But, the stream (as 

expression of groundwater flow) and floodplain 

supports a ‘viable area’ of rich alkaline fen, species rich 

wet grassland, scrub and treelines, i.e., Annex I habitat 

in association with the watercourse. The stream itself, 

is integral to the ecological function of this habitat type, 

and while it may have low fisheries value, the overall 

value in association with water dependent habitats is of 

National Importance, Category B.  

Carrowphadeen 

Stream 
E  - 

The upper reach of the stream is a small, vegetation 

choked drain with no fisheries value. The aquatic 

valuation is of E - Local Importance (lower value). 
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Watercourse Aquatic 

Category 

Terrestrial 

Category 

Overall Rationale 

Lough Ree A  A 

Lough Ree SAC – all watercourses crossed by the 

options ultimately drain to the SAC, a European Site of 

International Importance, Category A. See Table 2.1.6 

for the list of Qualifying Interests.  

2.1.6 Options Assessment 

The Project Appraisal Guidelines for National Roads Unit 7.0 - Multi Criteria Analysis 

(TII, 2016) were used to inform and quantify the assessment of potential impacts from 

this project. Impact significance rationale follows the criteria presented in Appendix 2.1 

of this report.  

2.1.6.1 Terrestrial Assessment 

The impact assessment investigates the impacts of the proposed options on the 

identified terrestrial ecological features.  The number of ERs and their category 

classification is as per Table 2.1.7. 

2.1.6.1.1 Terrestrial Ecology Survey Findings 

The ERs traversed by each option is provided in Table 2.1.12.  The significance of the 

impacts upon these ERs is detailed in Table 2.1.13. 

 

Table 2.1.14 summaries the impacts to ecological receptors intersected by each 

option, outlining the number of impacts and their severity as per the TII Impact Scoring 

Key (Table 2.1.3). 

 

Table 2.1.12 Ecological Receptors potentially impacted by each Proposed 

Options and Assigned Ecological Evaluation 

Ecological 

Evaluation Category 

Option 

C 

Option 

C-3 

Option 

E 

Option 

F 

Option 

G 

Option 

J 

A 3 3 3 3 3 3 

B 1 2 2 4 4 4 

C 2 2 2 4 4 3 

D 6 5 4 4 4 5 

E 3 3 3 - - - 

Number of ERs 15 15 14 14 14 14 
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Table 2.1.13 Impact Significance on the Ecological Receptors Intersected by 

the Proposed Options 

ER 

Number 

Category Option C Option C-

3 

Option E Option F Option G Option 

J 

1 D Mod-ve Mod-ve Mod-ve Neutral Neutral Neutral 

2 E Minor-ve Minor-ve Minor-ve Neutral Neutral Neutral 

3 D Minor-ve Minor-ve Neutral Neutral Neutral Neutral 

4 D Neutral Neutral Mod-ve Neutral Neutral Neutral 

5 B Neutral Neutral Neutral Minor-ve Minor-ve Minor-

ve 

6 C Neutral Neutral Neutral Minor-ve Minor-ve Minor-

ve 

7 C Neutral Neutral Neutral Mod-ve Minor-ve Minor-

ve 

8 E Minor-ve Minor-ve Minor-ve Neutral Neutral Neutral 

9 D Neutral Neutral Neutral Mod-ve Minor-ve Minor-

ve 

10 B Neutral Neutral Neutral Mod-ve Major-ve Minor-

ve 

11 D Mod-ve Mod-ve Neutral Neutral Neutral Neutral 

12 D Neutral Neutral Neutral Neutral Neutral Mod-ve 

13 C Mod-ve Mod-ve Mod-ve Mod-ve Mod-ve Neutral 

14 D Minor-ve Neutral Neutral Neutral Neutral Neutral 

15 C Mod-ve Mod-ve Mod-ve Mod-ve Mod-ve Mod-ve 

16 D Mod-ve Mod-ve Mod-ve Mod-ve Mod-ve Mod-ve 

17 A Mod-ve Mod-ve Mod-ve Mod-ve Mod-ve Mod-ve 

18 A Mod-ve Mod-ve Mod-ve Mod-ve Mod-ve Mod-ve 

19 A Major-ve Major-ve Major-ve Major-ve Major-ve Major-

ve 

20 D Minor-ve Minor-ve Minor-ve Minor-ve Minor-ve Minor-

ve 

21 E Minor-ve Minor-ve Minor-ve Neutral Neutral Neutral 

22 B Neutral Minor-ve Minor-ve Minor-ve Minor-ve Minor-

ve 

23 B Mod-ve Mod-ve Major-ve Major-ve Mod-ve Mod-ve 
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Table 2.1.14 Summary of Impact Scores Assigned to Ecological Receptors 

Impact Key Option C Option C-3 Option E Option F Option G Option J 

1 
Major or Highly 

Negative 
1 1 2 2 2 1 

2 
Moderately 

Negative 
8 8 7 8 6 6 

3 

Minor or 

slightly 

negative 

6 6 5 4 6 7 

4 
Not Significant/ 

Neutral 
8 8 9 9 9 9 

5 

Minor or 

Slightly 

Positive 

0 0 0 0 0 0 

6 
Moderately 

Positive 
0 0 0 0 0 0 

7 
Major or Highly 

Positive 
0 0 0 0 0 0 

Total numbers of ERs 

negatively impacted 
15 15 14 14 14 14 

 

Table 2.1.15 summarises the impact scoring matrix for each option, it provides a 

quantitative and qualitative assessment of the ecological receptors and the impact 

score of the options as per the TII Project Appraisal Guidelines for National Roads Unit 

7.0 – Multi Criteria Analysis (2016). The preference score for each option is also 

highlighted.  
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Table 2.1.15 Terrestrial Ecology Impact Scoring Matrix 

Option 
Quantitative 

Assessment 
Qualitative Assessment 

Description 

of Impact 

TII 

Impact 

Score 

Preference 

Ranking 
Preference 

C 

1 Major 

Negative 

Impact 

8 Moderately 

Negative 

Impacts  

6 Minor or 

slightly 

Negative 

Impacts  

8 Not 

Significant/ 

Neutral 

Impacts 

Option C is the most westerly option and the option most distant from the 

existing N61. The majority of Option C is located upon improved pastoral 

grassland, managed for sheep grazing. Option C will intersect or 

potentially impact fifteen ERs with neutral or not significant impacts to 

eight ERs identified in the study area envelope. Like all other options, 

Option C has the potential to indirectly effect Lough Ree SPA / SAC via 

its crossing of the Hind, Knockcroghery and Clooneigh watercourses. It 

spans an extensive floodplain area of the Hind River west of the existing 

N61, where all other options are located to the east of this area. This area 

of floodplain is more suitable for over-wintering bird feeding / foraging than 

those areas located further downstream (east). In addition, where Option 

C spans an area of the Knockcroghery_010 river, it will intersect an area 

of poor flush, fen carr and moderately diverse wet grassland while all other 

options, with the exception of Option C-3, will avoid this area and span 

the Knockcroghery River downstream, intersecting habitat of less 

ecological importance, namely species poor wet grassland and poor 

draining semi-improved grassland.  

Option C is the only option that will span and directly intersect Mote Park 

Demesne, an area of high amenity value to the local population and an 

area that supports mature conifer plantation woodland and developing / 

regenerating broadleaved woodland in the understorey, in addition to 

localised ponding water and groundwater seepages. Given the 

dominance of improved pastoral lands in the surrounding landscape, the 

large area of woodland associated with Mote Park Demesne is considered 

to be of high local importance to local faunal species. This option also 

supports twelve structures / features of bat (ER23) roosting or foraging 

potential, in addition to potentially impacting, directly or indirectly three 

badger (ER23) setts and their associated foraging territories.  

Moderately 

Negative 
2 3 Intermediate 
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Option 
Quantitative 

Assessment 
Qualitative Assessment 

Description 

of Impact 

TII 

Impact 

Score 

Preference 

Ranking 
Preference 

C-3 

1 Major 

Negative 

Impact 

8 Moderately 

Negative 

Impacts  

6 Minor or 

slightly 

Negative 

Impacts  

8 Neutral 

Impacts 

Option C-3 follows an identical trajectory through the southern half of the 

study area as Option C, diverging from Option C north of the 

Knockcroghery_010 crossing point. Option C3 will intersect or potentially 

impact fifteen ERs with neutral or not significant impacts to eight ERs. Like 

all other options, Option C-3 has the potential to indirectly effect Lough 

Ree SPA / SAC via its crossing of the Hind, Knockcroghery and Clooneigh 

watercourses. This option also supports eleven structures / features of bat 

(ER23) roosting or foraging potential, in addition to potentially impacting, 

directly or indirectly seven badger (ER23) setts and their associated 

foraging territories. Option C-3 does not span Mote Park Demesne, 

crossing the N61 at the Killea / Corroy townland and maintaining a course 

east of the N61 until crossing the Hind River and its associated floodplain 

further downstream where it will intersect wet grassland, semi-improved 

grassland / wet grassland and young planation woodland. These areas of 

the Hind River appear to be less susceptible to ongoing flood events or 

sustained periods of standing water when compared with the Option C 

crossing point upstream. In addition, where Option C-3 spans the Hind 

River floodplain, this area is less suitable to support over-wintering 

avifauna feeding and foraging habitats when compared to the floodplain 

area located upstream.  

With the exception of Option C, all proposed Options will potentially 

impact ER22, which is considered to be of National Importance (Category 

B). ER22 comprises the Clooneigh_020 stream and its floodplain which 

supports potential rich alkaline fen, species rich wet grassland, scrub and 

treelines. This habitat complex is located on either side of a local road 

which is included in the scheme drawings as an existing access road. Any 

upgrades or linkages between this existing access road and the proposed 

N61 development could result in negative impacts to the adjoining areas 

of ER22. 

Moderately 

negative 
2 2 Intermediate 
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Option 
Quantitative 

Assessment 
Qualitative Assessment 

Description 

of Impact 

TII 

Impact 

Score 

Preference 

Ranking 
Preference 

E 

2 Major 

Negative 

Impact 

7 Moderately 

Negative 

Impacts  

5 Minor or 

slightly 

Negative 

Impacts  

9 Neutral 

Impacts 

The southern extent of Option E is located east of options C and C-3 up 

to the crossing of the Knockcroghery_010 watercourse and its floodplain. 

This section of the option will span a network of improved grassland fields, 

similar to options C and C-3. Option E is located closest to ER8, a disused 

limestone quarry and it intersects an active borrow pit area immediately 

west of the disused quarry. Option E avoids fen carr and poor flush mosaic 

of the Knockcroghery_010 floodplain, in addition to the large wetland 

areas associated with ER9 and ER10. However, a proposed link road for 

Option E (linking the road to the local road network) is located immediately 

north-west of ER10.  

Similar to C-3, Option E will span the Hind River floodplain to the east of 

the existing N61 through an area that is less likely to be of importance for 

feeding over-wintering avifauna. Option E will intersect and potentially 

result in indirect potential impacts to 4 badger (ER23) setts and their 

territories and 11 features of bat (ER23) roosting / foraging potential.  

Moderately 

Negative 
2 1 Preferred 

F 

2 Major 

Negative 

Impact 

8 Moderately 

Negative 

Impacts  

4 Minor or 

slightly 

Negative 

Impacts  

9 Neutral 

Impacts 

The southern extent of Option F follows the existing N61 and its 

immediate fringing lands up to the townland of Galeybeg. This section of 

the option is located in proximity to ERs of National (ER5) and County 

(ER6 & ER7) importance potentially contributing to indirect impacts, in 

addition to the upper reaches of the Carrowphadeen_010 watercourse. 

Upon leaving the existing N61, this option intersects two large wetlands 

of high local (ER9) and National Importance (ER10) before crossing the 

Knockcroghery River at the same location as Option E. Option F follows 

the same trajectory as Option E between the Knockcroghery_010 River 

crossing and its northern end.  

Options F and G follow the existing footprint of the N61 for a greater 

duration when compared with the more westerly options C, C-3 and E. 

However, Options F and G may have potential impacts to ERs of greater 

ecological importance than C, C-3 and E. Options F and G may present 

Moderately 

Negative 
2 4 

Least 

Preferred 
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Option 
Quantitative 

Assessment 
Qualitative Assessment 

Description 

of Impact 

TII 

Impact 

Score 

Preference 

Ranking 
Preference 

in indirect impacts to ER5 and ER6 which are of County Importance 

(Category C) and potential direct impacts to ER 10, which is of National 

Importance (Category B). In addition, Option F may contribute direct and 

indirect impacts to ER7, another ER of County Importance.  

This option also supports fourteen structures / features of bat (ER23) 

roosting or foraging potential, in addition to potentially impacting, directly 

or indirectly three badger (ER23) setts and their associated foraging 

territories. 

By comparison, the ERs intersected and potentially impacted by Options 

C, C-3 and E are of less ecological importance, typically of High Local 

Importance (Category D) (with the exception of the Hind River, 

Knockcroghery River crossings and potential downstream impacts to 

Lough Rees SAC/ SPA.  

G 

2 Major 

Negative 

Impact 

6 Moderately 

Negative 

Impacts  

6 Minor or 

slightly 

Negative 

Impacts  

9 Neutral 

Impacts 

Option G follows the same trajectory as Option F, with the exception of 

where it interacts with ER7, ER9 and ER10. Option F intersects the south-

western corner of ER10, a large wetland ER, while Option G will pass 

through the centre of this wetland resulting in greater impact magnitude 

to this wetland habitat when compared to Option F. Conversely, Option G 

will contribute less potential impact to ER7 (being located online at ER7) 

and less potential for impacts to ER9 which are likely to be indirect and 

support potentially lower impact magnitude than Option F.  

This option also supports twelve structures / features of bat (ER23) 

roosting or foraging potential, in addition to potentially impacting, directly 

or indirectly one badger (ER23) sett and their associated foraging 

territories. 

Nonetheless, Option G is considered less favourable than Option F given 

its potential for far greater impacts to ER10 and the associated impact 

magnitude on this ER.  

Moderately 

Negative 
2 6 

Least 

Preferred 
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Option 
Quantitative 

Assessment 
Qualitative Assessment 

Description 

of Impact 

TII 

Impact 

Score 

Preference 

Ranking 
Preference 

J 

1 Major 

Negative 

Impact 

6 Moderately 

Negative 

Impacts  

7 Minor or 

slightly 

Negative 

Impacts  

9 Neutral 

Impacts 

Option J is the easternmost option. Where Option J spans the 

Knockcroghery River, it is located 290m upstream of Lough Ree SPA / 

SAC comprising the closest point of connection between all options and 

these European Sites via watercourses.  

Option J follows a similar trajectory and similar impacts to F and G up to 

the Cornamart / Galey townlands where it maintains a north and then a 

north-west trajectory staying east of Knockcroghery village and the 

Dublin-Westport railway line. The trajectory and alignment of Option J will 

potentially contribute to indirect impacts to ER 5, ER 6, ER 7, ER9 and 

ER10.   

It is considered to be less preferred than Option F as it is located closer 

to Lough Ree SPA / SAC (and presents a closer point of potential 

connectivity and impact source to these European Sites). It will also take 

a larger part of ER15 when compared to Option F, resulting in a larger 

part of the Hind River floodplain being lost under the road footprint. It will 

also take a larger part of the Knockcroghery River floodplain (and 

associated wetland habitats and supporting ecological features) than 

Option F.  

This option also supports eleven structures / features of bat (ER23) 

roosting or foraging potential, in addition to potentially impacting, directly 

or indirectly two badger (ER23) setts and their associated foraging 

territories. 

Moderately 

Negative  
2 5 

Least 

Preferred 
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2.1.6.2 Aquatic Assessment 

Table 2.1.16 summaries watercourse crossings per option and predicted impacts at 

each watercourse, showing the type of impact as per criteria set out in Appendix 2.1 – 

Ecological Impact Risk Matrix.  The impacts are based on the assumption that the 

River Hind will be crossed with a single span structure, while smaller watercourses will 

be culverted.  Table 2.1.18 summarises the overall impact severity as per TII Impact 

Scoring Key (Table 2.1.3). 

 

Table 2.1.16 Watercourse Crossings per Option 

River 
Cat. Option 

C 

Option C-

3 
Option E Option F Option G Option J 

River Hind C Mod -ve Mod -ve Mod -ve Mod -ve Mod -ve Mod -ve 

Knockcroghery 

River 
D 

Minor -

ve 
Minor -ve Minor -ve Minor -ve Minor -ve Minor -ve 

Lecarrow River 

(lower) 
D - - - Minor -ve Minor -ve Minor -ve 

Lecarrow River 

(mid/upper) 
E - - - Neutral Neutral Neutral 

Clooneigh 

Stream 
E Neutral Neutral Neutral Neutral Neutral Neutral 

Carrowphadeen 

Stream 
E - - - Neutral Neutral Neutral 

No. crossings  3 3 3 6 6 6 

 

Note, given that each watercourse forms a potential pathway between the crossing 

sites and Lough Ree SAC, there is a risk of export of contaminants during construction 

and ongoing operation phases.  Hence, whilst many impacts are likely to be temporary 

and construction related, there is likely to be permanent, ongoing drainage inputs from 

new road surfaces, hence potential impacts are considered as permanent.  

 

Table 2.1.17 Summary of Aquatic Impact Scores - Watercourse crossings 

Impact Key 
Option 

C 

Option 

C-3 

Option 

E 

Option 

F 

Option 

G 

Option 

J 

1 Major or Highly Negative 0 0 0 0 0 0 

2 Moderately Negative 1 1 1 1 1 1 

3 Minor or slightly negative 1 1 1 2 2 2 

4 Not Significant/ Neutral 1 1 1 3 3 3 

5 Minor or Slightly Positive 0 0 0 0 0 0 

6 Moderately Positive 0 0 0 0 0 0 

7 Major or Highly Positive 0 0 0 0 0 0 
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Impact Key 
Option 

C 

Option 

C-3 

Option 

E 

Option 

F 

Option 

G 

Option 

J 

No. water crossings negatively 

impacted 
2 2 2 3 3 3 

Comparative distance U/S 

Lough Ree SAC 
+++ ++ ++/+ +/+ +/+ + 

Summary of Options in Order of 

Preference 
3rd 2nd 1st 5th 4th 6th 
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Table 2.1.18 Aquatic Ecology Impact Scoring Matrix  

Option 
Quantitative 

Assessment 
Qualitative Assessment 

Description 

of Impact 

TII 

Impact 

Score 

Preference 

Ranking 
Preference 

C 

1 Moderately 

Negative 

Impact 

1 Minor or 

slightly 

Negative 

Impact 

1 Neutral 

Impact 

In common with all options, Option C has the potential to indirectly effect 

Lough Ree SPA / SAC via its crossing of the Hind, Knockcroghery and 

Clooneigh watercourses. There is little difference between options in 

terms of the aquatic receptors / values they potentially affect (fish, 

crayfish, water quality).  The main differences are in the crossing point 

distance upstream from Lough Ree SAC/SPA and the fact that the smaller 

rivers (e.g., Knockcroghery on Option C), and the upper catchment is 

more prone to drying out, leaving less surface water habitat for fish etc.  

While the interactions with the River Hind from a strictly aquatic 

perspective do not differ greatly across the options, when taken in the 

context of the interrelated river/floodplain habitats, Option C is less 

preferable in terms of intersection over-wintering bird habitat (see Table 

2.1.15 above).  

While Option C is one of the most upstream of the Knockcroghery 

crossings, it has greater potential for impact on the reasonably valuable 

Knockcroghery River floodplain habitats (water dependent) such as poor 

flush, fen carr and moderately diverse wet grassland (see Table 2.1.15, 

above).  Other options cross downstream of this water-related habitat. 

Moderately 

Negative 
2 3 Intermediate 

C-3 

1 Moderately 

Negative 

Impact 

1 Minor or 

slightly 

Negative 

Impact 

1 Neutral 

Impact 

In common with all options, Option C-3 has the potential to indirectly effect 

Lough Ree SPA / SAC via its crossing of the Hind, Knockcroghery and 

Clooneigh watercourses.  

There is little difference between options in terms of the aquatic receptors 

/ values they potentially affect (fish, crayfish, water quality).  The main 

differences are in the crossing point distance upstream from Lough Ree 

SAC/SPA and the fact that the smaller rivers (e.g., Knockcroghery on 

Option C-3), and the upper catchment is more prone to drying out, leaving 

less surface water habitat for fish etc.  

Moderately 

Negative 
2 2 Intermediate 
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Option 
Quantitative 

Assessment 
Qualitative Assessment 

Description 

of Impact 

TII 

Impact 

Score 

Preference 

Ranking 
Preference 

While the interactions with the River Hind from a strictly aquatic 

perspective do not differ greatly across the options, when taken in the 

context of the interrelated river/floodplain habitats, Option C-3 is more 

preferable to Option C in that it doesn’t affect the more valuable over-

wintering bird habitat (see Table 2.1.15, above).   

While Option C-3 is one of the most upstream of the Knockcroghery 

crossings, it has greater potential for impact on the reasonably valuable 

Knockcroghery River floodplain habitats including (water dependent) poor 

flush, fen carr and moderately diverse wet grassland (see Table 4.1.15, 

above).  Other options cross downstream of this water-related habitat. 

E 

1 Moderately 

Negative 

Impact 

1 Minor or 

slightly 

Negative 

Impact 

1 Neutral 

Impact 

In common with all options, Option E has the potential to indirectly effect 

Lough Ree SPA / SAC via its crossing of the Hind, Knockcroghery and 

Clooneigh watercourses. This option has the fewest watercourse 

interactions, and the least interception with more valuable water-related 

terrestrial receptors. This is the overall preferred option.   

There is little difference between options in terms of the aquatic receptors 

/ values they potentially affect (fish, crayfish, water quality).  The main 

differences are in the crossing point distance upstream from Lough Ree 

SAC/SPA and the fact that the smaller rivers (e.g., Knockcroghery on 

Option C3), the upper catchment is more prone to drying out, leaving less 

surface water habitat for fish etc.  

While the interactions with the River Hind from a strictly aquatic 

perspective is not much different across the options, when taken in the 

context of the interrelated river/floodplain habitats, Option E is the most 

preferable in that it doesn’t affect more valuable over-wintering bird habitat 

associated with other options (see Table 2.1.15, above). Option E crosses 

Knockcroghery River at an intermediate distance upstream of Lough Ree, 

Moderately 

Negative 
2 1 Preferred 
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Option 
Quantitative 

Assessment 
Qualitative Assessment 

Description 

of Impact 

TII 

Impact 

Score 

Preference 

Ranking 
Preference 

but it avoids more valuable fen carr / poor flush mosaic of the more 

upstream Knockcroghery crossings. 

F 

1 Moderately 

Negative 

Impact 

2 Minor or 

slightly 

Negative 

Impacts  

3 Neutral 

Impacts 

In common with all options, Option F has the potential to indirectly effect 

Lough Ree SPA / SAC via its crossing of the Hind, Knockcroghery and 

Clooneigh watercourses. It also crosses Lecarrow (twice) and interacts 

with the upper Carrowphadeen watercourse. This increases the aquatic 

receptor total and creates more potential for direct export of contaminants 

to Lough Ree via watercourses during construction and operation.  

Interactions with the River Hind from a strictly aquatic perspective is not 

much different across the options. The value of the interrelated Hind 

river/floodplain habitat on Option F would be similar to all others except 

Option C (which has higher importance to over-wintering birds - see Table 

2.1.15, above). Option F crosses Knockcroghery River at an intermediate 

distance upstream of Lough Ree, but it avoids more valuable fen carr / 

poor flush mosaic of the more upstream Knockcroghery crossings. 

Moderately 

Negative 
2 5 

Least 

Preferred 

G 

1 Moderately 

Negative 

Impact 

2 Minor or 

slightly 

Negative 

Impacts  

3 Neutral 

Impacts 

In common with all options, Option G has the potential to indirectly effect 

Lough Ree SPA / SAC via its crossing of the Hind, Knockcroghery and 

Clooneigh watercourses. It also crosses Lecarrow (twice) and interacts 

with the upper Carrowphadeen watercourse. This increases the aquatic 

receptor total and creates more potential for direct export of contaminants 

to Lough Ree via watercourses during construction and operation.  

Interactions with the River Hind from a strictly aquatic perspective is not 

much different across the options. The value of the interrelated Hind 

river/floodplain habitat on Option G would be similar to all others except 

Option C (which has higher importance to over-wintering birds - see Table 

2.1.15, above). Option G crosses Knockcroghery River at an intermediate 

distance upstream of Lough Ree, but avoids more valuable fen carr / poor 

flush mosaic of the more upstream Knockcroghery crossings.  

Moderately 

Negative 
2 4 

Least 

Preferred 
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Option 
Quantitative 

Assessment 
Qualitative Assessment 

Description 

of Impact 

TII 

Impact 

Score 

Preference 

Ranking 
Preference 

J 

1 Moderately 

Negative 

Impact 

2 Minor or 

slightly 

Negative 

Impacts  

3 Neutral 

Impacts 

In common with all options, Option J has the potential to indirectly effect 

Lough Ree SPA / SAC via its crossing of the Hind, Knockcroghery and 

Clooneigh watercourses. It also crosses Lecarrow (twice) and interacts 

with the upper Carrowphadeen watercourse. This increases the aquatic 

receptor total and creates greater potential for direct export of 

contaminants to Lough Ree via watercourses during construction and 

operation.  

Interactions with the River Hind from a strictly aquatic perspective is not 

much different across the options. The value of the interrelated Hind 

river/floodplain habitat on Option J would be similar to all other options 

except Option C (which has higher importance to over-wintering birds - 

see Table 2.1.15, above).  

Option J crosses Knockcroghery River only c.-300m upstream of Lough 

Ree SAC boundary. It is considered to be least preferred as it is located 

closer to Lough Ree SPA / SAC (and presents a closer point of potential 

connectivity and impact source to European Sites). 

Moderately 

Negative  
2 6 

Least 

Preferred 
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2.1.7 Summary and Conclusions 

2.1.7.1 Summary 

2.1.7.1.1 Terrestrial  

Option E is preferred based on potential to impact ERs, associated impact magnitude 

and general ERs along its proposed footprint.  The majority of option E is located to 

the west of the N61 and, when compared to Options F, G and J, follows the existing 

N61 over a shorter distance.  It should be highlighted that the quantitative assessment 

(Table 2.1.15) found options F, G and J to be preferable to options C and C-3. Options 

C and C-3 will potentially impact more ERs (15) than Options E, F, G and J (14).  

However, the ERs potentially impacted by F, G and J, especially ERs 5, 6, 7, 9 and 10 

are of County or National Importance, resulting in potentially greater impact magnitude 

and significance contributing to greater potential impacts to features of local, regional 

and national biodiversity importance.  ERs 5, 6, 7 and 9 are not spanned or directly 

impacted by Option E.  

 

When comparing Option E with Options C and C-3, Option E spans less ERs and will 

result in less potential impacts to the ERs associated with the Knockcroghery_010 and 

Hind River water crossings.  This includes the avoidance of the large open floodplain 

area suitable for over-wintering avifauna on the southern banks of the Hind River 

spanned by Option C, in addition to the fen carr, poor flush and wet grassland habitats 

spanned by C and C-3 on the floodplain of the Knockcroghery_010 River. 

2.1.7.1.2 Aquatic Ecology 

The River Hind is the largest of the watercourses crossed by the proposed options and 

has the most significance in terms of aquatic ecological significance.  This is in 

particular owing to its level of input to Lough Ree, as one of the three largest rivers 

feeding the lake.  It is also related to the Hind’s potential as a regionally important trout 

river, once pollution problems associated with Roscommon wastewater are 

remediated (scheduled to begin late-2020). 

 

It is assumed that wherever the crossing is located on this river channel, the structure 

will be single span with set-back abutments, and that drainage during construction and 

operation will be attenuated (treated) prior to discharge to the river. 

 

In terms of strictly aquatic value, there is very little difference between the options as 

to where the River Hind is crossed.  The overall stretch is generally not fished 

recreationally owing to the current pollution problems.  The associated River Hind 

floodplain habitats with Option C is ranked as more valuable, and hence that option is 

one of the least preferred in terms of the crossing of the River Hind alone.  

 

The Knockcroghery and Lecarrow are comparatively smaller rivers, and more subject 

to water level fluctuation in this karst environment, causing potential summer drying 

toward the upper reaches.  For this reason, the further upstream the crossing point 

occurs on these channels, predicted impacts are lessened to some extent since: (i) 

aquatic habitats become less significant, and; (ii) there is a greater separation distance 

between the construction works / finished road and Lough Ree SAC downstream.  

However, the crossings that occur an intermediate distance upstream of Lough Ree 
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(Options E, F, G) all avoid the more valuable water-related floodplain habitats: poor 

flush, fen carr and moderately diverse wet grassland that would be impacted by Option 

C, which is most upstream.  

 

Option J is the least preferred option by quite some degree owing to its close 

connectivity to Lough Ree and European sites.  

 

Of the three options with least watercourse interaction (Options C, C-3 and E), option 

E is quite clearly the more preferable when taking into account combined aquatic 

ecological and water-dependent habitat value.  Option E has a low number of river 

crossings overall, and less impact on important river/floodplain habitats associated 

with Knockcroghery and Hind River water crossings.  The river/floodplain interrelations 

are important in this hydrogeological context of western lowland karst, where surface 

and ground waters are highly connected, along with their associated water-dependent 

terrestrial and wetland habitats.   

2.1.7.2 Conclusions 

Table 2.1.19 Summary of Biodiversity (Terrestrial) Appraisal 

Option C C-3 E F G J 

TII Impact 

Description 

Moderately 

Negative 

Moderately 

Negative 

Moderately 

Negative 

Moderately 

Negative 

Moderately 

Negative 

Moderately 

Negative 

TII Impact 

Score 

2 2 2 2 2 2 

Specialist 

Preference 

Ranking 

3 2 1 4 6 5 

 

Table 2.1.20 Summary of Biodiversity (Aquatic) Appraisal 

Option C C-3 E F G J 

TII Impact 

Description 

Moderately 

Negative 

Moderately 

Negative 

Moderately 

Negative 

Moderately 

Negative 

Moderately 

Negative 

Moderately 

Negative 

TII Impact Score 2 2 2 2 2 2 

Specialist 

Preference 

Ranking 

3 2 1 5 4 6 
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Table 2.1.21 Summary of Biodiversity (Terrestrial and Aquatic) Appraisal 

Option C C-3 E F G J 

Impact 

Description 

Moderately 

Negative 

Moderately 

Negative 

Moderately 

Negative 

Moderately 

Negative 

Moderately 

Negative 

Moderately 

Negative 

TII Impact Score 2 2 2 2 2 2 

Preference 

Ranking 

3 2 1 4 5 6 
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2.2 Air Quality and Climate 

2.2.1 Introduction 

This report describes the air quality and climate constraints identified within the 

scheme study areas for the N61 Ballymurray and Knockcroghery Road Project and 

undertakes a comparative assessment of the six selected route options with respect 

to the air quality and climate constraints identified. 

 

The comparative assessment of the six selected route options identifies their impacts 

so that those with unacceptably high levels of impact can be avoided to the extent 

feasible as part of the overall option assessment process. 

 

It is noted that each of the six route options considered represents a net benefit for air 

quality relative to the baseline scenario on the existing route.  This net benefit is 

achieved as the number of sensitive receptors exposed to traffic pollution is reduced 

with the six routes under consideration.   

2.2.2 Methodology and Sources of Information 

This analysis was undertaken by means of a desktop assessment based on the 

following guidance and information sources:  

• Air Quality Standards Regulations 2011 (S.I. No. 180 of 2011);  

• National Roads Authority ‘Guidance for the Treatment of Air Quality during 

Planning and Construction of National Road Projects’ (May 2011);  

• Transport Infrastructure Ireland ‘Project Appraisal Guidelines for National Roads 

Unit 7.0 – Multi Criteria Analysis’ (2016);  

• EPA Air Quality Monitoring Database https://www.epa.ie/air/quality/reports/;   

• UK Highways Agency ‘Design Manual for Roads and Bridges, Volume 11, 

Section 3, Air Quality Assessment’ (2007);  

• Road traffic predictions for each route option as supplied by the traffic expert for 

the project; and  

• GeoDirectory information on sensitive receptors for each route option.  

 

The National Roads Authority document ‘Guidance for the Treatment of Air Quality 

during Planning and Construction of National Road Projects’ provides guidance on the 

assessment procedures utilised for this section of the route selection.  The primary 

aspects of the assessment relate to existing ambient air quality and the proximity of 

sensitive locations to each Route Option.  

 

The guidelines require that ‘the total number of sensitive receptors within 50m of the 

carriageway of each feasible route option should be recorded with a view to eliminating 

those routes with the greater number of sensitive receptors likely to be impacted by 

the proposed scheme’. 

 

Sensitive receptor locations are defined in the guidelines as residential housing, 

schools, hospitals, places of worship, sports centres and shopping areas (i.e. locations 

https://www.epa.ie/air/quality/reports/
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where members of the public are likely to be regularly present).  Designated habitats 

are also potentially sensitive receptors such as Natural Heritage Areas (NHA), 

candidate Special Areas of Conservation (cSAC), Special Protection Areas (SPA), 

National Parks, Nature Reserves, Refuges for Fauna, Refuges for Flora, Wildfowl 

Sanctuaries, Ramsar Sites, Biogenetic Reserves and UNESCO Biosphere Reserves. 

 

The comparative evaluation of the N61 Ballymurray to Knockcroghery road options is 

conducted by scoring of impacts to sensitive receptors using the Stage 2 project 

appraisal matrix similar to that shown in the TII PAG (TII, 2016).  An assessment will 

be undertaken on each option to include both quantitative and qualitative assessment. 

Each impact is scored based on the seven-point scale as shown in Table 2.2.1 (TII 

PAG, 2016, p.3) and an integer will be assigned according to the impact level. 

 

Following the completion of the individual appraisal of each sub-criterion within this 

assessment, an overall impact score is obtained for the combined assessment.  This 

allows each option to be ranked and a preference to be determined.  Preferences are 

grouped into one of three types:  

• Preferred – the option(s) which have the least impact taking into account the 

project objectives. 

• Intermediate – the option(s) where the impacts are considered to be reasonable 

in terms of the anticipated impacts and overall project objectives. Impacts are 

considered to be greater than those of the Preferred Option(s) but considerably 

better than those of the Least Preferred Option(s); and  

• Least Preferred - the option(s) which does least to achieve the project objectives.  

 

Where there are clear differences in the impact scores of the options, the ranking will 

be numbered accordingly, and a preference assigned.  For some options there may 

be very little between their impact scores and some may even have the same impact 

scores. In such circumstances, each environmental technical expert will apply expert 

judgement and evaluate each option comparatively against the other options, taking 

into account the quantitative and qualitative assessments.  This will facilitate the 

determination of a rank and preference for each option.  In some instances, similar 

options may have the same rank and/or preference.  

 

Table 2.2.1 Impact Scoring Key (TII, 2016) 

Score Description 

7 Major or Highly Positive 

6 Moderately Positive 

5 Minor or Slightly Positive 

4 Not Significant/Neutral 

3 Minor or Slightly Negative 

2 Moderately Negative 

1 Major or Highly Negative 
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2.2.2.1 Existing Environment 

This section describes the existing local air quality conditions within the scheme study 

area.  Existing road and non-road sources that may significantly affect the air quality 

within the scheme study area are also described.  Finally, ecologically sensitive areas 

located within the scheme study area are described. 

2.2.2.2 Existing Local Air Quality Conditions Within the Project Study Area 

Under the Clean Air for Europe Directive (2008/50/EC) EU Member States must 

designate "Zones" for the purpose of managing air quality.  For Ireland, four Zones 

have been defined in the Air Quality Standards Regulations (2011); A, B, C and D. 

These zones are largely categorised based on population counts derived from 2016 

CSO Census as follows: 

• Zone A: Dublin 

• Zone B: Cork 

• Zone C: Other cities and large towns comprising Limerick, Galway, Waterford, 

Drogheda, Dundalk, Bray, Navan, Ennis, Tralee, Kilkenny, Carlow, Naas, Sligo, 

Newbridge, Mullingar, Wexford, Letterkenny, Athlone, Celbridge, Clonmel, 

Balbriggan, Greystones, Leixlip and Portlaoise.  

• Zone D: Rural Ireland; i.e. the remainder of the State excluding Zones A, B and 

C.  

 

Under Article 6 of the Regulations, the EPA must review the classification of zones at 

least every five years to reflect the results of the census and the changes made under 

separate regulation to the areas where bituminous coal is restricted.  The most up to 

date zones can be viewed on the EPA's Envision Map at https://gis.epa.ie/EPAMaps/. 

Overall, air quality within each of these Zones is classified using a four-band scale of 

‘Good’, ‘Fair’, ‘Poor’, and ‘Very Poor’. 

 

The proposed N61 Ballymurray to Knockcroghery Road Project is located within Zone 

D, Rural Ireland.  The pollutants monitored in Zone D are Nitrogen Oxides (NOx and 

NO2), Particular Matter (PM2.5 and PM10), Sulphur Dioxide (SO2) and Carbon Monoxide 

(CO).  Table 2.2.2 presents the average monitored baseline data from Zone D for these 

pollutants from the years 2018, 2017, 2016 and 2015. In the case were no pollutant 

monitored data is available for Zone D, such as for Benzene, monitored data from Zone 

C is used and is presented from the years 2018, 2017, 2016 and 2015 in Table 2.2.2.  

It is expected that Zone C data will be similar or higher than Zone D areas, thereby 

presenting in a worst-case scenario within the scheme study area.  

 

Overall air quality within the scheme study area as measured by the EPA monitoring 

network is classified as ‘Good’ and indicates that there have been no recorded 

breaches of the statutory limits for the protection of human health in recent years. 

 

https://gis.epa.ie/EPAMaps/
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Table 2.2.2 Baseline Concentration of Pollutants within the Scheme Study 

Area 

Year Pollutant Annual Average Air Quality Limit 
WHO 

Guideline 

2018 

NO2 (µg/m3) 4.6 40 40 

NOx (µg/m3) 6.7 - - 

PM10 (µg/m3) 11.8 40 20 

PM2.5 (µg/m3) 9.4 25 10 

SO2 (µg/m3) 2.6 20 - 

CO (mg/m3) 0.2 10 - 

Benzene* (µg/m3) 0.18 5 - 

2017 

NO2 (µg/m3) 4.4 40 40 

NOx (µg/m3) 5.7 - - 

PM10 (µg/m3) 9.9 40 20 

PM2.5 (µg/m3) 7.4 25 10 

SO2 (µg/m3) 1.9 20 - 

CO (mg/m3) 0.1 10 - 

Benzene* (µg/m3) 0.35 5 - 

2016 

NO2 (µg/m3) 6.3 40 40 

NOx (µg/m3) 9.9 - - 

PM10 (µg/m3) 11.8 40 20 

PM2.5 (µg/m3) 9.0 25 10 

SO2 (µg/m3) 2.1 20 - 

CO (mg/m3) 0.6 10 - 

Benzene* (µg/m3) 0.45 5 - 

2015 

NO2 (µg/m3) 5.5 40 40 

NOx (µg/m3) 6.2 - - 

PM10 (µg/m3) 12.5 40 20 

PM2.5 (µg/m3) 8.0 25 10 

SO2 (µg/m3) 2.0 20 - 

CO (mg/m3) 0.2 10 - 

Benzene* (µg/m3) 0.13 5 - 

 

This ‘Good’ status is also of importance for ecologically sensitive areas that are in close 

proximity to the N61 Ballymurray to Knockcroghery Road Project due to pollutants 

harmful effects on vegetation, particularly NOX.  The scheme study area includes the 

ecologically sensitive areas listed in Table 2.2.3.  
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Table 2.2.3 Natura 2000 Sites within 15km of the Study Area 

Site Code Site Names Distance from Survey Area Envelope 

Special Areas of Conservation 

000440 Lough Ree 250 east of all route options. 

002349 Corbo Bog 5.9km north-east of the study area 

000448 Fortwilliam Turlough 8.1km north-east of the study area 

002339 Ballynamona Bog & Corkip Lough 8.3km south-west of the study area 

000610 Lough Croan Turlough 7.3km south-west of the study area 

001637 Four Roads Turlough 10.3km south-west of the study area 

000609 Lisduff Turlough 9.1km west of the study area 

002200 Aughrim (Aghrane) Bog 13.3km west of the study area 

000588 Ballinturly Turlough 6.1km west of the study area 

002214 Killegan Grassland  12.9km south-west of the study area 

001625 Castlesampson Esker 11.1km south-west of the study area 

000216 River Shannon Callows 13.0km south-east of the study area. 

Special Protection Areas 

004064 Lough Ree 810m east of the study area  

004139 Lough Croan Turlough 7.3km south west of the study area 

004140 Four Roads Turlough 10.3km south west of the study area 

004097 River Suck Callows  8.6km west of the study area 

004096 Middle Shannon Callows 13.0km south-east of the study area  

2.2.2.3 Existing Sources of Air Pollution in the Study Area 

Road traffic on the National Route (N61) and on the local road network (L1810, L2000, 

L1813, L1806, L2002, L2003, L2004 amongst others) are generating levels of gaseous 

(NOx, CO, VOCs) and particulate (PM10 and PM2.5) pollution along each road network.  

It is noted that emissions will be higher under congested traffic conditions so areas, 

where there are bottlenecks or slow-moving traffic (such as during morning or evening 

peaks), are at higher risk of elevated levels of traffic derived pollution.  Overall, road 

traffic emissions are likely to be reflected in the baseline concentrations levels as 

presented in Table 2.2.2 of which Air Quality is noted as ‘Good’. 

 

The existing N61 alignment represents a 14.9km section of road with traffic volumes 

up c.9,000 AADT with a HGV content of approximately 6% and an average speed on 

this section of the N61 of 68km/h.  The number of sensitive residential receptors within 

50 metres of the existing alignment is 132 illustrating the number of properties that are 

currently exposed to road traffic emissions from this section of the N61.  Applying the 

index exposure assessment of the guidelines provides a baseline NOx and PM10 score 

as outlined in Table 2.2.4.  All route options will be assessed against these baseline 

scores and the lower the scores the lower the air quality impact for the community. 
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Table 2.2.4 Baseline Index Exposure Assessment 

Pollutant 
Receptors 

within 50m 

Link Length 

(km) 

Predicted 

Emission NOx 

kg/year 

Rate 

(kg/km/yr) 
NOx Score 

NOx 132 14.9 17,263 1,159 152,934 

PM10 132 14.9 486 33 4,306 

2.2.2.4 Non-road Air Quality Sources Within the Study Area 

Space heating for residential and commercial premises are likely to generate levels of 

gaseous (NOx, SO2, CO) and particulate (PM10 and PM2.5) pollution.  The extent of the 

emissions depends on the fuel used with solid fuels (coal, peat, wood) generating 

higher levels of pollution followed by liquid fuels (oil) and gaseous fuels (such as 

natural gas) generating the lowest emissions.  Overall, there is ribbon development of 

residential and commercial premises along the existing road networks as well as in the 

village of Knockcroghery which rely on various forms of space heating which all have 

the ability to contribute to pollution.  

 

In addition, agricultural activities are prevalent within the scheme study area which has 

the potential to generate dusts and odours depending on the season and activity 

undertaken. 

 

Furthermore, Castlemine Quarry is the nearest operational quarry and is located 

c.9.98km North-North-West to the study area of the proposed N61 Ballymurray to 

Knockcroghery Road Project which presents the potential for windblown dust to be 

generated from open faces and stockpiles. 

 

Lastly, one industrial licenced facility by the EPA is located near the proposed road 

project as shown in Table 2.2.5.  This facility is licensed for the operation of a 

slaughterhouse with a carcass production capacity greater than 50 tonnes per day. 

 

Table 2.2.5 EPA IE/IPC Licence Holders Within the Vicinity of the Scheme 

Study Area 

Distance  Reg. No Name Address Pollutant 

11 km West P0168-02 Kepak Athleague Athleague, Co. Roscommon IEL 

 

Overall, non-road air emissions are likely to be reflected in the baseline concentrations 

levels as presented in Table 2.2.2 of which Air Quality is noted as ‘Good’. 

2.2.2.5 Baseline Climate 

The weather in Ireland is influenced by the Atlantic Ocean, resulting in mild, moist 

weather dominated by maritime air masses.  The prevailing wind direction is from a 

quadrant centred on west-southwest. These are relatively warm winds from the Atlantic 

and frequently bring rain.  Easterly winds are weaker and less frequent and tend to 

bring cooler weather from the northeast in spring and warmer weather from the 

southeast in summer.  
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The nearest meteorological station to the proposed Project is the Met Éireann Station 

in Claremorris, Co. Mayo which lies c. 58km West of the study area.  The 30-year 

averages (1971-2000) from the station at Claremorris, Co. Mayo are presented in 

Table 2.2.6.  It is noted that 30-year averages for the period 1981-2010 are not 

available on the Met Éireann website for this station. 

 

Table 2.2.6 30-year average meteorological data from Claremorris, Co. Mayo 

(annual values from 1971-2000 - Source: www.met.ie)  

Parameter 30-year Average 

Mean Temperature (°C) 9.3 

Mean Relative Humidity at 0900 UTC (%) 87.0 

Mean Daily Sunshine Duration (hours) 2.9 

Mean Annual Total Rainfall (mm) 1173.6. 

Mean Wind Speed (knots) 8.7 

 

The prevailing wind direction for the area is between west and southwest as presented 

in the Claremorris, Co Mayo windrose for the years 1950 to 2014 (Figure 2.2.1). 

Northerly winds and easterly winds tend to be very infrequent (4-8%). Wind 

characteristics are typically moderate with relatively infrequent gales (average only 0.5 

days with gales per annum). 

 

Monthly average wind speeds range between 7.2 and 10.3 knots with the highest wind 

speeds occurring during winter months (January, February and March).  Lowest wind 

speeds are recorded in the June, July August and September periods. 

 

 

Figure 2.2.1 Windrose for the Claremorris, Co. Mayo met station 1950 to 2014 

(Source: www.met.ie)   

http://www.met.ie/
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As a direct result of global climate change the baseline climate in Irelands is predicted 

to undergo some changes.  The observed and projected physical climate changes 

predicted for Ireland include the following: 

• Increase in average temperature (surface air temperature, sea surface 

temperature); 

o Projections for mid-century (year 2050) indicate an increase of 1–1.6°C in 

mean annual temperatures. 

o The largest increases in temperature are predicted for the east of the 

country.  

o Warming is enhanced for the extremes (i.e. hot or cold days); with the 

warmest 5% of daily maximum summer temperatures are projected to 

increase by 0.7–2.6°C, while the coldest 5% of night-time temperatures in 

winter are projected to rise by 1.1 – 3.1%.  

o The number of frost days is projected to decrease by over 50%.  

• Changes in precipitation patterns; 

o Significant decreases in average precipitation levels are projected for the 

spring and summer months as well as over the full year.  

o These drier conditions are projected to be more frequent in the summer, 

with ‘likely’ reductions in rainfall ranging from 0% to 20%.  

o The frequencies of heavy precipitation events show notable increases 

(approximately 20%) over the year as a whole, and in the winter and 

autumn months.  

o The number of extended dry periods (is also projected to increase 

substantially by 2050. The projected increases in dry periods are largest 

for summer, with ‘likely’ values ranging from 12% to 40%.  

• Changes in the character of weather extremes such as storms, flooding, sea 

surges and flash floods. 

o The overall number of North Atlantic cyclones is projected to decrease by 

approximately 10%. The projected decrease in overall cyclone activity is 

consistent with a projected increase in average mean sea-level pressure 

of approximately 1.5 hPa for all seasons by mid-century. 

 

As noted, the existing N61 alignment is a 14.9km section of road with traffic volumes 

up c.9,000 AADT, a HGV content of 6% and an average speed of 68km/h.  Based on 

these baseline traffic patterns the greenhouse gas (GHG) emissions associated with 

the existing N61 within the study area is presented in Table 2.2.7.  The existing traffic 

on the existing alignment generates 8,452 tonnes of GHG per annum and all other 

route options will be compared relative to this baseline. 
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Table 2.2.7 Baseline Climate Impact  

Route Operational GHG (CO2eq) 

(tonnes/year) 

Operational GHG (CO2eq) 

Over 30 years (tonnes) 

Baseline 8,452 253,560 

2.2.3 Stage 2 Options Assessment 

There are a number of residential properties located within the 50m of the centreline 

for each of the proposed route options which have been identified for inter-comparison 

and these are shown in Table 2.2.8.  The projected design year (2041) traffic patterns 

for each of the route options are also presented in Table 2.2.8.  Average speed is 

assumed as 94kph for all route options.     

 

Table 2.2.8 Sensitive Receptors and Design Year Traffic Flows 

Route 

Option 

Receptors 

(50m) 

Design Road 

Length (km) 

AADT % 

HGVs 

Average Speed 

(km/hr) 

Option C 4 13.4 8,972 6.8 94 

Option C-3 11 13.8 9,576 6.9 94 

Option E 8 13.5 9,616 6.7 94 

Option F 16 14.2 9,664 6.6 94 

Option G 31 14.2 9,786 6.5 94 

Option J 33 14.3 9,609 6.9 94 

2.2.3.1 Air Quality 

The index exposure assessment of each route was carried out using the methodology 

outlined in the TII Guidelines 2011 and the UK Highways Agency Design Manual for 

Roads and Bridges (UK DMRB 2007), Volume 11, Section 3, Air Quality Assessment.  

The aim of the assessment is to estimate the overall change in the community’s 

exposure to traffic pollutants, in this case, NO2 and PM10.  The lower the exposure 

score, the greater the improvement in air quality and hence, those with the lowest 

scores are the more preferred options.  All scores are compared to the baseline 

scenario as outlined in Section 2.2.3.2.  The changes in exposure for a scenario year 

2041 are outlined in Table 2.2.9 (for NOx) and Table 2.2.10 (for PM10).  

 

At the outset, it is noted that each of the six route options considered illustrates a NOx 

and PM10 score lower than the baseline scenario illustrating that each of the route 

options assessed represents a net benefit for air quality relative to the baseline 

scenario on the existing N61.  This net benefit is achieved as the number of sensitive 

receptors exposed to traffic pollution is reduced with the six routes relative to the 

existing alignment.  As such, each of the options is considered to represent a net 

positive impact relative to the baseline scenario. 

 

Overall, Table 2.2.9 and Table 2.2.10 indicate that for the N61 Ballymurray to 

Knockcroghery Road Project, Options F, G and J have the potential to impact the 

greatest number of properties relative to the other proposed route options.  Hence, 
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these options have higher NOx and PM10 scores and are intermediate preferences in 

the option assessment.  Each of these options represents a slight net benefit for 

community exposure to traffic pollution relative to baseline and these routes are 

classed as posing a Minor or Slightly Positive impact for air quality.  

 

Options C, C-3 and E will impact on a lower number of properties and hence present 

lower NOx and PM10 scores illustrating the lowest community impact for air quality.  As 

such, these options are considered the preferred routes for air quality and represent a 

moderate net benefit for air quality and a Moderate Positive impact to air quality. 

 

Table 2.2.9 Overall Change in Exposure to NOx for 2041 

Options 

Receptors 

within 

50m 

Link 

Length 

(km) 

Predicted 

Emission 

NOx 

kg/year 

Rate 

(kg/km/yr) 

NOx 

Score 

Description 

of Impact 

TII 

Impact 

Score 

Preference 

Option 

C 
4 13.4 20,098 1,500 5,999 

Moderately 

positive 
6 Preferred 

Option 

C-3 
11 13.8 22,224 1,610 17,715 

Moderately 

positive 
6 Preferred 

Option 

E 
8 13.5 21,571 1,598 12,783 

Moderately 

positive 
6 Preferred 

Option 

F 
16 14.2 22,664 1,596 25,537 

Minor or 

Slightly 

Positive 

5 Intermediate 

Option 

G 
31 14.2 22,811 1,606 49,799 

Minor or 

Slightly 

Positive 

5 Intermediate 

Option J 33 14.3 23,109 1,616 53,328 

Minor or 

Slightly 

Positive 

5 Intermediate 

 

Table 2.2.10 Overall Change in Exposure to PM10 for 2041  

Options 

Receptors 

within 

50m 

Link 

Length 

(km) 

Predicted 

Emission 

PM10 

kg/year 

Rate 

(kg/km/yr) 

PM10 

Score 

Description 

of Impact  

TII 

Impact 

Score 

Preference 

Option 

C 
4 13.4 668 50 200 

Moderately 

positive 
6 Preferred 

Option 

C-3 
11 13.8 736 53 583 

Moderately 

positive 
6 Preferred 

Option 

E 
8 13.5 720 53 424 

Moderately 

positive 
6 Preferred 

Option 

F 
16 14.2 760 54 864 

Minor or 

Slightly 

Positive 

5 Intermediate 
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Options 

Receptors 

within 

50m 

Link 

Length 

(km) 

Predicted 

Emission 

PM10 

kg/year 

Rate 

(kg/km/yr) 

PM10 

Score 

Description 

of Impact  

TII 

Impact 

Score 

Preference 

Option 

G 
31 14.2 768 54 1,674 

Minor or 

Slightly 

Positive 

5 Intermediate 

Option J 33 14.3 765 53 1,749 

Minor or 

Slightly 

Positive 

5 Intermediate 

2.2.3.2 Climate 

Climate impact during construction arises as a result of energy use for construction 

operations (mobile plant, generators, site compounds, etc.) and transport (of materials 

and personnel) as well as through embodied carbon in construction materials and 

wastes (such as aggregates, asphalts, concretes, steel, etc.).  The World Bank 

provides estimates that for a national road, the construction stage will generate 794 

tonnes of CO2 per km constructed.  While this is a global average and Greenhouse 

Gas (GHG) emissions within the Irish construction sector are typically higher, this 

estimate is used to assess the potential significance of the construction stage of the 

project.  For this analysis only the new off-line road lengths are employed in the 

calculation as shown in Table 2.2.11.  This table illustrates that while routes, such as 

Option C, are largely offline other routes, such as Option J, have large sections of 

online alignment.   

 

For each of the six route options assessed, the resultant construction stage emissions 

of GHG for the new offline road Lengths (km) are shown in Table 2.2.11 (column 5).  

The results indicate that the routes with shorter offline sections (such as Route J) will 

result in lower construction emissions than those with longer offline alignments. 

 

Table 2.2.11 Online and Offline Alignments 

Options Online 

Section (km) 

Offline Section 

(km)) 

Total Length 

(km) 

Construction GHG 

(CO2eq) (tonnes) 

Option C 1.1 12.3 13.4 9,766 

Option C-3 1.9 11.9 13.8 9,449 

Option E 2.6 10.9 13.5 8,655 

Option F 5.7 8.5 14.2 6,749 

Option G 6.9 7.3 14.2 5,796 

Option J 7.9 6.4 14.3 5,082 

 

Table 2.2.12 shows the combined construction (from Table 2.2.11) and operation 

phase greenhouse gas emissions for each of the routes.  Climate impacts during the 

operation stage are based on total greenhouse gas (GHG) associated with traffic on 

the road network as calculated by the DMRB regional model.  The DMRB calculates 

emissions as tonnes per annum (column 3) and these emissions are also reported for 
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a 30-year time horizon for the road to represent the total operational emissions (column 

4). As the traffic volumes and road length are similar, there is little variation in the 

results presented with the slight variations in traffic speed the only variation in results.   

 

The combined construction and operation phase results are presented in Table 2.2.12 

and the results illustrate no significant variation between all proposed route options for 

both construction and operation phase which is not unsurprising given the similarity in 

scheme length and traffic patterns.  Hence, there is no preference, and all routes are 

classed as intermediate. 

 

It is noted that each of the six route options considered represents a minor or slight 

increase in emissions relative to the baseline scenario on the existing N61 presented 

in Section 2.2.2.5.  As such, all proposed route options are classed as Minor or Slightly 

Negative impact for climate relative to baseline.     

 

Table 2.2.12 Climate Impacts Associated with Options 

Options 

Construction 

GHG (CO2eq) 

(tonnes) 

Operational 

GHG (CO2eq) 

(tonnes/year) 

Operational 

GHG (CO2eq) 

Over 30 

years 

(tonnes) 

Total 

GHG 

(CO2eq) 

Description of 

Impact  

TII Impact 

Score 

Option 

C 
9,766 9,369 281,069 290,835 

Minor or Slightly 

Negative 
3 

Option 

C-3 
9,449 10,336 310,079 319,528 

Minor or Slightly 

Negative 
3 

Option 

E 
8,655 10,079 302,379 311,034 

Minor or Slightly 

Negative 
3 

Option F 6,749 10,616 318,470 325,219 
Minor or Slightly 

Negative 
3 

Option 

G 
5,796 10,710 321,299 327,095 

Minor or Slightly 

Negative 
3 

Option J 5,082 10,747 322,421 327,503 
Minor or Slightly 

Negative 
3 

2.2.4 Summary and Conclusion 

Table 2.2.13 provides the summary of the overall combined assessments of both air 

quality and climate.  Combined results for the N61 Ballymurray to Knockcroghery Road 

Project air quality and climate route option assessment, indicate that Options C, C-3 

and E have the highest preference scores for air quality and are therefore the preferred 

option from a combined air quality and climate assessment. 
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Table 2.2.13 Summary of Option Assessment 

Option NOx PM10 Total GHG Description of Impact  TII 

Impact 

Score 

Specialist 

Preference 

Ranking 

C 5,999 200 290,835 Minor or Slightly Positive 5 =1 

C3 17,715 583 319,528 Minor or Slightly Positive 5 =2 

E 12,783 424 311,034 Minor or Slightly Positive 5 =2 

F 25,537 864 325,219 Not Significant or Neutral 4 =4 

G 49,799 1,674 327,095 Not Significant or Neutral 4 =4 

J 53,328 1,749 327,503 Not Significant or Neutral 4 =4 

 

A summary of each of the options under consideration is described as follows: 

• Option C will impact on the lowest number of residential properties (4) and is 

considered to pose a ‘Moderate Positive’ impact for air quality relative to baseline 

and is therefore considered one of the preferred routes for air quality.  There is 

no significant variation between the predicted climate impacts for all proposed 

route options for both construction and operation phase due to the similarity in 

route lengths and traffic patterns.  Hence, all proposed route options are classed 

as intermediate and are predicted to pose a 'Minor or Slightly Negative' for 

climate.  Combining air quality and climate, the net score for Option C is a ‘Minor 

or Slightly Positive’ impact for air quality and climate. 

• Option C-3 will impact on the third lowest number of residential properties (11) 

and is considered to pose a ‘Moderate Positive’ impact for air quality relative to 

baseline and is therefore considered one of the preferred routes for air quality.  

There is no significant variation between the predicted climate impacts for all 

proposed route options for both construction and operation phase due to the 

similarity in route lengths and traffic patterns.  Hence, all proposed route options 

are classed as intermediate and are predicted to pose a 'Minor or Slightly 

Negative' for climate.  Combining air quality and climate, the net score for Option 

C3 is a ‘Minor or Slightly Positive’ impact for air quality and climate. 

• Option E will impact on the second lowest number of residential properties (8) 

and is considered to pose a ‘Moderate Positive’ impact for air quality relative to 

baseline and is therefore considered one of the preferred routes for air quality.  

There is no significant variation between the predicted climate impacts for all 

proposed route options for both construction and operation phase due to the 

similarity in route lengths and traffic patterns.  Hence, all proposed route options 

are classed as intermediate and are predicted to pose a 'Minor or Slightly 

Negative' for climate.  Combining air quality and climate, the net score for Option 

E is a ‘Minor or Slightly Positive’ impact for air quality and climate. 

• Option F will impact on a moderate number of residential properties (16) and is 

considered to pose a ‘Minor or Slightly Positive’ impact for air quality relative to 

baseline and is borderline preference between the preferred and intermediate 

route options but classed as intermediate in this study.  There is no significant 
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variation between the predicted climate impacts for all proposed route options 

for both construction and operation phase due to the similarity in route lengths 

and traffic patterns.  Hence, all proposed route options are classed as 

intermediate and are predicted to pose a 'Minor or Slightly Negative' for climate.  

Combining air quality and climate, the net score for Option F is a ‘Not Significant 

or Neutral’ impact for air quality and climate. 

• Option G will impact on a higher number of residential properties (31) and is 

considered to pose a ‘Minor or Slightly Positive’ impact for air quality relative to 

baseline and is classed as intermediate.  There is no significant variation 

between the predicted climate impacts for all proposed route options for both 

construction and operation phase due to the similarity in route lengths and traffic 

patterns.  Hence, all proposed route options are classed as intermediate and are 

predicted to pose a 'Minor or Slightly Negative' for climate.  Combining air quality 

and climate, the net score for Option G is a ‘Not Significant or Neutral’ impact for 

air quality and climate. 

• Option J will impact on a higher number of residential properties (33) and is 

considered to pose a ‘Minor or Slightly Positive’ impact for air quality relative to 

baseline and is classed as intermediate.  There is no significant variation 

between the predicted climate impacts for all proposed route options for both 

construction and operation phase due to the similarity in in route lengths and 

traffic patterns.  Hence, all proposed route options are classed as intermediate 

and are predicted to pose a 'Minor or Slightly Negative' for climate.  Combining 

air quality and climate, the net score for Option J is a ‘Not Significant or Neutral’ 

impact for air quality and climate. 
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2.3 Noise and Vibration 

2.3.1 Introduction 

This section of the Stage 2 Option Selection - Environmental Appraisal Report 

assesses and evaluates the potential noise and vibration impacts from the proposed 

N61 Ballymurray to Knockcroghery Road Project.  

 

This assessment focuses on the potential noise and vibration impacts along the six 

route options and aims to quantify and qualify these constraints as appropriate to reach 

a conclusion on the most acceptable route option in noise and vibration terms.  

2.3.2 Methodology  

This assessment has been completed in accordance with the following relevant 

guidance notes; 

• TII Guidelines for the Treatment of Noise & Vibration in National Road Schemes 

(October 2004).  

• Good Practice Guidance for the Treatment of Noise during the Planning of 

National Road Schemes (March 2014). 

 

The TII ‘Guidelines for the Treatment of Noise & Vibration in National Road Schemes’ 

(2004) state that “the work undertaken as part of the Constraints Study is used by the 

project engineers responsible to refine the broad corridor into a small number of route 

corridor options.  The National Roads Project Management Guidelines state that the 

purpose of Route Corridor Selection is to "carry out a detailed technical evaluation of 

the scheme corridor.  The route selection process involves….[the] identification and 

investigation of Route Options, assessment of Environmental Impacts for each 

option…". This evaluation in turn leads to the production of a Route Corridor Selection 

Report”. 

 

The TII ‘Guidelines for the Treatment of Noise & Vibration in National Road Schemes’ 

(2004), states that there are three elements to the Route Corridor Selection. These 

elements consist of the following; 

• an assessment of potential impact based upon property counts,  

• a consideration of likely changes in traffic flow, and  

• a review of the need for, and difficulties associated with, noise mitigation 

measures.  

 

Once these three elements have received detailed consideration, route options should 

be ranked with respect to noise. 

 

The Authority has undertaken a review of the ‘Guidelines for the Treatment of Noise & 

Vibration in National Road Schemes’ (2004).  This review was based on the 

experiences acquired from the implementation of the original draft guidelines and on a 

validation study that was undertaken to assess the applicability of the specified design 

criteria and the functionality of the various Transport Research Laboratory (TRL) 

conversion methodologies for Irish road conditions.  This review provides guidance on 
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the revised design criteria and the application of validated approaches to deriving the 

Lden values as well as an overview of the baseline monitoring and model validation 

procedure.  The new Good Practice Guidance for the Treatment of Noise during the 

Planning of National Road Schemes is based on the lessons learned from post EIA 

noise evaluations studies and research undertaken on the design of noise barriers.  It 

provides advice and information for use by acousticians, and it is also relevant for 

traffic, motorway and pavement engineers.  The advice amplifies and supplements the 

original noise guidelines, and it should be read in conjunction with that document.  The 

new Good Practice Guidance does not affect the approach to preferred route option 

selection. 

 

A full route selection analysis (as per the TII guidelines) of the route options for the 

N61 Ballymurray to Knockcroghery Road Project is presented in this section.  

2.3.3 Stage 2 Options Assessment 

2.3.3.1 Potential Impact Rating (PIR) 

This aspect of the option selection process has involved identification of all sensitive 

receivers within 300m of each option and the existing N61 and assigning into one of 

four "bands".  These bands are defined by their distance to either side of the centre 

line of each option. Band 1 is from 0 to 50m of the centre line, Band 2 is from 50 to 

100m, Band 3 is from 100 to 200m and Band 4 is from 200 to 300m.  The TII Guidelines 

for the Treatment of Noise & Vibration in National Road Schemes, states that a 

receiver is defined as being any dwelling house, hotel, hostel, health building, 

educational establishment, place of worship, entertainment venue or any other facility 

or area of high amenity which benefits from, or requires the absence of, high noise 

levels.  Noise sensitive receiver band count numbers based on identification of all 

dwelling houses, hotels, hostels, health buildings, educational establishments and 

places of worship within 300m of each option have been determined based on mapping 

provided by the design team.   

 

The total number of receivers in each band has been multiplied by a rating factor.  The 

rating factor is 4 for Band 1, 3 for Band 2, 2 for Band 3 and 1 for Band 4.  The resultant 

values have been summed to give a single number for each route option, termed the 

Potential Impact Rating (PIR).  The PIR values have been used to assess the potential 

impact of each route option, the larger the PIR the greater the potential impact.   

 

A PIR of the option design bands for the N61 Ballymurray to Knockcroghery Road 

Project and the existing N61 have been provided.  The PIR figures outlined in Table 

2.3.1 are based on Band Count Property Numbers for each option and the existing 

N61 design bands.  
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Table 2.3.1 Potential Impact Rating of the Options for the N61 Ballymurray to 

Knockcroghery Road Project – Entire length of route options. 

Route 

Option 

Total 

Length 

(km) 

Potential Impact Rating (PIR) 

0-50m 50-

100m 

100-

200m 

200-

300m 

PIR 

Total 

PIR 

Rank- 

Total 

PIR 

Rank- 

0-50 m 

Option C 13.4 16 36 44 27 123 1 1 

Option C-3 13.8 44 39 42 25 150 2 3 

Option E 13.5 32 51 54 48 185 3 2 

Option F 14.2 64 51 96 50 261 4 4 

Option G 14.2 124 63 98 56 341 6 5 

Option J 14.3 132 51 68 33 284 5 6 

 

Table 2.3.2 Potential Impact Rating of the Options for the N61 Ballymurray to 

Knockcroghery Road Project  – ‘Online’ sections of route options. 

Route 

Option 

Online 

Section 

(km) 

Potential Impact Rating (PIR) 

0-

50m 

50-

100m 

100-

200m 

200-

300m 

PIR 

Total 

PIR 

Rank- 

Total 

PIR 

Rank- 

0-50 m 

Option C 1.1 8 0 0 0 8 1 1 

Option C-3 1.9 32 0 0 0 32 3 3 

Option E 2.6 16 3 2 0 21 2 2 

Option F 5.7 44 9 30 9 92 4 4 

Option G 6.9 92 15 32 11 150 5 5 

Option J 7.9 124 18 26 12 180 6 6 

 

Table 2.3.3 Potential Impact Rating of the Options for the N61 Ballymurray to 

Knockcroghery Road Project – ‘Offline’ sections of route options. 

Route 

Option 

Offline 

Section 

(km) 

Potential Impact Rating (PIR) 

0-

50m 

50-

100m 

100-

200m 

200-

300m 

PIR 

Total 

PIR 

Rank- 

Total 

PIR 

Rank- 

0-50 m 

Option C 12.3 8 36 44 27 115 1 2 

Option C-3 11.9 12 39 42 25 118 3 3 

Option E 10.9 16 48 52 48 164 4 4 

Option F 8.5 20 42 66 41 169 5 5 

Option G 7.3 32 48 66 45 191 6 6 

Option J 6.4 8 33 42 21 104 1 1 
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Table 2.3.4 Baseline Potential impact rating on properties along the existing 

N61 

Total Length 

(km) 

Potential Impact Rating (PIR) 

0-50m 50-100m 100-200m 200-300m PIR Total 

14.9 528 126 70 62 786 

 

Discussion of Potential Impact Rating (PIR) 

Based on PIR values of the option design bands for the N61 Ballymurray to 

Knockcroghery Road Project, as quoted in Table 2.3.1, in terms of Total PIR Rank, 

Option C is rated as the 1st ranked option with Option C-3 and Option E as the 2nd and 

3rd ranked options.  In terms of the 0-50m PIR Rank, Option C is rated as the 1st ranked 

option with Option E and Option C-3 as the 2nd and 3rd ranked options.   

 

In comparison to the PIR values for the existing N61 shown in Table 2.3.4, each option 

has a much lower PIR total than the existing alignment.  Therefore, this indicates that 

any of the proposed options will result in a noise impact at significantly fewer 

properties.  Alternatively, by moving offline from the existing alignment will result in a 

beneficial noise impact at the ribbon development properties currently located adjacent 

to or close to the existing N61.  

 

By assessing a combination of the overall Total PIR Rank and the 0-50m PIR Rank for 

each option, the following is a ranking of the preferred options; 

1. Route Option C 

2. Route Option C-3 

3. Route Option E 

 

Option F is the 4th ranked option with Option G and J being the lowest ranked options. 

 

The PIR rankings for the ‘online’ and ‘offline’ sections of the options are presented in 

Tables 2.3.2 and 2.3.3.  Options G and J will have the longest ‘online’ sections with 

42% and 47% respectively.  Options C, C-3, E and F will have just 2%, 5%, 14% and 

9% ‘online’ sections respectively.  In terms of PIR rankings of the ‘offline’ sections, 

Option J is rated as the 1st ranked option as this option will impact on relatively few 

existing properties which are remote from the existing N61 alignment. Option C, Option 

C-3 and Option E are the 2nd, 3rd and 4th ranked options. In terms of the ‘offline’ 

sections, Options F and G are rated as the lowest ranked options. 

2.3.3.2 Assessment of Changes in Traffic Flow 

Outlined below is an assessment of the potential noise impact in terms of changes in 

traffic flow data provided at this stage of the scheme appraisal, based on the traffic 

data provided by AECOM.  The TII Guidelines for the Treatment of Noise & Vibration 

in National Road Schemes, states that an estimate should be made of the number of 

receivers where traffic flows are likely to increase or decrease by 25% or more.   
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The traffic flow data for the Future Year 2041 indicates that there will be a very 

significant reduction in the AADT volumes on the existing N61 alignment, with the 

proposed N61 route options taking majority of the traffic flows (92 - 95%) when the 

preferred route option is in operation.   

 

In terms of changes in traffic flow data, there will be a potential beneficial noise impact 

at noise sensitive receivers located in closest proximity to the existing N61 alignment, 

where the preferred option is realigned away from the existing N61 alignment.  The 

proposed N61 options will result in traffic flows being further removed away from these 

properties with 92-95% of the existing AADT traffic flows along the existing N61 moving 

on to the preferred option.  Such a reduction in AADT traffic flows along the existing 

N61 will result in a significant and highly perceptible reduction in traffic noise level at 

these locations.  

 

As stated, all of the proposed options will result in approximately 92 - 95% of the traffic 

on the existing 14.9km section of N61 under consideration being moved onto the 

preferred option.  Only a very small number of residual traffic movements will remain 

on the existing N61 alignment to allow for local access.  In the Design Year 2041, all 

Options will take on average approximately 9,650 vehicles from the existing N61 

alignment along the overall length of each option.  Therefore, none of the proposed 

options will introduce significantly greater AADT traffic volumes in proximity to noise 

sensitive receivers when compared with other proposed options.  

 

Table 2.3.5 N61 Existing and Predicted Annual Average Daily Traffic flows, 

as provided by AECOM. 

Option 2041 – Average 

Flows With Proposed 

Option 

2041 Average Flows 

on Existing N61 

2041 - %age Change 

in Flows 

Existing N61 0 9488 - 

Option C 9536 728 92% 

Option C-3 9595 808 92% 

Option E 9727 800 92% 

Option F 9711 489 95% 

Option G 9844 482 95% 

Option J 9575 639 93% 

 

The predicted average AADT volumes of approximately 9,650 vehicles on the 

proposed N61 options indicates that properties adjacent to these proposed route 

options will experience a potential increase in noise level compared to the currently 

experienced noise levels if they are in a more remote location from the existing N61.  

Existing properties in more remote locations adjacent to existing lower traffic volume 

roads are likely to experience a greater subjective negative response to the proposed 

options than those existing properties which are located in relatively close proximity to 

the existing N61.  Each of the options deviate quite significantly offline from the existing 
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N61 at different locations along the proposed alignments.  Therefore, various 

properties in proximity to any of the proposed alignments of Options C, C-3, E, F, G 

and J will experience a potentially significant noise impact.   

2.3.3.3 Assessment of Likely Need for Mitigation Measures 

A prediction of the likely noise levels at receivers in proximity to the proposed N61 

options based on the Design Year 2041 AADT volumes was carried out using the 

Calculation for Road Traffic Noise (CRTN) calculation methodology and CadnaA noise 

modelling software.   

 

The noise level prediction parameter is the Lden noise indicator as specified in the TII 

document ‘Guidelines for the Treatment of Noise and Vibration in National Road 

Schemes’.  This is a composite of LAeq values for LDay, LEvening and LNight.  The design 

goal set out in the TII document is to achieve 60dB Lden (free field residential façade 

criterion) or less at each receptor.  The TII document states that mitigation measures 

are only deemed necessary when the following three conditions are satisfied at 

designated sensitive receptors: 

• the combined expected maximum traffic noise level, i.e. the relevant noise level, 

from the proposed road scheme together with other traffic in the vicinity is greater 

than the design goal - 60dB Lden. 

• the relevant noise level is at least 1dB more than the expected traffic noise level 

without the proposed road scheme in place. 

• the contribution to the increase in the relevant noise level from the proposed road 

scheme is at least 1dB. 

 

Traffic noise predictions indicate that properties at 50m from the proposed options with 

AADT traffic volumes of approximately 9,650 vehicles in the Design Year 2041 will 

have a resultant traffic noise level of approximately 65 - 66 dB(A) Lden.   

 

The predicted noise levels at receivers in proximity to the proposed N61 options 

indicate that noise mitigation measures will potentially be necessary in order to achieve 

the design goal of 60dB Lden at certain existing properties.  This will depend on 

proximity to the preferred route alignment, the proximity to the existing N61, the 

proposed vertical alignment relative to existing topography and the existing and 

proposed traffic volumes in proximity to the property.  The predicted future noise level 

as well as the difference between the existing noise level and the predicted future noise 

level will determine if noise mitigation measures will be required.   

 

Throughout the length of each of the proposed options, some level of cuttings and 

embankments will be required to allow for the construction of the preferred route 

alignment.  The occurrence of cuttings on a route alignment has the potential to provide 

natural noise attenuation whereas embankments have the potential to allow road traffic 

noise to propagate un-attenuated further from the road.  Deep cuttings will attenuate 

the potential noise impact to a greater extent than a shallow cutting.  However, the 

relative expense of constructing a road through an area requiring deep cutting will 

generally greatly exceed the cost of noise barrier construction adjacent to a road and 

a noise sensitive property as required along sections of a new national road scheme.   
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During the course of the detailed assessment of the preferred option (at the next stage 

of the design process), the noise impact assessment methodology and detailed 

mitigation design will include for the use of noise prediction modelling software.  All 

residences within 300m of the preferred option will be represented in the noise model.  

The proposed and existing route alignments with corresponding traffic data for the 

Base Year, Year of Opening and the Design Year will also be input to the model.  

Existing and proposed digital terrain data will be used to interpret potential ‘natural 

noise mitigation’ in the noise prediction model.  Topographical data will be modified to 

reflect changes in the terrain due to the preferred route alignment and these changes 

will be based on information provided in the design drawings for the preferred route 

alignment.  All residences will be identified using Ordnance Survey mapping and field 

investigation will be carried out to determine whether houses are bungalows, two 

storey residences and if the attic in each residence is used as a living space, where 

possible.  The noise prediction model will be validated against actual noise monitoring 

data collected as part of the baseline assessment of the detailed Noise Impact 

Assessment process.  Accurate noise impact prediction and subsequently noise 

mitigation design will be completed using the noise prediction modelling approach 

described. 

2.3.3.4 Construction Impacts 

As stated in the TII Guidelines, “there is no published Irish guidance relating to the 

maximum permissible noise level that may be generated during the construction phase 

of a project. Local authorities, where appropriate, should control construction activities 

by imposing limits on the hours of operation and consider noise limits at their 

discretion”.  The Authority considers that the noise levels in Table 2.3.6 are typically 

deemed acceptable [Note: that these values are indicative only; it may be appropriate 

to apply more stringent limits in areas where pre-existing noise levels are low].  These 

construction noise limits would be applied to all Options. 

 

Table 2.3.6 Maximum permissible noise levels at the façade of dwellings 

during construction 

Days & Times LAeq (1 hour) dB LpA(max)slow dB 

Monday to Friday - 07.00 to 19.00 70 801 

Monday to Friday - 19.00 to 07.00 601 651 

Saturday - 08.00 to 16.30 65 75 

Sundays & Bank Holidays - 08.00 to 16.30 601 651 

Note 1 Construction activities at these times, other than that required in respect of emergency works, 

will normally require the explicit permission of the relevant local authority. 

2.3.4 Summary of Preferred Options and Conclusion 

The prevailing noise climate in the study area of the options varies from rural areas 

with low background noise levels to residential properties in close proximity to the 

existing N61 which experience an elevated noise level due to traffic flows on the 

existing N61.   
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Table 2.3.7 outlines a ranking of the route options based on the three elements of 

Route Corridor Selection outlined in ‘The TII Guidelines for the Treatment of Noise & 

Vibration in National Road Schemes’, including an assessment of potential impact 

rating (PIR) based upon property counts, a consideration of likely changes in traffic 

flow, and a review of the need for and difficulties associated with noise mitigation 

measures.  

 

Table. 2.3.7 Option Comparison 

Route 

Option 

0-

50m 

50-

100m 

100-

200m 

200-

300m 

PIR 

Total 0-

300m 

PIR 

Rank 

0-50m 

PIR 

Rank 

0-300m 

PIR Rank 

0-300m – 

Offline 

Section 

Average 

Traffic 

Flow 

2041 

Change 

in 

Traffic 

2041 

Option C 16 36 44 27 123 1 1 2 9536 92% 

Option C-3 44 39 42 25 150 3 2 3 9595 92% 

Option E 32 51 54 48 185 2 3 4 9727 92% 

Option F 64 51 96 50 261 4 4 5 9711 95% 

Option G 124 63 98 56 341 5 6 6 9844 95% 

Option J 132 51 68 33 284 6 5 1 9575 93% 

 

Based on the three elements of Route Corridor Selection outlined in the TII ‘Guidelines 

for the Treatment of Noise & Vibration in National Road Schemes’, including an 

assessment of potential impact rating (PIR) based upon property counts, a 

consideration of likely changes in traffic flow, and a review of the need for and 

difficulties associated with noise mitigation measures, has allowed for a determination 

of the best ranked option as outlined in Table 2.3.8.  The Assessment Score outlined 

in Table 2.3.9 includes the PIR rankings for the ‘online’ and ‘offline’ sections of the 

route options as presented in Tables 2.3.2 and 2.3.3.   

 

Table 2.3.8 Route Option Comparison Matrix (Adapted from TII, 201612) 

Option TII Assessment Score Description 

C 3 Minor or slightly negative 

C-3 3 Minor or slightly negative 

E 3 Minor or slightly negative 

F 2 Moderately negative 

G 2 Moderately negative 

J 3 Minor or slightly negative 

 

 
12 TII, 2016. Project Appraisal Guidelines for National Roads Unit 7.0 - Multi Criteria Analysis.  
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Table 2.3.9 Stage 2 Option Assessment Matrix  

Option Assessment Summary TII Assessment 

Score 

Specialist 

Preference Rank 

Overall 

Preference 

C Option C is located primarily to the west from the existing N61 alignment.  98% of this route 

option is offline.  This option gives the lowest PIR value with the lowest number of properties 

within 50m of alignment.  This route option is relatively remote from the existing N61 alignment 

with fewer properties in close proximity. However, this route option will introduce a traffic noise 

impact to existing residential properties in close proximity to its offline section which they have 

previously not experienced. Relative to the existing baseline, the existing residential properties 

close to the offline section of Option C, will experience a more significant subjective noise 

impact than the residential properties nearest to the route options that have a longer length of 

online section. Therefore, Option C is given a negative score due to the potentially significant 

subjective noise impact associated with the offline section of the route. Option C is ranked as 

the preferred option because of the lowest PIR value and subsequent noise impact on a 

relatively fewer number of properties.  

3 1 Preferred 

C-3 Option C-3 is initially located to the east of the existing N61 alignment and then moves to the 

west of the existing N61 alignment. 95% of this route option is offline.  This option ranks 

relatively favourably in terms of PIR values as it is relatively remote from the existing N61 

alignment with fewer properties in close proximity.  Relative to the existing baseline, the existing 

residential properties close to the offline section of Option C-3, will experience a more 

significant subjective noise impact than the residential properties nearest to the route options 

that have a longer length of online section. Therefore, Option C-3 is given a negative score due 

to the potentially significant subjective noise impact associated with the offline section of the 

route. Option C-3 is ranked as the 2nd preferred option because of the low PIR value and 

subsequent noise impact on relatively few residential properties. 

3 2 Intermediate 

E Option E is located primarily to the west of the existing N61 alignment and is in relatively close 

proximity to the existing N61 alignment compared to Options C & C-3. 86% of this option is 

offline.  This option ranks relatively favourably in terms of PIR values as it is also relatively 

remote from the existing N61 alignment with fewer properties in close proximity. However, the 

longer offline section of Option E will introduce a traffic noise impact to existing residential 

properties in proximity to this alignment which they have previously not experienced a 

3 4 Intermediate 
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Option Assessment Summary TII Assessment 

Score 

Specialist 

Preference Rank 

Overall 

Preference 

significant traffic noise impact. Relative to the existing baseline, the existing residential 

properties close to Option E will experience a more significant subjective noise impact than the 

residential properties nearest to the route option alignments which have a longer length of 

online section.  Option E is ranked as the 4th preferred option based on its PIR value, its ranking 

in terms of its offline section and its subsequent noise impact on a higher number of residential 

properties. 

F Option F is located primarily to the east of the existing N61 alignment with a section located to 

the west of the existing N61 alignment. 67% of this route option is offline.  This option ranks 

lower than Options C, C-3 & E in terms of PIR values and is the 4th preferred option in terms 

of PIR value analysis and 5th overall.  However, it is in relatively close proximity to the existing 

N61 alignment compared to Options C, C-3 & E.  Therefore, the properties in proximity to the 

alignment of Option F that are remote from the existing N61 alignment will potentially 

experience a less significant subjective noise impact when compared to Options C, C-3 & E.  

Option F ranks low in terms of the impact on properties along its offline section and its 

subsequent noise impact on a high number of existing residential properties. 

2 5 Least 

Preferred 

G Option G is located both to the east and west of the existing N61 alignment at various locations. 

58% of this route option is offline.   This option ranks lowest in terms of PIR values as it is in 

relatively close proximity to the existing N61 alignment and the village of Knockcroghery.  

However, Option G deviates least offline from the existing N61 alignment and the properties in 

proximity to 42% the alignment which are located along its online sections will experience a 

neutral subjective noise impact as there will be no change from the existing noise climate.  

Therefore, the properties in proximity to the alignment of Option G will potentially experience a 

less significant subjective noise impact than Options C, C-3, E and F.  However, at 

Knockcroghery a cluster of properties at the Fair Green may experience a significant noise 

impact as the alignment is in close proximity to these properties which are currently relatively 

remote from the existing N61. Options C, C-3, E and F all have lower PIR values and Route 

Option G is ranked as the least preferred option option in terms of PIR value. 

2 6 Least 

Preferred 

J Option J is located primarily to the east of the existing N61 alignment.  53% of this option is 

offline.   This option ranks lower in terms of PIR values as it is in relatively close proximity to 

3 3 Intermediate 
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Option Assessment Summary TII Assessment 

Score 

Specialist 

Preference Rank 

Overall 

Preference 

the existing N61 alignment and the village of Knockcroghery.  However, the properties in 

proximity to 47% the alignment of Option J will experience a neutral subjective noise impact as 

there will be no change from the existing noise climate. Therefore, the properties in proximity 

to the alignment of Option J will potentially experience a less significant subjective noise impact 

than Options C, C-3, E and F.  In terms of its entire length, this route option ranks low in terms 

of PIR values.  However, when just the offline section of Option J is assessed, it ranks as the 

preferred option in terms of PIR value. Therefore, Option J is ranked as the 3rd preferred option 

because of the PIR value along its offline sections and subsequent noise impact on a relatively 

fewer number of properties. 
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2.4 Archaeological, Architectural and Cultural Heritage 

2.4.1 Introduction 

This section outlines the cultural heritage assessment carried out as part of the Route 

Option Selection Study for the proposed N61 Ballymurray to Knockcroghery Road 

Project.  The assessment was undertaken by Archaeological Management Solutions 

Ltd (AMS) on behalf of ROD-AECOM and the Roscommon National Roads Regional 

Office (RNRRO), Roscommon County Council.  The study elaborates upon and 

supplements the information previously gathered during the Constraints Study which 

informed the selection of the route options.  This assessment should be read in 

conjunction with that study and with Drawing Nos. N61BK-RODA-EAC-SW_AE-DR-

EN-20109 – 20112 of Volume 2. 

 

Under EIA Directive 2014/52/EU, ‘cultural heritage’ comprises archaeology, 

architectural heritage, folklore and history.  Archaeology is the study of past societies 

through surviving structures, artefacts and environmental data, and is concerned with 

known archaeological sites and monuments, areas of archaeological potential and 

underwater archaeology.  Architectural heritage comprises structures, buildings, 

traditional and designed, and groups of buildings including streetscapes and urban 

vistas, which are of historical, archaeological, artistic, engineering, scientific, social or 

technical interest, together with their setting, attendant grounds, fixtures, fittings and 

contents.  Architectural heritage and archaeology together form ‘built heritage’ or 

‘tangible heritage’.  Folklore and history are aspects of ‘intangible heritage’, which also 

includes language, musical traditions, traditional crafts and skills, townland names, 

poetry and so on.  These forms of cultural heritage are “non-moveable, non-material 

and largely non environmental although by their associations with certain sites and 

places, add to the character of an area” (EPA 2015). 

 

In this assessment, tangible cultural heritage assets (built heritage) are captured under 

the relevant sections of archaeology and architectural heritage, while non-tangible 

associations with these sites and the wider study area (i.e. history and folklore) are 

referred to, where known in the archaeological and historical background, with further 

information presented in the appendices.  Additional information on non-tangible 

associations will be collected during the EIA/Part VIII assessment phase through 

further documentary research and where reported through public consultation. 

2.4.2 Methodology and Sources of Information 

The cultural heritage assessment built upon the Archaeology, Architectural and 

Cultural Heritage Constraints Study (hereafter referred to as the ‘Constraints Study’) 

undertaken for the proposed scheme in July 2019.13  The aim of the Constraints Study 

was to identify, using readily available sources, the known archaeological, architectural 

heritage and other potential cultural heritage assets within the defined Study Area in 

order to assist with the identification of route options.  For the purposes of the study, 

these assets were categorised broadly as follows: 

 
13 This route selection report considers archaeology and architectural heritage as subsets of ‘cultural heritage’ in 
line with current EPA guidance, the European Union’s EIA Directive 2014/52/EU and the Roads Act 1993 
(Environmental Impact Assessment) (Amendment) Regulations 2019. 
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• Archaeological (AY) — World Heritage Sites; National Monuments; 

archaeological sites and monuments listed on the Sites and Monuments Record 

(SMR) and/or Record of Monuments and Places (RMP); 

• Architectural Heritage (AH) — designated Protected Structures and 

Architectural Conservation Areas; structures and other items listed on the 

National Inventory of Architectural Heritage (NIAH); and undesignated buildings 

or structures of potential architectural heritage interest, including industrial 

heritage; and 

• Cultural Heritage (CH) — any other sites, areas or features of potential cultural 

heritage value including areas where undesignated archaeological sites, 

material and deposits potentially occur. 

• Aerial Photography (AP) — any other sites, areas or features of archaeological 

potential identified from cursory analysis of aerial photography / satellite imagery.  

 

The objective of the Route Option Selection Study was to produce a common 

assessment and detailed technical comparative evaluation of each route option with 

reference to its potential archaeological and architectural heritage impacts.  The 

methodology for the appraisal of the route options with regards to archaeological and 

architectural heritage was based on the National Roads Authority’s (NRA) Guidelines 

for the Assessment of Archaeological Heritage Impacts on National Road Schemes, 

now also referred to as TII publication no. TII PE-ARC-02006 (NRA 2005a), and 

Guidelines for the Assessment of Architectural Heritage Impacts of National Road 

Schemes, now also referred to as TII publication no. TII PE-ARC-02007 (NRA 2005b) 

(the NRA Guidelines)14, and the Environmental Protection Authority’s (EPA’s) Draft 

Guidelines on the Information to be contained in Environmental Impact Assessment 

Reports (EPA 2017).  Other guidance of relevance to the assessment includes: 

• Department of Arts, Heritage, Gaeltacht and the Island’s Framework and 

Principles for the Protection of the Archaeological Heritage (DAHGI 1999); 

• Department of Arts, Heritage and the Gaeltacht’s Architectural Heritage 

Protection Guidelines for Planning Authorities (DAHG 2011); 

• Department of Culture, Heritage and the Gaeltacht’s NIAH Handbook (DCHG 

2017); 

• EPA’s Advice Notes on Current Practice (in the preparation of Environmental 

Impact Statements) (EPA 2003); 

• EPA’s Guidelines on the information to be contained in Environmental Impact 

Statements (EPA 2002); and 

• NRA’s Environmental Impact Assessment of National Road Schemes – A 

Practical Guide (NRA 2008). 

 

The Route Selection Study was divided into four main components: 

(1) Further appraisal of known and potential archaeological sites and monuments 

and architectural heritage within a 500m-wide corridor for each of the route 

option centrelines including collation and analysis of information on identified 

 
14 The functions of the former NRA have now been assumed by Transport Infrastructure Ireland (TII). 
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cultural heritage assets, previous archaeological investigations, archaeological 

finds known to the National Museum of Ireland (NMI), townland names and local 

folklore; 

(2) Site-specific and targeted field surveys of archaeological and architectural 

heritage assets to supplement the initial desktop research and previous 

‘windshield’ surveys;  

(3) Quantitative and qualitative assessment of the route options; and 

(4) Report writing. 

2.4.2.1 Establishing the Baseline 

2.4.2.1.1 Archaeology 

At present, archaeological sites and monuments in the Republic of Ireland are 

protected under the National Monuments Act 1930 (as amended) in one of four ways: 

(1) Being recorded in the Record of Monuments and Places (RMP); 

(2) Being registered in the Register of Historic Monuments (RHM); 

(3) Being a National Monument in the ownership or guardianship of the Minister for 

Culture, Heritage and the Gaeltacht or a Local Authority; or 

(4) Being a National Monument subject to a Preservation Order or Temporary 

Preservation Order. 

 

The information gathered during the Constraints Study provided the initial baseline for 

the desk study at the Route Option Selection phase, including identifying sites subject 

to statutory protection and undesignated potential sites.  The sources outlined below 

were consulted to cross-check and update this baseline for archaeological heritage. 

 

World Heritage Tentative List 

The World Heritage Tentative List is an inventory of properties which each State 

intends to consider for nomination to the UNESCO World Heritage List and was 

submitted by the Republic of Ireland in 2010.  The nearest property on this list is 

Rathcroghan, which lies c.20km to the north of the Study Area and is included on the 

Tentative List as part of the Royal Sites of Ireland: Cashel, Dún Ailinne, Hill of 

Uisneach, Rathcroghan Complex, and Tara Complex.15  

 

National Monuments Lists 

A National Monument, as defined in Section 2 of the National Monuments Act 1930, is 

a monument “the preservation of which is a matter of national importance by reason of 

the historical, architectural, traditional, artistic or archaeological interest attaching 

thereto...”.  The current List of National Monuments in State Care (Ownership and 

Guardianship) for County Roscommon was published in 2009. 

 

Record of Monuments and Places (RMP) 

The Record of Monuments and Places (RMP) is the statutory list of protected places 

and monuments established under Section 12(1) of the National Monuments 

 
15 https://whc.unesco.org/en/tentativelists/5528/ [Online]. Accessed 20/12/19. 

https://whc.unesco.org/en/tentativelists/5528/
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(Amendment) Act 1994.  The RMP for County Roscommon was published in 1997 in 

paper form with accompanying constraints maps.  During the assessment, the printed 

lists and maps were used to check whether a monument or place is subject to legal 

protection under the National Monuments Acts through its inclusion on the RMP. 

 

Sites and Monuments Record (SMR)  

The Archive Unit of the National Monuments Service (NMS) of the Department of 

Culture, Heritage and the Gaeltacht (DCHG) maintains a publicly accessible database 

known as the Sites and Monuments Record (SMR) which contains current information 

on known archaeological sites and monuments, including whether or not they are 

scheduled for inclusion in the next issue of the statutory RMP.  The SMR sites dataset 

includes a ‘Zone of Notification’ for sites and monuments.  These zones do not define 

the exact extent of monuments, but rather are intended to identify areas in which 

archaeological remains are believed to occur for the purposes of notification under 

Section 12 (3) of the National Monuments (Amendment) Act 1994.  Updated searches 

of the SMR were carried out during the Route Option Selection study.  Reference 

numbers (e.g. N61/BK/CS-AY001, abbreviated to AY001 etc.) have been assigned to 

each identified archaeological heritage asset in line with the referencing convention 

outlined in the NRA /TII guidelines. 

 

List of Monuments Subject to Preservation Orders 

Section 8 (1) of the National Monuments Act 1930 provides for the Minister placing a 

preservation order on a monument which the Minister considers to be a National 

Monument under threat.  The current list of Preservation Orders detailing all 

monuments that have had a Preservation Order or a Temporary Preservation Order 

placed on them was published in June 2019. 

 

Database of Irish Excavation Reports 

The Database of Irish Excavation Reports, also commonly known as the ‘Excavations 

Bulletin’ (summary accounts of archaeological excavations in Ireland), is maintained 

by Wordwell publishers with the support of DCHG and is accessible online.16  Transport 

Infrastructure Ireland (TII) also makes available reports commissioned as a result of 

their road projects.17  

 

Historical Maps and Satellite Imagery 

Cartographic sources including the first-edition six-inch Ordnance Survey map 

(published for Roscommon in 1838) and the first-edition 25-inch Ordnance Survey map 

(surveyed 1888–92) were reviewed online through the Historic Environment Viewer 

and Ordnance Survey of Ireland websites.18  Satellite imagery was also reviewed 

throughout the assessment. 

 

 

 

 
16 Available from https://excavations.ie  
17 Available from https://repository.dri.ie/catalog/v9807h80j  
18 Available from http://map.geohive.ie/ 

https://excavations.ie/
https://repository.dri.ie/catalog/v9807h80j
http://map.geohive.ie/
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LiDAR Assessment 

In 2018, AMS carried out an archaeological assessment of a LiDAR survey for an 

11.2km section (c.1,570 Ha) of the proposed N61 corridor from north of Ballymurray to 

south of Knockcroghery village.  The LiDAR survey data, available from Roscommon 

County Council, was assessed using specialist software to produce visualisations of 

the LiDAR Digital Terrain Model (DTM).  Each LiDAR visualisation was systematically 

compared with existing geospatial information, and the topographical characteristics 

of all known sites and newly identified features were recorded.  This assessment 

identified 212 features, of which 132 were newly identified and considered to be of 

potential archaeological significance, including enclosures, relict field boundaries / 

systems, pits and former quarries (Clutterbuck & Dowling 2018). 

 

A subsequent Phase 2 LiDAR Archaeological Assessment was undertaken in 2021 

(Bonsall 2021), which investigated high-resolution 0.5m-resolution LiDAR data 

covering 1,528 Ha.19 The LiDAR survey area consisted of fifteen tiles of DTM; each tile 

measured 2,000m by 2,000m. The methodology for the 2021 analysis followed that of 

the 2018 assessment, the DTM data was analysed, and the data was visualised as a 

Simple Local Relief Model (SLRM), Sky-View Factor and a Multi-Direction Hillshade 

Model (Multi-HS). The 2018 and 2021 LiDAR data study areas overlapped by 75.1Ha 

and 28 sites that were identified in the 2018 LiDAR assessment also extended in to 

the 2021 study area. The 2021 assessment identified 307 features, of which 209 were 

previously unidentified and considered to be of archaeological significance, these 

included enclosures, barrows, pits, hut sites and field systems (Bonsall 2021). 

 

Where direct impacts are predicted on LiDAR features of potentially high 

archaeological significance (e.g. potential unrecorded ringforts and enclosures) with a 

confidence score of two or greater than two, these have been included in the 

assessment as a precaution due to the potential significant adverse effects. The 

presence or absence of archaeology in these areas can only be conclusively 

established through invasive investigation (i.e., test trenching).  

2.4.2.1.2 Architectural Heritage 

The principal sources for the identification of architectural heritage were the Record of 

Protected Structures (RPS) as published within the Roscommon County Development 

Plan 2014-202020, and the National Inventory of Architectural Heritage (NIAH). 

 

Record of Protected Structures 

Under the Planning and Development Act 2000, Local Authorities are required to 

maintain a Record of Protected Structures (RPS) as part of their Development Plan.  

The Roscommon County Development Plan 2014–2020 contains the Record of 

Protected Structures for County Roscommon.  Protected Structures are buildings and 

structures recognised by the Local Authority as having special architectural, historical, 

 
19 The Study Area was between ITM 589578.5, 751378.5 (SW) and ITM 596685.5, 763304.0 (NE). 
20 Available at: http://www.roscommoncoco.ie/en/services/planning/roscommon-county-council-
planning-publications/roscommon-county-council-planning-
publications/county_development_plan_2014_-_2020/. The Draft Roscommon Development Plan 
2021–27 was published on 21/04/21. 

http://www.roscommoncoco.ie/en/services/planning/roscommon-county-council-planning-publications/roscommon-county-council-planning-publications/county_development_plan_2014_-_2020/
http://www.roscommoncoco.ie/en/services/planning/roscommon-county-council-planning-publications/roscommon-county-council-planning-publications/county_development_plan_2014_-_2020/
http://www.roscommoncoco.ie/en/services/planning/roscommon-county-council-planning-publications/roscommon-county-council-planning-publications/county_development_plan_2014_-_2020/
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archaeological, artistic, cultural, scientific, social or technical interest.  The legal 

protections afforded to Protected Structures are set out in Part IV of the Planning and 

Development Act 2000.  The RPS provides positive recognition of a structure’s 

importance and protection from adverse impacts. 

A Protected Structure, unless otherwise stated in the RPS, includes the interior of the 

structure, the land lying within its curtilage, any other structures and their interiors lying 

within that curtilage, plus all of the fixtures and features that form part of the interior or 

exterior of any of these structures.  The National Monuments Act 1930 (as amended) 

can also protect elements of the architectural heritage or offer dual/parallel protection.  

The Development Plan also contains a list of Architectural Conservation Areas (ACAs).  

However, no ACAs are located inside the Study Area of this road scheme. 

 

National Inventory of Architectural Heritage  

The National Inventory of Architectural Heritage (NIAH) is a nationwide survey of 

architectural heritage including buildings, structures and historic landscapes and 

gardens, carried out under the Architectural Heritage (National Inventory) and Historic 

Monuments (Miscellaneous Provisions) Act 1999.  The NIAH comprises a Building 

Survey and a Survey of Historic Gardens and Designed Landscapes (Garden 

Survey).21  These surveys are used to advise Local Authorities in relation to structures 

of interest within their functional areas.  The purpose of the surveys is to highlight a 

representative sample of the architectural heritage of each county and to raise 

awareness of the wealth of architectural heritage in Ireland.  Not all buildings and 

structures listed on the NIAH are legally protected through inclusion on the RPS. 

2.4.2.1.3 Folklore and History 

A literature review was undertaken to gain basic historical information about the Study 

Area (see References).  A search of the Irish Folklore Commission’s School Collection 

was also carried out to establish whether the Study Area or particular places within it 

has any specific folk or historical significance that could be significantly impacted by 

the proposed project (Appendix 2.4F).22  Place names can also provide clues to a 

townland’s historical associations (e.g. Knockcroghery = Cnoc an Chrochaire – 

Hangman’s Hill), archaeology (e.g. Lisbride = Lios Bhríde – Bridget's Fort) and 

geography (e.g. Killeenrevagh = Coillín Riabhach – Grey Little Wood) (see Appendix 

2.4 G).  Further research with respect to history and folklore will be undertaken 

following the selection of the preferred route. 

2.4.2.2 Appraisal Methodology 

2.4.2.2.1 Stage 1 – Preliminary Assessment of Feasible Route Options  

Desk Study 

During the assessment of the original Feasible Route Options (FROs), the Study Area 

was refined to encompass an overall width of 500m for each route option (i.e. 250m 

from the centreline of each route) as required for archaeology by the NRA / TII 

guidelines (NRA 2005a, 21).  These assessment corridors were also used for the 

architectural heritage assessment, which exceeds the recommended corridor width for 

 
21 Available from http://buildingsofireland.ie/  
22 Available from https://www.duchas.ie/en  

http://buildingsofireland.ie/
https://www.duchas.ie/en
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architectural heritage (NRA 2005b, 17).  These 500m assessment corridors formed 

the basis of the current Option Selection Study for cultural heritage. 

 

Compilation of Base Maps  

The archaeological and architectural heritage assets identified during the Constraints 

Study were updated and digitally mapped using open-source GIS software QGIS 

(version 3.10) and cross-checked with current RMP, SMR, NIAH and RPS datasets.  

Vector data for each route option were also imported and examined to assess the 

potential impact of each FRO on the identified heritage assets. 

 

Field Survey 

A targeted walkover survey was carried out by consultants from AMS in February 2020 

to supplement the desktop research and the initial ‘windshield’ surveys completed for 

the Constraints Study in 2019.  The walkover survey comprised purposive site visits 

consistent with the NRA / TII guidelines (NRA 2005a:23).  The primary purpose of the 

survey was to confirm the presence, type, date and potential importance of certain 

archaeological sites and monuments and architectural heritage structures and features 

that may potentially be affected by the route options.  The survey assisted in:  

• Confirming the nature, location, condition and extent of archaeological sites and 

monuments and architectural heritage features potentially impacted by the 

FROs; 

• Noting additional unidentified archaeological sites and monuments and 

architectural heritage assets as defined under the National Monuments Acts 

1930–2004 and Architectural Heritage (National Inventory) and Historic 

Monuments (Miscellaneous Provisions) Act 1999; 

• Evaluating potential magnitude and significance of impact by the FROs; and 

• Providing a preliminary photographic record of individual features of potential 

archaeological and architectural heritage interest. 

 

Updating the Archaeological and Architectural Heritage Inventories 

The lists of archaeological and architectural heritage assets compiled for the initial 

Constraints Study were updated for the FROs, drawing on data and information 

recorded during the original Constraints Study, supplemented by the additional 

research and fieldwork outlined above. These lists were further developed into 

Preliminary Archaeological and Architectural Heritage Inventories that include a brief 

description and appraisal of each feature or area of archaeological and architectural 

heritage interest, as well as the legal status and suggested importance of the asset 

(Appendices 2.4A & 2.4C).  The relative importance of each archaeological or 

architectural asset was rated in terms of Negligible, Low, Medium or High for 

archaeological sites and Local, Regional, National and International for architectural 

heritage sites, in accordance with the NRA / TII and EPA guidelines.  

 

Preliminary Options Assessment Methodology 

A comparative quantitative and qualitative evaluation of the cultural heritage assets 

identified within each FRO assessment corridor was carried out to arrive at the 
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identification of a preferred route option from the standpoint of cultural heritage.  

Evaluation of impacts was carried out using metrics specific to archaeological and 

architectural heritage, as outlined below.  It is recognised that the preferred route from 

a cultural heritage perspective as identified in this Route Option Selection Study may 

not be the overall optimum route when other impacts and considerations are evaluated.  

Further research is also needed to fully assess the likely effects of the selected 

preferred route on cultural heritage.  

 

Likely impacts within each assessment corridor were categorised as one of three types 

in accordance with the NRA / TII guidelines for archaeological heritage (NRA 

2005a:25) and architectural heritage (NRA 2005b:21): 

• Direct Impact — where a site, monument or feature of archaeological or 

architectural heritage interest is physically located in whole or in part within the 

footprint of a potential route alignment which would entail the removal of part or 

all of the site, monument or feature.  In this case, the preferred form of mitigation 

would be realignment and avoidance where feasible, having regard to the 

significance of the site, monument or feature concerned; 

• Indirect Impact — where a site, monument or feature of archaeological or 

architectural heritage interest or its setting is located in close proximity to the 

footprint of a potential route alignment.  In this case, mitigation could ameliorate 

and reduce potential negative effects; however, the design of mitigation at the 

route selection stage would be largely undefined and would instead be 

addressed as part of the EIA phase in the event of the route option being 

identified as the preferred route; or 

• No Predicted Impact — where the potential route does not adversely or 

positively affect the site, monument or feature of archaeological or architectural 

heritage interest. 

 

The quality of predicted impact was classified as Negative, Positive or Neutral as 

applicable.  Negative impacts include total or partial loss of a site, monument, structure 

or its attendant grounds, visual intrusion, severance and degradation of setting and/or 

amenity.  Positive impacts might include increased physical separation resulting in 

traffic relief, reduced visual and noise intrusion, and enhancement of setting or 

amenity.  Where no impact is predicted, the quality of impact is rated as Neutral.  The 

predicted magnitude of impact was rated as Low, Medium, High or Very High in 

accordance with the guidelines (NRA 2005a: 28; NRA 2005b: 31). 

 

The predicted significance of effect was evaluated by comparing the predicted 

magnitude (i.e. level) of impact with the suggested importance of the asset using the 

schedules of significance provided in the NRA / TII guidelines (NRA 2005a: 27; NRA 

2005b: 32–33) and EPA’s EIA guidelines (EPA 2017).  Significance of effect for both 

archaeological and architectural heritage is classified and summarised below:  

• Imperceptible — an impact on archaeological or architectural heritage of local 

importance that is capable of measurement but without noticeable 

consequences; 
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• Slight — an impact that causes some minor change in the character of 

archaeological or architectural heritage of local or regional importance without 

affecting its integrity or sensitivities.  Although noticeable, the effects do not 

directly impact on the archaeological or architectural structure or feature. Impacts 

are reversible and of relatively short duration.  Appropriate mitigation will reduce 

the impact; 

• Moderate — an impact that results in a change to the archaeological or 

architectural heritage which, although noticeable, is not such that it alters the 

integrity of the heritage.  The change is likely to be consistent with existing and 

emerging trends.  Impacts are probably reversible and may be of relatively short 

duration.  Appropriate mitigation is very likely to reduce the impact; 

• Significant — an impact that by its magnitude, duration or intensity alters the 

character and/or setting of the archaeological or architectural heritage. These 

effects arise where an aspect or aspects of the archaeological or architectural 

heritage is/are permanently impacted upon leading to a loss of character and 

integrity in the archaeological or architectural structure or feature.  Appropriate 

mitigation is likely to reduce the impact. 

• Profound — an impact that obliterates the archaeological or architectural 

heritage of a structure or feature of national or international importance.  These 

effects arise where an archaeological or architectural structure or feature is 

completely and irreversibly destroyed by the proposed development.  Mitigation 

is unlikely to remove adverse effects.  

 

The preliminary assessments of the Stage 1 FROs were presented and discussed at 

an Options Assessment Workshop attended by RNRRO staff, the TII Project 

Archaeologist, AMS and various other specialists on 13 August 2019. 

2.4.2.2.2 Stage 2 – Appraisal of Refined Route Options 

The Refined Route Options (RROs) were assessed and compared using the same 

methods as Stage 1 and taking account of the likely impacts and relative merits of 

affected features and sites.  As during Stage 1, the assessment involved both 

quantitative and qualitative analysis and the professional judgement of the consultants 

undertaking the assessment. 

 

The quantitative assessment involved analysing the relative number of known and 

potential archaeological sites and monuments, and structures or features of 

architectural heritage merit, likely to be adversely impacted by each RRO.  The 

qualitative attributes assessed included the type of site and relative importance, 

condition and rarity of structures or features present within the study corridors and 

archaeological potential.  Relative importance derives from a number of factors 

including current designation or listing (i.e. RMP, SMR, RPS, NIAH or none), 

condition/preservation, documentation/historical significance, group value, visibility in 

the landscape, fragility/vulnerability, and amenity value (NRA 2005a:51).  This part of 

the assessment involves the application of professional judgement. 

 

In assessing the nature of impacts, a number of factors were taken into account 

including:  
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• quality of the impact (positive or negative); 

• duration of impact (short-term, long term, permanent or temporary); and 

• type of impact – whether cumulative, reversible or capable of being mitigated. 

The option with the lowest predicted impact on cultural heritage is generally the most 

preferred option from a cultural heritage perspective, while the route with the greatest 

predicted impact should be the least preferred.  However, the NRA / TII guidelines 

recognise that the preferred route may not necessarily be the route with the lowest 

number of impacts on archaeological sites (NRA 2005a: 27).  The same principle 

applies to architectural heritage: for example, a route that has relatively minor indirect 

impacts on eight (8) sites may be preferable to a route option that has just one direct 

impact resulting in the demolition of a building of regional or national architectural 

heritage merit (NRA 2005b:23).  For this reason, the relative significance of effect 

based on a qualitative as well as quantitative analysis formed an important part of the 

current route options appraisal.  The assessment also took into account the relative 

level of archaeological risk arising from the potential to encounter currently unidentified 

archaeological sites.  

2.4.2.2.3 Stage 3 — Selection of a Preferred Route 

The Route Options Appraisal outlined above enabled an informed assessment to be 

made regarding a preferred route option with respect to cultural heritage.  More 

detailed research, including consultation and further fieldwork, will be carried out for 

the route that is ultimately selected as preferred to fully assess the likely impacts on 

cultural heritage.  This would be done as part of an Environmental Impact Assessment 

(EIA) for the scheme if required, or a planning application under Part VIII of the 

Planning and Development Regulations 2001–2015. 

2.4.3 Description of Existing Environment  

Below we outline the existing environment in terms of its known archaeological and 

architectural heritage.  This summary, which is broken up into broad time periods, 

collates the baseline findings and provides a cultural heritage profile for the overall 

Study Area with reference to the wider landscape. 

2.4.3.1 Prehistoric Period (c. 8000 BC – AD 400) 

Evidence for Mesolithic activity (8000 - 4000 BC) in Ireland tends to be concentrated 

around or in close proximity to water and might therefore be expected in the environs 

of Lough Ree and this Study Area.  However, during the early Holocene and Mesolithic 

periods, post-glacial lake levels were up to five metres higher than at present (Murtagh 

2015, 18), and Woodman suggests that a much more expansive and conjoined Lough 

Ree-Derg existed (Woodman, 2015, 25).  Some of the Study Area may have been 

inundated or below water around that time as a consequence. 

 

A relative paucity of preferred raw materials (e.g., good quality flint) required for 

production of tools and equipment, and a reduced number of mammal and fish species 

available as resources (Murtagh 2015, 29) may also account for the paucity of 

evidence for human habitation in the Study Area during the Mesolithic period.  

However, the recent discovery of Mesolithic flint tools at a portal tomb site at 

Drumanone and unstratified material from Clonnaragh indicates that the evidence for 
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Mesolithic activity in this part of Roscommon may be readdressed through time. 

Driscoll’s fieldwork around the shores of Lough Gara has identified 97 new lithic 

scatters of Mesolithic date (Driscoll, 2019), and clearly indicates the potential for more 

sites of this date to be identified in the future.  

Radiocarbon dating of fossil pollen taken from a sediment core at St John’s Wood 

adjacent to the Study Area on the western shore of Lough Ree presents palynological 

evidence at a local scale for an environment dominated by trees stretching back to at 

least 7270+/- 70 BP Budd and von Engelbrechten. 1999, 11).  There is no significant 

evidence for human intercession in the management or modification of that landscape 

relating to the Mesolithic period from this area represented in the pollen core.  

 

The Neolithic period (4000–2500 BC) is typically associated with Ireland’s first farmers; 

the centuries between c. 3800–3600 BC saw a period of rapid expansion and 

colonisation across the country, with the archaeological imprint of rectangular houses 

being a common settlement feature of this period. The DIER for the entire county of 

Roscommon records a single instance of the excavation of Neolithic activity at 

Ballinphuill 1, outside Ballaghaderreen, where a charred hazelnut shell from a 

curvilinear feature on the site returned a radiocarbon date of 2460–2150 cal. BC 

(SUERC–27342).23 Although no evidence for settlement sites associated with this 

period are known within the Study Area, there are a number of megalithic tombs (i.e., 

RO042-090 passage tomb [AY090] and RO045-053001 portal tomb [AY184] in Scregg 

and Knockanyconor respectively), along with a megalithic structure (RO045-053002 

[AY185]) in Knockanyconor townland. Archaeological testing in the vicinity of RO042-

090 failed to produce any evidence for archaeological activity.24 However, the 

presence of these monuments suggests that associated settlement sites, of which no 

surface expression survives, are likely to have been located somewhere in the vicinity. 

In the wider Rathcroghan landscape to the north, it is inferred that “local topography 

and soils, and possibly the location of related settlements, were among the determining 

factors in tomb siting” (Waddell et al. 2009, 199). A hoard of four deliberately deposited 

polished stone axes of shale, sandstone and limestone, which dated to the Neolithic, 

were discovered in a bog in Runnacocka, County Roscommon in 1986, over 30km to 

the north of the Study Area. 

 

The Bronze Age (2500–500 BC) is well represented in this part of mid-Roscommon, 

with a total of nineteen funerary monuments being recorded within the Study Area. As 

with the Neolithic settlement and habitation sites that may originally have been 

associated with these monuments, no such archaeological evidence for same has as 

yet been positively identified. The St John’s Wood sediment core does not contain any 

evidence for woodland management or alteration during the preceding Neolithic 

period, and the earliest palynological indication of human interaction in the local 

environment is suggested as being towards the end of the Early Bronze Age, around 

3800 BP (Budd & von Engelbrechten 1999, 11). There are, however, six known 

enclosure sites listed in the SMR for the Study Area (including large enclosures, 

AY057, AY060, AY111, and generic enclosures AY031, AY193, AY218), some of 

which may relate to activity contemporaneous with the funerary monuments, but 

 
23 https://excavations.ie/report/2010/Roscommon/0021767/ [Online]. Accessed 11/05/21. 
24 https://excavations.ie/report/2005/Roscommon/0014374/ [Online]. Accessed 11/05/21. 

https://excavations.ie/report/2010/Roscommon/0021767/
https://excavations.ie/report/2005/Roscommon/0014374/
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without archaeological excavation this cannot be definitively proven. None of the DIER 

listings indicate archaeological works taking place in proximity to any of the known 

funerary monuments. 

 

One of the nineteen funerary monuments in the Study Area (RO045-048002 [AY178]) 

is classified as a cist burial by the identification of three stones exposed within a barrow 

mound (RO045-048001 [AY177]) in Toberdan townland. Excavations of this type of 

monument indicate that they may range in date from Early Bronze Age to the Early 

Iron Age. All of the remaining eighteen funerary monuments comprise barrows of 

varying types dating from c. 2400 BC–AD 400. This includes eight (8) ring-barrows 

(AY098, AY102, AY108, AY180, AY181, AY182, AY200, AY230), three (3) embanked-

barrows (AY152, AY153, AY227), two (2) mound barrows (AY176 and AY231), two (2) 

stepped barrows (AY167, AY186), one (1) bowl-barrow (AY166); and two (2) 

unclassified barrows (AY115 and AY177). 

 

Somewhat surprisingly given the nature of the landscape there are no recorded 

fulachta fiadh/burnt mounds within the Study Area. It is likely that this apparent 

absence will be readdressed following pre-development archaeological testing, as 

happened, for example, in advance archaeological works on the N5 Ballaghaderreen 

Bypass in 2009,25 as well as during current works on the N5 Ballaghaderreen to 

Scramoge Road Scheme (Ed Danaher pers. comm).  

 

The NMI online database hosted on the Heritage Council’s Heritage Maps26 record two 

socketed bronze spearheads (NMI references 1986:124 and 1985:20) of Bronze age 

date found in Scregg townland.  

 

Regarding Iron Age (500 BC–AD 400) activity in the Study Area, there is a possibility 

that some of the funerary monuments ascribed to the Bronze Age (above) may more 

accurately belong to this period. Similarly, some of the six enclosures previously 

mentioned may represent hillforts or sites of Iron Age date.  

2.4.3.2 Early Medieval Period (AD 400 − 1100) 

Of the 232 recorded archaeological sites and monuments in the Study Area, the 

majority (n=122) are ringforts, i.e., defended homesteads of relatively wealthy farmers 

generally dated to the early medieval period (AD 400–1100), though some remained 

in use until much later.  Stout (2015, 73) suggests that of the c. 60,000 ringforts in 

Ireland, most were occupied between the early seventh and ninth centuries AD.  

Ringforts are also representative of a predominantly cattle economy and Stout (ibid) 

observes that in Roscommon there is a tendency for ringforts to occur most frequently 

on the well-drained land areas.  Many of the ringforts in the Study Area are prominent 

in the landscape, though outlying subsurface archaeological remains (e.g., trackways, 

field systems and souterrains) also have the potential to occur, as do ringfort sites with 

no surface expression.  

 

 
25 https://excavations.ie/report/2009/Roscommon/0021033/ [Online]. Accessed 11/05/21. 
26 Available at: https://www.heritagemaps.ie/WebApps/HeritageMaps/index.html. The online database 
is only a partial record, the Topographical Files held in the NMI Antiquities Division (Kildare Street, 
Dublin 2), represent the full catalogue of all recorded stray finds since 1928.  

https://excavations.ie/report/2009/Roscommon/0021033/
https://www.heritagemaps.ie/WebApps/HeritageMaps/index.html
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Of the 122 recorded ringfort examples within the Study Area, 114 of these are listed in 

the SMR as ringfort-rath type with earthen banks and ditches (see Appendix 2.4A). 

The remaining eight (8) ringforts are the dry-stone walled ringfort-cashel type.  Given 

the density of ringfort sites presented within the Study Area, it is possible that some of 

the ‘enclosure’ sites could represent the remains of ringforts rather than enclosures 

related to the Bronze or Iron Ages.  

 

The majority of archaeological test excavations and licences for archaeological 

monitoring issued by the National Monuments Service (NMS) for sites within the Study 

Area relate to works in the vicinity of ringforts. These include investigations adjacent 

to ringforts where nothing of archaeological significance was identified. However, 

archaeological works adjacent to ringfort RO042-062 (AY068) in Galey townland, 

under excavation licence 02E061627 and 02E0616 (ext.),28 revealed evidence for a 

charcoal spread and more substantial burnt areas including a hearth (RO042-171 

[AY143]) and postholes. These features may be related to the ringfort, and it is not 

unusual to find kilns or industrial working areas located beyond the limits of the ringfort 

enclosure. 

 

Souterrains are subsurface stone features built for storage and/or defence, dating 

primarily to the Early Medieval Period.  They are commonly, although not always, 

associated with ringforts, and an isolated three-chambered example (RO045-102 

[AY212]) was discovered in 1986 during N61 road upgrade works in the townland 

of Killiaghan and Gort.  This feature is preserved in situ (but inaccessible) below the 

extant road; no evidence for an associated ringfort structure was noted in association 

with it at the time of its discovery.  However, the potential for such remains to exist in 

the vicinity should not be discounted. 

 

Earthworks identified alongside ringforts frequently comprise field boundaries and field 

systems which often represent the original spatial organisation of the associated and 

contemporaneous farmstead and fields.  Within this Study Area, some such features 

survive both as visible landmarks and known features in the landscape, like those at 

Mote Demesne (RO042-016003; AY020).  

 

A number of ringforts identified within the Study Area enclose the remains of undated 

huts and houses, or hut or house sites are recorded in close proximity, such as at 

AY171 in Kellybrook, AY208 and AY210 in Killyaghan and Gort.  While houses 

contemporaneous with ringforts are frequently represented in the archaeological 

record by circular arrangements of post and stake holes, in the absence of excavations 

at these sites it is not possible to say to which period these structures should most 

accurately be ascribed.  It is possible that some of these features represent post-

medieval shepherding hut sites, or vernacular structures of the eighteenth and 

nineteenth centuries.  

 

While ringforts may represent the secular settlement sites of the wealthier farmers of 

the Early Medieval period, ecclesiastical sites within the Study Area include a circular 

 
27 https://excavations.ie/report/2002/Roscommon/0008926/ [Online]. Accessed 10/05/21. 
28 https://excavations.ie/report/2004/Roscommon/0012588/ [Online]. Accessed 10/05/21. 

https://excavations.ie/report/2002/Roscommon/0008926/
https://excavations.ie/report/2004/Roscommon/0012588/
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dry-stone walled enclosure (RO042-016007; [AY024]) containing the remains of the 

medieval parish church of Kilmaine (or Kilmedan) (RO042-016001; [AY018]) and burial 

ground (RO042-016002; [AY019]).  Ecclesiastical sites in Roscommon may have seen 

the manufacture of many of Ireland’s great early medieval ecclesiastical treasures, but 

as yet the archaeological evidence for such manufacture is scarce (Murray 2014, 120).  

2.4.3.3 Medieval Period (AD 1100 − 1600) 

Archaeological evidence for the medieval period in the Study Area is primarily 

characterised by castles or castle sites.  These castles are of varying types and include 

the foundation remains of a late fifteenth-century O’Kelly tower house (RO042-147001; 

[AY127]) and associated enclosing bawn (RO042-147002-; [AY128]) in Scregg 

townland, which may have been the original location of two Sheila-na-gigs (RO042-

091001- [AY091]; RO042-091002-; [AY092]).  A second O’Kelly castle (RO042-

136001- ; [AY125]) is recorded from the sixteenth century in Lisdaulan townland 

c.1.5km to the northwest.  It survives as a grass covered rubble mound, and it is 

recorded that quoin stones (RO042-116-; [AY124]) from this building were reused in 

subsequent buildings in the area.  

 

Although recorded on the first-edition Ordnance Survey six-inch map of 1838 but not 

in earlier records, a grass covered rubble mound in Ballagh townland is listed in the 

SMR as being the remains of a castle (RO045-084001; [AY192]) with an associated 

D-shaped enclosure (RO045-084002; [AY193]).  The remains of a small rubble mound 

is recorded as the remains of Kellybrook castle (RO042-102001-; [AY110]) within a 

larger oval enclosure (RO042-102002; [AY111]) and which is recorded in early 

seventeenth-century records of the area.  An inscribed datestone (RO042-105002-; 

[AY114]) bearing the date 1770 and a sillstone from Kellybrook castle are kept at 

Kellybrook House (RO042-105001).  

 

Local oral tradition is presented as the justification for the classification of a castle site 

(RO042-159; [AY134]) in Moydow townland, but there are no earthworks or other 

surviving features to conclusively prove that a castle existed at this location. 

 

Some of the castles constructed during the medieval period in Ireland were associated 

with parish churches.  However, it was also not uncommon for churches associated 

with larger abbeys and monasteries to be constructed on their outlying grange and 

endowed lands.  One such example of a medieval church (RO042-011; [AY014]) in 

Clonsellan townland could be the daughter house of the Augustinian Abbey of St Mary 

(LF021-048006-) located 8.3km to the southeast in Lough Ree.  In Killinvoy townland 

(RO042-097001; [AY099]), the parish church can be traced to at least the early 

fourteenth century; it was associated with the abbey of Cloontuskert by the time of the 

Suppression in the sixteenth century.  The church was replaced or modified c.1810 

during the relaxation of the Penal Laws, and that building remains extant as the 

community hall in Killinvoy. The continued use of these medieval churches is 

evidenced by the presence of later burial and funerary monuments such as the 17th 

century graveslab (RO042-097003-; [AY099]) and two 17th century headstones 

(RO042-097005-; [AY103]; RO042-097006-; [AY104]) recorded in the graveyard 

(RO042-097002-; [AY100]) associated with Killinvoy church. 
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There are no moated sites recorded within the study area, although moated sites are 

found closer to Roscommon town (RO040-026; RO040-007 and RO039-026)  c.4km 

to the north of the Study Area.  These sites are generally regarded as being the rural 

fortified settlements of the Anglo-Normans, constructed towards the end of the 

thirteenth and into the fourteenth centuries. It has more recently been suggested that 

a number of moated sites in Roscommon were constructed by Gaelic Irish lords rather 

than the Anglo-Normans, and research projects based on this view now reflect that 

interpretation (McNeary and Shanahan 2005, 10). 

 

Although no evidence for Viking or Hiberno-Scandinavian activity is identified in the 

surviving archaeological monuments and features in the Study Area, the annals record 

a permanent fortification (dunadh) on Lough Ree in AD 844 (Stout 2015, 79).  The 

discovery of silver coins with cut edges (NMI Object ID 1986:68) and a fragment of 

silver ingot (NMI Object ID 1986:69) in Scregg townland may be attributed to this period 

when silver and other precious metals were traded through Hiberno-Scandinavian 

towns (Murray 2014, 120). 

2.4.3.4 Post-Medieval Period 

The remains of an imposing seventeenth-century fortified house (RO045-107001; 

[AY219]), built on an earlier castle site and within a rectangular bawn (RO045-107002; 

[AY220]), are recorded in Killiaghan and Gort townland.  An associated walled garden 

(RO045-107003; [AY221]) is recorded in the field to the northwest of the fortified 

house, and together these features provide a comprehensive picture of the domestic 

attributes of an affluent occupant (possibly Sir Luke Dillon of Lough Glynn) at this time.  

A circular windmill tower (RO045-105001; [AY216]) built on a grass-covered mound 

(RO045-15002; [AY218]) is located in a field less than 1km to the west of this group.  

While the windmill tower may be of post-medieval date, it is possible that the mound 

on which it is built relates to a much earlier period as found at a thirteenth-century 

example at Rindoon on Lough Ree, 4.5km to the east (O’Connor et al. 2015, 83). 

 

The important ecclesiastic enclosure (RO042-016007; [AY024]) at Mote Demesne is 

referred to above, and a number of post-medieval funerary features are associated 

with it.  Elements of the demesne include designed landscape features, of which no 

traces survive above ground and which will not be included on the RMP in future 

revisions.  These were originally constructed as points of interest or viewing points for 

persons to encounter as they made their way around the estate grounds, and comprise 

a tree-ring feature (RO042-002; [AY005]) and an elaborately carved stone seat 

described as a ‘monumental structure’ (RO042-003; [AY006]).  In addition, earthworks 

or a possible field boundary (RO042-016004; [AY021]) were recorded in 1982 but are 

no longer extant, and a quarry site (RO042-014003; [AY016]) will also not be included 

in future revisions of the RMP. 

 

A racecourse (RO042-157; [AY132] denoted on an estate map of 1777 in the National 

Library of Ireland (NLI) (ms 19672, no. 1.2)) survives as a landscape feature in Laboge, 

Cornamaddy and Moneymore townlands and is associated with Mote Demesne.  This 

racecourse, which was referred to as “old” in 1837 (see entry for Moneymore in 

Appendix 2.4 G), is listed on the current RMP, but is not scheduled for inclusion in the 

next revision.  
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Two monuments associated with the Quakers in Ballymurray are recorded on the 

SMR: meeting house (RO042-172001; [AY144]) and associated burial ground 

(RO042-172002; [AY145]), both of which survive though in poor condition.  The history 

of the Quakers (or Society of Friends) in Connacht has been documented by Kenneth 

L. Carroll whose work noted that the Ballymurray meeting was founded in 1717 from 

Sligo, with the meeting house building constructed in 1721 (Carroll, 1976, 18).  

Families with the surnames Byrn, Siggins, Sinklar, Boate, Nevitt, Wilson, Jackson, 

Burton and Heaton were included in this first tranche of Quaker settlers in the county.  

Their community was boosted in the winter of 1739–40 with new settlers associated 

with the weaving trade from Newport in Co. Mayo.  Two of the Ballymurray community 

(Sarah Byrn and her half-uncle Edward) are reputed to have scandalously eloped and 

cohabited on an island in the Shannon; this may be the origin of local folklore which 

identifies Inchcleraun in Lough Ree with the alternative name of ‘Quaker Island’.  In 

1840, the meeting house was repaired at a cost of £3;0;4. but by 1846 the community 

had all but disappeared.  

 

Samuel Lewis in his Topographical Dictionary of Ireland (1837) described 

Knockcroghery as a village on a hill containing 180 inhabitants and consisting of 45 

houses.  Fairs were held on 22 August and 25 October, the latter of which was a large 

sheep fair.  The village contained a constabulary police station, and the manufacture 

of tobacco-pipes was “carried on to a considerable extent” (Lewis 1837 Vol. 2, 239). 

Weld had previously commented on the prosperity that had been brought to the village 

by this long-established industry and described the pipe-making process in detail 

(Weld 1832:508–14).  In 2009, a post-medieval clay tobacco pipe dump containing 

around 50 unstratified clay tobacco pipes was found during monitoring of a sewerage 

scheme in Knockcroghery.29  Previously, in 2004, an undated charcoal spread was 

found during monitoring for a housing development in Galey.30  Apart from the burnt 

features and post-holes in Galey referred to above, these represent the only 

archaeological features, finds or deposits identified during eight (8) reported test 

excavations and archaeological monitoring programmes conducted in and around the 

Study Area since 2002. 

 

Table 2.4.1 below lists identified archaeological sites and monuments within the 500m 

route assessment corridors, with suggested importance ratings for each.  More 

detailed descriptions are provided in Appendices 2.4A and 2.4B.  The importance of 

these assets, along with predicted significance of effect on them, will be considered in 

more detail as required at EIA stage along with any additional assets identified, 

including townland boundaries and field systems (some of which are defined by 

drystone walls) which are likely to be added during further research and fieldwork due 

to their potential archaeological and historical interest.  Enclosing elements such as 

these, while often post-medieval in date, can be of much earlier derivation.  The 

townland boundary between Lisbride and Newtown (CH006) has already been 

included as a cultural heritage asset due to its prominence in the landscape. 

 

 
29 https://excavations.ie/report/2009/Roscommon/0021053/. Accessed 08 May 2020. 
30 https://excavations.ie/report/2004/Roscommon/0012588/. Accessed 08 May 2020. 

https://excavations.ie/report/2009/Roscommon/0021053/
https://excavations.ie/report/2004/Roscommon/0012588/
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Areas of archaeological potential identified to date include the vicinity of the Hind River 

(CH087), peatland areas (CH088, CH096–CH099) and the lakes (CH089–CH093). 

Such environments have the potential to contain subsurface archaeological remains 

including organic and paleo-environmental material.  The presence or absence of 

archaeology in these areas can generally only be established through invasive 

investigation (e.g., test trenching and paleo-environmental assessment), with other 

forms of investigation (e.g., LiDAR assessments, geophysical surveys, metal detector 

surveys and underwater surveys) undertaken as appropriate. 
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Table 2.4.1 Archaeological Baseline 

Reference 

No. 

Site Type Ref. Townland ITM_E ITM_N Importance Source 

AP001 Circular cropmark N/A Carrigan More 595923 752173 Unknown Aerial photography 

AP002 Circular cropmark N/A Killiaghan & Gort 596068 753220 Unknown Aerial photography 

AP003 Circular cropmark N/A Killiaghan & Gort 596225 753840 Unknown Aerial photography 

AP004 Circular cropmark N/A Toberdan 596222 754508 Unknown Aerial photography 

AP005 Circular cropmark N/A Galey 594728 757666 Unknown Aerial photography 

AP007 Circular cropmark N/A Newtown 591349 762024 Unknown Aerial photography 

AP008 Circular cropmark N/A Newtown 591380 761978 Unknown Aerial photography 

AP009 Circular cropmark N/A Newtown 591035 762193 Unknown Aerial photography 

AP010 Oval cropmark N/A Newtown 591479 762334 Unknown Aerial photography 

AP011 Curvilinear cropmarks N/A Curry 593023 760430 Unknown Aerial photography 

AP012 Oval enclosure? N/A Longnamuck 594344 759202 Unknown Aerial photography 

AP013 Curvilinear cropmark N/A Longnamuck 594472 758822 Unknown Aerial photography 

AP014 Curvilinear cropmark N/A Galey 594544 758531 Unknown Aerial photography 

AP014D Circular cropmark N/A Galey 594853 758100 Unknown Aerial photography 

AP015 Circular cropmark N/A Galey 594858 757913 Unknown Aerial photography 

AP016 Oval cropmark N/A Killiaghan & Gort 596463 753441 Unknown Aerial photography 

AP017 Circular cropmark N/A Killiaghan & Gort 596331 753014 Unknown Aerial photography 

AP028 Oval enclosure? N/A Killiaghan & Gort 596103 752495 Unknown Aerial photography 

AP043 Circular cropmark N/A Cloonconra 592429 761169 Unknown Aerial photography 

AY003 Ringfort – rath RO040-036 Lisbride 590407 762587 High SMR/RMP 
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Reference 

No. 

Site Type Ref. Townland ITM_E ITM_N Importance Source 

AY012 Ringfort – rath RO042-009 Ballymurray 592381 760585 High SMR/RMP 

AY047 Ritual site – holy well RO042-037 Toberreeogue 593326 759794 Medium SMR/RMP 

AY068 Ringfort – rath RO042-062 Galey 594473 758140 Medium SMR/RMP 

AY073 Ringfort – rath RO042-067 Galey 594786 757596 Medium SMR/RMP 

AY108 Barrow – ring-barrow RO042-100 Killeenrevagh 595602 755941 High SMR/RMP 

AY116 Burial RO042-107 Galeybeg 595686 755658 Negligible SMR/RMP 

AY118 Ringfort – rath RO042-109 Galeybeg 595874 755380 High SMR/RMP 

AY142 Designed landscape – 

tree-ring 

RO042-170- Killinvoy 595212 755997 Low SMR 

AY146 Ringfort – rath RO042-173 Ballymurray 591716 761469 Medium SMR 

AY184 Megalithic tomb – portal 

tomb 

RO045-053001 Knockanyconor 596406 754952 High SMR/RMP 

AY185 Megalithic structure RO045-053002 Knockanyconor 596402 754951 High SMR/RMP 

AY186 Barrow – stepped 

barrow 

RO045-054 Curraghalaher 

Knockanyconor 

596379 754898 High SMR/RMP 

AY187 Designed landscape – 

tree-ring 

RO045-055 Knockanyconor 596505 754884 Low SMR 

AY212 Souterrain RO045-102 Killiaghan & Gort 596345 753464 High SMR/RMP 

AY213 Ringfort – rath RO045-103003 Killiaghan & Gort 596273 753196 Low SMR/RMP 

AY222 Ringfort – rath RO045-112 Carrigan More 596189 751964 Low SMR/RMP 
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Reference 

No. 

Site Type Ref. Townland ITM_E ITM_N Importance Source 

CH001 Settlement cluster N/A Lisbride 590323 762850 Low 1st-edition 6-inch OS Map 

(1838); 2018 LiDAR 

Analysis L20-011 

CH002 Kiln – lime N/A Lisbride 590372 762814 Low 1st-edition 25-inch OS Map 

(1888-92) 

CH005 Pottery works (site of) N/A Newtown 590807 762580 Low 1st-edition 6-inch OS Map 

(1838) 

CH006 Townland boundary N/A Lisbride/Newtown 590615 762506 Low 1st-edition 6-inch OS Map 

(1838) 

CH015 Settlement cluster N/A Killoy 596337 755468 Low 1st-edition 6-inch OS Map 

(1838) 

CH032 Settlement cluster N/A Newtown 591063 762432 Low 1st-edition 25-inch OS Map 

(1888-92) 

CH033 Kiln – lime N/A Newtown 590676 762670 Low 1st-edition 25-inch OS Map 

(1888-92) 

CH050 Sheepfold N/A Glebe 594276 758612  1st-edition 25-inch OS Map 

(1888-92) 

CH073 Millrace N/A Cloonconra 591869 761535 Low 1st-edition 6-inch OS Map 

(1838) 

CH079 Graveslab N/A Killeenrevagh 595764 755769 Low 1st-edition 6-inch OS Map 

(1838) 

CH080 Mill – corn N/A Knockanyconor 596354 755076 Low 1st-edition 6-inch OS Map 

(1838) 

CH081 Millpond N/A Knockanyconor 596358 755035 Low 1st-edition 6-inch OS Map 

(1838) 
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Reference 

No. 

Site Type Ref. Townland ITM_E ITM_N Importance Source 

CH082 Millrace N/A Curraghalaher 596270 754964 Low 1st-edition 6-inch OS Map 

(1838) 

CH087 Area of potential N/A Various 592118 761306 Unknown EPA Soil Information 

Database 

CH096 Area of potential N/A Various 594203 759064 Unknown EPA Soil Information 

Database 

CH097 Area of potential N/A Various 594362 757515 Unknown EPA Soil Information 

Database 

L10-378 Possible enclosure N/A Corroy 592295 759052 Unknown 2021 LiDAR Assessment 

L14-345 Possible enclosure N/A Corboley 592826 757757 Unknown 2021 LiDAR Assessment 

L17-010 Relict field boundary / 

field systems 

N/A Carrowroe; Lisbride; 

Carrowmore; Newtown 

590135 763126 Medium 2018 LiDAR Assessment 

L20-003 Road/lane N/A Lisbride 590546 762473 Unknown 2018 LiDAR Assessment 

L20-014 Relict field boundary N/A Bogganfin; Lisbride; 

Newtown 

590960 762389 Medium 2018 LiDAR Assessment 

L27-001 Probable enclosure N/A Killea 591374 760546 Unknown 2018 LiDAR Assessment 

L28-004 Probable enclosure N/A Ballymurray 592172 760760 Unknown 2018 LiDAR Assessment 

L28-020 Relict field boundary N/A Curry; Ballinlig; 

Carrigeens 

592996 760544 Medium 2018 LiDAR Assessment 

L29-002 Possible enclosure N/A Toberreeogue 593219 760064 Unknown 2018 LiDAR Assessment 

L33-002 Possible enclosure N/A Toberreeogue 592164 759469 Unknown 2018 LiDAR Assessment 

L39-003 Relict field boundary N/A Galey; Longnamuck; 

Carrowndrisha 

595138 758110 Medium 2018 LiDAR Assessment 
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2.4.4 Historical Background and Folklore 

Prior to the arrival of the Anglo-Normans in Ireland in 1169 and their being active in 

Lough Ree by 1194 (Graham, 1988, 22), a complex hierarchical and territorial system 

of land division existed which was presided over by a graded network of kings, sub-

kings and chiefs.  Traces of this Gaelic Irish land division system are fossilised in the 

modern landscape as townlands, parishes and baronies (McNeary and Shanahan, 

2005, 11).  In Connacht, the present system of baronies as land units roughly equates 

to the territories held by the dynastic Gaelic Irish lordships (McNeary and Shanahan, 

2005, 3).  One of these, the Moylurg Kingdom, covered an area of north-east Connacht 

(the baronies of Boyle and Frenchpark) and was ruled by the powerful MacDermot 

dynasty until 1585.  To the south was part of the territory of Uí Máine, ruled by the 

O'Kellys from the eighth century until the end of the medieval era.  The ancestral seat 

of the O’Connor kings was at Rathcroghan (O’Connor et al. 2009) and the modern 

baronies of Roscommon, Ballintober North, Ballintober South and Castlereagh reflect 

the extent of their medieval landholdings (Graham, 1988, 23). 

 

As the Anglo-Norman advance gathered pace, significant frontiers between the 

culturally and economically diverse English and Gaelic Irish developed, evidenced in 

the building of a network of castles, fortresses and towns.  The early castles which 

typically represent the Anglo-Norman conquest of Connacht comprised motte-and-

bailey type monuments; Dempsey (2014) has shown the potential for some of these 

castles to have been constructed on earlier monuments. The modern county of 

Roscommon is now located in what was part of the larger combined Gaelic Irish 

territories known as the ‘Five Cantreds’, or the ‘King’s Five Cantreds’ (O’Connor et al, 

2015, 83).  These were lands retained by King John of England which were leased to 

the Gaelic Irish kings as tenant-in-chiefs following the country’s acknowledgement of 

John as Lord of Ireland in the twelfth century; the earliest grant of land made in 

Roscommon was to Geoffry de Costentin in 1200 (Graham, 1988, 22). 

 

However, by the early twelfth century the O’Connor kings of Connacht had become a 

dominant force, with Turlough O’Connor comprising a shrewd political and military 

figure from AD1106 (Murray 2014, 31).  For half a century Turlough presided over 

Connacht and a “dynamic society ruled as aggressively as those in ‘feudal’ Europe” 

(Martyn 2016, 35). Following campaigns of raiding and plundering in Munster, 

Turlough was responsible for the division of Thomond and Desmond between rival 

dynasties in an effort to ensure that the O’Connors and Connacht would remain more 

powerful than their fractious counterparts in Munster.  After the death of Muricheartach 

O’Brien in 1119 and the demise of the prominence of the O’Brien dynasty, Turlough 

became known as the King of all Ireland (Murray, 2014, 38).  

 

Turlough’s generous patronage of the Church is demonstrated in his association with 

the creation of the Cross of Cong (made for the Cathedral at Tuam), providing funding 

for the building of a stone church at Mayo (where one of his sons, Domhnall, was 

buried in 1176) and the presentation of richly ornamented gold, silver and jewelled 

objects as a gift to Clonmacnoise in 1115 (Murray, 2014, 36-37).  These precious 

objects were almost certainly all made in metal workshops in Roscommon associated 

with ecclesiastic sites and the master craftsman Mael Isu Bratain Ui Echach (ibid).  
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The military campaigns of the O’Connors and the need for the English king to assert 

his control in Connacht led King Henry III in England to grant lands within the Five 

Cantreds to some of his loyal English favourites in the early thirteenth century.  One of 

these, Richard de Burgh, in establishing his Lordship, was responsible for the creation 

of the royal castle of Rindoon on Lough Ree, designed as part of a defensive network 

of fortifications associated with the Anglo-Norman conquest of Connacht (O’Connor et 

al, 2014, 85).  The royal castle of Roscommon town, built in the second half of the 

century by Robert de Ufford, was another in this network (Graham, 1988, 23).  Henry’s 

move caused disquiet and unrest amongst the O’Connor successors of Turlough who 

continued to hold most of the land in Roscommon in the thirteenth century. However, 

owing to in-fighting and rival claims to the O’Connor kingship, as well as the division of 

their territory between the O’Connor Roe and O’Connor Don septs (Brady et al. 2005, 

40), their stronghold in Connacht was gradually reduced and their prominence faded 

with time.  

 

From the thirteenth century there are documentary sources referring to the name 

‘Roscommon’ (as evidenced on logainm.ie 31, the Placenames Database of Ireland), 

and throughout the following centuries the necessary infrastructure required to 

facilitate the English Crown’s control in Roscommon and lands west of the Shannon 

continued to be constructed (Graham, 1988, 32).  New bridges were built across the 

Shannon, linking Connacht and Leinster, and Roscommon castle having been taken 

by Sir Henry Sidney in 1569, became home to the English Governor of Connacht, Sir 

Nicholas Malby, towards the end of the sixteenth century.  

 

The Cromwellian campaigns in Ireland in 1649–53 resulted in some of the lands of 

Roscommon being reserved by Cromwell for the transplantation of the native Irish 

under the Settlement Act of 1653.  The former lands of the native Irish were confiscated 

by Cromwell and regranted as spoils amongst the soldiers of his armies.  Tradition 

holds that the unwillingness of many of the native Irish to take up the offer of poorer 

quality lands west of the Shannon was demeaned by Cromwell, who reputedly 

proclaimed that they could go “to hell or to Connacht”.  The Gaelic-Irish population 

endured famine and plague following the Cromwellian campaigns, perhaps making the 

new regime’s offer of transportation to the New World as indentured labourers an 

appealing alternative.  In spite of strict regulations governing the newly transplanted 

Irish within Ireland – such as their being forbidden to live in towns (Prendergast, 1868, 

142)– it was also during this period that many of Roscommon’s demesnes, estates 

and urban centres were established, including those around Lough Ree (Loeber, 2015, 

131). These also include Mote Park, home of the Crofton family, which Weld 

considered to be “a magnificent demesne” that he describes in some detail (Weld 

1832:461–62). John Crofton of Ballymurray, who had been Auditor General and had 

accompanied the earl of Essex into Ireland, had obtained large grands of land in 

Roscommon and Leitrim during the reign of Elizabeth I (Weld 1832:62).  Other notable 

estates in the Study Area are discussed below in the following section.  

 

As mentioned above, the village of Knockcroghery was renowned from the eighteenth 

century as a centre for the production of the tobacco clay pipe (dúidín) from the 

 
31 Available at: https://www.logainm.ie/en/ 

https://www.logainm.ie/en/
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eighteenth century. The industry was a major employer in the local area into the early 

twentieth century, with facilities such as Andrew and P.J. Curley’s pipe factory being 

located in the centre of the village.  Weld’s discussion of the village focuses mainly on 

the clay pipe manufactory which, he reports, was due to the skill of the inhabitants 

rather than any other specific attributes, “the clay not being found nearer than two 

miles” (Weld 1832:508–14).  The requisite raw material was a particular type of yellow 

clay marl found at Kellymount, and in the early nineteenth century landowners here 

were paid twenty shillings per annum by each individual potter for clay extraction.32  

Weld observed a total of eight kilns which produced up to one thousand pipes per 

week, which were sold at an average price of “one shilling per groce of twelve dozen”.  

These were cheap pipes with a relatively small bowl and were the pipe of choice at 

funeral wakes. As well as the manufacture of clay pipes, it would appear that 

production of tiles was also a feature of the village as local print media from the mid-

nineteenth century indicates that tiles were produced at Gala tillery, Knockcroghery, 

and at Clonbrock tillery works in Galey. A comprehensive picture of the transport 

infrastructure through Roscommon in the early nineteenth century is also given by 

Weld in his Statistical Survey of the County of Roscommon. 

 

Production of tobacco clay pipes at Knockcroghery continued until the burning of the 

village by the Black and Tans in June 1921 (Bunbury, 2019 [accessed online]).  The 

fire reputedly destroyed eleven of the fifteen houses on the main street; buildings that 

remained unharmed from the fire included the parish church of St Patrick which had 

been consecrated in 1886, replacing two older churches in Killinvoy parish (Culleen 

church, built c.1810) and a thatched church at Kilmaine parish on the site of the present 

National School in Ballymurray (CH010).  

 

The Study Area is rich in folklore and the entries in the Irish Folklore Commission 

Schools Collection reviewed for this study include references to local history and 

personalities, field names, antiquities, industries (particularly forges, pipe making at 

Knockcroghery and wool and linen weaving at Ballymurray), housing, schools, 

churches, as well as folk traditions, religious practices, ghost and fairy stories, crafts, 

cures, pastimes and so on.  Some of the entries refer to specific places (e.g. Mote 

Park) and archaeological sites (e.g. a ringfort in Lisbride [possibly AY003] which has a 

story connected with it; see entry for Lisbride in Appendix 2.4 F).  Some of the material 

may also indicate specific areas of archaeological potential; for example, a field in 

Ballinlig known as "Gort-a'-Chatha" (‘Battlefield’) in which bones were reportedly 

regularly unearthed during ploughing.  Ringforts (generally referred to in the collection 

as ‘Fairy Forts’) feature prominently, with one entry from Toberdan being particularly 

detailed. 

 

 

 

 

 
32 According to an entry in the IFC Schools Collection, the clay was sourced from Mote Park and later imported 
from England (see entry on Knockcroghery by Brian Ó hUidhir, Appendix 2.4 F). 
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2.4.5 Architectural Heritage  

Architectural and industrial heritage assets were known to occur inside the route 

assessment corridors are listed below in Table 2.4.2 and described in Appendix 2.4 D.  

 

The overall constraints Study Area contains twenty-four (24) Protected Structures, 

seven (7) of which are located within the village of Knockcroghery. They are the 

Claypipe Workshop (AH025); J.S. Murray’s Public House (AH026); Knockcroghery 

Rectory (AH028); St Patrick’s Church (AH030) and Parochial House (AH031); 

Knockcroghery Railway Station (AH032); and a water pump (AH027). Three other 

undesignated water pumps were noted during the windshield surveys (AH034, AH048 

and AH050). 

 

There are four (4) Protected Structures at Lecarrow; Lecarrow Mill (AH040), the bridge 

over the millrace (AH041), another bridge over the mill stream (AH042) and a 

telephone box (AH043). Lecarrow Harbour (AH045) is listed in the NIAH but not on the 

RPS. The canal which connects the harbour with Blackbrink Bay on Lough Ree opened 

in 1794, and is included in the study as AH049. Lecarrow Harbour and the canal are 

important elements of the region’s industrial heritage. Other industrial heritage assets 

include Lecarrow Mill (AH040) and its associated bridges (AH041 and AH042), corn 

mill CH080 and its associated millpond (CH081) and millrace (CH082), millrace 

CH073, forge CH061 and the Midland Great Western Railway (AH033), which runs 

through the Study Area and may have original infrastructural elements of architectural 

heritage interest in addition to Knockcroghery Railway Station (AH032). Two limekilns 

(CH002, CH033) and a pottery workshop (CH005) have also been identified within the 

Study Area. 

 

Other undesignated architectural and industrial heritage assets identified in the Study 

Area include Carrowmore House (AH002) with its avenue and entrance gates; 

Glensheild House (AH018) in Ballymurray; Killiaghan House (AH046), Longnamuck 

Hermitage (AH036); the ruined courthouse in Knockanyconor/Lecarrow (AH044), two 

cut-stone bridges (AH006 and AH035); and a thatched cottage in Ballyglass (AH007).  

A number of substantial demesnes and estate houses were built throughout 

Roscommon during the eighteenth and nineteenth centuries. Within the Study Area 

these include Mote Park [AH014] which was the home of the Crofton family from the 

seventeenth century.33 No trace of the original house, which was built between 1790 

and 1820 and at least partly designed by noted architect Richard Morrison, survives 

extant. However, a number of significant cultural heritage elements associated with 

the house and demesne survive and are listed on the RPS of the Roscommon County 

Development Plan 2014–20 (CDP) and on the SMR. These include a stable complex 

(RPS 4200071 [AH015]) and the imposing ‘Lions Gate’ (RPS 4200073 [AH016]), built 

as the entrance to the demesne c. 1820, and listed as being of regional significance in 

the NIAH (NIAH 31942002). Mote Park Demesne [AH014] is listed in the NIAH Garden 

Survey, and is identified in the CDP as a valued public amenity.  

 

 
33 http://landedestates.nuigalway.ie/LandedEstates/jsp/property-show.jsp?id=354. [Online]. Accessed 
11/05/21. 

http://landedestates.nuigalway.ie/LandedEstates/jsp/property-show.jsp?id=354
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Other significant eighteenth- and nineteenth-century demesnes, estates and 

associated houses identified within the Study Area include Lisbride House (RPS 

4000043 [AH003]), Carrowroe House (RPS 4000221 [AH001, AH004]), Scregg House 

and Lodge (RPS 4200045/31942001 [AH008, AH010] and RPS 4200046 [AH009] 

respectively), Mountplunkett House (RPS 4200048 [AH012], Sandfield House (RPS 

4200086 [AH019]), Galeybeg House (RPS 4200090 [AH021]) and Kellybrook House 

(RPS 4500095 [AH038]). The SMR records that there may be seventeenth-century 

elements associated with Kellybrook House (SMR RO045-045) and that architectural 

fragments associated with the earlier Kellybrook Castle (a datestone of 1770 (RO042-

105002) and sillstone (RO042-102001)) are retained at the house. A memorial stone 

(RO042-166) commemorates the construction of Scregg House [AH008] in 1763 by a 

member of the Kelly family. Sandfield House [AH019] at Lisdaulan is recorded as 

having been built in 171034; it is unclear whether or not any of the original dwelling 

survives extant in the present arrangement of buildings on the site. However, it is also 

noted that architectural fragments (RO042-136) are incorporated in outbuildings from 

the adjacent and ruinous tower house (RO042-136001). Sandfield House (RO042-

143) was occupied by a Mr Sandys in 1786, and by Robert Sandes in 1814. 

 

Little is known about an eighteenth/nineteenth-century house at Carrowndrisha other 

than it appears on a Crofton estate map of 1777. This original house most likely stood 

where Galey House is extant today, and it is possible that the modern building may 

obscure earlier remains. The nearby Galey Castle (RO042-045001 [AY054]) to the 

east was reputedly besieged by Sir Charles Coote during the Cromwellian campaign 

in 1649–50, and the residing O’Kelly clan were subsequently hanged at Hangman’s 

Hill (Cnoc an Crocaire). This event provides the etymology for the place name 

Knockcroghery.  

 

The NIAH Garden Survey records the gardens and/or demesnes associated with a 

number of these houses, including at Mountplunkett (Garden Survey 4595 [AH013]), 

Gort (Garden Survey 4559 [AH047]), Galeybeg House (Garden Survey 4551 [AH022]), 

Hill House (Garden Survey 4565 [AH024]), Kellybrook House (Garden Survey 4571 

[AH039]), Glebe House Killinvoy (Garden Survey 4555 [AH029]), Scregg House 

(Garden Survey 4616 [AH010]), Mote Park (Garden Survey 4590 [AH014]) and 

Carrowroe (Garden Survey 4505 [AH001]). Some designed landscape features 

associated with these demesnes are listed on the RMP though will not be included in 

the next revision, such as a tree-ring (RO042-170 [AY142]) in Killinvoy townland and 

a second tree-ring (RO045-055 [AY187]) in Knockanyconor, which failed to produce 

any evidence of archaeological activity in testing conducted at the site in 2005.35  

 

 

 
34 http://landedestates.nuigalway.ie/LandedEstates/jsp/property-show.jsp?id=1214 [Online]. Accessed 
11/05/21. 
35 https://excavations.ie/report/2005/Roscommon/0014365/ [Online]. Accessed 07/05/21. 

http://landedestates.nuigalway.ie/LandedEstates/jsp/property-show.jsp?id=1214
https://excavations.ie/report/2005/Roscommon/0014365/
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Table 2.4.2 Architectural and Industrial Heritage Baseline 

Reference 

No. 

Site Name/ Type Ref. Townland ITM_E ITM_N Importance Source 

AH001 Carrowroe House 

Demesne (Carrowroe Park) 

NIAH Garden Survey 

4505 

Carrowroe 589723 763109 Local NIAH Garden Survey 

AH003A Lisbride House - Gates & 

Avenue 

N/A Lisbride 590322 762874 Local Field Survey 

AH003B Lisbride Gate Lodge N/A Lisbride 590326 762854 Local Field Survey 

AH011 Churchboro Demesne N/A Killinvoy 594610 756244 Local 1st-edition 6-inch OS 

Map (1838) 

AH021 Galeybeg House RPS 4200090 Galeybeg 596188 755492 Local (Protected 

Structure) 

CDP RPS (2014–20) 

AH022 Galeybeg House 

Demesne/Gardens 

NIAH Garden Survey 

4551 

Galeybeg 596152 755522 Local NIAH Garden Survey 

AH024 Hill House 

Demesne/Gardens 

NIAH Garden Survey 

4566 

Galeybeg 596152 755322 Local NIAH Garden Survey 

AH029 Glebe House 

Demesne/Gardens 

NIAH Garden Survey 

4555 

Glebe 594152 758522 Local NIAH Garden Survey 

AH033 Midland Great Western 

Railway 

N/A Various 594573 757708 Regional OSM Mapping 

AH040 Lecarrow Mill RPS 4500522 & NIAH 

31820001 

Knockanyconor 596454 755099 Local (Protected 

Structure) 

CDP RPS (2014–20); 

NIAH Building Survey 

AH041 Bridge over mill race RPS 4500523 & NIAH 

31820002 

Knockanyconor 596428 755154 Local (Protected 

Structure) 

CDP RPS (2014–20); 

NIAH Building Survey 

AH042 Bridge over mill stream RPS 4500524 & NIAH 

31820003 

Knockanyconor 596484 755088 Local (Protected 

Structure) 

CDP RPS (2014–20); 

NIAH Building Survey 
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Reference 

No. 

Site Name/ Type Ref. Townland ITM_E ITM_N Importance Source 

AH043 Telephone Box RPS 4500766 Galeybeg 596387 755167 Local (Protected 

Structure) 

CDP RPS (2014–20) 

AH044 The Courthouse, Lecarrow N/A Knockanyconor 596550 755028 Local Roscommon Thatched 

Building Survey 

AH045 Lecarrow Harbour NIAH 31820004 Knockanyconor 596623 755180 Regional NIAH Building Survey 

AH047 Gort Demesne RO045-107001 & 

NIAH Garden Survey 

4559 

Killiaghan & 

Gort 

596652 752623 Local NIAH Garden Survey 

AH051 Kileenrevagh vernacular 

house 

N/A Kileenrevagh 595047 756806 Local Windshield Survey 2019; 

2018 LiDAR Assessment 

(L44-007) 

AH052 Newtown Vernacular 

House 1 

N/A Newtown 591525 762050 Local OSI Mapping; 

Windshield Survey 2020 

AH053 Newtown Vernacular 

House 2 

N/A Newtown 591652 761880 Local OSI Mapping; 

Windshield Survey 2020 

CH044 Toberreeogue vernacular 

house 

N/A Toberreeogue 593468 759823 Local 1st-edition 25-inch OS 

Map (1888–92) 

CH061 Forge N/A Kileenrevagh 595838 755713 Local 1st-edition 25-inch OS 

Map (1888–92) 

CH065 Ball alley N/A Knockanyconor 596356 755066 Local 1st-edition 25-inch OS 

Map (1888–92) 
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2.4.6 Stage 2 Options Assessment 

As outlined above, a comparative quantitative and qualitative evaluation was carried 

out to assess the potential impact of each route option on the identified archaeological 

heritage assets within each 500m route assessment corridor in line with the 2005 NRA 

/ TII guidelines for the assessment of impacts on archaeological and architectural 

heritage. The results of these assessments are outlined in the tables below. 

 

These tables identify known cultural heritage assets within each assessment corridor 

based on currently available information36, with details including category 

(archaeology, architectural heritage, industrial heritage); legal designation or listing 

where applicable; and approximate distance from each route centreline.  It should be 

noted that these centrelines are indicative only and subject to change as the design 

evolves in response to identified constraints. 

 

It should also be noted that the measurement of distances for previously recorded 

archaeological sites listed on the SMR is based on the Zone of Notification (ZoN) or 

Zone of Archaeological Potential (ZAP) defined by the National Monuments Service 

(NMS) of the Department of Tourism, Culture Arts, Gaeltacht, Sport and Media.  These 

zones do not reflect the actual extent of the site, so that a distance of 0m would not 

necessarily indicate a high-level direct impact.  As such, the potential impacts of the 

route options on each site have been considered individually on a case by case basis 

in terms of the type, quality and magnitude of impact and the predicted significance of 

the effect. Where the likely significance of effect is rated as Moderate or higher, the 

relevant rows are highlighted in bold text in Tables 2.4.3 to 2.4.8 below. 

 

A comparative quantitative appraisal of each option and its potential impacts is given 

in Table 2.4.9. 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 
36 As noted above, features identified from the 2018 and 2021 LiDAR assessment are not included here unless a 
potentially significant site could be directly impacted. It should also be noted that the next phase of assessment will 
involve further desktop and field research which is likely to identify additional constraints along the preferred route. 
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2.4.6.1 Option C 

Table 2.4.3 Option C Cultural Heritage Impact Assessment  

ID Category Site Type Designation Townland Distance Type of 

Impact 

Quality of 

Effect 

Magnitude 

of Impact 

Significance of 

Effect 

AH001 Architecture Demesne NIAH Carrowroe 0m Indirect Negative Low Imperceptible 

AH003A Architecture Gateway None Lisbride 45m Indirect Negative Low Imperceptible 

AH003B Architecture Gate lodge None Lisbride 50m Indirect Negative Low Imperceptible 

AH010 Architecture Demesne NIAH Scregg 0m Direct Negative Low Imperceptible 

AH011 Architecture Demesne None Killinvoy 50m None Neutral N/A N/A 

AH014 Architecture Demesne NIAH Mote Demesne 0m Direct Negative Very High Significant 

AH033 Industrial Railway None Various 0m Direct Negative Low Imperceptible37 

AH039 Architecture Demesne NIAH Kellybrook 0m Direct Negative Low Imperceptible 

AH047 Architecture Demesne NIAH Killiaghan and Gort 0m Direct Negative Low Imperceptible 

AP001 Archaeology Circular 

cropmark 

None Carrigan More 180m None Neutral N/A N/A 

AP009 Archaeology Circular 

cropmark 

None Newtown 200m None Neutral N/A N/A 

AP028 Archaeology Oval 

enclosure? 

None Killiaghan and Gort 90m None Neutral N/A N/A 

AP035 Archaeology Oval enclosure None Kellybrook 195m None Neutral N/A N/A 

AP036 Archaeology Curvilinear 

feature 

None Scregg 200m None Neutral N/A N/A 

 
37 Potential impacts on individual railway features to be assessed in more detail during subsequent phases of assessment. 
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ID Category Site Type Designation Townland Distance Type of 

Impact 

Quality of 

Effect 

Magnitude 

of Impact 

Significance of 

Effect 

AP037 Archaeology Possible 

circular 

enclosure 

None Coolaphubble 40m None Neutral N/A N/A 

AP038 Archaeology Probable relict 

field boundary 

None Lisdaulan 135m None Neutral N/A N/A 

AP039 Archaeology Circular 

cropmark 

None Coolaphubble 90m None Neutral N/A N/A 

AP040 Archaeology Circular 

cropmark 

None Corboy 15m Indirect Negative Low Unknown 

AP041 Archaeology Roughly circular 

cropmark 

None Ballymurray 0m Direct Negative Very High Unknown 

AP042 Archaeology Roughly circular 

cropmark 

None Bogganfin 120m None Neutral N/A N/A 

AY003 Archaeology Ringfort - rath RMP Lisbride 40m Indirect Negative Low Slight 

AY010 Archaeology Ringfort - rath RMP Killea 0m Indirect Negative Low Slight 

AY041 Archaeology Ringfort - rath RMP Corroy 23m Indirect Negative Low Slight 

AY042 Archaeology Ringfort - rath RMP Corroy 40m Indirect Negative Low Slight 

AY043 Archaeology Ringfort - rath RMP Corroy 150m None Neutral N/A N/A 

AY044 Archaeology Ringfort - rath RMP Coolaphubble 70m Indirect Negative Low Imperceptible 

AY045 Archaeology Ringfort - rath RMP Coolaphubble 0m Indirect Negative Medium Moderate 

AY064 Archaeology Ringfort - rath RMP Corboley 2m Indirect Negative Low Imperceptible 

AY065 Archaeology Ringfort - rath RMP Corboley 110m None Neutral N/A N/A 
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ID Category Site Type Designation Townland Distance Type of 

Impact 

Quality of 

Effect 

Magnitude 

of Impact 

Significance of 

Effect 

AY098 Archaeology Barrow - ring-

barrow 

RMP Killinvoy 45m None Neutral N/A N/A 

AY132 Archaeology Racecourse RMP Laboge/ 

Moneymore/ 

Cornamaddy 

30m None Neutral N/A N/A 

AY175 Archaeology Ringfort - rath RMP Toberdan 43m Indirect Negative Low Slight 

AY176 Archaeology Barrow - mound 

barrow 

RMP Toberdan 5m Indirect Negative Low Slight 

AY177 Archaeology Barrow - 

unclassified 

RMP Toberdan 70m Indirect Negative Low Imperceptible 

AY178 Archaeology Cist RMP Toberdan 70m Indirect Negative Low Imperceptible 

AY208 Archaeology Hut site RMP Killiaghan and Gort 30m Indirect Negative Low Imperceptible 

AY209 Archaeology Ringfort - rath RMP Killiaghan and Gort 8m Indirect Negative Medium Slight 

AY210 Archaeology Hut site RMP Killiaghan and Gort 8m Indirect Negative Medium Slight 

AY211 Archaeology Redundant 

record 

SMR Killiaghan and Gort 8m None Neutral N/A N/A 

AY222 Archaeology Ringfort - rath RMP Carrigan More 0m Indirect Negative Low Slight 

CH001 Archaeology Settlement 

cluster 

None Lisbride 25m None Neutral N/A N/A 

CH002 Archaeology Kiln - lime None Lisbride 35m None Neutral N/A N/A 

CH005 Archaeology Pottery works 

(site of) 

None Newtown 195m None Neutral N/A N/A 

CH006 Archaeology Townland 

boundary 

None Lisbride/ 

Newtown 

0m Direct Negative High Significant 
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ID Category Site Type Designation Townland Distance Type of 

Impact 

Quality of 

Effect 

Magnitude 

of Impact 

Significance of 

Effect 

CH010 Architecture School None Corroy 185m None Neutral N/A N/A 

CH013 Archaeology Settlement 

cluster 

None Corboley 95m None Neutral N/A N/A 

CH017 Archaeology Settlement 

cluster 

None Kellybrook 130m None Neutral N/A N/A 

CH033 Archaeology Kiln - lime None Newtown 135m None Neutral N/A N/A 

CH034 Archaeology Settlement 

cluster 

None Bogganfin 40m Indirect Negative Medium Slight 

CH038 Architecture Barracks None Ballymurray 115m None Neutral N/A N/A 

CH039 Archaeology Forge None Ballymurray 135m None Neutral N/A N/A 

CH052 Archaeology Spring None Coolaphubble 150m None Neutral N/A N/A 

CH067 Architecture School None Toberdan 65m Indirect Negative Medium Slight 

CH074 Archaeology Settlement 

cluster 

None Corgarve 185m None Neutral N/A N/A 

CH086 Archaeology Spring None Lisbride 30m Indirect Negative Low Imperceptible 

CH087 Archaeology Area of 

potential 

None Various 0m Direct Negative High Unknown 

CH099 Archaeology Area of 

potential 

None Various 0m Direct Negative High Unknown 

L 17-10 Archaeology Relict Field 

Boundaries 

None Various 0m Direct Negative Low Unknown 

L 20-14 Archaeology Relict Field 

Boundaries 

None Various 0m Direct Negative Low Unknown 
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ID Category Site Type Designation Townland Distance Type of 

Impact 

Quality of 

Effect 

Magnitude 

of Impact 

Significance of 

Effect 

L 20-3 Archaeology Road/ Lane None Lisbride 0m Direct Negative High Potentially 

Significant 

L 27-1 Archaeology Enclosure None Killea 0m Direct Negative Very High Potentially 

Significant 

 

2.4.6.2 Option C-3 

Table 2.4.4 Option C-3 Cultural Heritage Impact Assessment 

ID Category Site Type Designation Townland Distance Type of 
Impact 

Quality 
of Effect 

Magnitude 
of Impact 

Significance 
of Effect 

AH001 Architecture Demesne NIAH Carrowroe 0m Indirect Negative Low Imperceptible 

AH003A Architecture Gateway None Lisbride 130m None Neutral N/A N/A 

AH003B Architecture Gate lodge None Lisbride 140m None Neutral N/A N/A 

AH010 Architecture Demesne NIAH Scregg 0m Direct Negative Low Imperceptible 

AH011 Architecture Demesne None Killinvoy 50m None Neutral N/A N/A 

AH033 Industrial Railway None Various 0m Direct Negative Low Imperceptible38 

AH039 Architecture Demesne NIAH Kellybrook 0m Direct Negative Low Imperceptible 

AH047 Architecture Demesne NIAH Killiaghan & Gort 0m Direct Negative Low Imperceptible 

AH052 Architecture House – vernacular 
house 

None Newtown 0m Direct Negative Very High Significant 

AH053 Architecture House – vernacular 
house 

None Newtown 20m Indirect Negative Medium Slight 

AP001 Archaeology Circular cropmark None Carrigan More 170m None Neutral N/A N/A 

AP006 Archaeology Circular cropmark None Curry 15m None Neutral N/A N/A 

AP007 Archaeology Circular cropmark None Newtown 110m None Neutral N/A N/A 

 
38 Potential impacts on individual railway features to be assessed in more detail during subsequent phases of assessment. 
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ID Category Site Type Designation Townland Distance Type of 
Impact 

Quality 
of Effect 

Magnitude 
of Impact 

Significance 
of Effect 

AP008 Archaeology Circular cropmark None Newtown 125m None Neutral N/A N/A 

AP009 Archaeology Circular cropmark None Newtown 180m None Neutral N/A N/A 

AP010 Archaeology Oval cropmark None Newtown 185m None Neutral N/A N/A 

AP020 Archaeology Circular cropmark None Carrigeens 215m None Neutral N/A N/A 

AP028 Archaeology Oval enclosure? None Killiaghan & Gort 85m None Neutral N/A N/A 

AP035 Archaeology Oval enclosure None Kellybrook 170m None Neutral N/A N/A 

AP036 Archaeology Curvilinear feature None Scregg 190m None Neutral N/A N/A 

AP038 Archaeology Probable relict field 
boundary 

None Lisdaulan 170m None Neutral N/A N/A 

AP043 Archaeology Circular cropmark None Cloonconra 0m Direct Negative Very High Unknown 

AY003 Archaeology Ringfort – rath RMP Lisbride 230m None Neutral N/A N/A 

AY011 Archaeology Ringfort – cashel RMP Ballymurray 130m None Neutral N/A N/A 

AY012 Archaeology Ringfort – rath RMP Ballymurray 50m None Neutral N/A N/A 

AY042 Archaeology Ringfort – rath RMP Corroy 190m None Neutral N/A N/A 

AY043 Archaeology Ringfort – rath RMP Corroy 60m Indirect Negative Low Slight 

AY045 Archaeology Ringfort – rath RMP Coolaphubble 155m None Neutral N/A N/A 

AY046 Archaeology Ringfort – rath RMP Carrigeens; 
Meehaun 

150m Indirect Negative Low Slight 

AY060 Archaeology Enclosure – large 
enclosure 

RMP Corboley 115m None Neutral N/A N/A 

AY064 Archaeology Ringfort – rath RMP Corboley 0m Indirect Negative Low Imperceptible 

AY065 Archaeology Ringfort – rath RMP Corboley 90m Indirect Negative Low Imperceptible 

AY098 Archaeology Barrow – ring-barrow RMP Killinvoy 55m Indirect Negative Low Imperceptible 

AY175 Archaeology Ringfort – rath RMP Toberdan 30m Indirect Negative Low Slight 

AY176 Archaeology Barrow – mound 
barrow 

RMP Toberdan 0m Indirect Negative Low Slight 

AY177 Archaeology Barrow – unclassified RMP Toberdan 60m Indirect Negative Low Imperceptible 
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ID Category Site Type Designation Townland Distance Type of 
Impact 

Quality 
of Effect 

Magnitude 
of Impact 

Significance 
of Effect 

AY178 Archaeology Cist RMP Toberdan 60m Indirect Negative Low Imperceptible 

AY208 Archaeology Hut site RMP Killiaghan & Gort 15m Indirect Negative Low Imperceptible 

AY209 Archaeology Ringfort – rath RMP Killiaghan & Gort 0m Indirect Negative Medium Slight 

AY210 Archaeology Hut site RMP Killiaghan & Gort 0m Indirect Negative Medium Slight 

AY211 Archaeology Redundant record SMR Killiaghan & Gort 0m None Neutral N/A N/A 

AY222 Archaeology Ringfort – rath RMP Carrigan More 0m Indirect Negative Low Slight 

CH001 Archaeology Settlement cluster None Lisbride 130m None Neutral N/A N/A 

CH002 Archaeology Kiln – lime None Lisbride 140m None Neutral N/A N/A 

CH005 Archaeology Pottery works (site of) None Newtown 15m None Neutral N/A N/A 

CH006 Archaeology Townland boundary None Lisbride; Newtown 155m None Neutral N/A N/A 

CH013 Archaeology Settlement cluster None Corboley 80m None Neutral N/A N/A 

CH017 Archaeology Settlement cluster None Kellybrook 120m None Neutral N/A N/A 

CH032 Archaeology Settlement cluster None Newtown 0m Direct Negative Low Imperceptible 

CH033 Archaeology Kiln – lime None Newtown 40m None Neutral N/A N/A 

CH052 Archaeology Spring None Coolaphubble 5m Indirect Negative Low Imperceptible 

CH067 Architecture School None Toberdan 40m Indirect Negative Medium Slight 

CH073 Archaeology Millrace None Cloonconra 0m Direct Negative High Moderate 

CH087 Archaeology Area of potential None Various 0m Direct Negative High Unknown 

CH099 Archaeology Area of potential None Various 0m Direct Negative High Unknown 

L14-345 Archaeology Possible enclosure None Corboley 0m Direct Negative Medium Potentially 
Significant 

L17-010 Archaeology Relict field 
boundaries/systems 

None Various 0m Direct Negative Low Unknown 

L20-014 Archaeology Relict field boundaries None Various 0m Direct Negative Medium Unknown 

L28-020 Archaeology Relict field boundaries None Various 0m Direct Negative Low Unknown 
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2.4.6.3 Option E 

Table 2.4.5 Option E Cultural Heritage Impact Assessment 

ID Category Site Type Designation Townland Distance Type of 
Impact 

Quality 
of Effect 

Magnitude 
of Impact 

Significance 
of Effect 

AH001 Architecture Demesne NIAH Carrowroe 0m Indirect Negative Low Imperceptible 

AH003A Architecture Gateway None Lisbride 5m Indirect Negative Low Imperceptible 

AH003B Architecture Gate lodge None Lisbride 10m Indirect Negative Low Imperceptible 

AH011 Architecture Demesne None Killinvoy 0m Direct Negative Low Imperceptible 

AH033 Industrial Railway None Various 0m Direct Negative Low Imperceptible39 

AH039 Architecture Demesne NIAH Kellybrook 0m Direct Negative Low Imperceptible 

AH047 Architecture Demesne NIAH Killiaghan & Gort 0m Direct Negative Low Imperceptible 

AH052 Architecture House – vernacular 
house 

None Newtown 65m None Neutral N/A N/A 

AH053 Architecture House – vernacular 
house 

None Newtown 35m Indirect Negative Low Imperceptible 

AP001 Archaeology Circular cropmark None Carrigan More 170m None Neutral N/A N/A 

AP002 Archaeology Circular cropmark None Killiaghan & Gort 205m None Neutral N/A N/A 

AP006 Archaeology Circular cropmark None Curry 155m None Neutral N/A N/A 

AP007 Archaeology Circular cropmark None Newtown 60m None Neutral N/A N/A 

AP008 Archaeology Circular cropmark None Newtown 70m None Neutral N/A N/A 

AP009 Archaeology Circular cropmark None Newtown 170m None Neutral N/A N/A 

AP010 Archaeology Oval cropmark None Newtown 225m None Neutral N/A N/A 

AP019 Archaeology Circular cropmark None Ballymurray 220m None Neutral N/A N/A 

AP020 Archaeology Circular cropmark None Carrigeens 215m None Neutral N/A N/A 

AP021 Archaeology Circular cropmark None Carrigeens 230m None Neutral N/A N/A 

AP022 Archaeology Circular cropmark None Carrigeens 165m None Neutral N/A N/A 

 
39 Potential impacts on individual railway features to be assessed in more detail during subsequent phases of assessment. 
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ID Category Site Type Designation Townland Distance Type of 
Impact 

Quality 
of Effect 

Magnitude 
of Impact 

Significance 
of Effect 

AP023 Archaeology Circular cropmark None Carrigeens 185m None Neutral N/A N/A 

AP024 Archaeology Possible enclosure  None Meehaun 150m None Neutral N/A N/A 

AP025 Archaeology Oval enclosure? None Knockcroghery 125m None Neutral N/A N/A 

AP026 Archaeology Circular feature None Knockcroghery 90m None Neutral N/A N/A 

AP028 Archaeology Oval enclosure? None Killiaghan & Gort 85m None Neutral N/A N/A 

AP031 Archaeology Possible circular 
enclosure 

None Knockcroghery 0m Direct Negative High Unknown 

AP032 Archaeology Field system None Toberdan 45m Direct Negative High Unknown 

AP032-
DUP 

Archaeology Possible circular 
enclosure 

None Kellybrook 0m Direct Negative High Unknown 

AP033 Archaeology Quarry? None Kellybrook 200m None Neutral N/A N/A 

AP034 Archaeology Circular enclosure None Toberdan 110m None Neutral N/A N/A 

AY003 Archaeology Ringfort – rath RMP Lisbride 120m None Neutral N/A N/A 

AY011 Archaeology Ringfort – cashel RMP Ballymurray 70m None Neutral N/A N/A 

AY012 Archaeology Ringfort – rath RMP Ballymurray; Curry 20m Indirect Negative Low Slight 

AY046 Archaeology Ringfort - rath RMP Carrigeens; 
Meehaun 

0m Direct Negative Very High Significant 

AY048 Archaeology Ringfort – rath RMP Srah 50m Indirect Negative Low Slight 

AY049 Archaeology Ringfort – rath RMP Lisnahoon 2m Indirect Negative Low Slight 

AY061 Archaeology Ringfort – rath RMP Lisnahoon 20m None Neutral N/A N/A 

AY069 Archaeology Ringfort – rath RMP Knockcroghery 0m Indirect Negative Low Slight 

AY070 Archaeology Ringfort – rath RMP Cornamart; 
Knockcroghery 

0m Direct Negative Very High Significant 

AY071 Archaeology Ringfort – rath RMP Cornamart 0m Indirect Negative Medium Moderate 

AY072 Archaeology Ringfort – rath RMP Lismagroon 140m None Neutral N/A N/A 

AY146 Archaeology Ringfort – rath SMR Ballymurray 50m None Neutral N/A N/A 

AY175 Archaeology Ringfort – rath RMP Toberdan 30m Indirect Negative Low Slight 
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ID Category Site Type Designation Townland Distance Type of 
Impact 

Quality 
of Effect 

Magnitude 
of Impact 

Significance 
of Effect 

AY176 Archaeology Barrow – mound 
barrow 

RMP Toberdan 65m Indirect Negative Low Slight 

AY177 Archaeology Barrow – unclassified RMP Toberdan 30m Indirect Negative Low Imperceptible 

AY178 Archaeology Cist RMP Toberdan 30m Indirect Negative Low Imperceptible 

AY179 Archaeology Ringfort – rath RMP Toberdan 85m None Neutral N/A N/A 

AY181 Archaeology Barrow – ring-barrow RMP Killiaghan & Gort 0m Indirect Negative Low Imperceptible 

AY182 Archaeology Barrow – ring-barrow RMP Killiaghan & Gort 0m Indirect Negative Low Imperceptible 

AY208 Archaeology Hut site RMP Killiaghan & Gort 195m None Neutral N/A N/A 

AY209 Archaeology Ringfort – rath RMP Killiaghan & Gort 30m Indirect Negative Low Slight 

AY210 Archaeology Hut site RMP Killiaghan & Gort 30m Indirect Negative Low Slight 

AY211 Archaeology Redundant record SMR Killiaghan & Gort 30m None Neutral N/A N/A 

AY222 Archaeology Ringfort – rath RMP Carrigan More 0m Indirect Negative Low Slight 

CH001 Archaeology Settlement cluster None Lisbride 2m None Neutral N/A N/A 

CH002 Archaeology Kiln – lime None Lisbride 7m None Neutral N/A N/A 

CH005 Archaeology Pottery works (site of) None Newtown 0m Direct Negative High Unknown 

CH006 Archaeology Townland boundary None Lisbride / Newtown 15m None Neutral N/A N/A 

CH032 Archaeology Settlement cluster None Newtown 0m Direct Negative Low Imperceptible 

CH033 Archaeology Kiln – lime None Newtown 7m None Neutral N/A N/A 

CH049 Archaeology Mill – corn None Srah 215m None Neutral N/A N/A 

CH059 Archaeology Settlement cluster None Killinvoy / 
Lismagroon 

25m None Neutral N/A N/A 

CH073 Archaeology Millrace None Cloonconra 0m Direct Negative High Moderate 

CH087 Archaeology Area of potential None Various 0m Direct Negative High Unknown 

CH099 Archaeology Area of potential None Various 0m Direct Negative High Unknown 

L17-010 Archaeology Relict field 
boundaries/systems 

None Various 0m Direct Negative Low Unknown 

L20-014 Archaeology Relict field boundaries None Various 0m Direct Negative Medium Unknown 
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ID Category Site Type Designation Townland Distance Type of 
Impact 

Quality 
of Effect 

Magnitude 
of Impact 

Significance 
of Effect 

L28-004 Archaeology Probable enclosure None Ballymurray 0m Direct Negative High Potentially 
Significant 

 

2.4.6.4 Option F 

Table 2.4.6 Option F Cultural Heritage Impact Assessment  

ID Category Site Type Designation Townland Distance Type of 
Impact 

Quality 
of Effect 

Magnitude 
of Impact 

Significance 
of Effect 

AH001 Architecture Demesne NIAH Carrowroe 0m Indirect Negative Low Imperceptible 

AH003A Architecture Gateway None Lisbride 5m Indirect Negative Low Imperceptible 

AH003B Architecture Gate lodge None Lisbride 10m Indirect Negative Low Imperceptible 

AH011 Architecture Demesne None Killinvoy 0m Direct Negative Low Imperceptible 

AH021 Architecture Country house RPS Galeybeg 50m None Neutral N/A N/A 

AH022 Architecture Demesne NIAH Galeybeg 5m None Neutral N/A N/A 

AH023 Architecture Country house NIAH Galeybeg 150m None Neutral N/A N/A 

AH024 Architecture Demesne NIAH Galeybeg 0m Direct Negative Low Imperceptible 

AH033 Industrial Railway None Various 0m Direct Negative Low Imperceptible40 

AH040 Industrial Mill – corn RPS Knockanyconor 40m None Neutral N/A N/A 

AH041 Industrial Bridge RPS Knockanyconor 40m None Neutral N/A N/A 

AH042 Industrial Bridge RPS Knockanyconor 65m None Neutral N/A N/A 

AH043 Architecture Telephone box RPS Galeybeg 5m None Neutral N/A N/A 

AH044 Architecture Courthouse None Knockanyconor 100m None Neutral N/A N/A 

AH045 Industrial Harbour NIAH Knockanyconor 160m None Neutral N/A N/A 

AH046 Architecture Country house None Killiaghan & Gort 200m None Neutral N/A N/A 

AH047 Architecture Demesne NIAH Killiaghan & Gort 0m Direct Negative Low Imperceptible 

 
40 Potential impacts on individual railway features to be assessed in more detail during subsequent phases of assessment. 
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ID Category Site Type Designation Townland Distance Type of 
Impact 

Quality 
of Effect 

Magnitude 
of Impact 

Significance 
of Effect 

AH052 Architecture House – vernacular 
house 

None Newtown 65m None Neutral N/A N/A 

AH053 Architecture House – vernacular 
house 

None Newtown 35m Indirect Negative Low Imperceptible 

AP001 Archaeology Circular cropmark None Carrigan More 170m None Neutral N/A N/A 

AP002 Archaeology Circular cropmark None Killiaghan & Gort 125m None Neutral N/A N/A 

AP003 Archaeology Circular cropmark None Killiaghan & Gort 230m None Neutral N/A N/A 

AP004 Archaeology Circular cropmark None Toberdan 240m None Neutral N/A N/A 

AP006 Archaeology Circular cropmark None Curry 130m None Neutral N/A N/A 

AP007 Archaeology Circular cropmark None Newtown 60m None Neutral N/A N/A 

AP008 Archaeology Circular cropmark None Newtown 70m None Neutral N/A N/A 

AP009 Archaeology Circular cropmark None Newtown 170m None Neutral N/A N/A 

AP010 Archaeology Oval cropmark None Newtown 230m None Neutral N/A N/A 

AP016 Archaeology Oval cropmark None Killiaghan & Gort 100m None Neutral N/A N/A 

AP017 Archaeology Circular cropmark None Killiaghan & Gort 185m None Neutral N/A N/A 

AP018 Archaeology Two irregular shaped 
features 

None Knockcroghery 190m None Neutral N/A N/A 

AP019 Archaeology Circular cropmark None Ballymurray 220m None Neutral N/A N/A 

AP020 Archaeology Circular cropmark None Carrigeens 215m None Neutral N/A N/A 

AP021 Archaeology Circular cropmark None Carrigeens 230m None Neutral N/A N/A 

AP022 Archaeology Circular cropmark None Carrigeens 145m None Neutral N/A N/A 

AP023 Archaeology Circular cropmark None Carrigeens 170m None Neutral N/A N/A 

AP024 Archaeology Possible enclosure  None Meehaun 130m None Neutral N/A N/A 

AP025 Archaeology Oval enclosure? None Knockcroghery 105m None Neutral N/A N/A 

AP026 Archaeology Circular feature None Knockcroghery 70m None Neutral N/A N/A 

AP027 Archaeology Circular feature None Knockcroghery 170m None Neutral N/A N/A 

AP028 Archaeology Oval enclosure? None Killiaghan & Gort 90m None Neutral N/A N/A 
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ID Category Site Type Designation Townland Distance Type of 
Impact 

Quality 
of Effect 

Magnitude 
of Impact 

Significance 
of Effect 

AP029 Archaeology Partial oval enclosure? None Killinvoy 0m Direct Negative High Unknown 

AP030 Archaeology Circular enclosure None Lismagroon 0m Direct Negative Very High Unknown 

AP031 Archaeology Possible circular 
enclosure 

None Knockcroghery 45m None Neutral N/A N/A 

AY003 Archaeology Ringfort – rath RMP Lisbride 115m None Neutral N/A N/A 

AY011 Archaeology Ringfort – cashel RMP Ballymurray 75m None Neutral N/A N/A 

AY012 Archaeology Ringfort – rath RMP Ballymurray 2m Indirect Negative Low Slight 

AY046 Archaeology Ringfort – rath RMP Carrigeens; 
Meehaun 

0m Indirect Negative High Potentially 
Significant 

AY048 Archaeology Ringfort – rath RMP Srah 30m Indirect Negative Low Slight 

AY049 Archaeology Ringfort – rath RMP Lisnahoon 10m Indirect Negative Low Slight 

AY061 Archaeology Ringfort – rath RMP Lisnahoon 40m None Neutral N/A N/A 

AY069 Archaeology Ringfort – rath RMP Knockcroghery 45m None Neutral N/A N/A 

AY070 Archaeology Ringfort – rath RMP Cornamart; 
Knockcroghery 

0m Indirect Negative Low Slight 

AY071 Archaeology Ringfort – rath RMP Cornamart 50m Indirect Negative Low Slight 

AY072 Archaeology Ringfort – rath RMP Lismagroon 10m None Neutral N/A N/A 

AY102 Archaeology Barrow – ring-barrow RMP Killinvoy 115m None Neutral N/A N/A 

AY108 Archaeology Barrow – ring-barrow RMP Killeenrevagh 50m None Neutral N/A N/A 

AY115 Archaeology Barrow – unclassified RMP Galeybeg 210m None Neutral N/A N/A 

AY116 Archaeology Burial RMP Galeybeg 65m None Neutral N/A N/A 

AY118 Archaeology Ringfort – rath RMP Galeybeg 130m Indirect Negative Low Imperceptible 

AY142 Archaeology Designed landscape – 
tree-ring 

SMR Killinvoy 30m None Neutral N/A N/A 

AY146 Archaeology Ringfort – rath SMR Ballymurray 50m None Neutral N/A N/A 

AY184 Archaeology Megalithic tomb – 
portal tomb 

RMP Knockanyconor 0m None Neutral N/A N/A 
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ID Category Site Type Designation Townland Distance Type of 
Impact 

Quality 
of Effect 

Magnitude 
of Impact 

Significance 
of Effect 

AY185 Archaeology Megalithic structure RMP Knockanyconor 0m None Neutral N/A N/A 

AY186 Archaeology Barrow – stepped 
barrow 

RMP Curraghalaher; 
Knockanyconor 

25m None Neutral N/A N/A 

AY187 Archaeology Designed landscape – 
tree-ring 

SMR Knockanyconor 15m None Neutral N/A N/A 

AY212 Archaeology Souterrain RMP Killiaghan & Gort 0m None Neutral N/A N/A 

AY213 Archaeology Ringfort – rath RMP Killiaghan & Gort 0m None Neutral N/A N/A 

AY222 Archaeology Ringfort – rath RMP Carrigan More 0m Indirect Negative Low Slight 

CH001 Archaeology Settlement cluster None Lisbride 2m None Neutral N/A N/A 

CH002 Archaeology Kiln – lime None Lisbride 7m None Neutral N/A N/A 

CH005 Archaeology Pottery works (site of) None Newtown 0m Direct Negative High Unknown 

CH006 Archaeology Townland boundary None Lisbride; Newtown 15m None Neutral N/A N/A 

CH015 Archaeology Settlement cluster None Killoy 80m None Neutral N/A N/A 

CH032 Archaeology Settlement cluster None Newtown 0m Direct Negative Low Imperceptible 

CH033 Archaeology Kiln – lime None Newtown 10m None Neutral N/A N/A 

CH049 Archaeology Mill – corn None Srah 200m None Neutral N/A N/A 

CH059 Archaeology Settlement cluster None Killinvoy; 
Lismagroon 

165m None Neutral N/A N/A 

CH061 Architecture Forge None Kileenrevagh 40m None Neutral N/A N/A 

CH065 Architecture Ball alley None Knockanyconor 40m None Neutral N/A N/A 

CH073 Archaeology Millrace None Cloonconra 0m Direct Negative High Moderate 

CH077 Archaeology Millrace None Lisnahoon 0m Direct Negative High Moderate 

CH079 Archaeology Graveslab None Kileenrevagh 45m None Neutral N/A N/A 

CH080 Archaeology Mill – corn None Knockanyconor 40m None Neutral N/A N/A 

CH081 Archaeology Millpond None Knockanyconor 50m None Neutral N/A N/A 

CH082 Archaeology Millrace None Curraghalaher 0m None Neutral N/A N/A 

CH087 Archaeology Area of potential None Various 0m Direct Negative High Unknown 
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ID Category Site Type Designation Townland Distance Type of 
Impact 

Quality 
of Effect 

Magnitude 
of Impact 

Significance 
of Effect 

CH097 Archaeology Area of potential None Various 0m Direct Negative High Unknown 

CH099 Archaeology Area of potential None Various 0m Direct Negative High Unknown 

L17-010 Archaeology Relict field 
boundaries/systems 

None Various 0m Direct Negative Low Unknown 

L20-014 Archaeology Relict field boundaries None Various 0m Direct Negative Medium Unknown 

L28-004 Archaeology Probable enclosure None Ballymurray 0m Direct Negative High Potentially 
Significant 

L28-020 Archaeology Relict field boundaries None Various 0m Direct Negative Low Imperceptible 

 

2.4.6.5 Option G 

Table 2.4.7 Option G Cultural Heritage Impact Assessment  

ID Category Site Type Designation Townland Distance Type of 
Impact 

Quality 
of Effect 

Magnitude 
of Impact 

Significance 
of Effect 

AH001 Architecture Demesne NIAH Carrowroe 0m Indirect Negative Low Imperceptible 

AH003A Architecture Gateway None Lisbride 5m Indirect Negative Low Imperceptible 

AH003B Architecture Gate lodge None Lisbride 10m Indirect Negative Low Imperceptible 

AH011 Architecture Demesne None Killinvoy 110m None Neutral N/A N/A 

AH021 Architecture Country house RPS Galeybeg 50m None Neutral N/A N/A 

AH022 Architecture Demesne NIAH Galeybeg 5m None Neutral N/A N/A 

AH023 Architecture Country house NIAH Galeybeg 150m None Neutral N/A N/A 

AH024 Architecture Demesne NIAH Galeybeg 0m Direct Negative Low Imperceptible 

AH033 Industrial Railway None Various 0m Direct Negative Low Imperceptible41 

AH040 Industrial Mill – corn RPS Knockanyconor 45m None Neutral N/A N/A 

AH041 Industrial Bridge RPS Knockanyconor 40m None Neutral N/A N/A 

 
41 Potential impacts on individual railway features to be assessed in more detail during subsequent phases of assessment. 
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ID Category Site Type Designation Townland Distance Type of 
Impact 

Quality 
of Effect 

Magnitude 
of Impact 

Significance 
of Effect 

AH042 Industrial Bridge RPS Knockanyconor 65m None Neutral N/A N/A 

AH043 Architecture Telephone box RPS Galeybeg 5m None Neutral N/A N/A 

AH044 Architecture Courthouse None Knockanyconor 105m None Neutral N/A N/A 

AH045 Industrial Harbour NIAH Knockanyconor 160m None Neutral N/A N/A 

AH046 Architecture Country house None Killiaghan & Gort 210m None Neutral N/A N/A 

AH047 Architecture Demesne NIAH Killiaghan & Gort 0m Direct Negative Low Imperceptible 

AH051 Architecture House – vernacular 
house 

None Kileenrevagh 7m Indirect Negative Low Imperceptible 

AH052 Architecture House – vernacular 
house 

None Newtown 65m None Neutral N/A N/A 

AH053 Architecture House – vernacular 
house 

None Newtown 45m Indirect Negative Low Imperceptible 

AP001 Archaeology Circular cropmark None Carrigan More 170m None Neutral N/A N/A 

AP002 Archaeology Circular cropmark None Killiaghan & Gort 125m None Neutral N/A N/A 

AP003 Archaeology Circular cropmark None Killiaghan & Gort 230m None Neutral N/A N/A 

AP004 Archaeology Circular cropmark None Toberdan 240m None Neutral N/A N/A 

AP006 Archaeology Circular cropmark None Curry 160m None Neutral N/A N/A 

AP007 Archaeology Circular cropmark None Newtown 60m None Neutral N/A N/A 

AP008 Archaeology Circular cropmark None Newtown 75m None Neutral N/A N/A 

AP009 Archaeology Circular cropmark None Newtown 160m None Neutral N/A N/A 

AP010 Archaeology Oval cropmark None Newtown 220m None Neutral N/A N/A 

AP016 Archaeology Oval cropmark None Killiaghan & Gort 100m None Neutral N/A N/A 

AP017 Archaeology Circular cropmark None Killiaghan & Gort 180m None Neutral N/A N/A 

AP018 Archaeology Two irregular shaped 
features 

None Knockcroghery 85m None Neutral N/A N/A 

AP019 Archaeology Circular cropmark None Ballymurray 185m None Neutral N/A N/A 

AP020 Archaeology Circular cropmark None Carrigeens 240m None Neutral N/A N/A 
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ID Category Site Type Designation Townland Distance Type of 
Impact 

Quality 
of Effect 

Magnitude 
of Impact 

Significance 
of Effect 

AP021 Archaeology Circular cropmark None Carrigeens 250m None Neutral N/A N/A 

AP022 Archaeology Circular cropmark None Carrigeens 150m None Neutral N/A N/A 

AP023 Archaeology Circular cropmark None Carrigeens 170m None Neutral N/A N/A 

AP024 Archaeology Possible enclosure  None Meehaun 130m None Neutral N/A N/A 

AP025 Archaeology Oval enclosure? None Knockcroghery 110m None Neutral N/A N/A 

AP026 Archaeology Circular feature None Knockcroghery 75m None Neutral N/A N/A 

AP027 Archaeology Circular feature None Knockcroghery 0m Direct Negative Very High Unknown 

AP028 Archaeology Oval enclosure? None Killiaghan & Gort 90m None Neutral N/A N/A 

AY003 Archaeology Ringfort – rath RMP Lisbride 120m None Neutral N/A N/A 

AY011 Archaeology Ringfort – cashel RMP Ballymurray 55m Indirect Negative Low Imperceptible 

AY012 Archaeology Ringfort – rath RMP Ballymurray 25m Indirect Negative Low Imperceptible 

AY046 Archaeology Ringfort - rath RMP Carrigeens; 
Meehaun 

0m Indirect Negative High Potentially 
Significant 

AY048 Archaeology Ringfort – rath RMP Srah 25m Indirect Negative Low Slight 

AY049 Archaeology Ringfort – rath RMP Lisnahoon 25m Indirect Negative Low Slight 

AY061 Archaeology Ringfort – rath RMP Lisnahoon 40m None Neutral N/A N/A 

AY066 Archaeology Ringfort – rath RMP Knockcroghery 135m None Neutral N/A N/A 

AY067 Archaeology House – indeterminate 
date 

RMP Knockcroghery 135m None Neutral N/A N/A 

AY108 Archaeology Barrow – ring-barrow RMP Killeenrevagh 0m None Neutral N/A N/A 

AY116 Archaeology Burial RMP Galeybeg 115m None Neutral N/A N/A 

AY118 Archaeology Ringfort – rath RMP Galeybeg 150m None Neutral N/A N/A 

AY142 Archaeology Designed landscape – 
tree-ring 

SMR Killinvoy 215m None Neutral N/A N/A 

AY146 Archaeology Ringfort – rath SMR Ballymurray 15m Indirect Negative Low Imperceptible 

AY184 Archaeology Megalithic tomb – 
portal tomb 

RMP Knockanyconor 0m None Neutral N/A N/A 
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ID Category Site Type Designation Townland Distance Type of 
Impact 

Quality 
of Effect 

Magnitude 
of Impact 

Significance 
of Effect 

AY185 Archaeology Megalithic structure RMP Knockanyconor 0m None Neutral N/A N/A 

AY186 Archaeology Barrow – stepped 
barrow 

RMP Curraghalaher; 
Knockanyconor 

20m None Neutral N/A N/A 

AY187 Archaeology Designed landscape – 
tree-ring 

SMR Knockanyconor 20m None Neutral N/A N/A 

AY212 Archaeology Souterrain RMP Killiaghan & Gort 0m None Neutral N/A N/A 

AY213 Archaeology Ringfort – rath RMP Killiaghan & Gort 0m None Neutral N/A N/A 

AY222 Archaeology Ringfort – rath RMP Carrigan More 0m Indirect Negative Low Slight 

CH001 Archaeology Settlement cluster None Lisbride 2m None Neutral N/A N/A 

CH002 Archaeology Kiln – lime None Lisbride 7m None Neutral N/A N/A 

CH005 Archaeology Pottery works (site of) None Newtown 0m Direct Negative High Unknown 

CH006 Archaeology Townland boundary None Lisbride; Newtown 20m None Neutral N/A N/A 

CH015 Archaeology Settlement cluster None Killoy 80m None Neutral N/A N/A 

CH032 Archaeology Settlement cluster None Newtown 0m Direct Negative High Unknown 

CH033 Archaeology Kiln – lime None Newtown 10m None Neutral N/A N/A 

CH049 Archaeology Mill – corn None Srah 190m None Neutral N/A N/A 

CH061 Architecture Forge None Kileenrevagh 5m Indirect Negative Low Imperceptible 

CH065 Architecture Ball alley None Knockanyconor 35m None Neutral N/A N/A 

CH077 Archaeology Millrace None Lisnahoon 0m Direct Negative High Moderate 

CH079 Archaeology Graveslab None Kileenrevagh 0m None Neutral N/A N/A 

CH080 Archaeology Mill – corn None Knockanyconor 35m None Neutral N/A N/A 

CH081 Archaeology Millpond None Knockanyconor 45m None Neutral N/A N/A 

CH082 Archaeology Millrace None Curraghalaher 0m None Neutral N/A N/A 

CH087 Archaeology Area of potential None Various 0m Direct Negative High Unknown 

CH097 Archaeology Area of potential None Various 0m Direct Negative High Unknown 

CH099 Archaeology Area of potential None Various 0m Direct Negative High Unknown 
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ID Category Site Type Designation Townland Distance Type of 
Impact 

Quality 
of Effect 

Magnitude 
of Impact 

Significance 
of Effect 

L17-010 Archaeology Relict field 
boundaries/systems  

None Various 0m Direct Negative Low Unknown 

L20-014 Archaeology Relict field boundaries None Various 0m Direct Negative Medium Unknown 

L28-004 Archaeology Probable enclosure None Ballymurray 0m Direct Negative Very High Potentially 
Significant 

L28-020 Archaeology Relict field boundaries None Various 0m Direct Negative Low Imperceptible 

 

2.4.6.6 Option J 

Table 2.4.8 Option J Cultural Heritage Impact Assessment 

ID Category Site Type Designation Townland Distance Type of 
Impact 

Quality 
of Effect 

Magnitude 
of Impact 

Significance 
of Effect 

AH001 Architecture Demesne NIAH Carrowroe 0m Indirect Negative Low Imperceptible 

AH003A Architecture Gateway None Lisbride 5m Indirect Negative Low Imperceptible 

AH003B Architecture Gate lodge None Lisbride 10m Indirect Negative Low Imperceptible 

AH011 Architecture Demesne None Killinvoy 105m None Neutral N/A N/A 

AH021 Architecture Country house RPS Galeybeg 50m None Neutral N/A N/A 

AH022 Architecture Demesne NIAH Galeybeg 5m None Neutral N/A N/A 

AH024 Architecture Demesne NIAH Galeybeg 0m Direct Negative Low Imperceptible 

AH029 Architecture Demesne NIAH Glebe 0m Direct Negative Low Imperceptible 

AH033 Industrial Railway None Various 0m Direct Negative Low Imperceptible42 

AH040 Industrial Mill – corn RPS Knockanyconor 45m None Neutral N/A N/A 

AH041 Industrial Bridge RPS Knockanyconor 40m None Neutral N/A N/A 

AH042 Industrial Bridge RPS Knockanyconor 70m None Neutral N/A N/A 

AH043 Architecture Telephone box RPS Galeybeg 10m None Neutral N/A N/A 

 
42 Potential impacts on individual railway features to be assessed in more detail during subsequent phases of assessment. 
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ID Category Site Type Designation Townland Distance Type of 
Impact 

Quality 
of Effect 

Magnitude 
of Impact 

Significance 
of Effect 

AH044 Architecture Courthouse None Knockanyconor 110m None Neutral N/A N/A 

AH045 Industrial Harbour NIAH Knockanyconor 165m None Neutral N/A N/A 

AH047 Architecture Demesne NIAH Killiaghan & Gort 0m Direct Negative Low Imperceptible 

AH051 Architecture House – vernacular 
house 

None Kileenrevagh 3m None Neutral N/A N/A 

AH052 Architecture House – vernacular 
house 

None Newtown 65m None Neutral N/A N/A 

AH053 Architecture House – vernacular 
house 

None Newtown 45m Indirect Negative Low Imperceptible 

AP001 Archaeology Circular cropmark None Carrigan More 170m None Neutral N/A N/A 

AP002 Archaeology Circular cropmark None Killiaghan & Gort 120m None Neutral N/A N/A 

AP003 Archaeology Circular cropmark None Killiaghan & Gort 230m None Neutral N/A N/A 

AP004 Archaeology Circular cropmark None Toberdan 240m None Neutral N/A N/A 

AP005 Archaeology Circular cropmark None Galey 40m None Neutral N/A N/A 

AP007 Archaeology Circular cropmark None Newtown 35m None Neutral N/A N/A 

AP008 Archaeology Circular cropmark None Newtown 45m None Neutral N/A N/A 

AP009 Archaeology Circular cropmark None Newtown 170m None Neutral N/A N/A 

AP010 Archaeology Oval cropmark None Newtown 235m None Neutral N/A N/A 

AP011 Archaeology Curvilinear cropmarks None Curry 125m None Neutral N/A N/A 

AP012 Archaeology Oval enclosure? None Longnamuck 160m None Neutral N/A N/A 

AP013 Archaeology Curvilinear cropmark None Longnamuck 90m None Neutral N/A N/A 

AP014 Archaeology Curvilinear cropmark None Galey 0m Direct Negative Very High Unknown 

AP014-
DUP 

Archaeology Circular cropmark None Galey 90m None Neutral N/A N/A 

AP015 Archaeology Circular cropmark None Galey 75m None Neutral N/A N/A 

AP016 Archaeology Oval cropmark None Killiaghan & Gort 100m None Neutral N/A N/A 

AP017 Archaeology Circular cropmark None Killiaghan & Gort 185m None Neutral N/A N/A 
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ID Category Site Type Designation Townland Distance Type of 
Impact 

Quality 
of Effect 

Magnitude 
of Impact 

Significance 
of Effect 

AP028 Archaeology Oval enclosure? None Killiaghan & Gort 90m None Neutral N/A N/A 

AP043 Archaeology Circular cropmark None Cloonconra 90m None Neutral N/A N/A 

AY003 Archaeology Ringfort – rath RMP Lisbride 115m None Neutral N/A N/A 

AY012 Archaeology Ringfort – rath RMP Ballymurray 245m None Neutral N/A N/A 

AY047 Archaeology Ritual site – holy well RMP Toberreeogue 120m None Neutral N/A N/A 

AY068 Archaeology Ringfort – rath RMP Galey 170m None Neutral N/A N/A 

AY073 Archaeology Ringfort – rath RMP Galey 0m Direct Negative Very High Significant 

AY108 Archaeology Barrow – ring-barrow RMP Killeenrevagh 0m None Neutral N/A N/A 

AY116 Archaeology Burial RMP Galeybeg 115m None Neutral N/A N/A 

AY118 Archaeology Ringfort – rath RMP Galeybeg 150m None Neutral N/A N/A 

AY142 Archaeology Designed landscape – 
tree-ring 

SMR Killinvoy 215m None Neutral N/A N/A 

AY146 Archaeology Ringfort – rath SMR Ballymurray 75m None Neutral N/A N/A 

AY184 Archaeology Megalithic tomb – 
portal tomb 

RMP Knockanyconor  0m None Neutral N/A N/A 

AY185 Archaeology Megalithic structure RMP Knockanyconor 0m None Neutral N/A N/A 

AY186 Archaeology Barrow – stepped 
barrow 

RMP Curraghalaher; 
Knockanyconor 

20m None Neutral N/A N/A 

AY187 Archaeology Designed landscape – 
tree-ring 

SMR Knockanyconor 25m None Neutral N/A N/A 

AY212 Archaeology Souterrain RMP Killiaghan & Gort 0m None Neutral N/A N/A 

AY213 Archaeology Ringfort – rath RMP Killiaghan & Gort 0m None Neutral N/A N/A 

AY222 Archaeology Ringfort – rath RMP Carrigan More 0m Indirect Negative Low Slight 

CH001 Archaeology Settlement cluster None Lisbride 2m None Neutral N/A N/A 

CH002 Archaeology Kiln – lime None Lisbride 7m None Neutral N/A N/A 

CH005 Archaeology Pottery works (site of) None Newtown 0m Direct Negative High Unknown 

CH006 Archaeology Townland boundary None Lisbride; Newtown 20m None Neutral N/A N/A 
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ID Category Site Type Designation Townland Distance Type of 
Impact 

Quality 
of Effect 

Magnitude 
of Impact 

Significance 
of Effect 

CH015 Archaeology Settlement cluster None Killoy 75m None Neutral N/A N/A 

CH032 Archaeology Settlement cluster None Newtown 0m Direct Negative Low Imperceptible 

CH033 Archaeology Kiln – lime None Newtown 5m None Neutral N/A N/A 

CH044 Architecture House – vernacular 
house 

None Toberreeogue 15m Indirect Negative Medium Slight 

CH050 Archaeology Sheepfold None Glebe 170m None Neutral N/A N/A 

CH061 Architecture Forge None Kileenrevagh 5m None Neutral N/A N/A 

CH065 Architecture Ball alley None Knockanyconor 35m None Neutral N/A N/A 

CH073 Archaeology Millrace None Cloonconra 0m Direct Negative High Moderate 

CH079 Archaeology Graveslab None Kileenrevagh 3m None Neutral N/A N/A 

CH080 Archaeology Mill – corn None Knockanyconor 40m None Neutral N/A N/A 

CH081 Archaeology Millpond None Knockanyconor 45m None Neutral N/A N/A 

CH082 Archaeology Millrace None Curraghalaher 0m None Neutral N/A N/A 

CH087 Archaeology Area of potential None Various 0m Direct Negative High Unknown 

CH096 Archaeology Area of potential None Various 0m Direct Negative High Unknown 

CH097 Archaeology Area of potential None Various 0m Direct Negative High Unknown 

L17-010 Archaeology Relict field 
boundaries/systems 

None Various 0m Direct Negative Low Unknown 

L20-014 Archaeology Relict field boundaries None Various 0m Direct Negative Low Unknown 

L28-020 Archaeology Relict field boundaries None Various 0m Direct Negative Low Unknown 

L29-002 Archaeology Probable enclosure None Toberreeogue 0m Direct Negative Very High Potentially 
Significant 

L33-002 Archaeology Probable enclosure None Toberreeogue 10m None Neutral N/A N/A 

L39-003 Archaeology Relict field boundaries None Various 0m Direct Negative Medium Unknown 
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Table 2.4.9 Option Appraisal (adapted from NRA 2005a) 

Impact 
Significance 
Level 

Option C Option C-3 Option E Option F Option G Option J 

Profound None Predicted None Predicted None Predicted None Predicted None Predicted None Predicted 

Significant 
Negative 

2 Sites: 

Mote Park Demesne 
(AH014) 

Townland boundary 
CH006 (direct) 

1 Site: 

Vernacular cottage 
AH052 (direct) 

2 Sites: 

Ringforts AY046 & 
AY070 (direct) 

None Predicted None Predicted 1 Site: 

Ringfort AY073 
(direct) 

Potentially 
Significant 
Negative 

4 Sites: 

Road/lane L20-003 
(direct) 

Enclosure L27-001 
(direct) 

Possible enclosures 
L10-378 & L14-345 

(direct) 

1 Site: 

Possible enclosure 
L14-345 (direct) 

1 Site: 

Probable enclosure 
L28-004 (direct) 

2 Sites: 

Ringfort AY046 
(indirect) 

Probable enclosure 
L28-004 (direct) 

2 Sites: 

Ringfort AY046 
(indirect) 

Probable enclosure 
L28-004 (direct) 

1 Site: 

Probable enclosure 
L29-002 (direct) 

Moderate 
Negative 

1 Site: 

Ringfort AY045 
(indirect) 

1 Site: 

Millrace CH073 
(direct) 

2 Sites: 

Ringfort AY071 
(indirect) 

Millrace CH073 
(direct) 

2 Sites: 

Millraces CH073 & 
CH077 (direct) 

1 Site: 

Millrace CH077 
(direct) 

1 Site: 

Millrace CH073 
(direct) 

Slight 
Negative 

11 Sites: 

Ringforts AY003, 
AY010, AY041, 

AY042, AY175, AY209 
& AY222 (indirect) 

Mound barrow AY176 
(indirect) 

Hut site AY210 
(indirect) 

9 Sites: 

Ringforts AY043, 
AY046, AY175, 
AY209 & AY222 

(indirect) 

Mound barrow 
AY176 (indirect) 

Hut site AY210 
(indirect) 

9 Sites: 

Ringforts AY012, 
AY048, AY049, 
AY069, AY175, 
AY209 & AY222 

(indirect) 

Mound barrow 
AY176 (indirect) 

6 Sites: 

Ringforts AY012, 
AY048, AY049, 

AY070, AY071 & 
AY222 (indirect) 

3 Sites: 

Ringforts AY048, 
AY049 & AY222 

(indirect) 

2 Sites: 

Ringfort AY222 
(indirect) 

Vernacular house & 
outbuildings CH044 

(indirect) 
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Impact 
Significance 
Level 

Option C Option C-3 Option E Option F Option G Option J 

Settlement cluster 
CH034 (indirect) 

School CH067 
(indirect) 

School CH067 
(indirect) 

Vernacular cottage 
AH053 (indirect) 

Hut site AY210 
(indirect) 

Imperceptible 
Negative 

13 Sites: 

Carrowroe Park 
Demesne (AH001) 

(indirect) 

Gateway (AH003a) & 
gate lodge (AH003b) 

associated with 
Lisbride House 

(indirect) 

Demesnes associated 
with Scregg House 

(AH010), Kellybrook 
(AH039) & Gort 
(AH047) (direct) 

Midland Great 
Western Railway 
(AH033) (direct) 

Ringforts AY044 & 
AY064 (indirect) 

Barrow (AY177) & cist 
(AY178) (indirect) 

Hut site AY208 
(indirect) 

Spring CH086 
(indirect) 

13 Sites: 

Carrowroe Park 
Demesne (AH001) 

(indirect) 

Demesnes 
associated with 
Scregg House 

(AH010), 
Kellybrook (AH039) 

& Gort (AH047) 
(direct) 

Midland Great 
Western Railway 
(AH033) (direct) 

Settlement cluster 
CH032 (direct) 

Ringforts AY064 & 
AY065 (indirect) 

Barrows AY098 & 
AY177 (indirect) 

Cist AY178 
(indirect) 

Hut site AY208 
(indirect) 

Spring CH052 
(indirect) 

13 Sites: 

Carrowroe Park 
Demesne (AH001) 

(indirect) 

Gateway (AH003a) 
& gate lodge 

(AH003b) 
associated with 
Lisbride House 

(indirect) 

Demesnes 
associated with 

Churchboro 
(AH011), 

Kellybrook (AH039) 
& Gort (AH047) 

(direct) 

Midland Great 
Western Railway 
(AH033) (direct) 

Barrows AY177, 
AY181 & AY182 

(indirect) 

Cist AY178 
(indirect) 

Settlement cluster 
CH032 (direct) 

11 Sites: 

Carrowroe Park 
Demesne (AH001) 

(indirect) 

Gateway (AH003a) & 
gate lodge (AH003b) 

associated with 
Lisbride House 

(indirect) 

Demesnes 
associated with 

Churchboro (AH011), 
Hill House (AH024) & 
Gort (AH047) (direct) 

Midland Great 
Western Railway 
(AH033) (direct) 

Ringfort AY118 
(indirect) 

Settlement cluster 
CH032 (direct) 

Vernacular cottage 
AH053 (indirect) 

Relict field 
boundaries L28-020 

(direct) 

13 Sites: 

Carrowroe Park 
Demesne (AH001) 

(indirect) 

Gateway (AH003a) 
& gate lodge 

(AH003b) 
associated with 
Lisbride House 

(indirect) 

Demesnes 
associated with Hill 
House (AH024) & 

Gort (AH047) 
(direct) 

Midland Great 
Western Railway 
(AH033) (direct) 

Vernacular houses 
& outbuildings 

AH051 & AH053 
(indirect) 

Forge CH061 
(indirect) 

Ringforts AY011, 
AY012 & AY146 

(indirect) 

9 Sites: 

Carrowroe Park 
Demesne (AH001) 

(indirect) 

Gateway (AH003a) 
& gate lodge 

(AH003b) 
associated with 
Lisbride House 

(indirect) 

Demesnes 
associated with Hill 

House (AH024), 
Glebe House 

(AH029) & Gort 
(AH047) (direct) 

Midland Great 
Western Railway 
(AH033) (direct) 

Settlement cluster 
CH032 (direct) 

Vernacular cottage 
AH053 (indirect) 
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Impact 
Significance 
Level 

Option C Option C-3 Option E Option F Option G Option J 

Vernacular cottage 
AH053 (indirect) 

Relict field 
boundaries L28-020 

(direct) 

Unknown Crosses Hind River/ 
Newtown Bog 

(CH087) & Lisdaulan 
Peatland (CH099) 

(areas of high 
archaeological 

potential) 

Possible cropmark 
AP040 (indirect) 

Possible cropmark 
AP041 (direct) 

Crosses field systems 
L17-010 & L20-014 

(direct) 

Much of route travels 
through greenfield 

areas, increasing risk 
of unknown sites being 

encountered 

Crosses Hind 
River/ Newtown 
Bog (CH087) & 

Lisdaulan Peatland 
(CH099) (areas of 

high archaeological 
potential) 

Unknown feature, 
circular cropmark, 

AP043 (direct) 

Crosses field 
systems L17-010, 

L20-014 & L28-020 
(direct) 

Much of route 
travels through 

greenfield areas, 
increasing risk of 

unknown sites 
being encountered 

Crosses Hind 
River/Newtown Bog 

(CH087) & 
Lisdaulan Peatland 
(CH099) (areas of 

high archaeological 
potential) 

Possible 
enclosures AP031 

& AP032-DUP 
(direct) 

Crosses field 
systems AP032, 

L17-010 & L20-014 
(direct) 

Pottery works (site 
of) CH005 (direct) 

Much of route 
travels through 

greenfield areas, 
increasing risk of 

unknown sites 
being encountered 

Crosses Hind River/ 
Newtown Bog 

(CH087), 
Knockcroghery 

Peatland (CH097) & 
Lisdaulan Peatland 
CH099) (areas of 

high archaeological 
potential) 

Possible enclosures 
AP029 & AP030 

(direct) 

Pottery works (site of) 
CH005 (direct) 

Crosses field 
systems L17-010 & 

L20-014 (direct) 

 

Crosses Hind River/ 
Newtown Bog 

(CH087), 
Knockcroghery 

Peatland (CH097) 
& Lisdaulan 

Peatland CH099) 
(areas of high 
archaeological 

potential) 

Possible cropmark 
AP027 (direct) 

Pottery works (site 
of) CH005 (direct) 

Settlement cluster 
CH032 (direct) 

Crosses field 
systems L17-010 & 

L20-14 (direct) 

Crosses Hind River/ 
Newtown Bog 

(CH087), 
Carrigeens Bog 

(CH096) & 
Knockcroghery 

Peatland (CH097) 
(areas of high 
archaeological 

potential) 

Possible cropmark 
AP014 (direct) 

Pottery works (site 
of) CH005 (direct) 

Crosses field 
systems L17-010, 

L20-014, L28-020 & 
L39-003 (direct) 
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2.4.7 Summary 

Below is summary of the main predicted effects on cultural heritage for each RRO 

based on current information based on known/recorded archaeological and 

architectural heritage features. All of the options would have a net negative effect on 

cultural heritage to a greater or lesser degree, although no profound impacts are 

predicted on archaeological or architectural heritage because no National Monuments 

or architectural heritage assets of national or international importance would be 

impacted by any of the route options. However, the actual level of impact on cultural 

heritage cannot be fully assessed at this stage and it is likely that additional 

archaeological sites and architectural heritage assets occur along each of the route 

options. Furthermore, all of the route options would require the removal of roadside 

features and enclosing elements of fields such as drystone walls, earthen boundaries 

and gates, as well as cutting through townland boundaries and crossing the Midland 

Great Western Railway (AH033). The actual impact of the selected preferred route will 

be assessed in more detail during the next phase of planning. This will include further 

investigations, including a full walkover of the selected preferred route as well as 

additional LiDAR analysis, targeted geophysics and test trenching where required, 

which is likely to identify additional cultural heritage assets not considered here. A more 

detailed assessment of potential direct and indirect impacts on individual assets, 

including visual intrusion and setting impacts, will also be undertaken at the next stage.  

 

Option C is currently predicted to have quantifiable direct or indirect impacts on 31 

cultural heritage assets. Two (2) Significant Negative impacts are predicted due to the 

partial removal of the prominent tree-lined townland boundary between Lisbride and 

Newtown (CH006) and the severance of the wood-lined avenue at Mote Park (AH014), 

which is one of the last surviving elements of this historic demesne. Although the route 

does not directly impact any Recorded Monuments, Slight Negative indirect impacts 

are predicted for nine (9) Recorded Monuments and a Moderate Negative indirect 

impact is predicted for one (1) monument (ringfort AY045). Depending on the design, 

there could be four (4) Potentially Significant direct impacts on potential archaeological 

sites identified during the LiDAR assessment (road/lane L20-003, which may be 

associated with ringfort AY003 (RO040-036), probable unrecorded ringfort L27-001 

and possible enclosures L10-378 and L14-345). Impacts of unknown significance 

could also occur in relation to two (2) circular cropmarks identified through aerial 

photography (AP040 and AP041) and relict field boundaries/systems (n=2) L17-010 

and L20-014. Imperceptible impacts are predicted on the following archaeological 

assets: ringforts AY044, AY064; hut site AY208; barrow AY177 and cist AY178. Option 

C has the longest offline length of all the options (c. 13.15km) and crosses two of the 

areas of high archaeological potential (Hind River/Newtown Bog (CH087) and 

Lisdaulan Peatland (CH099)).  

 

No direct impacts are predicted for any Protected Structures or structures listed on the 

NIAH, though Slight Negative impacts are predicted for school CH067 in Toberdan and 

settlement cluster CH034 in Bogganfin. Although five (5) historic demesnes could be 

impacted, the effect on each is predicted to be Imperceptible with the exception of 

Mote Park Demesne. Imperceptible impacts are predicted for gateway AH003a and 

gate lodge AH003b associated with Lisbride House, on the Midlands Great Western 
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Railway AH033, and on a spring CH086. Overall, Option C is rated as Major or Highly 

Negative and ranks 5 out of 6 in order of preference for cultural heritage. 

 

Option C-3 is currently predicted to have quantifiable direct or indirect impacts on 

twenty-five (25) cultural heritage assets, including a Significant impact on vernacular 

cottage AH052 and a Potentially Significant impact on a possible enclosure identified 

in the LiDAR assessment (L14-345). No direct impacts are predicted for any Recorded 

Monuments and the indirect impacts on Recorded Monuments are rated as Slight 

(n=7) or Imperceptible (n=6). The option crosses a nineteenth-century millrace 

(CH073), which is rated as a Moderate Negative effect, and directly impacts a circular 

cropmark of unknown significance (AP043). The option crosses three field systems 

(L17-010, L20-014 and L28-020) and two areas of high archaeological potential (Hind 

River/Newtown Bog (CH087) and Lisdaulan Peatland (CH099)). Much of the option (c. 

13.1km) is offline and travels through greenfield, increasing the risk of unknown sites 

being encountered.  

 

No direct impacts are predicted for any Protected Structures or structures listed on the 

NIAH, though Slight Negative impacts are predicted for vernacular cottage AH053 and 

school CH067 in Toberdan. Although four (4) historic demesnes could be directly 

affected, the effect on each is predicted to be Imperceptible. Imperceptible impacts are 

also predicted on Carrowroe Park Demesne (AH001) and the demesnes associated 

with Scregg House (AH010), Kellybrook (AH039) and Gort (AH047), and also on the 

Midland Great Western Railway (AH033), on settlement cluster CH032 and on a spring 

CH052. Overall, Option C-3 rates as Minor Adverse due to the low impact on known 

sites but ranks 4 out of 6 in order of preference due to the relatively high potential for 

currently unidentified archaeological sites to be encountered along its length.   

 

Option E is currently predicted to have quantifiable direct or indirect impacts on 27 

cultural heritage assets, including Significant Negative impacts on two (2) ringforts 

(AY046 and AY070) and a Moderate indirect impact on ringfort AY071. Slight negative 

impacts are predicted for nine (9) other Recorded Monuments. Depending on the 

design, there could be a Potentially Significant direct impact on a probable enclosure 

(L28-004) identified during the LiDAR assessment, and direct impacts could also occur 

on two (2) possible enclosures identified through aerial photography (AP031 and 

AP032DUP). The option crosses several field systems (AP032, L17-010 and L20-014) 

and two areas of high archaeological potential (Hind River/Newtown Bog (CH087) and 

Lisdaulan Peatland (CH099)) where the significance of effect is unknown, as well as a 

nineteenth-century millrace (CH073), which is rated as a Moderate Negative effect. 

Imperceptible impacts are predicted at Barrows AY177, AY181 and AY182, as well as 

at cist AY178. Much of the option (c. 11.55km) is offline and travels through greenfield, 

increasing the risk of previously unidentified sites being encountered.  

 

No direct impacts are predicted for any Protected Structures or structures listed on the 

NIAH. Although four (4) historic demesnes could be affected, the effect on each is 

predicted to be Imperceptible (Carrowroe Park Demesne (AH001), Churchboro 

(AH011), Kellybrook (AH039) and Gort (AH047). Imperceptible impacts are also 

predicted at a gateway (AH003a) and gate lodge (AH003b) associated with Lisbride 

House, on the Midland Great Western Railway (AH033), on settlement cluster CH032 
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and on vernacular cottage AH053. The significance of effect on the site of a pottery 

works (CH005) is unknown. Overall, Option E is rated as Major or Highly Negative 

and is the least preferred option for cultural heritage, ranking 6 out of 6 in order of 

preference.  

 

Option F is currently predicted to have quantifiable direct or indirect impacts on twenty-

one (21) cultural heritage assets, none of which is currently predicted to be Significant. 

Depending on the design, there could be two (2) Potentially Significant negative 

impacts on ringfort AY046, where there could be a high potential for subsurface 

archaeology, and a probable enclosure identified during the LiDAR assessment (L28-

004). Six (6) Slight indirect impacts on Recorded Monuments are predicted (AY012, 

AY048, AY049, AY070, AY071 and AY222). Direct impacts could also occur on two 

(2) possible enclosures identified through aerial photography (AP029 and AP030), 

pottery workshop site CH005 and relict field systems (L17-010 and L20-014) where 

the significance of effect is currently unknown. Imperceptible impacts are predicted at 

ringfort AY118 and relict field boundaries/systems L28-020. The option also crosses 

three areas of high archaeological potential (Hind River/Newtown Bog (CH087), 

Knockcroghery Peatland (CH097) and Lisdaulan Peatland CH099).  

 

No direct impacts are predicted for any Protected Structures or structures listed on the 

NIAH. Two millraces would be crossed (CH073 and CH077), resulting in Moderate 

Negative impacts. Although four (4) historic demesnes (Carrowroe Park Demesne 

(AH001), Churchboro (AH011), Hill House (AH024) and Gort (AH047)) could be 

affected, the effect on each is predicted to be Imperceptible. Imperceptible impacts are 

also predicted at a gateway (AH003a) and gate lodge (AH003b) associated with 

Lisbride House, at the Midland Great Western Railway (AH033), a settlement cluster 

(CH032) and vernacular cottage AH053. Option F is rated as Moderately Negative 

for cultural heritage. However, much of the option follows the existing N61 with c. 

9.4km offline, and as such it is considered to present a potentially lower risk than 

Options C, C-3 and E. Overall, it ranks 2 out of 6 as it is predicted to have a slightly 

higher impact than Option G due to the cumulative effects of the additional Slight 

impacts. 

 

Option G is currently predicted to have quantifiable direct or indirect impacts on 

nineteen (19) cultural heritage assets, none of which is currently predicted to be 

Significant. Like Route F, depending on the design, there could be two (2) Potentially 

Significant Negative impacts on ringfort AY046, where there could be a high potential 

for subsurface archaeology, and on a probable enclosure identified during the LiDAR 

assessment (L28-004). Three (3) Slight indirect impacts on Recorded Monuments are 

predicted (AY048, AY049 and AY222). Direct impacts could also occur on a circular 

feature identified through aerial photography (AP027), pottery workshop site CH005, 

former settlement cluster CH032 and relict field systems (L17-010 and L20-014) where 

the significance of effect is currently unknown. Imperceptible impacts are predicted at 

ringforts AY011, AY012 and AY146, and at relict field boundaries/systems L28-020. 

Option G has the second shortest offline length (c. 8.1km) with a potentially lower risk 

of encountering unknown sites compared with the more offline options (C, C-3 and E). 

However, it does pass through areas of archaeological potential (Hind River/Newtown 

Bog (CH087), Carrigeens Bog (CH096) and Knockcroghery Peatland (CH097) where 
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there is a risk that unknown archaeology could be encountered. Millrace CH077 would 

also be crossed, resulting in a Moderate Negative impact.  

 

Although three (3) historic demesnes (Carrowroe Park (AH001), Hill House (AH042) 

and Gort (AH047)) could be affected, the effect on each is predicted to be 

Imperceptible. Imperceptible impacts are also predicted at a gateway (AH003a) and 

gate lodge (AH003b) associated with Lisbride House, at the Midland Great Wester 

Railway (AH033), vernacular houses and outbuildings AH051 and AH053, and on a 

forge (CH061).  

 

Option G rates as having a Moderately Negative effect but is ranked marginally first 

(1 out of 6) as the preferred option for cultural heritage.  

 

Option J is currently predicted to have quantifiable direct or indirect impacts on 

fourteen (14) cultural heritage assets, which is the lowest impact on known cultural 

heritage assets under the quantitative assessment. However, one of these impacts is 

rated as Significant Negative as it could involve the removal of a Recorded Monument 

(ringfort AY073) and for that reason Option J is not preferable for cultural heritage. 

There could also be a Potentially Significant Negative impact on a probable enclosure 

identified during the LiDAR assessment (L29-002). Direct impacts could also occur on 

a curvilinear cropmark identified through aerial photography (AP014), pottery 

workshop site CH005, and four relict field systems (L17-010, L20-014, L28-20 and L 

39-3) where the significance of effect is currently unknown. Millrace CH073 would also 

be crossed, resulting in a Moderate Negative impact, and Slight Negative impacts are 

predicted on vernacular house and outbuildings CH044 and ringfort AY222. 

Imperceptible impacts are not predicted at any known archaeological sites. Option J 

crosses three areas of high archaeological potential (Hind River/Newtown Bog 

(CH087), Carrigeens Bog (CH096) and Knockcroghery Peatland (CH097)), but it has 

the shortest offline length (c. 7.5km) of all the options. Although four (4) historic 

demesnes (Carrowroe Park Demesne (AH001, Hill House (AH024), Glebe House 

(AH029) and Gort (AH047)) could be affected, the effect on each is predicted to be 

Imperceptible. Imperceptible impacts are also predicted at a gateway (AH003a) and 

gate lodge (AH003b) associated with Lisbride House, as well as at the Midland Great 

Western Railway (AH033), settlement cluster CH032 and vernacular cottage AH053.  

Overall, Option J is predicted to have a Moderately Negative effect and ranks 3 out 

of 6 in order of preference for cultural heritage. 
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Table 2.4.10 Cultural Heritage - Stage 2 Option Assessment Matrix  

Option Assessment Summary TII Assessment 

Score 

Specialist 

Preference Rank 

Overall 

Preference 

C 

Based on available information, two (2) Significant Negative impacts are predicted (Mote 
Park Demesne (AH014) and townland boundary CH006). Depending on the design, there 
could be four (4) Potentially Significant Negative impacts (road/lane L20-003, probable 
ringfort L27-001 and enclosures L10-378 & L14-345), one (1) Moderate Negative impact 
(ringfort AY045), eleven (11) Slight Negative impacts and thirteen (13) Imperceptible 
Negative impacts. Direct impacts could occur on possible cropmark (AP041) and indirect 
impact on cropmark AP040 (significance unknown). The route crosses previously 
identified field systems (L17-010 & L20-014) and areas of high archaeological potential 
including the Hind River/Newtown Bog and Lisdaulan Peatland.  

Option C has the longest offline length of all the options, increasing the risk of unknown 
sites being encountered. The option is assessed as Major or Highly Negative. 

1 5 Intermediate 

C-3 

Depending on the design, one (1) Significant Negative impact is predicted on Route C-3 
(vernacular cottage AH052), while one (1) Potentially Significant Negative impact is 
predicted (possible enclosure L14-345). A Moderate Negative impact is predicted on 
millrace CH073, along with nine (9) Slight Negative and thirteen (13) Imperceptible 
Negative impacts. Direct impacts could occur on AP043 (significance unknown). The route 
crosses areas of high archaeological potential (Hind River/Newtown Bog and Lisdaulan 
Peatland) and previously identified field systems (L17-010, L20-014 & L28-020).  

Although Route C-3 has a relatively low impact on known cultural heritage assets under 
the quantitative assessment and rates as Minor Adverse, much of the route is offline, 
increasing the risk of unknown archaeological sites being encountered. The cumulative 
effects of the Slight impacts also make it less preferable than Options F, G and J. 
Therefore, it is not recommended as the preferred option. 

3 4 Intermediate 

E 

Based on available information, two (2) Significant Negative impacts are predicted 
(ringforts AY046 & AY070) along with one (1) Potentially Significant Negative impact 
(probable enclosure L28-004), two (2) Moderate Negative impacts (ringfort AY071 & 
millrace CH073), nine (9) Slight Negative impacts; and thirteen (13) Imperceptible 
Negative impacts. Direct impacts could occur on possible enclosures AP031 and 
AP032DUP, and pottery workshop site CH005 (significance unknown). The route crosses 
several previously identified field systems (AP032, L17-010 & L20-014) and areas of high 
archaeological potential including Hind River/Newtown Bog and Lisdaulan Peatland.  

1 6 Least 

Preferred 
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Option Assessment Summary TII Assessment 

Score 

Specialist 

Preference Rank 

Overall 

Preference 

Much of the route travels through greenfield areas, increasing the risk of unknown sites 
being encountered. Option E is assessed as Major or Highly Negative. 

F 

Based on available information, no significant impacts are predicted on identified cultural 
heritage assets. Depending on the design, there could be two (2) Potentially Significant 
Negative impacts (ringfort AY046 & probable enclosure L28-004); two (2) Moderate 
Negative impacts (millraces CH073 & CH077); six (6) Slight Negative impacts; and eleven 
(11) Imperceptible Negative impacts. Direct impacts could occur on possible enclosures 
AP029 and AP030, and pottery workshop site CH005 (significance unknown). The route 
crosses two (2) previously identified field systems (L17-010 & L20-014) and three (3) areas 
of high archaeological potential (Hind River/Newtown Bog, Knockcroghery Peatland and 
Lisdaulan Peatland).  

Option F is predicted to have a slightly higher impact than Option G due to the cumulative 
effects of the Slight impacts and is rated as Moderately Negative.  

2 2 Intermediate 

G 

Based on available information, no Significant impacts are predicted on identified cultural 
heritage assets. Depending on the design, there could be two (2) Potentially Significant 
Negative impacts (ringfort AY046 and probable enclosure L28-004), one (1) Moderate 
Negative impact (millrace CH077); three (3) Slight Negative impacts (ringforts AY048, 
AY049 & AY222); and thirteen (13) Imperceptible Negative impacts. Direct impacts could 
also occur on possible cropmark AP027, pottery works site CH005 and settlement cluster 
CH032 (significance unknown).  

Option G has the second shortest offline length (8.1km) with a potentially lower risk of 
encountering unknown sites compared with the more offline options (C, C-3 & E). 
However, it crosses two (2) previously identified field systems (L17-010 & L20-014) and 
three (3) areas of high archaeological potential (Hind River/Newtown Bog, Knockcroghery 
Peatland and Lisdaulan Peatland) where there is a risk that unknown archaeology could 
be encountered. It is assessed as Moderately Negative.  

2 1 Preferred 

J 

Based on available information, one (1) Significant Negative impact is predicted (ringfort 
AY073). Depending on the design, there could also be one (1) Potentially Significant 
Negative impact (probable enclosure L29-002); one (1) Moderate Negative impact 
(millrace CH073); two (2) Slight Negative impacts (ringfort AY222 and vernacular house 
and outbuildings CH044); and nine (9) Imperceptible Negative impacts. Direct impacts 
could occur on possible cropmark AP014 and pottery works site CH005.  

2 3 Intermediate 
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Option Assessment Summary TII Assessment 

Score 

Specialist 

Preference Rank 

Overall 

Preference 

The option crosses previously identified field systems (L17-010, L20-014, L28-020 & L39-
003) and areas of high archaeological potential (Hind River/Newtown Bog, Carrigeens 
Bog and Knockcroghery Peatland), but it has the shortest offline length of all the options, 
reducing the risk of encountering unknown sites. Option J is assessed as Moderately 
Negative. 
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2.5 Landscape and Visual 

2.5.1 Introduction 

This report assesses the likely landscape and visual impacts of the Stage 2 Emerging 

Options for the N61 Ballymurray to Knockcroghery Road Project.  The principal 

objectives of the assessment are to: 

• To assess each option in accordance with the TII Project Appraisal Guidelines 

for National Roads Unit 7.0 - Multi Criteria Analysis (2016); and 

• Based on the above, to assess, compare and rank the options in order of 

preference.  

2.5.2 Methodology and Sources of Information 

The Landscape and Visual Impact Assessment involved desktop studies and fieldwork 

comprising professional evaluation by experienced Landscape specialists.  

 

Landscape and Visual Constraints were identified at the initial stage and set out on the 

Landscape and Visual Constraints Drawing No. N61BK-RODA-EAC-SW_AE-DR-EN-

20113-20116 in Volume 2. The identification of these constraints was based on 

understanding the character of the existing landscape with specific reference to the 

Landscape Character Assessment of County Roscommon (Volume II of Roscommon 

County Development Plan 2014-2020), to other landscape and visual references in the 

County Development Plan, and to a site-based study of the landscape and visual 

environment. 

 

Therefore, this landscape and visual assessment of the Stage 2 Option Selection is 

based on the Landscape and Visual Constraints identified at the Constraints Stage of 

the Project and on site assessments undertaken in 2019 and early 2020.  This 

assessment allows for an identification of potential landscape and visual impacts and 

for preference ranking of the emerging preferred options based on the potential 

significant effects. 

 

While the number of residential properties within 100m and 200m of the centre of each 

option is noted, the number of likely significantly visual impacts is provided in the 

assessment table.  Some properties will experience more significant impacts than 

others, even where at a similar distance from the option due to considerations such as 

aspect, visual openness, intervening screening (vegetation and/or topography), and 

elevation (of either the property or the option). 

 

A Landscape Character Assessment of County Roscommon which is included in 
Volume II of the County Development Plan has been reviewed. The Landscape 
Character Areas (LCA) identified within the study area are shown in Figure 2.5.1 below, 
also refer to Section 4.3.4 Landscape and Visual Amenity of the OSR for further 
information on the landscape and visual constraints of the study area.  
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Figure 2.5.1 Landscape Character Areas (LCA) 

 

As with the existing N61, all Options are located within the very high value Landscape 

Character Area (LCA) 7: ‘Mid Lough Ree Pastureland’, with the northern section of all 

options approaching Roscommon Town located in the high value LCA 32: 

‘Roscommon Town and Hinterland’. A short section of Options C-3, E, F, G and J also 

passes through the very high value LCA 6: ‘Upper Lough Ree Bogland’. Given the 

number and extent of options passing through landscape character areas of high or 

very high value, potential impact on overall landscape character is not a differentiating 

consideration. Nevertheless, potential localised effects on landscape elements are 

considered, where appropriate in the assessment. Therefore, landscape impacts are 

assessed based on likely significant effects on natural features (e.g. ridges, valleys, 

waterbodies/watercourses, woodlands, prominent tree-lines / vegetation (except 

commercial plantation), etc.); cultural heritage features (e.g. prominent ringforts, 

demesne landscapes, protected structures, etc.), landscape designations (scenic 

views, protected landscapes), and landscape features (e.g. overall character, stone 

walls, etc.). The following key landscape and visual elements relevant for this options 

assessment are: 

• Scenic Views V19 from Moydow and V20 from Mountplunkett; 

• Setting of archaeological features, earthworks and ringforts; 
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• Natural landscape features, local ridges and basins/valleys, Hind River, surface 

water ponds, trees and hedgerows; 

• Remnant cultural/demesne landscapes at Gort, Kellybrook House, Hill House, 

Galeybeg House, Mountplunkett, Churchboro, Scregg House, Sandfield 

House, Mote Park and Carrowroe House, including boundary walls, entrance 

gates, avenues, trees and woodlands; 

• Significant local amenity of Mote Park; 

• Local landscape features including trees, treelines and other significant 

planting; boundary stone walls, etc.; 

• Lecarrow Canal; 

• Established settlements of Lecarrow, Knockcroghery and Ballymurray; 

• Views from and setting of residential and community properties; and 

Overall quality of the landscape character. 

 

The aforementioned landscape and visual elements are shown in Drawing nos. 

N61BK-RODA-EAC-SW_AE-DR-EN-20113 to 20116 in Volume 2 of this OSR. 

 

The consideration of the proposed junction strategy is based on an assessment of the 

number and likely significance of landscape and visual impacts arising from the 

outlined junctions – assessed on the basis of available detail. 

 

The assessment has had regard to the following documents: 

• TII Landscape Character Assessment (LCA) and Landscape and Visual Impact 

Assessment (LVIA) of Proposed National Roads – Standard (December 2020). 

• Draft Advice Notes for Preparing Environmental Impact Statements, September 

2015 Environmental Protection Agency. 

• Guidelines on the information to be contained in Environmental Impact 

Assessment Reports, Draft August 2017, EPA. 

• Guidelines for Landscape and Visual Impact Assessment, 3ed. April 2013, 

Landscape Institute & Institute of Environmental Management and Assessment. 

• Roscommon County Development Plan 2014-2020, 2014, Roscommon County 

Council. 

• Landscape Character Assessment for County Roscommon, 2008, (Volume II of 

Roscommon County Development Plan 2014-2020), Roscommon County 

Council. 

2.5.3 Overview of Proposed Options 

Six emerging route options have been developed, C, C3, E, F, G and J. 

2.5.3.1 Option C 

Option C is an offline option 13.4 km in length, connecting the N61 north of Ballymurray 

in the townland of Carrowroe, to the N61 in the townland of Killiaghan and Gort, where 

local road LP2004 joins N61. A total length of c.1.1km of this option is developed online 

to allow connectivity to the existing road network and online improvements to the 

existing N61. 
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Option C is located within the very high value Landscape Character Area (LCA) 7: ‘Mid 

Lough Ree Pastureland’, with the northern section of the option approaching 

Roscommon Town located in the high value LCA 32: ‘Roscommon Town and 

Hinterland’. 

 

The southern section of Option C crosses an open, slightly elevated, and gently 

undulating landscape, while west of Knockcroghery, the northern section drops to a 

flatter, open lowland landscape to either side of the River Hind and west of 

Ballymurray.  The option impacts an open rural landscape with stone wall field 

boundaries to south and impacts the setting of a number of sites of cultural heritage 

(ringforts), most notably west/northwest of Knockcroghery.  The Option crosses the 

historic avenue of the former demesne of Mote Park – close to the Mote Park Amenity 

Area. Option C also impacts the outer boundaries of the now largely dispersed former 

demesnes of Kellybrook House and Scregg House.  The option significantly impacts 

the prominent mature treeline feature south of Carrowroe House/Demesne. In total, 

there are c.38 residential properties within 200m of centreline with c.16 within 100m – 

and majority are rural and remote from major road infrastructure including the existing 

N61. There are c.29 incidences of significant visual impact on properties from Option 

C. 

 

2.5.3.2 Option C-3 

Option C-3 is an offline option 13.8km in length, connecting the N61 north of 

Ballymurray in the townland of Carrowroe to the N61  south of Killiaghan townland 

where local road LP2004 joins the N61.  Of the 13.8km length, c.1.9km is developed 

online to allow connectivity to the existing road network and online improvements to 

the existing N61. 

 

Option C-3 is located within the very high value Landscape Character Area (LCA) 7: 

‘Mid Lough Ree Pastureland’, with the northern section of the option approaching 

Roscommon Town located in the high value LCA 32: ‘Roscommon Town and 

Hinterland’. A short section of Option C-3 also passes through the very high value LCA 

6: ‘Upper Lough Ree Bogland’. 

 

Option C-3 follows a similar alignment to Option C from the southern end to south of 

Knockcroghery where it takes a more easterly alignment, passing east of Ballymurray 

and tying in to the existing N61 north of Ballymurray.  The southern section of Option 

C-3 crosses an open, slightly elevated, and gently undulating landscape, while west of 

Knockcroghery, the northern section drops to a flatter, lowland landscape to either side 

of the River Hind.  The option impacts an open rural landscape with stone wall field 

boundaries to south and impacts the setting of a number of sites of cultural heritage 

(ringforts), most notably north and south of Knockcroghery, including around 

Churchboro.  The option impacts the outer boundaries of the now largely dispersed 

former demesnes of Kellybrook House and Churchboro. In total, there are c.45 

residential properties within 200m of centreline with c.24 within 100m – and majority 

are rural and remote from major road infrastructure including the existing N61. There 

are c.41 incidences of significant visual impact on properties from Option C-3. 
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2.5.3.3 Option E 

Option E is an offline option 13.5 km in length, connecting the N61 north of Ballymurray 

in the townland of Carrowroe to the south of Killiaghan townland where local road 

LP2004 joins N61.  Of the 13.5km length, c.2.6km is developed online to allow 

connectivity to the existing road network and online improvements to the existing N61. 

 

Option E is located within the very high value Landscape Character Area (LCA) 7: ‘Mid 

Lough Ree Pastureland’, with the northern section of the option approaching 

Roscommon Town located in the high value LCA 32: ‘Roscommon Town and 

Hinterland’. A short section of Option E also passes through the very high value LCA 

6: ‘Upper Lough Ree Bogland’. 

 

Option E crosses a relatively open gently undulating and more lowland landscape west 

of existing N61 alignment, including west of Lecarrow, immediately west of 

Knockcroghery and east of Ballymurray.  Along the southern section the route impacts 

an open rural landscape with stone wall field boundaries and the setting of a number 

of sites of cultural heritage (ringforts) southwest of Lecarrow.  The option also impacts 

the setting of a number of sites of cultural heritage (ringforts) west of Knockcroghery 

and southeast of Ballymurray.  The option impacts the outer area of the now largely 

dispersed former demesne of Kellybrook House and the boundary of Churchboro. In 

total, there are c.52 residential properties within 200m of centreline with c.25 within 

100m – with a large number around Knockcroghery.  The majority are rural and remote 

from major road infrastructure including the existing N61. There are c.32 incidences of 

significant visual impact on properties from Option E. 

2.5.3.4 Option F 

Option F is a combined online-offline option with a total length of 14.2 km, consisting 

of c.8.5km of offline new carriageway and c.5.7km of online works.  The offline section 

of Option F connects to the existing N61 north of Ballymurray in the townland of 

Carrowroe, and re-joins the existing N61 south of Knockcroghery village in the 

townlands of Killeenrevagh / Galeybeg.  The existing N61 from its southern tie-in will 

be retained, with the horizontal curve south of St. Johns Church improved.  This results 

in existing junctions and direct accesses on the southern section of the N61 being 

retained within the design. 

 

Option F is located within the very high value Landscape Character Area (LCA) 7: ‘Mid 

Lough Ree Pastureland’, with the northern section of the option approaching 

Roscommon Town located in the high value LCA 32: ‘Roscommon Town and 

Hinterland’. A short section of Option F also passes through the very high value LCA 

6: ‘Upper Lough Ree Bogland’. 

 

Initially on-line to Lecarrow, Option F crosses the railway line north of Lecarrow and 

turns to the immediate west of Knockcroghery over an open lowland landscape.  The 

option impacts the setting of a number of sites of cultural heritage (ringforts) north and 

south of Knockcroghery and southeast of Ballymurray.  The option impacts the now 

largely dispersed former demesne of Churchboro.  In total, there are c.81 residential 

properties within 200m of centreline with c.33 within 100m – a higher number that is 
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representative of its location closer to the alignment of the existing N61 and 

Knockcroghery. There are c.32 incidences of significant visual impact on properties 

from Option F. 

2.5.3.5 Option G 

Option G is a combined online-offline option with a total length of 14.2km, consisting 

of c.7.3km of offline new carriageway and c.6.9km of online works.  The offline section 

of Option G connects to the existing N61 north of Ballymurray in the townland of 

Carrowroe and re-joins the existing N61 south of Knockcroghery village in the 

townlands of Killeenrevagh / Carrowndrisha.  The existing N61 from its southern tie-in 

will be retained, with the horizontal curve south of St. Johns Church improved.  This 

results in existing junctions and direct accesses on the southern section of the N61 

being retained within the design, in particular through the settlement of Killeenrevagh. 

 

Option G is located within the very high value Landscape Character Area (LCA) 7: ‘Mid 

Lough Ree Pastureland’, with the northern section of the option approaching 

Roscommon Town located in the high value LCA 32: ‘Roscommon Town and 

Hinterland’. A short section of Option G also passes through the very high value LCA 

6: ‘Upper Lough Ree Bogland’. 

 

Option G is similar to Option F but remains online with the existing N61 until further 

north of Lecarrow from where it turns west, crosses over the railway and turns to the 

immediate west of Knockcroghery over an open lowland landscape.  The option 

impacts the setting of a number of sites of cultural heritage (ringforts) north of 

Knockcroghery and southeast of Ballymurray.  In total, there are c.101 residential 

properties within 200m of centreline with c.52 within 100m – a higher number that is 

representative of its location closer to the alignment of the existing N61 and 

Knockcroghery. There are c.28 incidences of significant visual impact on properties 

from Option G. 

2.5.3.6 Option J 

Option J is a combined online-offline option with a total length of 14.3 km, consisting 

of c.6.4km of offline new carriageway and c.7.9km of online.  The offline section of 

Option G connects to the existing N61 north of Ballymurray in the townland of 

Carrowroe and re-joins the existing N61 south of Knockcroghery village in the townland 

of Galey.  The existing N61 from its southern tie-in will be retained, with the horizontal 

curve south of St. Johns Church improved.  This results in existing junctions and direct 

accesses on the southern section of the N61 being retained within the design, in 

particular through the settlement of Killeenrevagh. 

 

Option J is located within the very high value Landscape Character Area (LCA) 7: ‘Mid 

Lough Ree Pastureland’, with the northern section of the option approaching 

Roscommon Town located in the high value LCA 32: ‘Roscommon Town and 

Hinterland’. A short section of Option J also passes through the very high value LCA 

6: ‘Upper Lough Ree Bogland’. 

 

Initially on-line to north of Lecarrow, Option J passes to the east of Knockcroghery 

before returning to an online alignment north of Ballymurray.  Impacts are primarily 
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visual impacts on a higher number of properties given its location close to the existing 

N61 and Knockcroghery.  In total, there are c.84 residential properties within 200m of 

centreline and c.50 within 100m. Potential impact at graveyard in Knockcroghery. 

There are c.32 incidences of significant visual impact on properties from Option J. 

2.5.4 Stage 2 Options Assessment 

Properties in the study area are overwhelmingly residential.  Usually potential for 

significant visual impacts on properties increases with closer proximity to the proposed 

route as the magnitude of negative visual effects from visual disturbance and 

earthworks, tree and hedgerow removal, road construction and road traffic is greater 

and more challenging to mitigate.  However, properties located along or with views of 

the existing N61 route are also less likely to be significantly impacted where proposed 

options follow the existing alignment. 

 

Properties are also likely to experience varied visual impacts from proposed options 

based on the topography of the existing landscape and the vertical alignment of each 

option. For instance, properties located in close vicinity of an option (within 100m) may 

experience lower visual impact if the alignment is in a cutting, or the existing 

topography results in the proposed option being at a lower level than the property and 

less prominent in the landscape. Properties that are located further from the option (i.e. 

within 200m) may experience greater impacts where the option passes through ground 

that is elevated compared to the property or where the vertical alignment of the option 

is on embankment, making the road more prominent in the landscape. 

 

The landscape assessment considers impact on landscape features, demesne 

landscapes, features of cultural heritage and designated landscapes as well as 

impacts on overall landscape character.  While all options are broadly located in similar 

landscape character areas, individual options have different impacts on the 

characteristic features of the landscape character areas, and it is noted that some 

options follow significant sections of the existing N61 alignment. 

 

The comparative landscape and visual impact assessment are set out in Table 2.5.1 

and Table 2.5.2, , also refer to Drawing nos. N61BK-RODA-EAC-SW_AE-DR-EN-

20113 to 20116 in Volume 2 of this OSR for the locations of landscape and visual 

features considered. 
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Table 2.5.1 Key Landscape and Visual Impacts 

Option C C-3 E F G J 

 Likely Significant Visual Impact on Properties* 

Number 29 41 32 32 28** 32** 

Visual 
Preference 

3 6 =4 =4 1 2 

 Likely Significant Landscape Impact 

Designated 
Landscapes / 
Amenities / 
Scenic Views 

1 0 0 0 0 0 

Setting of 
Archaeological 
Features 

7 6 9 6 5 1 

Natural 
Landscape 
Features 

30*** 22 46 37 32 15 

Demesne 
Features 

3 2 2 1 0 0 

Landscape 
Character 
(Impact Rating 
x 2)  

10 6 12 8 2 4 

Number 51 36 69 52 39 20 

Landscape 
Preference 

6*** 3 5 4 2 1 

Overall Score 
(visual + 
landscape 
impacts) 

80*** 77 99 84 67** 52** 

Junction 
Assessment 

6 5 4 3 1 2 

Overall 
Preference 

6*** 3 5 4 2 1 

TII MCA 
Scoring - 
Overall 

1 2 1 1 2 2 

* Only those properties that will likely experience a significant visual impact are included in this table.  

Whilst proximity to is an indication, existing vegetation screening, existing topography, proposed vertical 

alignment etc are considered when determining the number of properties that will likely experience a 

significant visual impact.  Not all properties within 100m will experience a significant impact, and other 

properties further from the scheme may experience a significant impact. 

** Some impacted properties are already located along the existing N61 

*** Impacts on the line of historic avenue to Mote Park and prominent mature treeline on townland 

boundary between Lisbride & Newtown. 

2.5.5 Summary of Preferred Options and Conclusion 

Table 2.5.2 provides a summary of the Landscape and Visual assessment.  The 

options have a broadly similar number of likely significant visual impacts on properties, 

with some of the properties along Options F, G and J also located along the existing 

N61.  Many of the impacted properties along Options C, C-3 and E are more remote 

from the existing N61 corridor. 

 

In terms of landscape, the greatest impacts arise for those options (C and E) which are 

furthest from the existing N61. Option C also impacts the local amenity of Mote Park 
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and the prominent mature treeline at Lisbride and as such is the least preferred option.  

The options with the least impacts (G and J) make greatest use of sections of the 

existing N61 corridor.  This variation between the best and worst performing options is 

most noticeable for wider landscape considerations, such as impact on overall 

landscape character, local landscape features (e.g., local high points, rivers, tree-lines, 

significant hedgerows) and archaeological cultural features. Options C-3 and F are 

considered intermediate in terms of potential landscape impacts. 

 

Option J is the preferred option in overall terms of landscape and visual impact. 

Notwithstanding this preference, the option has a number of potential significant 

impacts that will require appropriate consideration and mitigation in detailed design 

and environmental assessment.  The following impacts have been identified: 

• Visual impact on properties east of Knockcroghery, along the existing N61, at 

Curry Level Crossing, at Cloonconra, and at a number of properties along the 

existing N61. 

• Direct (landscape / property) impact on a number of properties. 

• Impact on existing trees, hedgerows and boundaries. 

• Impact on landscape east and northeast of Knockcroghery. 

• Visual and landscape impact of proposed junctions. 

 

Table 2.5.2 Summary of Landscape and Visual Assessment 

Option Overall Score (Visual + 

Landscape Impacts) 

TII 

Assessment 

Score 

Specialist 

Preference 

Rank 

Overall 

Preference 

C 80** 1 6 Least Preferred 

C-3 77 2 3 Intermediate 

E 99 1 5 Least Preferred 

F 84 1 4 Intermediate 

G 67* 2 2 Intermediate 

J 52* 2 1 Preferred 

* Some visual impacted properties are located along the existing N61 

** Impacts on the line of historic avenue to Mote Park and prominent mature treeline on townland boundary 

between Lisbride & Newtown 
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2.6 Hydrology and Hydrogeology  

2.6.1 Introduction 

This section presents the hydrology and hydrogeology assessment for the Stage 2 

Option Selection assessment for the N61 Ballymurray to Knockcroghery Road Project.  

Six route options and their 300m wide corridor alignment were developed and 

considered.  

 

The elevation along the 14.9km section of the existing N61 under consideration is 

generally relatively flat, ranging over its proposed length from generally between 45 

and 60m OD.  The highest road elevation of 75m OD occurs locally at the south end 

of the study area near Carrigan More.   

 

These routes have varying length of offline section with some of the routes (C, C-3 and 

E) almost completely offline and the remaining Options F, G and J retaining an online 

southern section of the existing N61.  For Options F, G and J essentially 5.7km, 6.9km 

and 7.9km at the southern end of the scheme are respectively online utilizing the 

existing N61, except for the local realignment of an existing bend on the N61 at the 

Carrigan More end (c. 400 to 500m realignment).  The assessment has used the same 

start (north end) and finish (south end) points for all six route options.  

2.6.2 Methodology 

The assessment is undertaken in line with TII (NRA, 2008) guidelines on procedures 

for assessment and treatment of geology, hydrology, and hydrogeology for national 

road schemes.  The assessment involved the appraisal of each of the six route options 

to identify potential impacts on water dependent ecological receptors, surface water 

resources, drainage and flooding, water quality, and groundwater resources including 

groundwater bodies, aquifers, water abstractions points, various mapped karst 

features and identified groundwater dependent habitats (Turloughs, Alkaline fens, 

etc.). This assessment provides a qualitative and a quantitative assessment of 

potential impact on such receptors from each of the proposed routes in line with TII 

Guidelines for Stage 2 route assessment. 

2.6.3 Baseline Description 

2.6.3.1 Aquifers and Vulnerability  

The entire study area associated with the route selection is underlain by a regionally 

important, karstic, conduit flow, limestone bedrock aquifer.  The bedrock is Visean 

Limestone formation (see Table 2.6.1), which is undifferentiated, pure bedded, clean, 

fossiliferous limestone that is highly karstified and considered similar to the Burren 

Limestone formation.  There are no geological fault lines identified by GSI bedrock 

geology mapping within the study area.  The entire study area (58km2) for the proposed 

route options is within the Funshinagh Groundwater Body (GWB), which is a moderate 

sized GWB of some 354km2 in plan area.  The land-use within the study area, except 

for the urban fraction at the various villages is agricultural grassland.  This groundwater 

body being a regionally important bedrock aquifer has an associated high importance 

attribute rating (i.e., county importance).  All of the proposed route options traverse this 

aquifer over a typical distance of 13 to 14km, which represents a relatively small 
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proportion of the Funshinagh Groundwater Body and therefore, the potential impact on 

the GWB status represents a slightly to moderately negative impact for all six route 

options.  

 

The overburden is predominantly shallow free draining limestone till. There are a 

number of areas of peat deposits.  There are extensive peat deposits to the east of the 

study area associated with low poor draining lands.  Topographically, drainage is from 

west to east.  Historical dye tracer lines of karst features (swallow-holes – springs), 

performed by GSI show variable flow direction both northeast and southeast for some 

of these features.  Dye tracing tests in this area are not very extensive with only three 

tracer lines reported on the GSI Groundwater web portal. 

 

The vulnerability to pollution of an aquifer / Groundwater body is associated with the 

depth of overburden, which generally varies between high and extreme vulnerability 

with pockets of extreme with outcropping and sub-cropping also present.  There are 

no mapped caves, or Limestone pavement features within or adjacent to the study 

area with prevailing karst features being local enclosed depressions, suggestive of 

collapse features.  A number of moderate to large yielding springs are located in 

proximity or within the study area, namely, Toberreeogue Spring, source of the 

Knockcroghery-Lecarrow Public Supply and Ballinagard Spring, source of the 

Roscommon Regional Supply. 

 

Table 2.6.1 Options Aquifer Type and Vulnerability Classification 

Option Length of route Aquifer Type 

C 13.4km Rkc Visean Limestone 

C-3 13.8km Rkc Visean Limestone 

E 13.5km Rkc Visean Limestone 

F 14.2km Rkc Visean Limestone 

G 14.2km Rkc Visean Limestone 

J 14.3km Rkc Visean Limestone LI 

 

The ‘Extreme’ vulnerability classification is defined as overburden depths of less than 

3m.  ‘Extreme with bedrock outcrop / subcrop’ which has even shallower overburden 

depths is encountered locally throughout the study area.  It is prevalent particularly in 

the Kellybrook, Carriganmore and Toberreeogue areas as indicated by the GSI aquifer 

vulnerability mapping and by aerial photographs, which is indicative of outcrop area 

with no protective soil cover.  In terms of potential impact on groundwater quality the 

critical vulnerability for a regionally important karst conduit flow aquifer is ‘Extreme’ and 

‘Extreme with outcrop / subcrop’ sections.  These are summarized in Table 2.6.2 for 

each Route. 

 

In accordance with TII Drainage Guidelines, a sealed drainage system will be required 

for all sections of road pavement within ‘High’ and ‘Extreme’ vulnerability aquifers 

which is practically the entire length of the route options except for portions of 

‘Moderate’ vulnerability. 
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Table 2.6.2 Sections of Options within areas of high to extreme groundwater 

vulnerability  

Option Vulnerability Footprint Length 

C 

Outcrop/subcrop 480m 

Extreme 5,970m 

High 4,800m 

C-3 

Outcrop/subcrop 995m 

Extreme 5,770m 

High 3,830m 

E 

Outcrop/subcrop 1,400m 

Extreme 5,340m 

High 4,570m 

F 

Outcrop/subcrop 1,020m 

Extreme 4,210m 

High 5,950m 

G 

Outcrop/subcrop 860m 

Extreme 5,310m 

High 5,300m 

J 

Outcrop/subcrop 1,550m 

Extreme 5,850m 

High 5,530m 

2.6.3.2 Hydrogeological Features 

There are a number of mapped hydrogeological features (wells, springs, and enclosed 

depressions) within the 300m wide route Option Corridors, refer to Table 2.6.3 below. 

 

Table 2.6.3 Hydrogeological features within 300m corridors of Options 

Option No. of Karst Features Description 

C 9 5 springs/ wells 

4 enclosed depressions 

C-3 11 4 springs / wells 

7 enclosed depressions 

E 9 3 springs/ wells 

6 enclosed depressions 

F 6 5 spring / wells 

1 enclosed depression 

G 6 5 spring / wells 

1 enclosed depression 

J 8 5 spring / wells 

3 enclosed depression 
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2.6.3.3 Groundwater Resources 

There are two public groundwater source protection areas delineated within or 

proximate to the study area and the route options.  These are:  

• Knockcroghery-Lecarrow Public Supply 

• Roscommon Ballinagard Regional Supply Scheme 

 

The Knockcroghery-Lecarrow public water supply abstracts from the Toberreeogue 

Spring (ITM E593327, N759793) adjacent to the Rail line 1.5km to the north of 

Knockcroghery Village and within the study area.  This spring source supplies c. 450 

persons and agriculture.  The Toberreeogue spring source and the delineated inner 

source protection area for this supply is presented in Drawing Nos. N61BK-RODA-

EAC-SW_AE-DR-EN-20117 to 20120 in Volume 2 of this OSR along with the proposed 

route option corridors and the aquifer vulnerability to pollution mapping.  All route 

options except Route C intercept the Inner Source Protection area of this supply, with 

Route C passing upgradient but within the potential recharge zone for this spring 

(within the outer source protection area). 

 

The Roscommon Ballinagard Regional water supply scheme abstracts from the large 

Ballinagard Spring which is located just to the west of the study area, with all of the 

route options located downgradient, they avoid its zone of contribution and its inner 

source protection area (refer EPA, 2010b groundwater assessment). 

2.6.3.4 Water Dependent Habitats 

Water dependant habitats may be impacted by road schemes through accidental 

contamination, localised flooding through storm drainage or the alteration of that 

natural base-flow that supplies and maintains water levels in fens and marshlands 

causing a change to the hydrological regime and potential drying out of such areas.  In 

areas where the road scheme may pass close to or within an ecologically sensitive 

habitat, mitigation measures should be put in place to ensure the impact to the 

hydrological regime in terms of water level fluctuation, water depth and water quality 

(pH, nutrients, etc.) within the habitat is minimal. 

 

Areas of peaty soils are indicative of wet grassland and bog land areas which are 

sensitive to the surface hydrological regime and particularly to road drainage effects, 

refer to Drawing No. N61BK-RODA-EAC-SW_AE-DR-EN-20006 of Volume 2 for 

identified peat areas. 

 

There are water dependent habitats associated with the watercourses and floodplains 

within the study area, namely the Hind, Knockcroghery and Lecarrow Floodplain areas.  

The downstream lake waters of Lough Ree SAC and SPA (European significance 

attribute) have the potential to be indirectly impacted by the proposed route options 

through potential pollution of surface waters and the groundwater aquifer.  The Lough 

Funshinagh waterbody which is a SAC, a turlough and a proposed NHA will not be 

impacted by surface waters from the proposed route options as it is located within a 

different topographical divide and regional groundwater flow within the study area 

suggests west to east and away from Lough Funshinagh.  Although the potential karst 

subterranean connections between the route options and the Lough cannot be 
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completely ruled out, the existence of such is considered to be unlikely with 

groundwater flow tending more easterly towards the Shannon.  

 

In addition to these surface waters and associated habitats, Table 2.6.4 below 

summarises the water dependant habitats that may be impacted by changes in 

hydrological regime and water quality by the proposed route options.  These habitats 

are discussed in detail in the Biodiversity Section and presented in Drawing Nos. 

N61BK-RODA-EAC-SW_AE-DR-EN-20105– 20108 of Volume 2. 

 

Table 2.6.4 Water Dependent Ecological Features  

Site ID Feature Name Characteristics Constraints 

Importance 

ER01 Wet Grassland and 

scrub 

Wet Grassland sensitive to hydrological 

regime changes through associated road 

drainage  

Local High  

ER02 Wet Grassland and 

scrub 

Wet Grassland sensitive to hydrological 

regime changes through associated road 

drainage 

Local Lower 

ER03 Wet Grassland and 

possible flush and 

scrub 

Wet Grassland and flush sensitive to 

hydrological regime changes through 

associated road drainage 

Local High 

ER05 Rich Alkaline Fen 

and flush, wet 

grassland and 

scrub 

Rich Alkaline Fen and flush, wet grassland 

sensitive to hydrological regime changes 

through drainage and potential dewatering 

effects on the groundwater aquifer and to 

water quality influences 

Very High 

National  

ER09 Large wetland area 

with reed and large 

sedge grading out 

to wet grassland  

Wetland and wet grassland sensitive to 

hydrological regime changes through 

associated road drainage 

Local High 

ER10 Large area of Rich 

Alkaline Fen and 

adjoining wet 

grassland  

Rich Alkaline Fen and flush, wet grassland 

sensitive to hydrological regime changes 

through drainage and potential dewatering 

effects on the groundwater aquifer and to 

water quality influences 

Very High 

National  

ER12 Wet Grassland on 

degraded fen and 

watercourses  

wet grassland sensitive to hydrological 

regime changes through associated road 

drainage 

Local High 

 

The identified groundwater dependent habitats are the alkaline fens identified as 

Ecological Receptors (ERs) ER05, ER10 and to a lesser extent ER12 (degraded fen).  

The Alkaline fens ER05 and ER10 represent Annex I habitats and are associated with 

alkaline waters generally from groundwater that maintain the habitat.  There is no 

indication of any significant flushes or springs feeding these areas, but they are located 

at the base of sloping terrain (west to east) and have surface drainage features also 
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present.  Both areas drain into the Lecarrow River.  The degraded fen at ER12 drains 

to the Knockcroghery River and is of only local higher ecological value.  

2.6.3.5 Watercourses 

The Watercourses encountered within the study by the route options from north to 

south are: 

1. Carrowroe Stream (minor tributary stream of the Hind River)  

2. Hind River  

3. Knockcroghery River 

4. Lecarrow Stream 

5. Carrowphadeen Stream 

 

It is understood that Options F, G and J at their southern online alignment will retain 

existing bridge and culvert section and will not provide road drainage other than the 

existing untreated over the edge drainage that presently exists.  All upgraded sections 

will provide bridge and culvert watercourse crossings that meet OPW Section 50 

approval in respect to flood capacity and will provide the necessary road drainage and 

treatment facilities that meet TII Road Drainage Standards. 

 

All of the proposed options require new river crossings of the Carrowroe, Hind and 

Knockcroghery Rivers.  Options F and G will involve new river crossings of the 

Lecarrow Stream and Option will J retain the existing bridge crossing of the Lecarrow 

and existing culvert crossing of the Carrowphadeen stream.    

2.6.3.6 Flooding and Drainage 

Flood prone areas within the study area and along the proposed route options are 

floodplain areas and poor draining cutaway peat areas, which for this study area 

generally coincide, refer to Drawings No. N61BK-RODA-EAC-SW_AE-DR-EN-20121 

to 20124 of Volume 2.  All of the options require new and relatively wide crossings of 

the Hind and Knockcroghery floodplains. Options C, C-3 and E avoid any crossing of 

both the Lecarrow River and the Carrowphadeen Stream being further west and 

upgradient.  Options F, G and J retain the existing main river crossing in Lecarrow 

Village however, Options F and G also require a new crossing of the Lecarrow 

floodplain upstream of the Rail line in the townland of Lismagroon.  

 

Other identified flood prone areas are pluvial and potential groundwater flooding areas 

which are mapped on Drawing No. N61BK-RODA-EAC-SW_AE-DR-EN-20121 to 

20124 of Volume 2.  Options C, C-3 and E intercept groundwater and or pluvial flooding 

at two locations to the northwest and southwest of Lecarrow Village.  The pluvial flood 

locations are very local and small and represent low hydrogeological attribute value, 

representing slight to imperceptible impact magnitudes for all options. 
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2.6.4 Stage 2 Options Assessment 

2.6.4.1 Impact Description 

The impacts by the proposed options are assessed in terms of proximity to a 

hydrogeological and hydrological feature and potential for impact in respect to direct 

loss of such a feature, potential impact to its hydrological regime and impact to its water 

quality both from construction and operation of the proposed road.  The impact 

magnitudes are based on the guidance (Box 4.3) from the NRA / TII Guidance 

Document “Guidelines on Procedures for Assessment and Treatment of Geology, 

Hydrology and Hydrogeology for National Road Schemes”.  

 

There are no profound hydrogeological impacts identified for any of the options.  The 

impacts for each of the options are presented in sub-sections 2.6.4.2 to 2.6.4.7. 

2.6.4.2 Option C Impact Description 

2.6.4.2.1 Hydrogeology 

Similar to all of the proposed options, Option C crosses a regionally important karst 

conduit flow bedrock aquifer over its 13.4km length.  The groundwater vulnerability is 

‘Extreme’ for a 6.45km section of the route; the vulnerability is ‘High’ for 4.8km section; 

and for the remaining 2.15km the groundwater vulnerability is ‘Moderate’, representing 

a ranking of fourth in respect to potential groundwater contamination of the regionally 

important groundwater body. 

 

Unlike all of the other options, Option C avoids the inner source protection area for the 

Knockcroghery Lecarrow public water supply groundwater spring source.  The option 

does, however cross through the potential recharge zone of this source (i.e. the outer 

Source protection area).  The option encounters 9 karst features comprising of 5 

springs/wells and 4 enclosed depressions. the potential road cuttings of Option C 

alignment on hydrogeology represents 2 slight and 3 moderate magnitude impacts.  

The route encounters three potential groundwater flood areas.   

 

Option C avoids the sensitive groundwater dependent receptors of ER05, ER10 and 

ER12 crossing on the hill slopes upgradient of these sensitive ecological receptors. 

 

The scale of impact on hydrogeology from this route, similar to all of the six options 

considered represents a slight to moderate negative impact magnitude on 

hydrogeology.  The overall preference rank for this route in respect to hydrogeology is 

first.  In respect to the TII’s PAG 7-point scoring system, the Hydrogeological Score for 

this option is 2.5 representing ‘Slightly to Moderately Negative’ impact. 

2.6.4.2.2 Hydrology  

Option C similar to all of the options crosses the Hind River channel and floodplain, 

the Knockcroghery River channel and floodplain and the Carrowroe Stream channel.  

In addition to these watercourses, Option C encounters 13 smaller 

drains/watercourses channels (i.e. tributaries of above watercourses) requiring 

culverting and providing a selection of potential road drainage outfall discharge points 

for the proposed alignment.  Based on the GSI soils and subsoil mapping, a 1.21km 

section of this option encounters peat. Such material will have to be excavated and 
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disposed of appropriately and therefore presents a potential for constructional impact 

on surface water quality.   

 

The entire Option C, similar to the other options drains into Lough Ree which is located 

to the east and is in close proximity to all options. Lough Ree is a SAC and SPA and 

is therefore considered sensitive to potential pollutant discharges from the proposed 

road development.   

 

For its entire length, Option C will be provided with a road drainage system designed 

in accordance with TII Drainage Standards. It will therefore represent an improvement 

to water quality during it operation phase in respect to both the receiving local 

groundwater and surface waters over that of the existing N61 baseline case. 

 

This option also crosses through three potential pluvial Flood risk areas with a potential 

for local impact on flooding through encroachment and displacement.   

 

The scale of impact from all of the options is considered to represent a slight to 

moderate negative impact magnitude on surface hydrology.  Option C however is 

considered to have the least impact on surface hydrology when compared to all of the 

routes and is therefore the preferred option.  

 

In respect to the TII’s PAG 7-point scoring system, the Hydrological Score for this 

option is 2.5 representing ‘Slightly to Moderately Negative’ impact. 

2.6.4.3 Option C-3 Impact Description 

2.6.4.3.1 Hydrogeology 

Similar to all of the options, Option C-3 crosses a regionally important karst conduit 

flow bedrock aquifer over its 13.8km length.  The groundwater vulnerability is ‘Extreme’ 

for a 6.77km section of the option; the vulnerability is ‘High’ for 3.83km; and for the 

remaining 3.21km the groundwater vulnerability is ‘Moderate’, representing a ranking 

of third in respect to potential groundwater contamination of the regionally important 

groundwater body. 

 

Option C-3 crosses the inner source protection area for the Knockcroghery- Lecarrow 

water supply groundwater spring source.  There is no significant bedrock cutting 

proposed for this alignment through the source protection area that will encounter 

groundwater.  The option encounters 11 karst features comprising of 4 springs/wells 

and 7 enclosed depressions.  The associated road cuttings for this alignment 

represents 1 slight and 2 moderate magnitude impacts on hydrogeology.  The option 

encounters three potential groundwater flood areas.   

 

This option avoids the sensitive groundwater dependent receptors of ER05, ER10 and 

ER12 crossing on the hill slopes upgradient of these sensitive ecological receptors. 

 

The scale of impact from Option C-3 represents a slight to moderate negative impact 

magnitude on hydrogeology.  The overall preference rank for this option in respect to 

hydrogeology is second.  In respect to the TII’s PAG 7-point scoring system, the 
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Hydrogeological Score for Option C-3 is 2.5 representing ‘Slightly to Moderately 

Negative’ impact. 

2.6.4.3.2 Hydrology  

Option C-3, similar to all of the options crosses the Hind River channel and floodplain, 

the Knockcroghery River channel and floodplain and the Carrowroe Stream channel.  

It has a more significant encroachment of the Hind Floodplain area than the other 

options.  In addition to these watercourses, Option C-3 encounters 8 smaller 

drains/watercourses channels (i.e. tributaries of above watercourses) requiring 

culverting and providing a selection of potential road drainage outfall discharge points 

for the proposed alignment.  Based on the GSI soils and subsoil mapping, a 1.23km 

section of this route encounters peat.  Such material will have to be excavated and 

disposed of appropriately, representing a potential constructional impact on surface 

water quality. 

 

Similar to the other options, Option C-3 drains into Lough Ree which is located east 

and is in close proximity to all routes.  Lough Ree is a SAC and SPA and is therefore 

considered to be sensitive to potential pollutant discharges from the proposed road 

development.   

 

For its entire length, Option C-3 will be provided with a road drainage system designed 

in accordance with TII Drainage Standards.  It will therefore represent an improvement 

to water quality during it operation phase in respect to both the receiving local 

groundwater and surface waters over that of the existing N61 baseline case. 

 

This option also crosses through two potential pluvial flood risk areas with a potential 

for local impact on flooding through encroachment and displacement.   

 

The scale of impact from Option C-3 is similar to all of the options considered and 

represents a moderate negative impact magnitude on surface hydrology.  Overall 

ranking for Option C-3 in respect to surface hydrology is second.  In respect to the TII’s 

PAG 7-point scoring system, the Hydrological Score for this option is 2.5 representing 

’Slightly to Moderately Negative’ impact. 

2.6.4.4 Option E Impact Description 

2.6.4.4.1 Hydrogeology  

Similar to all of the proposed options, Option E crosses a regionally important karst 

conduit flow bedrock aquifer over its 13.5km length.  The groundwater vulnerability is 

‘Extreme’ for a 6.74km section of the route; the vulnerability is ‘High’ for 4.57km; and 

for the remaining 2.2km the groundwater vulnerability is ‘Moderate’, representing a 

ranking of fifth in respect to potential groundwater contamination of the regionally 

important groundwater body.  

 

Option E crosses the inner source protection area for the Knockcroghery- Lecarrow 

water supply groundwater spring source at Toberreeogue.  The route encounters 9 

karst features comprising of 3 springs/wells and 6 enclosed depressions.  The potential 

road cuttings sections for the proposed alignment on hydrogeology represents 4 
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moderate magnitude potential impacts on the underlying aquifer.  The route 

encounters two groundwater flood areas.   

 

This option avoids the sensitive groundwater dependent receptors of ER05, ER10 and 

ER12 crossing on the hill slopes upgradient of these sensitive ecological receptors. 

 

The scale of impact from Option E represents a slight to moderate negative magnitude 

impact on hydrogeology.  The overall preference rank for this option in respect to 

hydrogeology is third. In respect to the TII’s PAG 7-point scoring system, the 

Hydrogeological Score for this option is 2.5 representing ‘Slightly to Moderately 

Negative’ impact. 

2.6.4.4.2 Hydrology  

Option E similar to all of the options crosses the Hind River channel and floodplain, the 

Knockcroghery River channel and floodplain and the Carrowroe Stream.  It crosses 

these floodplains at relatively narrow widths and therefore is likely to have lower 

disturbance than all of the other route options.  In addition to these watercourses, 

Option E encounters 20 smaller drains/watercourses channels (i.e. tributaries of above 

watercourses) requiring culverting and providing a selection of potential road drainage 

outfall discharge points for the proposed alignment. 

 

Option E, similar to the other options drains into Lough Ree which is located east and 

is in close proximity to all options.  Lough Ree is a SAC and SPA and is therefore 

considered to be sensitive to potential pollutant discharges from the proposed road 

development.   

 

For its entire length, Option E will be provided with a road drainage system designed 

in accordance with TII Drainage Standards.  It will therefore represent an improvement 

to water quality during its operational stage in respect to both, the receiving local 

groundwater and surface waters over the existing baseline case. 

 

This option also crosses through three potential pluvial flood risk areas with a potential 

for local impact on flooding through encroachment and displacement.  Based on GSI 

soils and subsoil mapping, Option E encounters peat over 2.02km of its length. Such 

material will have to be excavated and disposed of appropriately, representing a 

potential constructional impact on surface water quality. 

 

The scale of impact from Option E is similar to all of the options and represents a slight 

to moderate negative impact magnitude on surface hydrology.  Overall ranking for 

Option E in respect to surface hydrology is third i.e. preference 3 of 6.  In respect to 

the TII’s PAG 7-point scoring system, the Hydrological Score for this option is 2.5 

representing a ‘Slight to Moderately Negative’ impact. 

2.6.4.5 Option F Impact Description 

2.6.4.5.1 Hydrogeology 

Option F, similar to other options predominately crosses a regionally important karst 

conduit flow bedrock aquifer for a length of 13.75km and a locally important aquifer for 

a further 0.50km.  For 5.22km of the route, the groundwater vulnerability is ‘Extreme’, 
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for 5.95km it is ‘High’, and ‘Moderate’ for the remaining 3.08km, representing a ranking 

of first in respect to potential groundwater contamination of the regionally important 

groundwater body.  

 

Option F crosses the inner source protection area for the Knockcroghery-Lecarrow 

water supply groundwater spring source at Toberreeogue representing a potential 

moderate negative impact on the spring source.  The route corridor encounters 6 karst 

features comprising of 5 springs/wells and 1 enclosed depression.  The potential road 

cutting sections on hydrogeology represents 2 moderate magnitude potential impacts 

on the underlying aquifer.  The option encounters two potential groundwater flood 

areas.   

 

This option crosses just upgradient of the sensitive groundwater dependent receptor 

of ER05 and could potentially interfere with groundwater flows in terms of both quantity 

and quality supplying this alkaline fen habitat.  No significant hydrogeological features 

were identified within this receptor area with wet conditions generated by groundwater 

and hill slope runoff.  Notwithstanding this, Option F could potentially moderately to 

significantly impact the hydrogeological regime within ER05.  The hydrogeological 

regimes for the other groundwater dependent habitats at ER10 and ER12 will not be 

impacted as the road is online with no works proposed within these receptors or within 

their recharge zone. 

 

The scale of impact from Option F represents a moderate negative magnitude impact 

on hydrogeology.  The overall preference rank for this option in respect to 

hydrogeology is rank fifth (preference 5 of 6).  In respect to the TII’s PAG 7-point 

scoring system, the Hydrogeological Score for Option F is 2, representing a 

‘Moderately Negative’ impact. 

2.6.4.5.2 Hydrology  

Option F is similar to all of the options by crossing the Hind River channel and 

floodplain, the Knockcroghery River channel and floodplain and the Carrowroe Stream 

channel.  It also crosses the Lecarrow Stream Floodplain and channel at two locations 

(one is online and will utilise the existing bridge structure and the other requires a new 

structure) and encounters 27 smaller drains/watercourses channels (i.e. tributaries of 

the above watercourses) requiring culverting and providing a selection of potential road 

drainage outfall discharge points for the proposed alignment.  This option represents 

the greatest potential disturbance to watercourse and floodplains of all of the options 

even after taking into account the 3.7km southern on-line alignment which will use the 

existing N61 road infrastructure. 

 

Similar to the other options, Option F drains into Lough Ree which is located east and 

is in close proximity to all routes. Lough Ree is a SAC and SPA and is therefore 

considered to be sensitive to potential pollutant discharges from the proposed road 

development.   

 

For its entire offline length, Option F will be provided with a road drainage system 

designed in accordance with TII drainage standards.  It will therefore represent an 
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improvement to water quality during the operational stage in respect to both, the 

receiving local groundwater and surface waters over the existing N61 baseline case. 

 

The retained 5.7km section of the N61 with this option reduces the construction 

disturbance over the other fully offline options of C, C-3 and E but operationally the 

retained section will not be provided with a drainage system or road culvert upgrades 

that meet the desired TII guidance for flooding, water quality and road pavement runoff 

control. 

 

This option crosses through one potential pluvial flood risk area with a potential for 

local impact on flooding through encroachment and displacement.  Based on the GSI 

soils and subsoil mapping, for over 2.42km, Route F encounters peat.  Such material 

will have to be excavated and disposed of appropriately, representing a potential 

constructional impact on surface water quality. 

 

The scale of impact from Option F is similar to all of the options represent a slight to 

moderate negative impact magnitude on surface hydrology.  Overall ranking for Option 

F in respect to surface hydrology is poorest at rank 6 of 6, representing lowest 

preference.  In respect to the TII’s PAG 7-point scoring system, the Hydrological Score 

for Option F is 2.5, representing a ‘Slightly to Moderately Negative’ impact. 

2.6.4.6 Option G Impact Description 

2.6.4.6.1 Hydrogeology 

Similar to other options, Option G predominately crosses a regionally important karst 

conduit flow bedrock aquifer for a length of 13.77km and a locally important aquifer for 

a further 0.50km.  For 6.17km of the route, the groundwater vulnerability is ‘Extreme’, 

while 5.30km and 2.55km of the route crosses areas of ‘High’ and ‘Moderate’ 

groundwater vulnerability respectively, representing a ranking of second in respect to 

potential groundwater contamination of the regionally important groundwater body. 

 

Option G crosses the inner source protection area for the Knockcroghery-Lecarrow 

water supply groundwater spring source at Toberreeogue representing a potential 

moderate negative impact on the spring source.  The option encounters 6 karst 

features consisting of 5 springs/wells and 1 enclosed depression.  The potential road 

cuttings sections on hydrogeology represents one moderate and one slight magnitude 

potential impacts on the underlying aquifer.  The option does not encounter any 

potential groundwater flood areas.   

 

This option encroaches the sensitive groundwater dependent receptor of ER05 and 

could potentially interfere with groundwater flows in terms of both quality and quantity 

supplying this habitat.  No significant hydrogeological features were identified within 

this area with wet conditions generated by groundwater and hill slope runoff.  

Notwithstanding this, Option G could potentially moderately to significantly impact the 

hydrogeological regime within the Alkaline Fen at ER05.  The hydrogeological regimes 

for the groundwater dependent habitats at ER10 and ER12 will not be impacted by this 

option, where it is online at these locations.  No works are proposed as part of Option 

G within these receptors or within their recharge zones. 
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The scale of impact from Option G represents a moderate negative magnitude impact 

on hydrogeology.  The overall preference rank for this option in respect to 

hydrogeology is poorest at sixth (rank 6 of 6).  In respect to the TII’s PAG 7-point 

scoring system, the Hydrogeological Score for Route G is 2, representing a 

‘Moderately Negative’ impact. 

2.6.4.6.2 Hydrology  

Option G crosses the Carrowroe Stream channel, the Hind River channel and 

floodplain, the Knockcroghery River channel and floodplain and the Lecarrow Stream 

channel and floodplain.  It also encounters 24 smaller drains/watercourses channels 

(i.e. tributaries of above watercourses) requiring culverting and providing a selection 

of potential road drainage outfall discharge points for the proposed alignment.  

 

The entire Option G, similar to the other options drains into Lough Ree which is located 

east and is in close proximity to all routes. Lough Ree is a SAC and SPA and is 

therefore considered to be sensitive to potential pollutant discharges from the 

proposed road development.   

 

For its entire offline length, Option G will be provided with a road drainage system 

designed in accordance with TII Drainage Standards.  It will therefore represent an 

improvement to water quality during the operational stage in respect to both, the 

receiving local groundwater and surface waters over the existing N61 baseline case. 

 

The retained 6.9km section of the N61 associated with this option reduces the 

construction disturbance over the other fully offline options of C, C-3 and E but 

operationally, the retained section will not be provided with a drainage system or road 

culvert upgrades that meet the desired TII guidance for flooding, water quality and road 

pavement runoff control. 

 

This option crosses through two potential pluvial flood risk areas with a potential for 

local impact on flooding through encroachment and displacement.  Based on the GSI 

soils and subsoil mapping, Option G encounters potential peat soils over 3.31km of its 

length.  Such material will have to the excavated and disposed of appropriately and 

therefore represents a potential constructional impact on surface water quality. 

 

The scale of impact from Option G is similar to all of the options and represents a slight 

to moderate negative impact magnitude on surface hydrology.  Overall ranking for 

Option G in respect to surface hydrology is second lowest preference, rank 5 of 6.  In 

respect to the TII’s PAG 7-point scoring system, the Hydrological Score for Option G 

is 2.5, representing a ‘Slightly to Moderately Negative’ impact. 

2.6.4.7 Option J Impact Description 

2.6.4.7.1 Hydrogeology  

Option J, similar to other options predominately crosses a regionally important karst 

conduit flow bedrock aquifer for its full length of 14.33km.  For 7.39km of the route, the 

groundwater vulnerability is ‘Extreme’, while for 5.53km and 1.44km of the route the 

groundwater vulnerability is ‘High’ and ‘Moderate’ respectively, representing least 
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preferable ranking in respect to potential groundwater contamination of the regionally 

important groundwater body. 

 

Option J crosses the inner source protection area for the Knockcroghery- Lecarrow 

water supply groundwater spring source at Toberreeogue and is located closest to the 

spring source with the source located just inside the route corridor.  This represents a 

potential moderate to significant impact on the public supply.  The option encounters 

8 karst features consisting of 5 springs/wells and 3 enclosed depressions.  The 

potential road cuttings on hydrogeology represents only one moderate magnitude 

potential impact on the underlying aquifer.   

 

The online section of Option J crosses through the Alkaline Fen Ecological Receptors 

of ER05 and ER10 with possibly tie-in work with the existing N61 slightly encroaching 

ER05.  It is unlikely that such works will significantly impact the hydrogeological regime 

supplying these habitat areas as recharge is from the west and upgradient of Option 

J.  Option J is online at both ER10 and ER12 (the degraded Fen) and is unlikely to 

impact these receptors.  

 

The route does not encounter any potential groundwater flood areas.  The scale of 

impact from Option J represents a moderate negative magnitude impact on 

hydrogeology.  The overall preference rank for this route in respect to hydrogeology is 

rank 4 of the six options.  In respect to the TII’s PAG 7-point scoring system, the 

Hydrogeological Score for Option J is 2, representing a ‘Moderately Negative’ impact. 

2.6.4.7.2 Hydrology  

Option J in its southern section predominately follows existing N61 alignment.  The 

option crosses the Carrowroe Stream channel, the Hind River channel and floodplain, 

the Knockcroghery River channel and floodplain and the Lecarrow Stream channel 

and Floodplain.  It also encounters 16 smaller drains/watercourses channels (i.e. 

tributaries of above watercourses) requiring culverting and providing an opportunity for 

road drainage outfall discharges.  

 

Similar to the other options, Option J drains into Lough Ree which is located in close 

proximity to the east of all options.  Lough Ree is a SAC and SPA and therefore 

considered sensitive to potential pollutant discharges from the proposed road 

development.   

 

For its offline length, Option J will be provided with a road drainage system designed 

in accordance with TII Drainage Standards.  It will therefore represent an improvement 

to water quality during the operational stage in respect to both the receiving local 

groundwater and surface waters over the existing baseline case. 

 

The retained 7.9km section of the existing N61 with this option reduces the 

construction disturbance over the other fully offline options of C, C-3 and E but 

operationally the retained section will not be provided with a drainage system or road 

culverts that meet the desired TII guidance for flooding, water quality or road pavement 

runoff control. 
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This option crosses through one potential pluvial flood risk area with a potential for 

local impact on flooding through encroachment and displacement.  This option 

encounters potential peat soils over 2.56km, based on the GSI soils and subsoil 

mapping. Such material will have to be excavated and disposed of appropriately and 

therefore represents a potential constructional impact on surface water quality. 

 

The scale of impact from Option J is similar to all of the options and represents a slight 

to moderate negative impact magnitude on surface hydrology.  Overall ranking for 

Option J in respect to surface hydrology is fourth, rank 4 of 6.  In respect to the TII’s 

PAG 7-point scoring system, the Hydrological Score for Option J is 2.5, representing 

a ‘Slightly to Moderately Negative’ impact. 

2.6.5 Conclusions 

The scoring of the proposed routes is based on potential impacts to aquifers and 

groundwater bodies which includes vulnerability ratings, Hydrogeological Features 

including wells, springs, boreholes and karst features, Turlough and Groundwater Fed 

Habitats and groundwater resources and is presented below in Table 2.6.5. 

 

Table 2.6.5 Overall Ranking in relation to Hydrogeology 

Route 

Option 

Description of 

Impact 

TII Impact 

Score 

Specialist 

Preference Ranking 

Overall 

Preference 

C Slightly to 

Moderately 

Negative 

2.5 1 Preferred 

C3 Slightly to 

Moderately 

Negative 

2.5 2 Intermediate 

E Slightly to 

Moderately 

Negative 

2.5 3 Intermediate 

F Moderately 

Negative 

2 5 Intermediate 

G Moderately 

Negative 

2 6 Least Preferred 

J Moderately 

Negative 

2 4 Intermediate 

 

The scoring of the proposed route in respect to hydrology was assessed in terms of 

impact on flooding, drainage, and impact to watercourses and lakes and their water 

dependent habitats.  Based on impacts to the identified hydrological features the 

following route preference and TII scores was obtained from this assessment, as 

presented in Table 2.6.6 below. 
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Table 2.6.6 Overall Ranking in relation to Hydrology  

Route 

Option 

Description of 

Impact 

TII Impact 

Score 

Specialist 

Preference Ranking 

Overall 

Preference 

C Slightly to 

Moderately Negative 

2.5 1 Preferred 

C-3 Slightly to 

Moderately Negative 

2.5 2 Intermediate 

E Slightly to 

Moderately Negative 

2.5 3 Intermediate 

F Slightly to 

Moderately Negative 

2.5 6 Least 

Preferred 

G Slightly to 

Moderately Negative 

2.5 5 Intermediate 

J Slightly to 

Moderately Negative 

2.5 4 Intermediate 
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2.7 Land and Soils 

2.7.1 Introduction 

This section provides a comparative Land and Soils theme Stage 2 assessment of six 

route options taken forward to the Stage 2 Multi Criteria Analysis as part of the option 

selection process (options C, C-3, E, F, G and J).  The section expands on the findings 

of the Land & Soil Constraints Study undertaken in June 2019 and the Preliminary 

Options Assessment carried out in August 2019. 

2.7.2 Methodology 

The assessment in this section was carried out in accordance with TII’s Project 

Appraisal Guidelines for National Roads Unit 7.0 – Multi Criteria Analysis (PE-PAG-

02031) and TII Guidelines on Procedures for Assessment and Treatment of Geology, 

Hydrology and Hydrogeology for National Road Schemes. 

 

Desk study and other data obtained and used for Constraints Study and Preliminary 

Options Assessment were used in the assessment.  The six refined shortlisted options 

were provided with a greater level of detail, including the preliminary horizontal and 

vertical alignments providing an indication of expected earthwork heights. 

 

This section is focused on Land and Soil factors outlined in the Contract Scope and TII 

Guidelines on Procedures for Assessment and Treatment of Geology, Hydrology and 

Hydrogeology for National Road Schemes.  Geotechnical design, including earthwork 

balance, risks of construction in poor ground, etc. is accounted in Engineering section 

and is not considered in the Land & Soils as agreed with Project Manager and also in 

accordance with TII Guidelines on Procedures for Assessment and Treatment of 

Geology, Hydrology and Hydrogeology for National Road Schemes. 

 

The various factors related to Land and Soils against which the options were assessed 

are as follows: 

• Presence of soft soil, including peat.  Embankments on soft soils / peat may 

affect the underlying ground through the need for excavation & replacement (and 

deposition) or other effects such as compressing of soil and potential instability. 

• Impact on land take:  Height of earthworks is related to the width of the footprint 

taken up, as typical side slope of 1V:2H emphasises the land take. 

Embankments have more impact than cuttings as in areas of shallow competent 

rock (expected in some areas here) the cutting slope can typically be made 

steeper at 0.5 to 1:1 (vertical : horizontal). 

• Geological heritage and specific geomorphological features.  Impact of options 

on geological heritage. 

• Contaminated land.  Options traversing or in close proximity to historical landfills 

and routes following existing N61 alignment and/or passing through urbanised / 

residential areas have higher risk of encountering contaminated land. 

• Length of scheme in relation to land use.  Each option will be compared with 

respect to their footprint on the existing N61 (online) and through other lands, or 

offline through agricultural and other land. 
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• Economic geology.  Impact to quarries and other areas of significance for 

economic geology. 

• Karst features.  The density and nature of karst features under or in close 

proximity to route option corridors. 

 

The impact on Waste which concerns the ratio of fill and cut has also been assessed 

for each route option. 

2.7.3 Stage 2 Options Assessment 

TII’s Multi Criteria Assessment has been applied to evaluate the potential impact of the 

six options on Land and Soils using each factor for each option using the definitions 

presented in Table 2.7.1 and presented in Table 2.7.2. 

 

Potential impact of the six options on Waste has also been assessed. 

 

Table 2.7.1 TII Impact Scoring Key (Adapted from TII, 2016) 

Assessment Score Description 

7 Major or highly positive 

6 Moderately positive 

5 Minor or slightly Positive 

4 Not significant or neutral 

3 Minor or slightly negative 

2 Moderately negative 

1 Major or highly negative 

2.7.3.1 Land and Soils 

Presence of soft soil, including peat 

Preliminary Ground Investigation (GI) has been carried out in November and 

December 2020 to determine the depths and extent of soft ground within the corridors 

of the six options.  The Ground Investigation comprised of 7 no. cable percussion 

boreholes, 50 no. dynamic probes including 6 window samples, associated laboratory 

testing and 13 no. geophysical Electrical Resistivity Tomography profile.  The summary 

interpretation of extent and depth of soft ground as inferred from this GI is outlined in 

the following paragraphs and Table 2.7.2. 

 

All options traverse areas of peat and underlying marl around Hind River north of 

Ballymurray. Relatively high embankments are specified in this area due to need for 

bridge approaches.  The alignment lengths over soft ground range from 600m for 

Option C to over 1500m for other routes.  

 

Another area of peat is traversed by all options in comparable fashion (400 to 700m in 

length) around Knockcroghery River, with Options F and G traversing additional 700m 

of peat in vicinity of Lecarrow river and routes’ tie-in to existing N61, with soft ground 
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depth of up to 2m.  Embankments of significantly lower heights are typically connected 

to these two peat areas, compared to embankments at the approaches to River Hind. 

 

Table 2.7.2 summarises the soft ground conditions at two major soft ground areas in 

vicinity of Rivers Hind and Knockcroghery.  

 

Table 2.7.2 Summary of soft ground conditions 

Option Hind River – 

approx. length 

through soft 

ground (m) 

Hind River – 

approx. depth of 

soft ground (m) 

Knockcroghery 

– approx. length 

through soft 

ground (m) 

Knockcroghery 

– approx. depth 

of soft ground 

(m) 

C 600 
2.0-3.5 

(mostly marl) 
700 

3.0-12.0 (incl. up 

to 5m peat) 

C-3 
600 (300 north of 

river, 300 south) 

0.5-2.7 north of 

river, 3.2-3.5 

south of river 

600 1.5-6.0 

E 
600 (300 north of 

river, 300 south) 

0.5-2.7 north of 

river, 3.2-3.5 

south of river 

400 0.5-2.0 

F 

1200 (500m north 

of river, 700m 

south of river) 

0.5-1.2 north, 

2.5-5.0 south 
400 0.5-2.0 

G 

1200 (500m north 

of river, 700m 

south of river) 

0.5-1.2 north, 

2.5-5.0 south 
600 0.5-2.0 

J 

1500 (700m north 

of river, 800m 

south of river) 

0.5-1.5 north, 

2.0-3.5 south 
400 < 1.0 

 

Impact on land take 

Option C is characterised by long cuttings of modest size (between 4 and 10m height) 

and several shorter embankments typically up to 10m high but with maximum height 

of 15m in peat area close to Hind River and railway crossing).  

 

Option C-3 is characterised by a pair of long embankments up to 12m high, including 

the crossing of peat area connected to Hind River riverplain; and two long cuttings up 

to 13m high. Considerable amount of the alignment is at-grade as well. 

 

Option E largely involves a mix of low cuttings and embankments typically up to 8m 

high.  Local maxima are 13m for an embankment and 15m for a cutting, both positioned 

in a southernmost portion of the alignment characterised by competent ground and 

shallow bedrock. 

 

Option F is characterised by a mix of low embankments and cuttings up to 8m high, 

with a single 13m high cutting outlier.  The section of Option F that follows the existing 
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N61 will be largely at-grade and only involve improvements to the bend and junction 

south of St. Johns church. 

 

Option G is similar to Option F but without the outlier and max height of embankment 

on peat of 9m.  The section of Option G that follows the existing N61 will be largely at-

grade and will only involve improvements to the bend and junction south of St. Johns 

church. 

 

Option J is largely at-grade or incorporating very low earthworks up to 4m in height. 

Local maxima over very short lengths are 8m for embankment and 12m for cutting.  

The section of Option J that follows the existing N61 will be largely at-grade and will 

only involve improvements to the bend and junction south of St. Johns church.  

 

Geological heritage and specific geomorphological features 

Constraints Study identified two Geological Heritage sites just outside of the wider 

study area: Lough Funshinagh and Lecarrow Clay Pits.  None of the six shortlisted 

routes run in vicinity of the Geological Heritage sites.  

 

Contaminated land 

Options E, F and G pass in vicinity of the historical landfill at Knockcroghery where 

some contamination may be expected. Of the three options, Option E runs the furthest 

from the landfill location.  Options F, G and J include on-line sections of existing N61 

at between 35% and 50% of their alignments, passing residential and historical mills 

on the way.  Some negative contaminated land impacts may be expected at localised 

spots along the on-line sections during construction phase.  

 

Length of scheme in relation to land use 

Approximately 5.7km, 6.9km and 7.9km  of Options F, G and J respectively will reuse 

the existing N61, with the rest of the option lengths impacting agricultural land 

(pastures) and uncultivated bogland.  Conversely, approximately 1.1km, 1.9km and 

2.6km of Options C, C-3 and E respectively  will consist of on-line widening, with the 

rest going over agricultural land (pastures) and uncultivated bogland.  While agronomy 

impacts are directly considered in other environmental assessments, the sterilisation 

of lands directly underlain by glacial tills or bedrock has a potential impact in terms of 

loss of future use of the resource. 

 

Economic geology 

Options C, C-3 and E run through an area containing several historical minor shallow 

gravel and sand pits and informal limestone quarries in the southernmost quarter of 

their alignment, however no quarry/pit location is directly impacted by any of the route 

options.  Option F goes from offline alignment to on-line widening in the immediate 

vicinity of (currently closed) Lecarrow Quarry, severing the quarry’s access route and 

reducing the available area for potential quarry expansion. 
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Karst features 

Very high density of karst features was observed in the west of the wider study area 

during Constraints Study, with lower density observed elsewhere. None of the six 

options traverses the high-density karst area.  Each option corridor traverses up to 

three or four individual karst features of similar size, mainly incorporating minor 

enclosed depressions.  These karst features may require further specific investigation 

and drainage mitigations if traversed by an option. 

 

Multi Criteria Assessment was carried out for each of the six options.  A score between 

1 and 7 was given for each factor, in accordance with definitions in Table 2.7.3. Scores 

denote the impact of each option to the environment, in view of that specific factor, 

when compared to the baseline scenario.  Due to fact that scores are not weighted, 

the total score at the end of the table is given indicatively only and does not imply the 

final ranking of the routes in respect of Land and Soils.  The exercise of route-by-route 

MCA is carried out to provide more clarity for the final Multi Criteria Assessment of 

route options, presented in Table 2.7.3. 

 

Table 2.7.3 Stage 2 Option – route-by-route MCA for Land & Soils factors  

Route 

Option 

Soft 

Soils 

Impact 

On 

Landtake 

Geo 

Heritage 

Contaminated 

Land 

Land 

Use 

Length 

Economic 

Geology 

Karst 

Features 
Total 

C 2 2 4 4 2 4 3 21 

C3 3 3 4 4 2 4 3 23 

E 3 3 4 4 2 4 3 23 

F 2 3 4 3 3 2 3 20 

G 2 3 4 3 3 4 3 22 

J 3 3 4 4 3 4 3 24 

2.7.3.2 Waste  

Options C and C-3 have small surpluses in earthworks which will be readily 

accommodated inside road construction and landscaping.  The other routes all have a 

deficit of materials.  While there is some soft ground that will require excavate and 

replace on all routes, the anticipated volumes of soft materials are relatively small and 

can be accommodated within the works. In the absence of detailed ground 

investigation there is no basis to determine any differential between the route options 

with regard to waste.  All options are therefore considered neutral in this regard. 

2.7.4 Summary  

The final Multi Criteria Assessment of route options for Land and Soils is presented in 

Table 2.7.4.  It is evident that the routes do not differ much in Land and Soil theme, 

owing to similar geological setting and route designs between all options.  All routes 

can be described as minor or slightly negative when compared relative to the baseline 

environment, with assessment score of 3, except Option F which is described as 

moderately negative with assessment score of 2.  Some differences however exist, 

enabling the assessment to identify Option J as the most favourable option in relative 
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terms and Option F as the least favourable route in relative terms.  Options C, C-3, E 

and G share the second place. 

 

Table 2.7.4 Land and Soils - Stage 2 Options Appraisal 

Option Assessment Summary TII 

Assessment 

Score 

Specialist 

Preference 

Rank 

Overall 

Preference 

C 

A direct offline option that traverses 

comparatively the shortest length of peat and 

marl, however these soft ground areas exhibit 

a significant depth of up to 12m in vicinity of 

Knockcroghery stream. Large unbroken 

heights of embankments and cuttings impact 

the landtake, and the full-offline alignment will 

have considerable impact on the change of 

land use. 

No contaminated land and geological heritage 

will be impacted by this route. The route 

crosses four small-sized known karst features 

(enclosed depressions), akin to all other 

options. 

3 =2 Intermediate 

C-3 

Option C-3 is a combination of Option E in the 

northern half and Option C in southern half with 

a transition west of Knockcroghery village in 

between the two options. The length of the 

route option traversing the peat and marl is as 

short as at Option C however with markedly 

lesser depth of soft ground compared to Option 

C. Relatively large heights of embankments 

and cuttings impact the landtake but large 

lengths of at-grade alignment as well. The full-

offline alignment will have considerable impact 

on the change of land use. 

No contaminated land and geological heritage 

will be impacted by this route. The route 

crosses four small-sized known karst features 

(enclosed depressions), akin to all other 

routes. 

3 =2 Intermediate  

E 

Option E crosses one of the shortest lengths of 

soft ground characterised by modest depths. 

The earthwork height is modest throughout 

with some pronounced local maxima. The full-

offline alignment will have considerable impact 

on the change of land use. 

No geological heritage will be impacted by this 

route. The route crosses four small-sized 

known karst features (enclosed depressions), 

akin to all other routes. Option E passes close 

3 =2 Intermediate 
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Option Assessment Summary TII 

Assessment 

Score 

Specialist 

Preference 

Rank 

Overall 

Preference 

to the location of the old landfill west of 

Knockcroghery village. 

F 

Option F is one of the options that have shorter 

offline lengths as it includes the online works 

over the southern tie-in. The route option 

however traverses three separate large areas 

of peat and marl. The route option passes 

close to the location of the old landfill west of 

Knockcroghery village and has additional 

potential of encountering some contaminated 

land over online portion of works. Option F 

passes in immediate vicinity of Lecarrow 

quarry, severing current access to small active 

portion of the quarry, causing significant 

impacts to economic geology. 

No geological heritage will be impacted by this 

route. The route crosses four small-sized 

known karst features (enclosed depressions), 

akin to all other routes. 

Option F is the least favourable in relative 

terms.  

2 6 Least 

Preferred 

G 

This option shares the majority of alignment 

with Option F, except the southern tie-in point 

for Option G is further away from the Lecarrow 

quarries. Apart from the economic geology, the 

two route options share the land & soil 

assessment. 

3 =2 Intermediate 

J 

Option J has shorter offline route with very 

modest earthwork size, resulting in the least 

impact to land take and change of land use. 

The route option crosses a considerable length 

of soft ground in vicinity of River Hind, however 

it avoids all areas with significant depth of peat 

and does not encounter any significant peat 

areas further on. 

No geological heritage will be impacted by this 

route. The route crosses four small-sized 

known karst features (enclosed depressions), 

akin to all other routes. The route option does 

not impact areas with large potential for 

encountering contaminated land, however 

some minor localised spots may be 

encountered during on-line works. 

Option J is the most favourable in relative 

terms. 

3 1 Preferred 
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The Multi Criteria Assessment of route options for Waste is presented in Table 2.7.4. 

 

Table 2.7.4 Waste - Stage 2 Options Appraisal 

Option TII Assessment Score Specialist 

Preference Rank 

Overall Preference 

C 
4 

Not Significant or neutral 

=1 Intermediate 

C-3 
4 

Not Significant or neutral 

=1 Intermediate 

E 
4 

Not Significant or neutral 

=1 Intermediate 

F 
4 

Not Significant or neutral 

=1 Intermediate 

G 
4 

Not Significant or neutral 

=1 Intermediate 

J 
4 

Not Significant or neutral 

=1 Intermediate 

 

The overall assessment for Land and Soils, including Waste is presented in Table 2.7.5 

below.  

 

Table 2.7.5 Summary of Land and Soils and Waste Stage 2 Options Appraisal 

Option C C-3 E F G J 

TII Impact 

Description 

Minor 

Negative / 

Not 

Significant 

Minor 

Negative / 

Not 

Significant 

Minor 

Negative / 

Not 

Significant 

Minor 

Negative 

Minor 

Negative / 

Not 

Significant 

Minor 

Negative / 

Not 

Significant 

TII Impact 

Score 

3.5 3.5 3.5 3 3.5 3.5 

Preference 

Ranking 

=2 =2 =2 6 =2 1 
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2.8 Material Assets: Non- Agricultural 

2.8.1 Introduction 

This section assesses the potential impacts of six corridor options that have 

progressed to Stage 2 Route Selection for the proposed N61 road development on the 

non-agricultural properties between the townlands of Carrigan More / Killiaghan and 

Gort in the south of the study area to Carrowroe in the north of the study area.  

2.8.2 Methodology 

The following guidelines and legislation were referred to when writing this report: 

• European Union (2018) (Planning and Development) (Environmental Impact 

Assessment) Regulations.  

• Environmental Protection Agency (EPA) (August 2017) Guidelines on the 

Information to be contained in Environmental Impact Assessment Reports. 

• Transport Infrastructure Ireland (TII) (2016) Project Appraisal Guidelines.  

 

This section is a combination of a desktop assessments of available data sources 

combined with the on-site windshield surveys conducted in June 2019.  The desktop 

study has considered the following sources of information; 

• Aerial mapping / photography was used to identify buildings, building types, 

uses, etc. Hereafter in this report aerial mapping or aerial photography referred 

to is Bing and Google aerial mapping. 

• The Property Registration Authority of Ireland (PRAI) database was used to 

identify folio parcels (where relevant).  

• Roscommon County Council’s online planning data base was used to locate live 

planning applications along the route corridors.  

 

Windshield surveys were conducted in June 2019.  The windshield surveys involved 

driving through the study area and noting the location of buildings and their use 

(residential, commercial, educational, recreational etc.).  The purpose of the windshield 

survey was to verify where possible the desktop data.  

 

The corridor options were compared under the criteria as set out in the TII Project 

Appraisal Guidelines. In total, six options were considered (C, C-3, E, F, G, J) and the 

assessments were based on the drawings provided, as follows: 

 

• N61BK-RODA-HGN-RO_C-DR-CH-20001 Route C 

• N61BK-RODA-HGN-RO_C3-DR-CH-20001 Route C3 

• N61BK-RODA-HGN-RO_E-DR-CH-20001 Route E 

• N61BK-RODA-HGN-RO_F-DR-CH-20001 Route F 

• N61BK-RODA-HGN-RO_G-DR-CH-20001 Route G 

• N61BK-RODA-HGN-RO_J-DR-CH-20001 Route J 
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The assessments comprised a review of the options and their interactions with the built 

environment.  The number and type of properties directly impacted by the envisaged 

alignment of each corridor was recorded. In addition, the number and type of properties 

which fall within the overall 300m wide corridor (150m from centreline) were also 

recorded. In addition, a review was carried out of Roscommon County Council’s online 

planning database to establish the presence of live grants of planning which also fall 

within the proposed option corridors.  

2.8.3 Stage 2 Options Assessment 

The below table sets out the findings of the non - agricultural assessments, as follows:  

 

Table 2.8.1 Properties within 300m corridor of route options 

Properties C C-3 E F G J 

Residential properties within the 300m wide 

corridor 

34 42 45 73 92 84 

Residential properties removed by the route 0 0 0 1 1 0 

Residential properties partially impacted upon by 

the route 

1 2 4 1 1 2 

Live planning applications within the 300m 

corridor 

1 2 2 8 8 6 

Live planning applications impacted upon by the 

route 

1 2 0 0 0 0 

Public facilities within the 300m wide corridor  0 0 0 9 10 11 

Public facilities impacted upon by the route 0 0 0 0 0 0 

Mineral/Quarry facilities within the 300m wide 

corridor 

0 0 1 1 1 1 

Mineral/Quarry facilities impacted upon by the 

route 

0 0 1 1 0 0 

Note: Public facilities include schools/preschools, church’s, graveyards, pubs, shops, restaurants and 

sporting facilities.  

 

Option C 

This option is approximately 13.4km in length, is offline for approximately 12.3km and 

online for approximately 1.1km.  This option has the least number of properties within 

the 300m corridor and as it is, for the most part, an offline option.  Interactions with the 

built environment occur mostly at either end of the option where it merges with the 

existing N61 and at intersections with the existing local road network. 

 

This option will impact partially on one residence and one live grant of planning for a 

residence. 

 

Option C-3 

This option is approximately 13.8km in length, is offline for approximately 11.9km and 

online for approximately 1.9km.  This option has the second least number of properties 
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within the 300m corridor and as it is, for the most part, an offline option.  Interactions 

with the built environment occur mostly at either end of the option where it merges with 

the existing N61 and at intersections with the existing local road network. 

 

This option will impact partially on two residential properties, a live grant of planning 

for a house and garage and a live grant of planning for a residence.  

 

Option E 

This option is approximately 13.5km in length, is offline for approximately 10.9km and 

online for approximately 2.6km.  This option has the third least number of properties 

within the 300m corridor, however, as it is online for a greater distance when compared 

to C and C-3 the overall number of properties impacted upon increases to 45 as 

opposed to 34 for Option C and 42 for Option C-3.  This option also comes within 

proximity of Knockcroghery Village which again is a reason for the increase in 

properties within the 300m corridor. 

 

This option will impact partially on four residential properties.  The quarry impacted by 

the route appears to be a limestone operation and from review of Roscommon County 

Council’s online planning database, a grant of retention was obtained in 2008 in 

connection with the abstraction of limestone.  

 

Option F 

This option is approximately 14.2km in length, is offline for approximately 8.5km and 

online for approximately 5.7km.  This option has the third highest number of properties 

within the 300m corridor at 73 and arises due to the fact it is online for approximately 

5.7km, thus interacting with a significant number of one-off residential properties along 

the alignment of the existing N61 and in addition, this option also comes within 

proximity of Knockcroghery Village and Lecarrow Village which again is a reason for 

the increase in properties within the 300m corridor. 

 

This option removes a residential property which appears to be vacant and not 

occupied for some time.  In addition, it will impact partially on one further residence.  

The quarry impacted upon appears to be an active quarry and from review of 

Roscommon County Council’s online planning database, a grant of planning was 

obtained in 2018 to relocate the entrance to same.  The impact on the quarry is at the 

eastern boundary, where the option impacts on 2 no. points of access into the property.   

 

Option G 

This option is approximately 14.2km in length, is offline for approximately 7.3km and 

online for approximately 6.9km.  This option has the highest number of properties 

within the 300m corridor at 92 and again this arises due to the fact it is online for 

approximately 6.9km, thus interacting with a significant number of one-off residential 

properties along the alignment of the existing N61 and in addition this option also 

comes within proximity of Knockcroghery Village and Lecarrow Village which again is 

a reason for the increase in properties within the 300m corridor. 
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The residential property removed by the option comprises a two-storey traditional 

farmhouse which appears to be occupied.  In addition, it will impact partially on one 

further residence. 

 

Option J 

This option is approximately 14.3km in length, is offline for approximately 6.4km and 

online for approximately 7.9km. This option has the second highest number of 

properties within the 300m corridor at 84 and again this arises due to the fact it is online 

for approximately 7.9km, thus interacting with a significant number of one-off 

residential properties along the alignment of the existing N61 and in addition this option 

also comes within proximity of Knockcroghery Village and Lecarrow Village which 

again is a reason for the increase in properties within the 300m corridor. This option 

will impact partially on two residential properties. 

 

With regard to the sections of Options E, F, G and J which are online, the assessment 
assumed that the works can be facilitated within the confines of the footprint of the 
existing N61, with the exception of the southern online sections associated with options 
F, G and J where no works are anticipated.  

2.8.4 Summary 

The assessment of each of the options was carried out by having regard to their 

impacts on the built environment and in arriving at our assessments we have applied 

the assessment score/matrix as per the 2016 TII Project Appraisal Guidelines for 

National Roads. 

2.8.4.1 National Context 

The impacts arising from the six options vary from the loss of 1 number unoccupied 

house (Route F) or 1 number occupied house (Route G) and the partial impacts on 1 

to 4 houses, 1 to 2 live grants of planning and 1 number quarry depending on which of 

the options is pursued.  

 

In an overall context this is not significant.  At the time of the 2016 census there was 

2,003,645 residential properties in the State and 24,013 in Roscommon. 

 

There are 132 properties with direct access along the 14.9km section of the existing 

N61 or which are within 50m either side the centreline.  There are 271 properties within 

a 300m corridor (300m from either side of the centreline) along the existing N61 

between the townlands of Carrigan More / Killiaghan and Gort in the south of the study 

area to Carrowroe in the north of the study area.   
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2.8.4.2 Local Context 

Table 2.8.2 Stage 2 Option Assessment Matrix  

Option Assessment Summary TII 

Assessment 

Score 

Preference 

Rank 

Overall 

Preference 

C 

This option is, for the most part, and offline 

option and has the least number of 

properties within the 300m corridor. The 

option will impact partially on one 

residence and one live grant of planning.   

3 1 Preferred 

C-3 

This option is again largely offline and has 

the second least number of properties 

within the 300m corridor. The option will 

impact partially on two residences and two 

live grants of planning.   

3 2 Intermediate 

E 

This option has the third least number of 

properties within the 300m corridor, 

however, as it is online for a greater 

distance when compared to options C and 

C-3 the overall number of properties 

impacted upon increases to 45. The 

option will impact partially on four 

residences and one quarry.   

3 3 Intermediate 

F 

This option has the third highest number 

of properties within the 300m corridor at 

73. This option removes a vacant 

residential property and impacts partially 

on one further residence and a quarry.  

3 4 Intermediate 

G 

This option has the highest number of 

properties within the 300m corridor at 92. 

The option also removes a residential 

property which appears to be occupied 

and partially impacts upon one further 

residential property.  

3 6 Least 

Preferred 

J 

This option has the second highest 

number of properties within the 300m 

corridor at 84. This route will impact 

partially on two residences.  

3 5 Intermediate 
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2.9 Material Assets: Agricultural 

2.9.1 Introduction 

This section assesses the potential agricultural impacts of six corridor options for the 

proposed N61 road development between the townlands of Carrigan More / Killiaghan 

and Gort in the south of the study area to Carrowroe in the north of the study area. 

2.9.2 Methodology 

The following guidelines and legislation were referred to when writing this section: 

• European Union (2018) (Planning and Development) (Environmental Impact 

Assessment) Regulations. 

• Environmental Protection Agency (EPA) (August 2017) Guidelines on the 

Information to be contained in Environmental Impact Assessment Reports. 

• Transport Infrastructure Ireland (TII) (2016) Project Appraisal Guidelines.  

• This report is a combination of a desktop assessments of available data sources 

combined with the on-site windshield surveys conducted in June 2019.  The 

desktop study has considered the following sources of information; 

• Aerial mapping / photography was used to identify yards, farm facilities, forestry, 

scrub and rough boggy land. Hereafter in this report aerial mapping or aerial 

photography referred to is Bing and Google aerial mapping. 

• The Property Registration Authority of Ireland (PRAI) database was used to 

identify folio land parcels along each route corridor option.  The area of these 

land parcels and the land-take from them was calculated using computer 

software. 

• Soil mapping data from the Teagasc Irish Soil Information System was used to 

identify the soil types along each route corridor option.  For example, rock, peat 

and low-lying alluvial soils are generally poor quality.  

• Data from the Central Statistics Office (CSO) was referred to in Stage 1 

Assessment Report and the same data sources were examined in relation to 

average farm sizes, farm types and cropping areas in County Roscommon. 

 

Windshield surveys were conducted in June 2019.  The windshield survey involved 

driving through the study area and recording farm enterprises, land use and land 

quality.  The purpose of the windshield survey was to verify where possible the desktop 

data and identify the following: 

• Farm yards;  

• Farm types; 

• Land use / cropping (e.g. grassland, tillage, forestry); and 

• Land quality - desktop information was verified and areas with forestry were 

noted. 

 

Where farm enterprises are identified, the sensitivity is categorised as follows; 
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• Dairy and equine enterprises are categorised as high sensitivity.  Other high 

sensitivity enterprises (not noted in the study area) are pig and poultry farms and 

intensive horticultural enterprises; 

• Grass land enterprises such as sheep, beef, silage and hay are categorised as 

medium sensitivity.  Tillage enterprises are medium sensitivity; 

• Forestry and bog are categorised as low sensitivity. 

 

The following features along each route corridor option have been identified from 

desktop and windshield survey information sources: 

• Land parcels along each corridor option have been identified from the PRAI 

database (parcels registered to the same landowner have been merged 

together).  Where there is un-registered land aerial mapping and professional 

judgement was used to map un-registered land parcels.  The limitations of using 

PRAI data without landowner consultations is recognised in this assessment, 

however, it is useful in determining the size of affected land parcels and potential 

impacts arising from severance and land-take. 

• Yards and farm facilities were identified using aerial photography and windshield 

survey. 

• Where possible dairy and equine farms and other high sensitive enterprises were 

identified from aerial photography and windshield survey. 

• Good and poor quality land and areas of woodland/scrub/forestry were initially 

identified by using the Teagasc Irish Soils Information System and aerial 

photography and where possible verified by windshield surveys.  

 

The corridor options were compared under the criteria as set out in section 3.1.5 of the 

TII Project Appraisal Guidelines i.e. type of farm enterprise, farm size, land-take, 

removal of buildings and / or facilities, degree of severance with mitigation and impact 

on farm viability. 

• Farm type is assessed based on windshield surveying information where 

possible and examination of aerial photography.  The CSO data is also examined 

to verify this data. 

• The size of PRAI land parcels along each route option was measured using 

computer software.  

• The land-take of each route corridor option was examined at two levels.  Firstly, 

a 50m corridor, centred on the corridor centreline, is assessed as this width 

represents the most likely footprint of the proposed road development.  

Secondly, the wider land-take within the 300m wide corridor was examined.  The 

removal of farm buildings and / or facilities was assessed.  The quality of the land 

taken was also assessed.  

• The degree of severance with mitigation was assessed for each affected land 

parcel along the corridor option.  This was categorised into low, medium and high 

potential impacts based on the professional judgment of the author in the 

absence of formal guidance.  The number of low, medium and high severance 

impacts along each corridor is assessed and compared.  
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• The viability of existing affected land parcels is determined by many factors such 

as the size of the land parcel, the land quality and the type of farm enterprise.  

The viability of each land parcel is categorised into low, medium and high based 

on the professional judgment of the author in the absence of formal guidance.  

Examples of low viability would be land parcels dominated by scrub, woodland, 

bog or poor quality land such that the agricultural potential of that land parcel is 

severely restricted. Land parcels where there is no evidence of agricultural 

activity are generally considered low viability.  Also very small land parcels (< 1 

hectare) may be considered not viable.  A viable enterprise may exist on a small 

land parcel where there are intensive facilities (e.g. equine riding facilities) 

however, generally larger sized land parcels have higher viability scores.  While 

larger land parcels are considered more viable there are exceptions e.g. 

commercial forestry, commonage and rough grazing mountain land.  Medium 

viability land parcels are grazed in a non-intensive manner and there is generally 

an absence of farm yard facilities.  High viability land parcels are intensively 

farmed and there are farm yards and or facilities that reflect intensive agricultural 

use.  There is good quality land in the case of tillage fields and generally large 

workable fields. 

 

The footprint design is not fixed at this point in the design process and, therefore, a 

wider 300m corridor is also assessed in addition to the 50m route. 

2.9.3 Stage 2 Options Assessment 

Table 2.9.1 Summary statistics from map measurements 

 

Option Corridor 

C C-3 E F G J 

Length (km) 13.4 13.8 13.5 14.2 14.2 14.3 

Length offline (km) 12.3 11.9 10.9 8.5 7.3 6.4 

50m wide corridor 

No. of affected land parcels 77 77 80 73 60 53 

Area of affected land parcels (ha) 1545 1237 1333 1124 967 883 

Average size of affected land parcels (ha) 20.1 16.1 16.7 15.4 16.1 16.7 

Land-take (ha) 63.5 64 60 50 41.7 39.4 

Land-take of peat type soils (as classified 

by Teagasc) (ha) 
11.1 17.1 15.1 17.8 19.2 14.9 

Good quality land- take (ha) 59.3 58.3 56.3 46 35 35.5 

No. of severed land parcels 35 35 35 35 23 18 

Area of severed land parcels (ha) 934 723 654 603 459 368 

Number of severance impacts  

(Low)  

(Medium)  

(High) 

 

(8)  

(10)  

(17) 

 

(11)  

(11)  

(13) 

 

(10)  

(9) 

(16) 

 

(15)  

(6) 

(14) 

 

(11)  

(4)  

(8) 

 

(10) 

(3) 

(5) 
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Option Corridor 

C C-3 E F G J 

Area of low viability (ha) 272 9.7 32 44.6 20.4 20 

Area of medium viability (ha) 260 332 318 313 267 261 

Area of high viability (ha) 1012.6 895.7 983.3 766.4 679 601.5 

Number of farm yards affected 5 5 4 6 5 5 

High sensitivity Enterprises affected 0 0 0 0 0 1 

300m wide corridor   

No. of affected land parcels 102 107 110 102 93 82 

Area of affected land parcels (ha) 1912 1696 1575 1422 1341 1197 

Average size of affected land parcels (ha) 18.7 15.8 14.3 13.9 14.4 14.6 

Land-take (ha) 382.4 388.4 378.1 309.6 264.2 250.7 

Land-take of peat type soils (as classified 

by Teagasc) 
65.5 107 94 112 114 102 

Good quality land- take (ha) 356 364 361 287.4 238 221.5 

No. of severed land parcels 15 14 14 12 12 3 

Area of severed land parcels (ha) 632 416 308 293 293 91 

Area of low viability (ha) 324 27 59 65 39 44 

Area of medium viability (ha) 323 394.5 375 333 327 366 

Area of high viability (ha) 1265.5 1274 1141 1024 975 789 

Number of farm yards affected 15 18 20 20 17 12 

High Sensitivity Enterprises affected 0 0 0 1 1 1 

2.9.3.1 Corridor Option C 

Corridor option C is approx. 13.4km long and is off-line for 12.3km.  

• The 2010 CSO Agricultural Census indicates that 2% of land parcels in County 

Roscommon are either dairy (mainly high sensitive) or other.  The other category 

includes equine which can be high sensitive depending on the scale of the 

operation.  There are no dairy or equine land parcels within the 50m wide corridor 

which affects 77 agricultural land parcels. There are no dairy or equine 

enterprises within the wider 300m corridor which affects 102 land parcels.  

• Average size of affected land parcels along the 50m wide corridor is 

approximately 20 hectares and is similar (18.7 ha) when the wider 300m corridor 

is assessed. 

• The land-take of the 50m wide corridor is approximately 63.5 hectares or 4.1% 

of the affected land parcels.  While approx. 17% of the land along this 50m wide 

corridor is classified as peat according to the Teagasc Soils Information System43 

 
43 Teagasc Soils Information System: http://gis.teagasc.ie/soils/  

http://gis.teagasc.ie/soils/
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on closer examination, using aerial photography, approx. 7% of this land-take is 

classified as poor quality land (bog / scrub / woodland / forestry) – the remainder 

of the peat land is used for fairly productive grassland.  The land-take of the wider 

300m corridor increases dramatically to 382.4 hectares but the proportion of poor 

quality land (bog / scrub / woodland / forestry) remains at approx. 7%. 

• The 50m wide corridor will cross the curtilage of 5 farm yards with potential direct 

impacts on 4 of these.  The 300m wide corridor impacts on the curtilage of 15 

yards with potential direct impacts on 14 of these. 

• The 50m wide corridor severs 35 land parcels with 8, 10 and 17 low, medium 

and high severance impacts, respectively.  The wider 300m corridor, with a 

significantly higher land-take, severs 15 land parcels (many small separated land 

segments created by the 50m wide corridor are included within the land-take of 

the wider 300m wide corridor). 

• 83% of the land (1,273 ha) along the corridor option is categorised as medium 

and high viability.  

2.9.3.2 Corridor Option C-3 

Corridor option C-3 is approx. 13.8km long and is off-line for 11.9km.  

• There are no dairy or equine land parcels within the 50m wide corridor which 

affects 77 agricultural land parcels.  There are no dairy or equine enterprises 

within the wider 300m corridor which affects 107 land parcels.  

• Average size of affected land parcels along the 50m wide corridor is approx. 16 

hectares and this is the same when the wider 300m corridor is assessed. 

• The land-take of the 50m wide corridor is approximately 64 hectares or 5.2% of 

the affected land parcels.  While approx. 27% of the land along this 50m wide 

corridor is classified as peat according to the Teagasc Soils Information System 

on closer examination using aerial photography approx. 9% of this land-take is 

classified as poor quality land (bog / scrub / woodland / forestry) – the remainder 

of the peat land is used for fairly productive grassland.  The land-take of the wider 

300m corridor increases dramatically to 388 hectares and the proportion of poor 

quality land (bog / scrub / woodland / forestry) is approx. 6%. 

• The 50m wide corridor will cross the curtilage of 5 farm yards with potential direct 

impacts on 4 of these.  The 300m wide corridor impacts on the curtilage of 18 

yards with potential direct impacts on 17 of these. 

• The 50m wide corridor severs 35 land parcels with 11, 11 and 13 low, medium 

and high severance impacts, respectively.  The wider 300m corridor, with a 

significantly higher land-take, severs 14 land parcels (many small separated land 

segments created by the 50m wide corridor are included within the land-take of 

the wider 300m wide corridor). 

• 99% of the land (1,228 ha) along the corridor option is categorised as medium 

and high viability.  

2.9.3.3 Corridor Option E 

Corridor option E is approx. 13.5km long and is off-line for 10.9km.  
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• There are no dairy or equine land parcels within the 50m wide corridor which 

affects 80 agricultural land parcels.  There are no dairy or equine enterprises 

within the wider 300m corridor which affects 110 land parcels.  

• Average size of affected land parcels along the 50m wide corridor is approx. 17 

hectares and is slightly lower (14.3 ha) when the wider 300m corridor is 

assessed. 

• The land-take of the 50m wide corridor is approximately 60 hectares or 4.5% of 

the affected land parcels.  While approx. 25% of the land along this 50m wide 

corridor is classified as peat according to the Teagasc Soils Information System 

on closer examination, using aerial photography, approx. 6% of this land-take is 

classified as poor quality land (bog / scrub / woodland / forestry) – the remainder 

of the peat land is used for fairly productive grassland.  The land-take of the wider 

300m corridor increases dramatically to 378 hectares and the proportion of poor 

quality land (bog / scrub / woodland / forestry) is approx. 4%. 

• The 50m wide corridor will cross the curtilage of 4 farm yards with potential direct 

impacts on 3 of these.  The 300m wide corridor impacts on the curtilage of 20 

yards with potential direct impacts on all of these. 

• The 50m wide corridor severs 35 land parcels with 10, 9 and 16 low, medium 

and high severance impacts, respectively.  The wider 300m corridor, with a 

significantly higher land-take, severs 14 land parcels (many small separated land 

segments created by the 50m wide corridor are included within the land-take of 

the wider 300m wide corridor). 

• 97% of the land (1,301 ha) along the corridor option is categorised as medium 

and high viability.  

2.9.3.4 Corridor Option F 

Corridor option F is approx. 14.3km long and is off-line for 8.5km.  

• There are no dairy or equine farms within the 50m corridor which affects 73 

agricultural land parcels.  There is one equine enterprises within the 300m wide 

corridor which affects 102 land parcels.  

• Average size of affected land parcels along the 50m wide corridor is approx. 15.5 

hectares and is slightly lower (14 ha) when the wider 300m corridor is assessed. 

• The land-take of the 50m wide corridor is approximately 50 hectares or 4.5% of 

the affected land parcels.  While approx. 36% of the land along this 50m wide 

corridor is classified as peat according to the Teagasc Soils Information System 

on closer examination, using aerial photography, approx. 8% of this land-take is 

classified as poor quality land (bog / scrub / woodland / forestry) – the remainder 

of the peat land is used for fairly productive grassland.  The land-take of the wider 

300m corridor increases dramatically to 310 hectares and the proportion of poor 

quality land (bog / scrub / woodland / forestry) remains at approx. 7%. 

• The 50m wide corridor will cross the curtilage of 6 farm yards with potential direct 

impacts on 6 of these.  The 300m wide corridor impacts on the curtilage of 20 

yards with potential direct impacts on 19 of these. 
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• The 50m wide corridor severs 35 land parcels with 15, 6 and 14 low, medium 

and high severance impacts, respectively.  The wider 300m corridor, with a 

significantly higher land-take, severs 12 land parcels (many small separated land 

segments created by the 50m wide corridor are included within the land-take of 

the wider 300m wide corridor). 

• 96% of the land (1,079 ha) along the corridor option is categorised as medium 

and high viability.  

2.9.3.5 Corridor Option G 

Corridor option G is approx. 14.3km long and is off-line for 7.3km.  

• There are no dairy or equine enterprises within the 50m wide.  There is one 

equine enterprise within the 300m wide corridor.  The 50m and 300m corridors 

affect 60 and 93 land parcels. 

• Average size of affected land parcels along the 50m wide corridor is approx. 16 

hectares and is slightly lower (14 ha) when the wider 300m corridor is assessed. 

• The land-take of the 50m wide corridor is approximately 42 hectares or 4.3% of 

the affected land parcels.  While approx. 46% of the land along this 50m wide 

corridor is classified as peat according to the Teagasc Soils Information System 

on closer examination, using aerial photography, approx. 16% of this land-take 

is classified as poor quality land (bog / scrub / woodland / forestry) – the 

remainder of the peat land is used for fairly productive grassland.  The land-take 

of the wider 300m corridor increases dramatically to 264 hectares and the 

proportion of poor quality land (bog / scrub / woodland / forestry) is approx. 10%. 

• The 50m wide corridor will cross the curtilage of 5 farm yards with potential direct 

impacts on 4 of these.  The 300m wide corridor impacts on the curtilage of 17 

yards with potential direct impacts on 15 of these. 

• The 50m wide corridor severs 23 land parcels with 11, 4 and 8 low, medium and 

high severance impacts, respectively.  The wider 300m corridor, with a 

significantly higher land-take, severs 12 land parcels (many small separated land 

segments created by the 50m wide corridor are included within the land-take of 

the wider 300m wide corridor). 

• 98% of the land (946 ha) along the corridor option is categorised as medium and 

high viability.  

2.9.3.6 Corridor Option J 

Corridor option J is approx. 14.3km long and is off-line for 6.4km.  

• There is one dairy enterprises within the 50m wide corridor, however the impact 

is at the edge of the land parcel.  There is one dairy enterprise within the 300m 

wide corridor.  The 50m and 300m corridors affect 53 and 82 land parcels. 

• Average size of affected land parcels along the 50m wide corridor is approx. 17 

hectares and is slightly lower (14.6 ha) when the wider 300m corridor is 

assessed. 

• The land-take of the 50m wide corridor is approximately 39 hectares or 4.4% of 

the affected land parcels.  While approx. 38% of the land along this 50m wide 

corridor is classified as peat according to the Teagasc Soils Information System 
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on closer examination, using aerial photography, approx. 10% of this land-take 

is classified as poor quality land (bog / scrub / woodland / forestry) – the 

remainder of the peat land is used for fairly productive grassland.  The land-take 

of the wider 300m corridor increases dramatically to 251 hectares and the 

proportion of poor quality land (bog / scrub / woodland / forestry) is approx. 12%. 

• The 50m wide corridor will cross the curtilage of 5 farm yards with potential direct 

impacts on 4 of these.  The 300m wide corridor impacts on the curtilage of 12 

yards with potential direct impacts on all of these. 

• The 50m wide corridor severs 18 land parcels with 10, 3 and 5 low, medium and 

high severance impacts, respectively.  The wider 300m corridor with a 

significantly higher land-take severs 3 land parcels (many small separated land 

segments created by the 50m wide corridor are included within the land-take of 

the wider 300m wide corridor). 

• 98% of the land (863 ha) along the corridor option is categorised as medium and 

high viability.  

2.9.4 Summary 

2.9.4.1 National Context 

The impacts due to loss of 39.4 – 64 hectares of agricultural land are not significant 

because this represents less than 0.04% of the agricultural area of County 

Roscommon (171,082 ha according to Table 1 of the 2010 Agricultural Census). 

2.9.4.2 Local Context 

The comparison of the six corridor options is discussed in this section under the 

heading; 

1. Farm size and type 

2. Land-take impact and impact on farm buildings / facilities 

3. Severance impact  

4. Viability of agriculture along each route corridor 

5. Significance of impact  

 

Size and farm type 

Route Option Corridors C, C-3, E and F affect the highest number of land parcels.  The 

average size of land parcels is similar along all options. Corridor C affects the largest 

area of land – however this includes a large forestry plantation land-parcel.  Corridors 

C-3 and E are intermediate in relation to number and size of land parcels affected. 

 

There is a low number of high sensitivity enterprises in the study area and along all 

corridors.  The 300m wide corridors of F, G and J affect the highest number of high 

sensitive land parcels, however the potential impacts on these high sensitivity 

enterprises along these three corridors is low due to impacts occurring on the on-line 

sections.  

 

The land takes are similar when expressed as a percentage of the total area affected 

4%, 5%, 4.5%, 4.5%, 4.3% and 4.4% for corridors C, C-3, E, F, G and J respectively. 
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When assessing the criteria farm size and type corridors G and J are slightly preferred 

over corridors C, C-3, E and F – but the differences are small. 

 

Land-take and impact on farm buildings / facilities 

It is expected that the longer off-line sections will have the highest land-take because 

they will cross agricultural land.  Corridors C and C-3 have the longest lengths off-line, 

corridor E is intermediate and corridors F, G and J have the shortest off-line lengths. 

When scrub, woodland, bog and forestry are excluded the land-takes of corridors C, 

C-3 and E are similarly high, Corridor F is intermediate and corridors G and J are 

lowest.  Corridor G has the highest proportion of poor quality land (scrub, woodland, 

bog and forestry). 

 

Corridors G and F have the highest areas of peat ground within their 50m and 300m 

corridors.  This is a desirable trait from an agricultural perspective because peat type 

soils generally have lower agricultural potential than mineral soils.  Corridor C has the 

lowest amount of peat soil (least preferred), and Corridors E and J has the second 

lowest. 

 

All the 50m corridors have similar impacts on farm yards.  When the wider 300m 

corridor is assessed Corridors E and F have the high potential impacts (20 each). 

Corridors C, C-3 and G are intermediate (15, 18 and 17, respectively) and Corridor J 

potentially affects the lowest number (12). 

 

When assessing the criteria land-take Corridors G and J are preferred because they 

have 62% - 65% of the highest land-take (i.e. 62%-65% of Corridor C-3) and they also 

have high areas of peat and poor quality land and relatively low potential impacts on 

farm yards.  Corridor F is third preference.  Corridors C, C-3 and E have similar land-

take impacts and are least preferred for this criteria.  

 

Severance impacts 

It is expected that the longer off-line sections will have the highest severance impacts 

because they will cross agricultural land.  Corridors C, C-3, E and F sever 35 land 

parcels.  Corridor F has the lowest severance impact on affected land parcels of these 

four corridors along with Corridor C-3 when the number of medium and high severance 

impacts are considered.  Corridor G severs 23 land parcels and has a low severance 

impact when the number of medium and high severance impacts are considered. 

Corridor J has the lowest severance impact compared with all the other corridors – 

only 18 severance impacts. 

 

Impact on viability 

Corridor E affects the highest area of medium and high viable land (1,301 ha), followed 

by Corridors C and C-3 (1,273ha and 1,228ha).  Corridor affects an intermediate area 

(1,079 ha).  Corridors G and J affect similarly low areas; i.e. 946ha and 863ha. 

 

In Table 2.9.2 a ‘Preferred’ (green), ‘Intermediate’ (orange) and ‘Least Preferred’ (red) 

preference is assigned to each of the corridors for each of the four criteria examined 
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above.  The overall impact score is also assigned to each corridor as per TII, 2016, 

Project Appraisal Guidelines as shown in Table 2.9.2. 

 

Table 2.9.2 Stage 2 Option Assessment Matrix   

Option Description TII Assessment 

Score 

Preference 

Ranking 

Preference 

C Minor or Slightly Negative 3 =4 Least preferred 

C-3 Minor or Slightly Negative 3 =4 Least preferred 

E Minor or Slightly Negative 3 =4 Least preferred 

F Minor or Slightly Negative 3 3 Intermediate 

G Minor or Slightly Negative 3 =1 Preferred 

J Minor or Slightly Negative 3 =1 Preferred 

 

The results of the assessment are summarised in Table 2.9.2.  The impact level of all 

corridors is ‘minor or slightly negative’ = 3 relative to the baseline.  While the impacts 

of Corridors G and J are lower than C, C3, and E the impacts on the 53 – 60 land 

parcels are likely to be slight adverse overall i.e. the impacts will not be in the not 

significant category.  The impacts of C, C3 and E, which are the highest, will still be 

slight adverse overall on the affected 77 – 80 land parcels because the land-take is 

approx. 4.1 - 5% of the affected area.  

 

Corridors G and J have the lowest land-takes and severance impacts and are therefore 

jointly preferred.  Corridor F has intermediate impacts and is ranked intermediate. 

Corridors C, C3 and E have highest land-take and severance impacts and are least 

preferred. 
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2.10 Socio - Economic 

2.10.1 Introduction 

This section addresses the potential social and economic (community) effects for 

Population presented by the alternative feasible route options being considered for the 

N61 Ballymurray to Knockcroghery Road Project.  

 

This section initially describes the methodology used for the assessment. It then 

describes the receiving environment and the principal constraints identified by the 

Constraints Report before providing an assessment of the possible effects arising in 

relation to each route option.  These effects are summarised and accompanied by a 

Score Card for each potential route option.  

2.10.2 Methodology 

2.10.2.1 Legislation and Guidelines 

The following guidelines were referred to while preparing and writing this section:  

• TII Project Appraisal Guidelines for National Roads Unit 7.0 - Multi Criteria 

Analysis. 2016 

• EPA Guidelines on the information to be contained in Environmental Impact 

Assessment Reports (EIAR), Draft, May 2017; 

• EPA Advice Notes for Preparing Environmental Effect Statements, Draft, 

September 2015; 

2.10.2.2 Data Sources 

A socio-economic assessment requires that an understanding of the community is built 

up through background research, site visits, and conversations with local people and 

community representatives.  At this stage, for the route options assessment, data has 

been collected by means of:  

• Primary data sources (e.g. demographic data from Census 2016 and Census 

2011 produced by the Central Statistics Office); 

• Drawings of the Route Options; 

• Maps of the surrounding area, including 1:50,000 Ordnance Survey Discovery 

Series map 40; 

• Review of Google Maps and Google Streetview, along with other relevant 

sources including Open Street Map (www.openstreetmap.org), Department of 

Education school maps, Church and parish location maps, e.g. 

www.swilson.info/index.php 

• Websites identifying local walks and trails, angling rivers and lakes 

• Other relevant environmental data considered during the Routes Options 

Assessment, especially traffic volumes, noise and visual effects;  

• A review of relevant planning document including the Roscommon County 

Development Plans 2014-2020;  

• Observation of local settlement and travel patterns and identification of 

community facilities; 

http://www.openstreetmap.org/
http://www.swilson.info/index.php
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• Windscreen survey of the study area (in line with C-19 regulations). 

2.10.2.3 Effect Categories and their Assessment 

Overview  

The purpose of the Population assessment is to identify the significant effects as they 

might affect local people and users of the proposed road development.  In order to do 

this, the likely effects of each route option have been assessed based on their impact 

on, or proximity to, the community facilities identified in the Constraints Section of the 

OSR. 

 

Construction effects 

Effects during the construction period are difficult to assess at the stage of the options 

assessment due to the lack of information presently available.  However, some limited 

assessment can be made on the basis of the location of residential areas or community 

facilities, the effect of construction traffic on journey or general amenity, and the effects 

on environmental and residential amenity. 

 

Operational effects 

At the route options stage, and prior to the detailed design associated with a preferred 

option, potential effects are described here in outline.  During the operational phase 

these effects will fall into four key categories, namely: 

Journey characteristics: an assessment of potential effects on local journey time, 

journey time reliability (i.e. the assurance of completing a journey within a predictable 

time range) and travel patterns including connectivity; 

Community severance: an assessment of potential effects with regard to any 

severance from community facilities, particularly those used by older people, children 

or other sensitive or vulnerable groups.  The category includes both new severance 

and relief from existing severance; 

Journey and General Amenity: this category includes journey amenity arising from the 

exposure of pedestrians and cyclists to traffic (due to proximity, safety, noise, dirt, poor 

air quality) as well as effects for all road users arising from factors such as poor 

sightlines or hazardous junctions.  In addition, effects on general amenity are 

addressed where amenities and residential quality of life are affected; 

Economic effects: an evaluation of the proposed road development on local 

businesses or in the context of economic development and employment. 

 

Impacts can result from direct, indirect, secondary and cumulative effects on 

environmental conditions.  These effects can be positive, neutral or negative.  The 

potential significance of an effect determines whether a route is described as Major or 

Highly Positive, Moderately Positive, Minor or Slightly Positive, or Not Significant or 

Neutral, and similarly for negative outcomes.  

 

It usually follows that effects of a socio-economic nature are a function of: 

• the location and character of the local environment; 

• the sensitivity of the local population and its capacity to absorb change; 
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• the nature of the environmental effect; 

• the scale or extent of the effect in terms of area or population affected; 

• the duration and frequency of an effect, and 

• the probability of an effect’s occurrence. 

 

The assessment generally addresses effects at a community level rather than for 

individuals or identifiable properties, although effects for individual residences and 

businesses are discussed where these are located beside the road or are very 

dependent on road traffic or accessibility.  Effects on individual properties are 

addressed separately in Section 2.8 (Material Assets: Non - Agriculture) but are 

relevant to socio-economics where clusters represent distinct communities.  There are 

also interactions arising from possible effects identified in the sections on Landscape 

and Visual Analysis, Noise and Vibration, Air Quality and Climate.   

2.10.3 Baseline Environment 

The study area consists of areas of good agricultural land, used mainly as pasture, 

interspersed with areas of poorer grazing, raised bog and forest.  The study area is 

close to Lough Ree and to areas of amenity and cultural heritage on its shores.  The 

principal community is Knockcroghery which, as of the last Census in 2016, had a 

population of 351 persons and a total housing stock of 144.  This compares with a 

population of 307 persons in 2011, representing an increase of 14.3% despite a 

negligible change in the total housing stock from 145.  The village contains many of 

the main community facilities including a church, school, community centre, bars, 

hairdressers and a restaurant, although the petrol station which had functioned as the 

local grocery store has been closed for two years.  The Clay Pipe Visitor Centre 

celebrates the manufacture of clay pipes, in which most of community’s inhabitants 

were once engaged.  The community of Lecarrow possesses a grocery store and a 

bar located adjacent to the N61, but with much of the rest of physical community being 

located just to the east and includes a community centre, bar, playground, holy well 

and small harbour which is connected by a nineteenth century canal to Lough Ree at 

Blackbrink Bay. St. John’s National School in Lecarrow is located just outside of the 

study area. There are sports pitches on the edges of both communities.  Another 

community in the study area is Ballymurray, a scattering of residential properties 

located on the N61 between Knockcroghery and Roscommon town.  A similar 

scattering of residential properties along the main road is found at Culleen.  There are 

also small communities at Killiaghan and Corboley.  

 

Although the study area is quite small, it encompasses seven Electoral Divisions 

(EDs), where it only contains small parts of Roscommon Rural and Athleague East 

which fall within the study area. 
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Table 2.10.1 Population - Electoral Divisions 

Electoral Division Population 

2016 

Population 

2011 

Percent 

Change 

Population 

Density (km2) 

Roscommon Rural 4,929 4,782 3.1% 109.7 

Mote (includes Ballymurray and part of 

Knockcroghery) 

944 902 4.7% 28.7 

Athleague East 447 458 -2.4% 16.1 

Kilteevan 529 522 1.3% 14.6 

Scregg 512 488 4.9% 27.7 

Lecarrow 334 314 6.4% 13.3 

Carnagh 809 777 4.1% 25.4 

 

Table 2.10.2 shows the levels of absolute and relative social and economic 

disadvantage for the EDs as identified by the Pobal Indices of Deprivation (Haase & 

Pratschke, 2017).  The absolute deprivation index is based on criteria of age 

dependency, population change, education, household occupancy, employment and 

social class, and has a mean of zero which is influenced by economic conditions for 

the country as a whole at the time of the 2016 Census.  Relative disadvantage in an 

index relative to average levels across the country for the census period.  These figures 

are relevant to the TII Common Appraisal Framework heading of Accessibility and 

Social Inclusion given that improved transport links can reduce isolation and improve 

access to employment.  However, for the most part, these figures show a significant 

improvement on the situation during the depth of the last recession in 2011, both in 

absolute and relative terms, with the EDs of Roscommon Rural, Scregg and Athleague 

East fairing relatively poorly. 

 

Table 2.10.2 Levels of Deprivation 

Electoral Division 2016 Absolute  2011 Absolute 2016 Relative 

Roscommon Rural -4.6 -6.8 -0.7 

Mote  2.4 -1.6 6.0 

Athleague East -0.9 -4.7 2.5 

Kilteevan 1.0 -2.0 4.5 

Scregg -1.5 -2.7 2.5 

Lecarrow 1.9 -4.5 5.8 

Carnagh 1.9 -2.0 5.7 
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2.10.4 Stage 2 Options Assessment  

Option C 

Option C branches from the existing N61 before Killiaghan and Gort. It takes a direct 

line which represents a positive impact in terms of regional connectivity between 

Athlone and Roscommon and removes the need to stop at railway level crossings.  

There is physical severance of the L7723 which connects the L2004 to Toberdan.  This 

small community will remain connected to the N61 and community facilities in 

Lecarrow, although a slight effect on neighbourhood interaction with Kellybrook is 

possible.  Option C passes between individual residential properties at Corboley Upper 

and Corboley Lower on the L-7614, but an over bridge is proposed for this location.  

The route option passes to the south of Ballymurray National School, but includes an 

overbridge crossing of the L2002 to minimise impacts on the school. Option C also 

crosses the minor L1813 which is used for access to the Mote Park amenity.  The road 

will not be severed, but there would be an impact as the route option crosses the 

wooded avenue to the demesne and would be closer to the area used for amenity than 

the existing N61.  To the north of this point Option C crosses the Dublin-Westport 

railway line.  For the final c.400m, the Option C is on-line with the existing N61. 

 

Option C does not impact directly on either the Táin Cycle Trail or Green Heartlands 

Cycle Route (see Drawing N61BK-RODA-EAC-SW_AE-DR-EN-20003), although 

arrangements for cyclists may be necessary on either side of the proposed Junction 3 

(see Drawing N61BK-RODA-HGN-RO_C-DR-CH-20001 in Volume 2 of this OSR), 

including to permit cyclists to cross from one trail to the other.  This would have a slight 

negative impact on journey amenity prior to mitigation. 

 

Option C-3 

Like Option C, Option C-3 branches from the existing N61 before Killiaghan and Gort. 

It takes a direct line which represents a positive impact in terms of regional connectivity 

between Athlone and Roscommon.  There is physical severance of the L7723 which 

connects the L2004 to Toberdan.  This small community will remain connected to the 

N61 and community facilities in Lecarrow, although a slight effect on neighbourhood 

interaction with Kellybrook is possible.  Option C-3 passes between individual 

residential properties at Corboley Upper and Corboley Lower on the L7614, but an 

overbridge is proposed for this location.  West of Knockcroghery, Route C-3 crosses 

the existing N61 between Carrigeens and Ballymurray, followed by the L7505 which is 

severed with potentially slight neighbourhood impact, but connected on the west side 

to Option C-3 and the severed section of the N61.  This would though require any local 

Ballymurray National School traffic from the direction of the L1806 to join the new route 

for a short distance or to detour to the south, representing a slight negative impact.  

Traffic from north of the proposed severance point at level crossing on the L1806 would 

need to detour along minor roads to access Knockcroghery, although these traffic 

volumes are light.  Relative to Option C, there is no impact on the entrance to Mote 

Park. For the final c.400m, the Option C-3 is on-line with the existing N61. 

 

Option C-3 does not impact directly on either the Táin Cycle Trail or Green Heartlands 

Cycle Route, although arrangements for cyclists may be necessary on either side of 
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Junction 3, including to permit cyclists to cross from one trail to the other.  This would 

have a slight negative impact on journey amenity prior to mitigation.  

 

Option E 

Like the previous two options, Option E branches from the existing N61 before 

Killiaghan and Gort. It takes a direct line between Athlone and Roscommon which 

represents a positive impact in terms of regional connectivity.  There is physical 

severance of the L7723 which connects the L2004 to Toberdan.  This small community 

will remain connected to the N61 and community facilities in Lecarrow, although a 

slight negative impact on neighbourhood interaction with Kellybrook is possible.  

Option E then takes a line just to the east of Churchboro Cross, across the L7511 

(east), avoiding the small community of Corboley (unlike Option C and Option C-3).  It 

passes just below Greenhills residential estate on the southern edge of Knockcroghery 

but does not impact on it directly (but see also Section 2.3 Noise & Vibration and 

Section 2.5 Landscape & Visual).  It also passes between residential properties on the 

L2003 to the north before following a line, parallel and to the east of the existing N61, 

which could become a relatively quiet access road for local properties.  It then passes 

between or beside three private residential properties on the N61 at Carrigeens.  It 

crosses the L7505 which is severed with potentially slight neighbourhood impact but 

connected on the west side by a link to Option E and a severed section of the N61.  

This would though require any local Ballymurray National School traffic from the 

direction of the L1806 to join the new route for a short distance or to detour to the 

south, representing a slight negative impact.  For the final c.2km the Option E is on-

line with the existing N61. 

 

Option E would sever the Green Heartlands Cycle Trail at the L7511 (west) and require 

cyclists to negotiate a staggered junction at the L2004 to the south of Knockcroghery.  

New arrangements for the safety of cyclists here would be necessary or a re-routing 

along the existing N61, representing a potential moderate negative impact on journey 

amenity prior to mitigation.    

 

Option F 

From the south, Option F follows the N61 until a point between Lecarrow and Culleen 

(Killeenrevagh) following a good quality stretch of the existing N61 at first.  There are 

no residential areas along the initial stretch of road, although Option F would pass near 

St John’s Church and the local cemetery, as does the existing N61, so maintaining 

existing environmental impacts such as noise.  However, it would also pass beside the 

roadside shop in Lecarrow, sustaining passing trade for this business and therefore 

providing a positive impact for the community.  The option leaves the existing N61 in 

the vicinity of the RDSL soccer pitch in Lecarrow.  It would pass beside the Lecarrow 

Quarry, of which one part (of two) is still in operation, and where a junction is proposed.  

The option crosses the L7511 (east) and L2004 and passes just below Greenhills 

residential estate on the southern edge of Knockcroghery but does not impact on it 

directly (but see also Section 2.3 Noise & Vibration and Section 2.5 Landscape & 

Visual).  It also passes between residential properties on the L2003 to the north before 

following a line, parallel and to the east of the existing N61, which could become a 

quiet access road for local properties.  It then passes between or beside three private 
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residential properties on the N61 at Carrigeens.  Like Option C-3 and E, the L7505 is 

severed but connected from the west side by a link to Option F and a severed section 

of the N61.  This would though require any local Ballymurray National School traffic 

originating from east of the proposed junction with the N61 to join the new route for a 

short distance or to detour to the south, representing a slight negative impact.  

 

Cyclists on the Green Heartlands Cycle Trail would need to cross Option F at a 

staggered junction at Lecarrow to access a 4km stretch of the trail to the west but could 

alternatively be directed onto the existing N61 at this point.  This does, however, 

represent a potential moderate negative on journey amenity impact. 

 

Option G 

From the south, Option G follows the N61 and continues to do so for longer than Option 

F until a point between Lisnagroon and Knockcroghery.  The option would pass near 

St John’s Church and the local cemetery, as does the existing N61, so maintaining 

existing environmental impacts such as noise.  However, it would also pass beside the 

roadside shop in Lecarrow, sustaining passing trade for this business and therefore 

providing a positive impact for the community.  There are no residential areas along 

the road before Lismagroon, but Option G follows the existing N61 past the soccer 

pitch and a linear residential area of approximately 20 private residencies.  A cycle 

lane between the village of Lecarrow and Lismagroon would be a desirable feature of 

the design and provide access to the pitch and other community facilities in Lecarrow.  

The option crosses the L2004 and passes just below Greenhills residential estate on 

the southern edge of Knockcroghery but does not impact on it directly (but see also 

Section 2.3 Noise & Vibration and Section 2.5 Landscape & Visual).  It also passes 

between residential properties on the L2003 to the north before following a line, parallel 

and to the east of the existing N61, which could become a quiet access road for local 

properties.  It then passes between or beside three private residential properties on 

the N61 at Carrigeens.  Like Options C-3, E and F, the L7505 is severed but connected 

from the west side by a link to Option G and to the east by a junction from the existing 

N61.  This would though require any local Ballymurray National School traffic from the 

direction of the L1806 to join the new route for a short distance or to detour to the 

south, representing a slight negative impact.   

 

The Green Heartlands Cycle Trail would follow the line of Option G between Lecarrow 

and Cullen (Killeenrevagh) and a separate cycle lane could be considered for this short 

section, also improving access to the soccer pitch without which a negative impact on 

journey amenity would occur.  The cycle trail would be crossed at a new point once at 

the L2004 to the south of Knockcroghery and arrangements for the safety of cyclists 

here would be necessary or a re-routing along the existing N61, representing a 

potential moderate negative impact on journey amenity.  

 

Option J 

From the south, Option J follows the N61 until a point before the level crossing at 

Knockcroghery.  The option therefore takes the least direct line between Athlone and 

Roscommon, but does make best use of the existing road without introducing new 

impacts online.  It would pass near St John’s Church and the local cemetery at 
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Killiaghan and Gort, as does the existing N61 so maintaining existing environmental 

impacts such as noise.  However it would also pass beside the roadside shop in 

Lecarrow, sustaining passing trade for this business and therefore providing a positive 

impact for the community.  There are no residential areas along the road before 

Lismagroon. Following the existing N61, Option J is routed adjacent to the soccer pitch.  

A cycle lane between the village of Lecarrow and Knockcroghery would be a desirable 

feature of the design and provide access to the pitch and other community facilities in 

both communities.  In comparison with other options, Option J would continue further 

along the alignment of the existing N61 and passed approximately 20 private 

residencies along the road after Lismagroon plus a further 8 properties compared with 

Option G, although these are offline of the existing N61 on a service lane.  Option J 

then passes east of Knockcroghery across the L7510 and beside a cemetery at which 

vehicle noise would affect amenity (see Section 2.3, Noise & Vibration) along with a 

GAA club to which access would be maintained by an overbridge.  It would then sever 

a minor road to the north, but connectivity between Knockcroghery and to a small 

cluster of private residences would be maintained.  Severance of the L1806 and the 

N61 would occur at the existing railway level crossings, but a connection to the 

proposed route would be provided.  For the final 2km Option J is on-line with the 

existing N61. 

 

The Green Heartlands Cycle Trail would follow the line of Option J between Lecarrow 

and Cullen (Killeenrevagh). The proposed severance of the minor road at 

Knockcroghery would require re-routing of the cycle trail along the existing N61 unless 

a cycle underpass were to be provided.  This represents a moderate potential impact 

on journey amenity.   

2.10.5  Summary  

All options have a positive effect in bypassing Knockcroghery, transferring traffic from 

many properties beside the existing N61 and providing safer access to side roads.  

Options E, F, G and J have a positive contribution by passing close to Knockcroghery 

and maintaining good access and a development stimulus.  Options F, G and J also 

pass close to Lecarrow, although they remain in proximity to St. John’s Church, and in 

the case of Options G and J, maintain environmental impacts on more roadside 

residential properties.  

 

The most positive impact of the scheme from a socio-economic perspective arises 

from the reduction in environmental impacts in Knockcroghery and the relief from 

community severance.  Route Option C crosses the access lane into Mote Park which, 

while not severed, would impact on use of the facility and so general amenity.  There 

is also a severance impact at Toberdan in the case of Options C, C-3 and E.  Closure 

of the railway level crossing on the L-1806 could introduce some neighbourhood 

severance and would require use of a minor road by households to the north to access 

Knockcroghery. Around 21 properties could be affected. 

 

Options F, G and J continue along the line of the existing N61 for longer, including a 

stretch that is free of roadside properties and of good standard.  Although these routes 

are less direct than the preceding ones, there are fewer new impacts on the rural 

environment, on rural residences or access to community facilities.  The small shop in 
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Lecarrow is more likely to be sustained by Options F, G and J.  The contribution of 

such facilities to rural communities cannot be understated.  However, Options G and J 

do maintain high traffic volumes in the vicinity of a moderately large number of roadside 

residential properties in Lismagroon.  Option J avoids a second crossing of the railway 

but does pass beside a cemetery.  It is because of this mix of positive and negative 

impacts for the five criteria used in this assessment that several route options are given 

a neutral TII score.  

 

There are also impacts on cycle trails, and the Green Heartlands Trail in particular, 

due to the need to cross the proposed options and this could require the trail’s re-

routing along the existing, but now quieter stretch of the N61 between Lecarrow and 

Knockcroghery.  All impacts on cycle trails could though be moderated through further 

design features or mitigation.  

 

Table 2.10.3 Stage 2 Option Assessment Matrix  

Route 

Option 

Assessment Summary TII Assessment 

Score 

Preference 

Rank 

Preference  

C Severance of minor L7723. Impact on 

avenue to Mote Park.  

4 =5 Least 

Preferred 

C-3 Severance of minor L7723. Detour to 

National School. 

4.5 =2 Intermediate 

E Severance of minor L7723. Detour to 

National School. Impacts on cycle 

trail. 

4 =5 Least 

Preferred 

F Follows existing N61 maintaining 

passing trade at Lecarrow. Passes 

closer to Knockcroghery, but also 

access to village. Impacts on Green 

Heartlands Cycle trail may require its 

re-routing.  

5 1 Preferred 

G Follows existing N61 maintaining 

passing trade at Lecarrow. Passes 

closer to Knockcroghery, but also 

access to village. Proximity to 

properties on N61. Cycle trail 

desirable and impacts on Green 

Heartlands Cycle trail may require its 

re-routing.  

4.5 =2 Intermediate 

J Follows existing N61 maintaining 

passing trade at Lecarrow. Passes 

closer to Knockcroghery, but also 

access to village. Proximity to 

properties on N61. Cycle trail 

desirable and impacts on Green 

Heartlands Cycle trail may require its 

re-routing.  

4.5 =2 Intermediate 
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3. CONCLUSION 
 

Table 3.0.1 provides the TII impact scores across all environmental disciplines.  Table 

3.0.2 provides ranking of each option and the overall preference; where the preferred 

options are highlighted in green, intermediate options in orange, while the least 

preferred options are presented as red across each environmental discipline.   

 

Taking into consideration the quantitative and qualitative assessments of options, 

Option C-3 the preferred option under the heading of ‘Environmental’, while Option F 

is least preferred.  

 

Table 3.0.1  Summary of the Stage 2 Option Environmental Appraisal – TII 

Impact Scores 

Environmental 

Subheading 

TII Impact Score 

Option C Option C-

3 

Option E Option F Option G Option J 

Biodiversity 

(Terrestrial and 

Aquatic Ecology) 

2 2 2 2 2 2 

Air Quality and 

Climate 
5 5 5 4 4 4 

Noise and Vibration 3 3 3 2 2 3 

Cultural, 

Archaeological and 

Architectural Heritage  

1 3 1 2 2 2 

Landscape and Visual 1 2 1 1 2 2 

Hydrogeology 2.5 2.5 2.5 2 2 2 

Hydrology  2.5 2.5 2.5 2.5 2.5 2.5 

Land and Soils 

(including Waste) 
3.5 3.5 3.5 3 3.5 3.5 

Non - Agriculture 3 3 3 3 3 3 

Agriculture 3 3 3 3 3 3 

Socio - Economic 4 4.5 4 5 4.5 4.5 

Average TII Impact 

Score* 
2.773 3.091 2.773 2.682 2.773 2.864 

*the higher the average TII Impact score, the better the route option performed under the ‘Environmental’ heading 
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Table 3.0.2  Summary of the Stage 2 Option Environmental Appraisal – 

Ranking and Overall Preference 

Topic Option C Option C-3 Option E Option F Option G Option J 

Biodiversity 

(Terrestrial and 

Aquatic Ecology) 

3 2 1 4 5 6 

Air Quality and 

Climate 
1 =2 =2 =4 =4 =4 

Noise and Vibration 1 2 4 5 6 3 

Cultural, 

Archaeological and 

Architectural 

Heritage  

5 4 6 2 1 3 

Landscape and 

Visual 
6 3 5 4 2 1 

Hydrogeology  1 2 3 5 6 4 

Hydrology  1 2 3 6 5 4 

Land and Soils 

(including Waste)  
=2 =2 =2 6 =2 1 

Non - Agriculture 1 2 3 4 6 5 

Agriculture =4 =4 =4 3 =1 =1 

Socio - Economic =5 =2 =5 1 =2 =2 

Average 

Preference Score 
2.727 2.455 3.455 4.000 3.636 3.091 

*the lower the average preference score, the better the route option ranked in terms of overall environmental 

preference 
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APPENDIX 2.1 A - Ecological Impact Risk Matrix Terrestrial 

 

Criteria for impact magnitude (derived from TII, Unit 12, PAG, 2011)44 and amended to 

meet the scoring criteria of the TII Unit 7.0 PAG 2016 

 

Impact 

Magnitude 

Internationally 

Important  

(A Sites) 

Nationally 

Important 

(B Sites) 

County 

Importance 

(C Sites) 

Higher Value 

Local 

Importance 

(D Sites) 

Lower Value 

Local 

Importance 

(E Sites) 

1 Major 

Negative 

Any permanent 

impacts 

Permanent 

impacts on a 

large part of a 

site 

Permanent 

impacts on a 

large part of a 

site 

  

2 Moderate 

Negative 

Temporary 

impacts on a 

small part of a 

site 

Temporary 

impact on a 

large part of a 

site 

Permanent 

impacts on a 

small part of a 

site 

Permanent 

impact on a 

large part of a 

site 

 

3 Minor 

Negative 
 

Temporary 

impacts on a 

small part of a 

site 

Temporary 

impacts 

Permanent 

impact on a 

small part of a 

site 

Permanent 

impact on a 

large part of a 

site 

4 Neutral No impacts No impacts No impacts 

No impact or 

temporary 

impact 

Temporary 

impact or 

impact on a 

small part of a 

site 

5 Minor 

Positive 
   

Permanent 

beneficial 

impacts on a 

small part of a 

site 

Permanent 

beneficial 

impacts on a 

large part of a 

site 

6 Moderate 

Positive 
  

Permanent 

beneficial 

impacts on a 

small part of a 

site 

Permanent 

beneficial 

impacts on a 

large part of a 

site 

 

7 Major 

Positive 

Permanent 

beneficial 

impacts 

Permanent 

beneficial 

impacts 

Permanent 

beneficial 

impacts on a 

large part of a 

site 

  

 
44 It is to be noted that the most recent publications of the TII (NRA) Project Appraisal Guidelines (2016) were used 
to conduct the assessment of potential impacts from this project. However, the impact significance risk rationale is 
not included in the 2016 guidelines but are contained within the TII (NRA) Project Appraisal Guidelines Unit 12.0 
document (NRA/TII, 2011). Therefore, the NRA/TII 2011 guidelines matrix was adopted to inform the magnitude of 
risk to ecological receptors only in order to qualify impact magnitudes in accordance with the Impact Scoring of 
Project Appraisal Guidelines for National Roads Unit 7.0 – Multi Criteria Analysis TII (2016). 
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APPENDIX 2.1 B – Ecological Impact Risk Matrix Aquatic 

 

Criteria for impact magnitude (derived from TII, 2011) 

 

Impact Magnitude Internationally 

Important 

(A Sites) 

Nationally 

Important 

(B Sites) 

County 

Importance 

(C Sites) 

Higher 

Value Local 

Importance 

(D Sites) 

Lower Value 

Local 

Importance 

(E Sites) 

Severe Negative 

Risk Score = 0 

Short-, Medium-

Long-term or 

permanent 

impacts, 

extensive + 

Medium & 

Long-term, 

localized. 

Medium- and 

Long-term or 

permanent 

impacts, 

extensive 

   

Major Negative 

Risk Score = 1 

Short-term 

impacts on a 

small part of a 

site. 

Temporary & 

Short-term 

impacts, 

extensive + 

medium & 

long term 

local impact 

Medium or 

Long-term 

impacts, 

extensive. 

  

Moderate 

Negative 

Risk Score = 2 

Temporary 

impacts on a 

small part of a 

site. 

Temporary & 

short-term 

impacts, 

localized 

Temporary & 

short-term, 

extensive + 

short-, 

medium- & 

long-term, 

localized 

Permanent, 

Medium or 

Long-term 

impacts, 

extensive 

Permanent or 

Long-Term 

impact on a 

site if part of a 

designated 

site 

Minor /Slight 

Negative 

Risk Score = 3 

  Temporary 

impacts, 

localized 

Temporary & 

short-term, 

extensive + 

short-, 

medium- & 

long-term, 

localized 

Medium & 

long-term & 

permanent 

impact, 

extensive 

Neutral / Not 

Significant 

Risk Score = 4 

  No impact Temporary 

impacts; 

localized 

Temporary & 

Short term, 

extensive + 

any localized 

impact 

Slight Positive 

Risk Score = 5 

  Any 

beneficial 

impact 

Any 

beneficial 

impact 

Any beneficial 

impact 
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Impact Magnitude Internationally 

Important 

(A Sites) 

Nationally 

Important 

(B Sites) 

County 

Importance 

(C Sites) 

Higher 

Value Local 

Importance 

(D Sites) 

Lower Value 

Local 

Importance 

(E Sites) 

Moderate 

Positive 

Risk Score = 6 

Beneficial, local Beneficial, 

local 

Beneficial, 

extensive 

  

Major / Highly 

Positive 

Risk Score = 7 

Beneficial, 

extensive 

Beneficial, 

extensive 
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APPENDIX 2.1 C – Aquatic Field Survey Photographs 

 

 

Image C1 – Hind River (upstream view), just downstream of potential crossing point on options E, F, 

G, J, C3. Salmonid migration option. Highly drained, unsuitable salmonid spawning, sub-optimal to 

unsuitable salmonid nursery. Salmonid migration and potential holding habitat. 

 

 

Image C2 –Hind River (upstream view), just downstream of potential crossing point on option C. 

Highly drained, unsuitable salmonid spawning, sub-optimal to unsuitable salmonid nursery. Salmonid 

migration and potential holding habitat. 
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Image C3 – Knockcroghery River (upstream view) in close proximity to potential crossing point on 

option C. Stagnant, overgrown and drained channel. 

 

 

Image C4 – Knockcroghery River, downstream of potential crossing point on options C/C3 and near 

upstream of potential crossing points on options E, F, G. 
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Image C5 – Knockcroghery River, near downstream of potential crossing point on option J 

 

 

Image C6 – Lecarrow River, upper reaches forming a largely undefined, sluggish channel choked 

with aquatic vegetation and merging to wetland. 
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Image C7 – Lecarrow River (lower reaches, just u/s existing N61) forming a swift flowing riffle/run 

over coggle/gravel substrates, suitable for salmonid nursery and with pockets of potential salmonid 

spawning habitat. 

 

 

Image C8 – Clooneigh Stream, just upstream existing N61, showing small channel size and angular 

cobble substrate, potentially suitable for salmonid nursery, but with no suitable spawning habitat 

identified. 
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Image C9 – Clooneigh Stream, existing N61 culvert – potential fish barrier preventing migration of 

salmonids. 

 

 

Image C10 – Carrowphadeen (Drain) showing small channel size and stagnant, overgrown nature – 

low fisheries value (stickleback and eel perhaps present). 
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APPENDIX 2.1 D – Macroinvertebrate Taxa 

 

 
 

 

 

River EPA Qual. Hind Knockcroghery Lecarrow Clooneigh

Location (Easting; Northing ITM) 592997; 761120 593453; 758082 596354; 755112 590270; 762971

Date 16-Oct-20 16-Oct-20 16-Oct-20 16-Oct-20

Width (m) 5.0 - 6.0 2.00 3.80 1.00

Depth (m) 0.90 0.35 0.25 0.10

MAY FLIES (Ephemeroptera)

Baetidae C 100+ 100+

Ephemera danica A 5

CADDIS FLIES (Trichoptera)

Sericostoma personatum B 2

Polycentropus sp. C 2

Rhyacophilidae C 2

Hydropsychidae C 1

Agapetus sp. C 15

Limnephilidae C 7

TRUE FLIES (Diptera)

Dicranota  spp. C 3

Chironomidae C 4 5 50+

Simuliidae C 6 8 100+ 5

BEETLES (Coleoptera)

Elmidae C 25 13

F/W SHRIMPS (Crustacea)

Gammarus sp. C 200+ 100+ 200+ 100+

Asellus sp. D 12 6 50+

Austropotamobius pallipes C 3

SNAILS (Mollusca)

Potamopyrgus jenkensii C 30 25

Lymnaea peregra 3

WORMS (Annelida)

Oligochaetae E 15 25 5

LEECHES (Hirudinea)

Trocheta sp. C 1 1

Glossiphonia complanata D 1

Pisicola geometra D 1

EPA Q Value Q3-4 Q3 Q3 Q3
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APPENDIX 2.4A: Preliminary Inventory of Archaeological Sites Inside the 

Route Assessment Corridors 

 

 

Identification No. N61/BK/CS-AY010 

Legal Status Recorded Monument 

Importance High 

Reference No. RO042-007---- 

Townland KILLEA 

Site Type Ringfort - rath 

Coordinates (ITM) 591312    760475 

Description Towards the bottom of a NE-facing slope. Circular, slightly domed grass-

covered area (diam. 36.4m NE-SW; 33.7m NW-SE) defined by an earthen 

bank (Wth 5-7.7m; int. H 0.4-0.75m; ext. H 0.8-1.05m) separated by a 

rounded fosse (Wth of top 5.5-6.1m; Wth of base 2.6-3.1m; D 0.75-1.05m) 

Identification No. N61/BK/CS-AY003 

Legal Status Recorded Monument 

Importance High 

Reference No. RO040-036---- 

Townland LISBRIDE 

Site Type Ringfort - rath 

Coordinates (ITM) 590407    762587 

Description On a low-lying landscape. Circular grass-covered platform (diam. 54.3m N-

S; 54.1m E-W) defined by a rounded fosse (Wth of top 4.8-7.6m; Wth of 

base 2.8-4.2m; int. D 1.1-1.25m; ext. D 0.4-1.1m), with a slight internal bank 

(int. H 0.2m) WNW-NNE and a slight outer bank (ext. H 0.2m) SSW-WNW 

(max. ext. diam. 68.8m E-W; 66.1m N-S). There is a causeway (Wth 4.5m) 

at SSE. 

Scheduled for inclusion in the next revision of the RMP: Yes [1] 

“There are many fairy forts in this district, two of the best known of which 

are Lisbride and Rath Connor. The first [AY003?] is situated in Lisbride in 

the townland of Lisbride, in the parish of Roscommon, and the other is 

situated in the townland of Athleague in the parish of Athleague in Co. 

Roscommon. There is a fence of earth around Lisbride and there is a fence 

of earth around Rath Connor also. The latter is not an important one. It was 

not known that there was any entrance hole into these forts. There is a story 

connected with Lisbride the name of which is "The Three Princes and the 

Fairy". [2] 

Source(s) [1] SMR 

[2] Irish Folklore Commission Schools Collection. 

https://www.duchas.ie/en/cbes/4811586/4799402/4931337. Accessed 

12/05/20. 

https://www.duchas.ie/en/cbes/4811586/4799402/4931337
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from an outer bank and hedge (Wth 2.4-4.3m; H 0.25-0.35m). There is no 

identifiable original entrance, and the outer bank and fosse are overlain by 

a NE-SW field wall at SE (max. ext. diam. 53.7m NE-SW). 

Scheduled for inclusion in the next revision of the RMP: Yes 

Source(s) SMR/RMP 

 

Identification No. N61/BK/CS-AY011 

Legal Status Recorded Monument 

Importance High 

Reference No. RO042-008-- 

Townland BALLYMURRAY (Athlone North By.) 

Site Type Ringfort - cashel 

Coordinates (ITM) 592277    760206 

Description On a slight NNE-facing slope. Circular grass-covered area (int. diam. 28.4m 

WNW-ESE; 27.2m NNE-SSW) defined by a grass-covered stone spread 

with some bushes (at SW: Wth 8.9m; int. H 0.5m; ext. H 0.5m) with internal 

and external facing-stones visible at NNE (original Wth 1.7m). There is no 

identifiable original entrance. 

Scheduled for inclusion in the next revision of the RMP: Yes 

Source(s) SMR 

 

Identification No. N61/BK/CS-AY012 

Legal Status Recorded Monument 

Importance High 

Reference No. RO042-009---- 

Townland BALLYMURRAY (Athlone North By.), CURRY (Athlone North By.) 

Site Type Ringfort - rath 

Coordinates (ITM) 592381    760585 

Description On a slight NNE-facing slope above the flood-plain of the W-E Hind River. 

D-shaped grass-covered area (dims 35.4m N-S; 27.6m E-W) defined by an 

earthen bank (Wth 3.9-4.5m; int. H 0.85-1.05m; ext. H 0.95-1m) with some 

bushes which is truncated by a N-S field bank and townland boundary with 

Ballymurray at W. There is no visible fosse, but the entrance (Wth 1.9m) is 

at SE. There is a quarry in the interior and a large quarry outside the 

perimeter ENE-SE.  

Scheduled for inclusion in the next revision of the RMP: Yes 

Source(s) SMR 
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Identification No. N61/BK/CS-AY041 

Legal Status Recorded Monument 

Importance High  

Reference No. RO042-031---- 

Townland CORROY (Athlone North By.) 

Site Type Ringfort - rath 

Coordinates (ITM) 592201    758835 

Description On a gentle E-facing slope. Subcircular overgrown area (dims 41.5m NE-

SW; 36.6m NW-SE) defined by an overgrown earthen bank (Wth 4.1-5.8m; 

int. H 0.75-0.95m; ext. H 1.3m at SW to 2.15m at NE), which is incorporated 

into a field bank S-NW and reduced to a scarp E-S, with an outer fosse 

(Wth of top 5.7m; Wth of base 3.2m; D 0.4m) N-NE. There is no identifiable 

original entrance. 

Scheduled for inclusion in the next revision of the RMP: Yes 

Source(s) SMR 

 

Identification No. N61/BK/CS-AY042 

Legal Status Recorded Monument 

Importance Medium 

Reference No. RO042-032---- 

Townland CORROY (Athlone North By.) 

Site Type Ringfort - rath 

Coordinates (ITM) 592360    759106 

Description Marked as an oval embanked enclosure (ext. dims c. 40m N-S; c. 30m E-

W) only on the 1837 ed. of the OS 6-inch map, and situated on a slight E-

facing slope. It is not visible at ground level in reclaimed pasture. Rath 

(RO042-033----) is c. 180m to the SE. 

Scheduled for inclusion in the next revision of the RMP: Yes 

Source(s) SMR 

 

Identification No. N61/BK/CS-AY043 

Legal Status Recorded Monument 

Importance High 

Reference No. RO042-033---- 

Townland CORROY (Athlone North By.) 

Site Type Ringfort - rath 

Coordinates (ITM) 592502  758976 
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Description On a slightly undulating landscape. Circular scrub-covered area (diam. 36m 

NNE-SSW; 34.3m WNW-ESE) defined by an overgrown earthen bank (Wth 

5-6.3m; int. H 1-1.5m; ext. H 1.75-2.35m) and outer fosse (Wth of top 4.9-

5.3m; Wth of base 2.1m; D 0.9-1m). The entrance (Wth 3.3m) and 

causeway (Wth 4m) are at E. Rath (RO042-032----) is c. 180m to the NW. 

Scheduled for inclusion in the next revision of the RMP: Yes 

Source(s) SMR 

 

Identification No. N61/BK/CS-AY044 

Legal Status Recorded Monument 

Importance Medium 

Reference No. RO042-034---- 

Townland COOLAPHUBBLE 

Site Type Ringfort - rath 

Coordinates (ITM) 592271    758452 

Description Marked as a circular feature (diam. c. 35m) on the 1837 and 1915 eds of 

the OS 6-inch map, and situated on a slight SE-facing slope. There are 

slight traces of a circular grass-covered area (diam. c. 32m) defined by a 

low scarp at NW and SE. Rath (RO042-035----) is c. 180m to the ESE. 

Scheduled for inclusion in the next revision of the RMP: Yes 

Source(s) SMR/RMP 

 

Identification No. N61/BK/CS-AY045 

Legal Status Recorded Monument 

Importance Medium 

Reference No. RO042-035---- 

Townland COOLAPHUBBLE 

Site Type Ringfort - rath 

Coordinates (ITM) 592487    758402 

Description Marked as a circular feature (diam. c. 40m) on the 1837 and 1915 eds of 

the OS 6-inch map, and situated at the bottom of a gentle SSE-facing slope. 

There are slight traces of a circular grass-covered area (diam. 42m NE-SW) 

defined by slight traces of a bank (Wth c. 5m; H 0.1m). Rath (RO042-034--

--) is c. 180m to the WNW. 

Scheduled for inclusion in the next revision of the RMP: Yes 

Source(s) SMR/RMP 
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Identification No. N61/BK/CS-AY046 

Legal Status Recorded Monument 

Importance High 

Reference No. RO042-036-- 

Townland CARRIGEENS, MEEHAUN 

Site Type Ringfort - rath 

Coordinates (ITM) 592828    759296 

Description In an undulating landscape. Subcircular grass-covered area (dims 48.3m 

WNW-ESE; 42.3m NNE-SSW) defined by a scrub-covered but poached 

earthen bank (at ESE: Wth 6.6m; int. H 0.65m; ext. H 1.45m), which is 

incorporated into a field bank surmounted by a field wall S-W-NNE, and 

slight traces of an outer fosse (Wth of top 5.2m; Wth of base 1.9m; D 0.25m) 

NNE-ESE. The entrance at SSE may be modern, and the perimeter W-N is 

the townland boundary with Carrigeens.  

Scheduled for inclusion in the next revision of the RMP: Yes 

Source(s) SMR/RMP 

 

Identification 

No. 

N61/BK/CS-AY047 

Legal Status Recorded Monument 

Reference No. RO042-037---- 

Townland TOBERREEOGE 

Site Type Ritual site - holy well 

Coordinates 

(ITM) 

593362    759794 

Description Marked as a single well on the 1837 ed. of the OS 6-inch map and as two pm the 

1915 ed. but it is described as Tober Reeoge - the well of the young king - on both. 

It is situated in a low-lying landscape and is described locally as two circular wells, 

one of which was holy while the other was used for secular purposes. It is now 

modernised into a concrete well with no evidence of veneration, and with a pump-

house nearby. There is a record of an inscribed stone commemoration Fr. Patrick 

Mulligan who erected a stone wall at the location in 1721 (Siggins 1992, 77), but 

this is now missing. (O'Flanagan 1931, vol. 1, 39). 

Scheduled for inclusion in the next revision of the RMP: Yes 

References 

1. Siggins, A. 1992 County Roscommon's holy wells. Journal of the County 

Roscommon Historical and Archaeological Society, vol. 4, 76-7. 

2. O'Flanagan, Rev. M. (Compiler) 1931 Letters containing information relative to 

the antiquities of the county of Roscommon collected during the progress of the 

Ordnance Survey in 1837. Bray. [1] 

“There are three holy wells in this parish - (Knockcroghery). One of the best known 

of these wells is "Tobar Ri og" about a mile from my home. This is not visited on 
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any certain day now, but about a hundred years ago "Rounds" were performed 

there and prayers said while doing the "rounds". It is said that a person who vomits 

blood will be cured by drinking the water of this well….” [2] 

Source(s) [1]  SMR/RMP 

[2] Irish Folklore Commission Schools Collection.  

https://www.duchas.ie/en/cbes/4811586/4799388/4931314?ChapterID=4811586. 

Accessed 12/05/20. 

 

Identification No. N61/BK/CS-AY048 

Legal Status Recorded Monument 

Importance Medium 

Reference No. RO042-038---- 

Townland SRAH (Athlone North By.) 

Site Type Ringfort - rath 

Coordinates (ITM) 593147    759041 

Description On a rise in an undulating landscape. Circular grass-covered area (diam. 

50m N-S) defined by an earthen bank and some bushes (at W: Wth 7.2m; 

int. H 0.75m; ext. H 0.75m) with slight traces of a fosse S-W-N, but the 

monument is truncated by a NW-SE roadway at NE and the perimeter is 

removed by quarrying E-S.  

Scheduled for inclusion in the next revision of the RMP: Yes 

Source(s) SMR/RMP 

 

Identification No. N61/BK/CS-AY049 

Legal Status Recorded Monument 

Importance Medium 

Reference No. RO042-039--- 

Townland LISNAHOON 

Site Type Ringfort - rath 

Coordinates (ITM) 593150    758551 

Description Marked as a circular embanked enclosure (ext. diam. c. 60m) on the 1837 

and 1915 eds of the OS 6-inch map, and situated on a rise in an undulating 

landscape. Circular grass-covered area (diam. c. 51m N-S) defined by a 

fosse which is best preserved E-S (at SSE: Wth of top 8.2m; int. D 0.4m; 

ext. D 0.15m), but traceable elsewhere. The interior is occupied by cattle 

sheds.  

Scheduled for inclusion in the next revision of the RMP: Yes 

Source(s) SMR/RMP 

 

 

https://www.duchas.ie/en/cbes/4811586/4799388/4931314?ChapterID=4811586
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Identification No. N61/BK/CS-AY060 

Legal Status Recorded Monument 

Importance Medium 

Reference No. RO042-055---- 

Townland CORBOLEY 

Site Type Enclosure - large enclosure 

Coordinates (ITM) 592978    758067 

Description On a slight rise in a low-lying basin. Circular grass-covered area (diam. 

60.1m NNW-SSE; 57.3m ENE-WSW) defined by an earthen bank (Wth 5.2-

6.3m; int. H 0.45-0.5m; ext. H 0.95-1.05m). There is no visible fosse or 

identifiable original entrance. The perimeter is disturbed ENE-ESE and an 

old N-S field bank is preserved within it. 

Scheduled for inclusion in the next revision of the RMP: Yes 

Source(s) SMR/RMP 

 

Identification No. N61/BK/CS-AY061 

Legal Status Recorded Monument 

Importance Medium 

Reference No. RO042-056--- 

Townland LISNAHOON 

Site Type Ringfort - rath 

Coordinates (ITM) 593360    758072 

Description In a low-lying position in a basin. Circular grass-covered platform (diam. 

36.5m NE-SW; 34.4m NW-SE) defined by a fosse (at E: Wth of top 4.8m; 

Wth of base 1.7m; int. D 1m; ext. D 0.6m) NW-E-SSW and a drain 

elsewhere. There is an entrance at NE and some scrub on the perimeter 

NW-E-SE.  

Scheduled for inclusion in the next revision of the RMP: Yes 

Source(s) SMR/RMP 

 

Identification No. N61/BK/CS-AY064 

Legal Status Recorded Monument 

Importance Medium 

Reference No. RO042-059---- 

Townland CORBOLEY 

Site Type Ringfort - rath 

Coordinates (ITM) 593215    757264 
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Description On a gently undulating landscape. Circular grass-covered area (diam. 34m 

E-W) defined by an earthen bank (at SW: Wth 3.6m; int. H 0.3m; ext. H 

0.55m) SSW-NNW which is incorporated into a field bank NNW-ENE but 

removed elsewhere. Traces of a fosse at NW noted in 1974 (SMR file) are 

no longer visible, and there is no identifiable original entrance. Rath 

(RO042-060----) is c. 60m to the ENE.  

Scheduled for inclusion in the next revision of the RMP: Yes 

Source(s) SMR/RMP 

 

Identification No. N61/BK/CS-AY065 

Legal Status Recorded Monument 

Importance Medium 

Reference No. RO042-060---- 

Townland CORBOLEY 

Site Type Ringfort - rath 

Coordinates (ITM) 593314    757306 

Description On a gently undulating landscape. Circular grass-covered area (diam. 35m 

E-W) defined by an earthen bank (at W: Wth 3m; int. H 0.5m; ext. H 1m) 

NE-SE and SW-NW with some scrub SW-NW. The perimeter was 

incorporated into a field bank NW-NE, which is now removed. There is no 

visible fosse or identifiable original entrance. Rath (RO042-059----) is c. 

60m to the WSW.  

Scheduled for inclusion in the next revision of the RMP: Yes 

Source(s) SMR/RMP 

 

Identification No. N61/BK/CS-AY066 

Legal Status Recorded Monument 

Importance High 

Reference No. RO042-061001- 

Townland KNOCKCROGHERY 

Site Type Ringfort - rath 

Coordinates (ITM) 593735    758151 

Description At the crest of the N-facing slope of a N-S ridge. Circular grass-covered 

area (diam. 37.5m ENE-WSW; 36.7m NNW-SSE) defined by an earthen 

bank with some bushes (Wth 5.3-5.5m; int. H c. 1m; ext. H c. 2m). A fosse 

that was visible at S (Gannon 1972) is now back-filled, and there is no 

recognisable entrance. A house site (RO042-061002-) (ext. dims 6.75m N-

S; 6m E-W) defined by a low bank is attached to the inside of the perimeter 

at N, and there has been some quarrying inside the perimeter at SW.  

Scheduled for inclusion in the next revision of the RMP: Yes 

References 
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Gannon, A. 1972 Archaeological survey of Roscommon. Unpublished 

typed index cards prepared for Roscommon County Council 

Source(s) SMR/RMP 

 

Identification No. N61/BK/CS-AY067 

Legal Status Recorded Monument 

Importance High 

Reference No. RO042-061002 

Townland KNOCKCROGHERY 

Site Type House - indeterminate date 

Coordinates (ITM) 593735    758161 

Description At the crest of the NW-facing slope of a N-S ridge. A house site (ext. dims 

6.75m N-S; 6m E-W) defined by a low bank is attached to the inside of the 

perimeter of rath (RO042-061001-) at N.  

Scheduled for inclusion in the next revision of the RMP: Yes 

Source(s) SMR/RMP 

 

Identification No. N61/BK/CS-AY068 

Legal Status Recorded Monument 

Importance Medium 

Reference No. RO042-062---- 

Townland GALEY 

Site Type Ringfort - rath 

Coordinates (ITM) 594473    758140 

Description On a low-lying level landscape. Circular grass-covered area (diam. 53m E-

W) defined by an overgrown earthen bank (at E: Wth 3.6m; int. H 0.5m; ext. 

H 1.1m) N-SSE and by a low scarp (at W: H 0.5m) SSW-NNW. There is no 

visible fosse or entrance, and it is bisected by a N-S railway line. A hearth 

(RO042-171----) (diam. c. 0.6m) was found in archaeological testing 

(02E0616) c. 100m to the NW (Morahan 2004a). Archaeological testing 

(12E0236) by Martin Byrne immediately to the W failed to produce any 

related archaeological material.  

Scheduled for inclusion in the next revision of the RMP: Yes 

References 

Morahan, L. 2004a Galey: charcoal spread. In I. Bennett (ed.), Excavations 

2002: summary accounts of archaeological excavations in Ireland, 454-5, 

No. 1608. Bray. Wordwell. 

Source(s) SMR/RMP 
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Identification No. N61/BK/CS-AY069 

Legal Status Recorded Monument 

Importance Medium 

Reference No. RO042-063---- 

Townland KNOCKCROGHERY 

Site Type Ringfort - rath 

Coordinates (ITM) 593726    757427 

Description Marked only on the 1915 ed. of the OS 6-inch map as a circular enclosure 

(diam. c. 35m), and situated at the crest of the N end of a short NNW-SSE 

ridge with outcropping rock. Described as a subcircular area (dims 39m E-

W; 34m N-S) defined by an earthen bank (Gannon 1972). An arc (C 33m) 

of an earthen bank (at SE: Wth 2.8m; int. H 0.7m; ext. H 0.8m) NE-S 

survives SE of a NE-SW field wall. A hearth (diam. 0.6-0.7m) was found in 

archaeological testing (02E0616) c. 75m to the NW (Morahan 2004a). Rath 

(RO042-064----) is c. 180m to the SE.  

Scheduled for inclusion in the next revision of the RMP: Yes 

References 

Gannon, A. 1972 Archaeological survey of Roscommon. Unpublished 

typed index cards prepared for Roscommon County Council. 

Morahan, L. 2004a Galey: charcoal spread. In I. Bennett (ed.), Excavations 

2002: summary accounts of archaeological excavations in Ireland, 454-5, 

No. 1608. Bray. Wordwell. 

Source(s) SMR/RMP 

 

Identification No. N61/BK/CS-AY070 

Legal Status Recorded Monument 

Importance Medium 

Reference No. RO042-064---- 

Townland CORNAMART,KNOCKCROGHERY 

Site Type Ringfort - rath 

Coordinates (ITM) 593913    757284 

Description Marked as a circular feature (diam. c. 40m) only on the 1915 ed. of the OS 

6-inch map, and situated on the crest of the ENE-facing slope of a low 

NNW-SSE ridge. Circular grass-covered area (diam. c. 38m ENE-WSW) 

defined by a slight scarp (H c. 0.2m). Rath (RO042-063----) is c. 180m to 

the NW and rath (RO042-065----) is c. 190m to the SSE.  

Scheduled for inclusion in the next revision of the RMP: Yes 

Source(s) SMR/RMP 
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Identification No. N61/BK/CS-AY071 

Legal Status Recorded Monument 

Importance High 

Reference No. RO042-065---- 

Townland CORNAMART 

Site Type Ringfort - rath 

Coordinates (ITM) 594023    757076 

Description On the crest at the S end of a low NNW-SSE ridge. Oval grass-covered but 

poached area (dims 42m ENE-WSW; 34m NNW-SSE) defined by an 

overgrown earthen bank (at NNE: Wth 3.2m; int. H 1m; ext. H 2.1m) which 

is incorporated into a field bank S-NW. There is no visible fosse or 

identifiable original entrance. Rath (RO042-064----) is c. 190m to the NNW.  

Scheduled for inclusion in the next revision of the RMP: Yes 

Source(s) SMR/RMP 

 

Identification No. N61/BK/CS-AY072 

Legal Status Recorded Monument 

Importance High 

Reference No. RO042-066---- 

Townland LISMAGROON 

Site Type Ringfort – rath 

Coordinates (ITM) 594301    756819 

Description On a gentle ENE-facing slope. An arc (C 37.5m) of earthen bank or scarp 

with scrub (at S: Wth 4.2m; int. H 0.45m; ext. H 0.9m) survives SSE-W 

creating a D-shaped grass-covered area which is truncated by an E-W field 

bank at N and a N-S field bank at E. There is a modern gate with piers at 

SSW, but there is no visible fosse.  

Scheduled for inclusion in the next revision of the RMP: Yes 

Source(s) SMR/RMP 

 

Identification No. N61/BK/CS-AY073 

Legal Status Recorded Monument 

Importance Medium 

Reference No. RO042-067---- 

Townland GALEY 

Site Type Ringfort - rath 

Coordinates (ITM) 594786    757596 
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Description At the crest of a W-facing slope. Described as a subcircular area (dims 36m 

N-S; 32m E-W) defined by an earthen bank and outer fosse, with an 

entrance (Wth 2.5m) and causeway at SW (Gannon 1972). It is now visible 

as faint traces of a D-shaped grass-covered area (dims 40.5m N-S; 31.5m 

E-W) defined by faint traces of a fosse (Wth 4.1m; D 0.1-0.2m).  

Scheduled for inclusion in the next revision of the RMP: Yes 

References 

Gannon, A. 1972 Archaeological survey of Roscommon. Unpublished 

typed index cards prepared for Roscommon County Council. 

Source(s) SMR/RMP 

 

Identification No. N61/BK/CS-AY098 

Legal Status Recorded Monument 

Importance Medium 

Reference No. RO042-096---- 

Townland KILLINVOY 

Site Type Barrow - ring-barrow 

Coordinates (ITM) 593739    756551 

Description On top of a broad, low NNW-SSE ridge. Circular grass-covered platform 

(diam. of top 11.5m E-W; diam. of base 14.2m; H 0.8-0.9m) separated by a 

fosse (Wth of top 4.6-6.1m; Wth of base 1.9-3.4m; D 0.65-1.1m) from an 

outer bank with some scrub (Wth 4.4-6m; ext. H 0.4-1.15m). There is no 

visible entrance (max. ext. diam. 30m E-W).  

Scheduled for inclusion in the next revision of the RMP: Yes 

Source(s) SMR/RMP 

 

Identification No. N61/BK/CS-AY102 

Legal Status Recorded Monument 

Importance High 

Reference No. RO042-097004 

Townland KILLINVOY 

Site Type Barrow - ring-barrow 

Coordinates (ITM) 594803    756176 

Description At the bottom of an E-facing slope. Subcircular grass-covered platform 

(dims 16m E-W; 13.8m N-S; H 0.2m at W to 1m at E) defined by a fosse (at 

S: Wth of top 7.2m; Wth of base 2.8m; ext. D 0.5m) and outer bank (Wth of 

base 6-7m; ext. H 0.2-0.4m), with an outer fosse (Wth of top 4.6m; ext. D 

0.8m) SE-SW. The monument is curtailed by a N-S drain and field bank at 

E, and relict field banks and ditches at W and N. Church (RO042-097001-) 

is c. 50m to the SW. 
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Scheduled for inclusion in the next revision of the RMP: Yes 

Source(s) SMR/RMP 

 

Identification No. N61/BK/CS-AY108 

Legal Status Recorded Monument 

Importance High 

Reference No. RO042-100---- 

Townland KILLEENREVAGH 

Site Type Barrow - ring-barrow 

Coordinates (ITM) 595602    755941 

Description At the bottom of a SW-facing slope and at the E edge of a broad, flat-

bottomed NW-SE valley. Circular grass and scrub-covered mound (diam. 

of top 5m NE-SW; diam. of base 12.2m NE-SW; H 1.25-1.45m) separated 

by a fosse (Wth of top 6.2-8.7m; Wth of base 2.4m; D 0.4-0.6m) from an 

outer bank (at SW: Wth 5.2m; ext. H 0.45m) which has been truncated by 

a NE-SW field wall W-NNE (ext. diam. 23.5m NE-SW). 

Scheduled for inclusion in the next revision of the RMP: Yes 

Source(s) SMR/RMP 

 

Identification No. N61/BK/CS-AY115 

Legal Status Recorded Monument 

Importance Negligible 

Reference No. RO042-106---- 

Townland GALEYBEG 

Site Type Barrow - unclassified 

Coordinates (ITM) 595558    755568 

Description Marked only on the 1915 ed. of the OS 6-inch map as a small feature (diam. 

c. 20m), and situated at the summit of a limestone hill. Described as an 

earthen mound which was thought to be sepulchral (OS Name Book). The 

location is now occupied by a quarry. Burial (RO042-107----) is c. 160m to 

the NE. 

Scheduled for inclusion in the next revision of the RMP: No 

References 

OSNB 25-inch. Ordnance Survey Name Books compiled in the course of 

the 1:2500 survey of Ireland. National Archives of Ireland. 

Source(s) SMR/RMP 
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Identification No. N61/BK/CS-AY116 

Legal Status Recorded Monument 

Importance Negligible 

Reference No. RO042-107---- 

Townland GALEYBEG 

Site Type Burial 

Coordinates (ITM) 595686    755658 

Description Marked on the 1837 ed. of the OS 6-inch map where it is described in gothic 

lettering as 'Grave'. It was situated on a hilltop, but the location is now 

occupied by a quarry. Earthwork (RO042-106----) is c. 160m to the SW.  

Scheduled for inclusion in the next revision of the RMP: No 

Source(s) SMR/RMP 

 

Identification No. N61/BK/CS-AY118 

Legal Status Recorded Monument 

Importance High 

Reference No. RO042-109---- 

Townland GALEYBEG 

Site Type Ringfort - rath 

Coordinates (ITM) 595874    755380 

Description At the crest of a NW-SE ridge. Subcircular grass-covered but poached area 

(dims 34.4m NE-SW; 28.4m NW-SE) defined by an earthen bank and 

hedge (at SW: Wth 5.6m; int. H 0.65m; ext. H 1.35m) which is incorporated 

into a field bank with outer facing stone N-ESE, and an outer rounded fosse 

(at SW: Wth of top 5.2m; Wth of base 1.5m; ext. D 0.35m) SE-WNW. The 

entrance (Wth 2.5m) is at ESE. Rath (RO042-108----) is c. 105m to the 

WSW.  

Scheduled for inclusion in the next revision of the RMP: Yes 

Source(s) SMR/RMP 

 

Identification No. N61/BK/CS-AY132 

Legal Status Recorded Monument 

Importance Low 

Reference No. RO042-157---- 

Townland LABOGE, MONEYMORE, CORNAMADDY 

Site Type Racecourse 

Coordinates (ITM) 590810    759084 
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Description Marked on an estate map of 1777 in NLI (ms 19672, no. 1.2) associated 

with Mote Demesne in an undulating landscape. It survives in places as a 

track (Wth c. 20m) between field banks and outer ditches, planted with 

mature deciduous trees, but is likely to be 18th century in date. 

Scheduled for inclusion in the next revision of the RMP: No 

Source(s) SMR/RMP 

 

Identification No. N61/BK/CS-AY142 

Legal Status Listed on SMR 

Importance Low 

Reference No. RO042-170---- 

Townland KILLINVOY 

Site Type Designed landscape - tree-ring 

Coordinates (ITM) 595212    755997 

Description In a flat, low-lying and poorly-drained N-S valley. D-shaped grass and rush-

covered area (int. dims 50.2m N-S; c. 32.4m E-W) defined by a flat-

bottomed fosse (Wth of top 3.5m-4.6m; Wth of base 2.3m-3m; D 0.1m-

0.3m) with a stoney entrance causeway (Wth 4.2m) at SE. The W side is 

truncated by NNW-SSE field drains and banks, and there are tree stumps 

in the interior, particularly in the area immediately inside the perimeter. It is 

not marked on any map, but was probably created as a coppice in the later 

19th century. 

Scheduled for inclusion in the next revision of the RMP: No 

Source(s) SMR/RMP 

 

Identification No. N61/BK/CS-AY146 

Legal Status Listed on SMR 

Importance Medium 

Reference No. RO042-173---- 

Townland BALLYMURRAY (Athlone North By.) 

Site Type Ringfort - rath 

Coordinates (ITM) 591716    761469 

Description On the floodplain of the Hind river, c. 50m from its canalised S bank. D-

shaped grass-covered area (dims 32.3m NW-SE; 12m NE-SW) defined by 

an overgrown earthen bank (Wth of base 4m; Wth of top 1m; int. H 0.8m; 

ext. H 2m) SSW-W, reduced to a low scarp SSE-SSW and W-NW, 

accompanied by a flat-bottomed fosse (Wth of top 5m; Wth of base 2m; D 

0.8m) S-W. It is truncated by a WNW-ESE railway to the N and by a field 

bank at E. There is no identifiable original entrance. 

Scheduled for inclusion in the next revision of the RMP: Yes 
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Source(s) SMR/RMP 

 

Identification No. N61/BK/CS-AY175 

Legal Status Recorded Monument 

Importance High 

Reference No. RO045-046---- 

Townland TOBERDAN 

Site Type Ringfort - rath 

Coordinates (ITM) 595246    754183 

Description On the W-facing crest of a small NW-SE ridge on a broad plateau. Circular 

grass-covered area (diam. 37.1m NNE-SSW; 35.1m WNW-ESE) defined 

by a poached earthen bank (Wth 4.6-4.8m; int. H 0.5-0.65m; ext. H 1.15-

1.45m) with inner facing stones ESE-SSE. There is no visible fosse, but the 

entrance (Wth 3.1m) is at SSE. Some relict field banks and lazy beds are 

in the interior. Mound (RO045-047----) is c. 60m to the S. 

Scheduled for inclusion in the next revision of the RMP: Yes 

Source(s) SMR/RMP 

 

Identification No. N61/BK/CS-AY176 

Legal Status Recorded Monument 

Importance High 

Reference No. RO045-047---- 

Townland TOBERDAN 

Site Type Barrow - mound barrow 

Coordinates (ITM) 595262    754091 

Description On the W-facing crest of a small NW-SE ridge on a broad plateau. Circular 

flat-topped, grass and scrub-covered mound (diam. of top 11.3m WNW-

ESE; 10.9m NNE-SSW) defined by a scarp (H 1-1.25m) with facing-stones 

that are most evident at SW. Barrow (RO045-048001-) is c. 75m to the SE, 

and rath (RO045-046----) is c. 60m to the N. 

Scheduled for inclusion in the next revision of the RMP: Yes 

Source(s) SMR/RMP 

 

Identification No. N61/BK/CS-AY177 

Legal Status Recorded Monument 

Importance High 

Reference No. RO045-048001- 

Townland TOBERDAN 
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Site Type Barrow - unclassified 

Coordinates (ITM) 595353    754032 

Description On the W-facing crest of a small NW-SE ridge on a broad plateau. Circular 

grass-covered area (diam. 20.7m N-S; 21.5m E-W) defined by an earthen 

bank (at S: Wth 4.5m; int. H 0.7m; ext. H 0.9m) incorporated into a field 

bank with scrub E-S-W and reduced to a scarp (H 0.7m) elsewhere. Three 

stones from a cist (RO045-048002-) (dims 1.2m x 0.9m; H 0.5-0.7m) are 

exposed at the centre. Mound barrow (RO045-047----) is c. 75m to the NW. 

Scheduled for inclusion in the next revision of the RMP: Yes 

Source(s) SMR/RMP 

 

Identification No. N61/BK/CS-AY178 

Legal Status Recorded Monument 

Importance High 

Reference No. RO045-048002- 

Townland TOBERDAN 

Site Type Cist 

Coordinates (ITM) 595351    754033 

Description On the W-facing crest of a small NW-SE ridge on a broad plateau. Three 

stones from a cist (dims 1.2m x 0.9m) are exposed at the centre of barrow 

(RO045-048001-).  

Scheduled for inclusion in the next revision of the RMP: Yes 

Source(s) SMR/RMP 

 

Identification No. N61/BK/CS-AY179 

Legal Status Recorded Monument 

Importance Medium 

Reference No. RO045-049---- 

Townland TOBERDAN 

Site Type Ringfort - rath 

Coordinates (ITM) 595706    754016 

Description Marked as a circular hachured feature (ext. diam. c. 30m) only on the 1915 

ed. of the OS 6-inch map, and situated on the NE-facing crest of a broad 

hill. Subrectangular grass-covered area (dims 25.3m; NE-SW; 21.5m NW-

SE) defined by a slight bank (Wth 4; H 0.1-0.3m), with slight traces of a 

fosse (Wth of top 3.5m; Wth of base 1.4m; D 0.25m) at SW. 

Scheduled for inclusion in the next revision of the RMP: Yes 

Source(s) SMR/RMP 
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Identification No. N61/BK/CS-AY181 

Legal Status Recorded Monument 

Importance High 

Reference No. RO045-051001- 

Townland KILLIAGHAN AND GORT 

Site Type Barrow - ring-barrow 

Coordinates (ITM) 595772    753654  

Description On the shoulder of the S-facing slope of a broad hill. Described as a circular 

mound (diam. of top 7m) separated by a fosse from an outer bank (diam. 

14m E-W; 13m N-S) (Gannon 1972). It is not visible now at ground level in 

pasture. Ring-barrow (RO045-051002-) is immediately to the S. 

Scheduled for inclusion in the next revision of the RMP: Yes 

References 

Gannon, A. 1972 Archaeological survey of Roscommon. Unpublished 

typed index cards prepared for Roscommon County Council 

Source(s) SMR/RMP 

 

Identification No. N61/BK/CS-AY182 

Legal Status Recorded Monument 

Importance High 

Reference No. RO045-051002- 

Townland KILLIAGHAN AND GORT 

Site Type Barrow - ring-barrow 

Coordinates (ITM) 595773    753642 

Description On the shoulder of the S-facing slope of a broad hill. Described as a circular 

mound (diam. of top 4-4.5m) separated by a fosse from an outer bank 

(diam. 10.5m N-S; 10.5m E-W) (Gannon 1972). It is not visible at ground 

level in pasture. Ring-barrow (RO045-051001-) is immediately to the N. 

Scheduled for inclusion in the next revision of the RMP: Yes 

Source(s) SMR/RMP 

 

Identification No. N61/BK/CS-AY184 

Legal Status Recorded Monument 

Importance High 

Reference No. RO045-053001- 

Townland KNOCKANYCONOR 

Site Type Megalithic tomb - portal tomb 

Coordinates (ITM) 596406    754952 
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Description On a low-lying undulating karst landscape. A circular roofstone (diam. 2.2-

3m; T 0.8m) is supported at E by two portal stones (N stone: 1m x 0.5m; H 

1.65m; S stone: 1m x 0.7m; H 1.4m) but the base of the roofstone rests on 

the ground at W. Just to the W is a megalithic cist (RO045-053002-) (dims 

c. 2m E-W; c. 1m N-S) consisting of a rectangular roofstone (dims 2.5m E-

W; 1.8m N-S; T 0.7m) resting on at least four boulders (dims c. 0.5m x 0.5m; 

H 0.5m). Barrow (RO045-054---) is c. 40m to the SW. (English 1969, 2)  

Scheduled for inclusion in the next revision of the RMP: Yes 

References 

English, N.W. 1969 Megalithic tombs near Athlone, past, present and 

spurious. Journal of the Old Athlone Society 1, 1-3. 

Source(s) SMR/RMP 

090804_ 

Knockanyconor_ 

Tomb_ 003.jpg 
 

 

Identification No. N61/BK/CS-AY185 

Legal Status Recorded Monument 

Importance High 

Reference No. RO045-053002- 

Townland KNOCKANYCONOR 

Site Type Megalithic structure 

Coordinates (ITM) 596402    754951 

Description On a low-lying undulating karst landscape. Just to the W of portal tomb 

(RO045-053001-) is a megalithic cist (dims c. 2m E-W; c. 1m N-S) 

consisting of a rectangular roofstone (dims 2.5m E-W; 1.8m N-S; T 0.7m) 

resting on at least four boulders (dims c. 0.5m x 0.5m; H 0.5m). The barrow 

(RO045-054---) is c. 40m to the SW. 

Scheduled for inclusion in the next revision of the RMP: Yes 

Source(s) SMR/RMP 

 

Identification No. N61/BK/CS-AY186 

Legal Status Recorded Monument 

Importance High 

Reference No. RO045-054---- 

Townland CURRAGHALAHER, KNOCKANYCONOR 

Site Type Barrow - stepped barrow 

Coordinates (ITM) 596379    754898 

Description Marked as a circular feature (diam. c. 40m) on the 1837 ed. of the OS 6-

inch map, and situated on a low-lying karst landscape overlooking a basin 
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to the W. A subcircular grass-covered mound (dims 28m N-S; 24.5m E-W; 

H 0.8m at S to 1.7m at N) is separated by a berm (Wth 6m at N to 13m at 

E) from a drystone field wall and townland boundary with Curraghalaher 

SSW-NW, an earthen bank (Wth 3m; int. H 0.2m; ext. H 0.4m) NW-N, and 

a low scarp (H 0.2m) N-E. The portal tomb (RO045-043001-) and cist 

(RO045-053002-) are c. 40m to the NE. It may be a passage tomb, and the 

description of a cist (RO045-239----) discovered at Lecarrow in 1923 may 

be from this monument. 

Scheduled for inclusion in the next revision of the RMP: Yes 

Source(s) SMR/RMP 

 

Identification No. N61/BK/CS-AY187 

Legal Status Listed on SMR 

Importance Low 

Reference No. RO045-055---- 

Townland KNOCKANYCONOR 

Site Type Designed landscape - tree-ring 

Coordinates (ITM) 596505    754884 

Description Marked as a circular feature (diam. c. 40m) on the 1837 and 1915 eds of 

the OS 6-inch map, and situated on a N-facing slope of a NNW-SSE ridge 

with rock outcrop. This is a drystone wall enclosure with some mature 

deciduous trees which was probably a tree ring. Archaeological testing 

(05E0391) in the vicinity failed to produce any related archaeological 

material (Byrne 2008). 

Scheduled for inclusion in the next revision of the RMP: No 

References 

Byrne, M.E. 2008 Knockanyconor, Lecarrow. Enclosure. In I. Bennett (ed.), 

Excavations 2005: summary accounts of archaeological excavations in 

Ireland, 326, No. 1341. Dublin. Wordwell. 

Source(s) SMR/RMP 

 

Identification No. N61/BK/CS-AY208 

Legal Status Recorded Monument 

Importance Medium 

Reference No. RO045-100---- 

Townland KILLIAGHAN AND GORT 

Site Type Hut site 

Coordinates (ITM) 595564    753324 

Description Marked as a small circular feature (diam. c. 5m) on the 1837 ed. of the OS 

6-inch map, and situated on a gentle SW-facing slope. Described as a 

subcircular area (dims 8.5m E-W; 7.5m N-S) defined by an earthen bank 
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(Gannon 1972). It is not visible now at ground level in pasture. Rath 

(RO045-0101001-) is c. 120m to the NE. 

Scheduled for inclusion in the next revision of the RMP: Yes 

References 

Gannon, A. 1972 Archaeological survey of Roscommon. Unpublished 

typed index cards prepared for Roscommon County Council. 

Source(s) SMR/RMP 

 

Identification No. N61/BK/CS-AY209 

Legal Status Recorded Monument 

Importance High 

Reference No. RO045-101001- 

Townland KILLIAGHAN AND GORT 

Site Type Ringfort - rath 

Coordinates (ITM) 595659    753420 

Description On a gentle SW-facing slope. Subrectangular grass-covered area 

(dims 54m NE-SW; 46.6m NW-SE) defined by an earthen bank (Wth 

4.8-5.3m; int. H 0.55-0.6m; ext. H 1.45-1.55m) and outer fosse (Wth of 

top 4.8-5.8m; Wth of base 1.6-2.5m; D 0.6-0.95m), with an outer bank 

(at SE: Wth 2.7m; ext. H 0.35m) N-S-W. The entrance through the inner 

(Wth 4.1m) and outer (Wth 10m) banks and causeway are at SW. 

There is a circular hut-site (RO045-101002-) (ext. diam. 14.5m NE-SW; 

12.5m NW-SE) defined by a grass-covered earthen bank (Wth c. 3m) 

inside the bank at W, and the fosse is extended into a pond at N. Hut 

site (RO045-100----) is c 120m to the SW. 

Scheduled for inclusion in the next revision of the RMP: Yes 

Source(s) SMR/RMP 

130301_Killiaghan_002.jpg 

 

 

Identification No. N61/BK/CS-AY210 

Legal Status Recorded Monument 

Importance High 

Reference No. RO045-101002- 

Townland KILLIAGHAN AND GORT 

Site Type Hut site 

Coordinates (ITM) 595639    753419 
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Description On a gentle SW-facing slope. There is a circular hut-site (ext. diam. 14.5m 

NE-SW; 12.5m NW-SE) defined by a grass-covered bank (Wth c. 3m) 

inside the perimeter of rath (RO045-101001-) at W.  

Scheduled for inclusion in the next revision of the RMP: Yes 

Source(s) SMR/RMP 

 

Identification No. N61/BK/CS-AY211 

Legal Status Listed on SMR 

Importance Negligible 

Reference No. RO045-101003- 

Townland KILLIAGHAN AND GORT 

Site Type Redundant record 

Coordinates (ITM) 595659    753421 

Description A file for a souterrain at rath (RO045-101001-) was created, but there is no 

souterrain, and no record of one, at this location; the souterrain is (RO045-

102----).  

Source(s) SMR 

 

Identification No. N61/BK/CS-AY212 

Legal Status Recorded Monument 

Importance High 

Reference No. RO045-102--- 

Townland KILLIAGHAN AND GORT 

Site Type Souterrain 

Coordinates (ITM) 596345    753464 

Description Towards the bottom of a slight E-facing slope in a low-lying landscape. 

Discovered in 1986 during the improvement of the N 61 Athlone-

Roscommon road when the outer chamber was unroofed. It consisted of a 

corbelled subrectangular chamber (dims c. 3.5m NE-SW; 1.6m NW-SE; H 

c. 1.6m) with a blocked creep at the S end of the NW wall and an air vent 

in the SW wall. At the N end of the SE wall a creep (Wth 0.35-0.8m; H 0.6-

0.9m; L 1.45m) led to the S end of the NW wall of a second corbelled 

subrectangular chamber (dims 3.9m NE-SW; 1.6m E-W; H 1.9m) which has 

an air vent in the S wall and a blocked creep at the N end of the NW wall. 

This led to a collapsed third chamber. The souterrain was filled with stones 

and survives under the road, but is inaccessible.  

Scheduled for inclusion in the next revision of the RMP: Yes 

Source(s) SMR/RMP 

Identification No. N61/BK/CS-AY213 

Legal Status Recorded Monument 
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Importance Low 

Reference No. RO045-103003- 

Townland KILLIAGHAN AND GORT 

Site Type Ringfort - rath 

Coordinates (ITM) 596273    753196 

Description Marked as a D-shaped embanked enclosure (ext. dims c. 40m NW-SE; c. 

35m NE-SW) truncated at SW by a field boundary on the 1837 ed. of the 

OS 6-inch map, and situated on a rise in a low-lying landscape. The location 

is now occupied by St John's Roman Catholic church, which was built in the 

early 1840s (Beirne 2000, 279). Archaeological testing (04E0305) c. 60m 

to SE failed to produce related archaeological material (Read 2007) [see 

also AP002, Appendix 2.4 B]. 

Scheduled for inclusion in the next revision of the RMP: Yes 

References 

Beirne, Rev. F. 2000 The Diocese of Elphin. People, places and pilgrimage. 

Blackrock. The Columba Press. 

Read, C. 2007. Killiaghan and Gort: no archaeological significance. In I. 

Bennett (ed.), Excavations 2004: summary accounts of archaeological 

excavations in Ireland, 378, No. 1465. Dublin. Wordwell [1] 

“More interesting still is the fact that our church St John's is built on the spot 

where formerly a fort stood; the church is not a long time built, some 

hundreds [sic] years ago or thereabout, and many a story the old people 

will tell in connection with its erection, and true stories as well. While 

building was in progress mishaps of some sort were always happening to 

the masons and their attendants….” [2] 

Source(s) [1] SMR/RMP 

[2] Irish Folklore Commission Schools Collection. 

https://www.duchas.ie/en/cbes/4921563/4880095. Accessed 12/05/20. 

 

Identification No. N61/BK/CS-AY222 

Legal Status Recorded Monument 

Importance Low 

Reference No. RO045-112--- 

Townland CARRIGAN MORE 

Site Type Ringfort - rath 

Coordinates (ITM) 596189    751964 

Description Marked as a small feature (diam. c. 20m) only on the 1915 ed. of the OS 6-

inch map, and situated towards the bottom of a NE-facing slope in the lawn 

of a modern house. Subcircular grass-covered area (dims 18.4m NNW-

SSE; 14.8m ENE-WSW) defined by an earthen bank (Wth 2.2m; int. H 

0.3m; ext. H 0.4-0.6m) with four young oak trees planted on it. It had a slight 

outer fosse or ditch (Gannon 1972) that is no longer visible. It might be a 

rath, and rath (RO045-147----) is c. 200m to the SSW. 

https://www.duchas.ie/en/cbes/4921563/4880095
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Scheduled for inclusion in the next revision of the RMP: Yes 

References 

Gannon, A. 1972 Archaeological survey of Roscommon. Unpublished 

typed index cards prepared for Roscommon County Council. 

Source(s) SMR/RMP 
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APPENDIX 2.4 B: List Of Potential Archaeological Sites Inside The Route 

Assessment Corridors 

 

No. Townland ITM_E ITM_N Description Source 

AP001 Carrigan More 595923 752173 Circular cropmark 

7.23m in diameter. 

Aerial 

photography 

AP002 Killiaghan and Gort 596068 753220 Circular cropmark 

30.98m in diameter. 

Aerial 

photography 

AP003 Killiaghan and Gort 596225 753840 Circular cropmark 

19.63m in diameter. 

Aerial 

photography 

AP004 Toberdan 596222 754508 Circular cropmark 

38.5m in diameter. 

Aerial 

photography 

AP005 Galey 594728 757666 Circular cropmark 

29.3m in diameter. 

Aerial 

photography 

AP006 Curry 592471 760566 Circular cropmark 

7.95m in diameter. 

Aerial 

photography 

AP007 Newtown 591349 762024 Circular cropmark 

26m diameter. 

Aerial 

photography 

AP008 Newtown 591380 761978 Circular cropmark 

22.74m in diameter 

Aerial 

photography 

AP009 Newtown 591035 762193 Circular cropmark 

17.28m in diameter. 

Aerial 

photography 

AP010 Newtown 591479 762334 Oval cropmark 

27.51m NS x 22.5m 

EW. Possibly part of 

a conjoined 

enclosure? 

Aerial 

photography 

AP011 Curry 593023 760430 Curvilinear 

cropmarks, cut by 

modern house 

boundary? 

Aerial 

photography 

AP012 Longnamuck 594344 759202 Oval enclosure? 

29.92m NNW/SSE x 

23.80m NNE/SSW 

Aerial 

photography 

AP013 Longnamuck 594472 758822 Curvilinear cropmark 

12.18m in diameter 

Aerial 

photography 

AP014 Galey 594544 758531 Curvilinear cropmark 

18.44m EW 

Aerial 

photography 

AP014D Galey 594853 758100 Circular cropmark 

17.56m in diameter 

Aerial 

photography 

AP015 Galey 594858 757913 Circular cropmark 

11.6m in diameter. 

Aerial 

photography 
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No. Townland ITM_E ITM_N Description Source 

AP016 Killiaghan and Gort 596463 753441 Oval cropmark 

42.78m NNW/SSE x 

32.56m NNE/SSW 

Aerial 

photography 

AP017 Killiaghan and Gort 596331 753014 Circular cropmark 

10.91m in diameter. 

Aerial 

photography 

AP018 Knockcroghery 594036 757631 Two irregular shaped 

features 8.6m and 

8.5m in diameter 

Aerial 

photography 

AP019 Ballymurray 591727 761234 Circular cropmark 

10.48m in diameter 

Aerial 

photography 

AP020 Carrigeens 592743 760083 Circular cropmark 

5.46m in diameter. 

Aerial 

photography 

AP021 Carrigeens 592763 760083 Circular cropmark 

7.28m in diameter 

Aerial 

photography 

AP022 Carrigeens 592989 759465 Roughly circular 

cropmark 7.29m in 

diameter 

Aerial 

photography 

AP023 Carrigeens 592967 759544 Circular feature 

5.47m in diameter 

within enclosing 

ditch-like feature 

22.69m in diameter 

Aerial 

photography 

AP024 Meehaun 593022 759379 Faint traces of 

possible enclosure 

37.24m in diameter 

Aerial 

photography 

AP025 Knockcroghery 593477 758382 Oval enclosure? 

13.46m in diameter 

Aerial 

photography 

AP026 Knockcroghery 593467 758319 Circular feature 

9.55m in diameter 

Aerial 

photography 

AP027 Knockcroghery 593855 757848 Circular feature 

98.69m in diameter 

Aerial 

photography 

AP028 Killiaghan and Gort 596103 752495 Oval enclosure? 

53.20m in diameter 

SSW/NNE 

Aerial 

photography 

AP029 Killinvoy 594905 756307 Partial oval 

enclosure? 61.83m in 

diameter 

Aerial 

photography 

AP030 Lismagroon 594672 756562 Circular enclosure - 

(ringfort size) 32.99m 

in diameter 

Aerial 

photography 

AP031 Knockcroghery 593735 757516 Possible circular 

enclosure 42.27m in 

diameter. 

Aerial 

photography 
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No. Townland ITM_E ITM_N Description Source 

AP032 Toberdan 595507 754158 Possible relict field 

boundaries x 2, (a) 

101.77m in diameter 

and (b) 58.4m in 

diameter. 

Aerial 

photography 

AP032 Kellybrook 594664 755419 Possible circular 

enclosure 32.6m in 

diameter. 

Aerial 

photography 

AP033 Kellybrook 594992 755293 Quarry? Marked on 

25-inch OS. 

Aerial 

photography 

AP034 Toberdan 595531 754242 Circular enclosure - 

(ringfort size) 32.74m 

in diameter 

Aerial 

photography 

AP035 Kellybrook 594628 754561 Oval enclosure 

29.02m in diameter 

Aerial 

photography 

AP036 Scregg 593295 756646 Curvilinear feature 

roughly 59m in 

diameter. 

Aerial 

photography 

AP037 Coolaphubble 592271 758728 Possible circular 

enclosure 16.57m in 

diameter 

Aerial 

photography 

AP038 Lisdaulan 592634 757714 Probable relict field 

boundary - right-

angled, 28.06m N-S 

(roughly) x 23.47m E-

W (roughly) 

Aerial 

photography 

AP039 Coolaphubble 592277 758535 Circular cropmark 

37m in diameter, 

southern arc very 

clear. Possibly within 

a wider enclosure 

58m in diameter? 

Aerial 

photography 

AP040 Corboy 592061 759480 Circular cropmark 

26m in diameter 

Aerial 

photography 

AP041 Ballymurray 591331 760714 Irregular roughly 

circular cropmark 

36.8m in diameter 

Aerial 

photography 

AP042 Bogganfin 590863 761723 Roughly circular 

cropmark 28m in 

diameter 

Aerial 

photography 

AP043 Cloonconra 592429 761169 Circular cropmark 

(with tree in the 

middle of it) 23m in 

diameter 

Aerial 

photography 
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No. Townland ITM_E ITM_N Description Source 

CH001 Lisbride 590323 762850 Settlement cluster 1st-edition 

6-inch OS 

Map (1838); 

LiDAR 

Analysis L 

20-11 

CH002 Lisbride 590372 762814 Kiln - lime 1st-edition 

25-inch OS 

Map (1888-

92) 

CH005 Newtown 590807 762580 Pottery works (site 

of) 

1st-edition 

6-inch OS 

Map (1838) 

CH006 Lisbride/Newtown 590615 762506 Townland boundary 1st-edition 

6-inch OS 

Map (1838) 

CH015 Killoy 596337 755468 Settlement cluster 1st-edition 

6-inch OS 

Map (1838) 

CH032 Newtown 591063 762432 Settlement cluster 1st-edition 

25-inch OS 

Map (1888-

92) 

CH033 Newtown 590676 762670 Kiln - lime 1st-edition 

25-inch OS 

Map (1888-

92) 

CH050 Glebe 594276 758612 Sheepfold 1st-edition 

25-inch OS 

Map (1888-

92) 

CH073 Cloonconra 591869 761535 Millrace 1st-edition 

6-inch OS 

Map (1838) 

CH079 Killeenrevagh 595764 755769 Graveslab 1st-edition 

6-inch OS 

Map (1838) 

CH080 Knockanyconor 596354 755076 Mill - corn 1st-edition 

6-inch OS 

Map (1838) 

CH081 Knockanyconor 596358 755035 Millpond 1st-edition 

6-inch OS 

Map (1838) 
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No. Townland ITM_E ITM_N Description Source 

CH082 Curraghalaher 596270 754964 Millrace 1st-edition 

6-inch OS 

Map (1838) 

CH087 Various 592118 761306 Area of potential EPA Soil 

Information 

Database 

CH096 Various 594203 759064 Area of potential EPA Soil 

Information 

Database 

CH097 Various 594362 757515 Area of potential EPA Soil 

Information 

Database 

L 17-10 Carrowroe; Lisbride; 

Carrowmore; 

Newtown 

590135 763126 Irregular area of 

linear relict field 

boundaries (2944m 

of linear relict 

boundary; max. 

dimensions 1.14km 

by 601m and c.49.5 

Ha). 

LiDAR 

L 20-14 Bogganfin; Lisbride; 

Newtown 

590960 762389 Irregular area of 

linear relict field 

boundaries (2118m 

of linear relict 

boundary; max. 

958m by 567m and 

c.35.88 Ha) 

LiDAR 

L 20-6 Newtown 590410 762857 Former quarry pit c. 

70m in length WNW-

ESE. Marked on 

second-edition 

(1892) OS map. 

LiDAR; 

second-

edition 

(1892) OS 

map 

L 28-20 Curry; Ballinlig; 

Carrigeens 

592996 760544 Area of relict field 

boundaries (4120m 

of linear relict 

boundary; 1.14km E-

W; 516m N-S; 60.8 

Ha area). 

LiDAR 

L 29-2 Toberreeogue 593219 760064 Rectangular 

enclosure (50m by 

25m) on sloping 

ground defined by 

low earthen banks 

(from 4m to 9m wide 

and c.0.10m high) 

sub-divided into two 

LiDAR 
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No. Townland ITM_E ITM_N Description Source 

roughly square 

areas. Overlain by 

ridge-and-furrow 

(Confidence Score 

2)45 

L 33-2 Toberreeogue 592164 759469 Possible circular 

enclosure (42m 

diameter) defined by 

a low-profile bank 

(c.7m wide and 

c.0.10m high) with a 

possible outer bank 

(c.6m wide and 

0.10m high). Very 

low relief feature on 

sloping ground 

(Confidence Score 2) 

LiDAR 

L 38-9 Galey 594738 758116 Low profile possible 

circular enclosure 

(54m diameter). 

Situated on sloping 

ground with low relief 

bank (c.10m wide 

and less than 0.10m 

high) (Confidence 

Score 1) 

LiDAR 

L 39-3 Galey; Longnamuck; 

Carrowndrisha 

595138 758110 Area of relict field 

boundary (6348m of 

linear relict field 

boundary; 1.8km N-S 

and 940m E-W; 

114.90 Ha area) 

(Confidence Score 2) 

LiDAR 

L 41-2 Galey 594764 757767 Subcircular enclosure 

(c.53m diameter) on 

sloping ground. 

Defined by a low-

profile bank (c.6.7m 

wide bank less than 

0.10m high) and an 

external ditch 

(Confidence Score 1) 

LiDAR 

L 41-3 Galey 594802 757522 Irregular, heart-

shaped enclosure 

(c.43m diameter) 

defined by a low 

LiDAR 

 
45 Confidence Score 1 = Possible archaeological feature; Confidence Score 2 = Probable archaeological feature. 
Note that only the more potentially significant LiDAR features have been included. 
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No. Townland ITM_E ITM_N Description Source 

bank (7.50m wide 

and 0.10m high). 

Bisected by a 

modern field 

boundary 

(Confidence Score 1) 
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APPENDIX 2.4 C: Summary of Previous Archaeological Investigations 

 

Excavations 

No. 

Name Site Type SMR No. Licence Year Author Description 

2002:1608 Galey, 

Roscommon 

Charcoal 

spread 

RO042-042 

RO042-043 

RO042-062 

02E0616 2002 Leo Morahan A proposed large development at Galey, 

Knockcroghery, was split into two phases. 

Sixteen pre-development trenches were opened 

before the first phase, which was to contain 

seventeen houses. The trenches were 30m–80m 

long. Evidence of archaeology was found only in 

one: a spread of concentrated charcoal 

measuring at least 0.7m east–west by 0.6m, with 

further diluted burnt stone and charcoal for at 

least 0.5m to the east and south. It was found in 

a proposed green area of the site, so further 

excavation was not necessary. There were no 

finds. 

2003:1581 Killiaghan And 

Gort, 

Roscommon 

No 

archaeological 

significance 

RO045:119 02E0388  Dominic 

Delaney 

Testing was carried out on a proposed 

development site at Killiaghan and Gort, Co. 

Roscommon, on 6 March 2003. The development 

comprises a dwelling-house, septic tank and two 

mushroom tunnels. The greenfield site is in the 

immediate vicinity of an enclosure. The south-

west half of the monument is situated on the high 

ground in the north corner of the site. Five 

trenches, averaging 30m in length, were 

excavated on the footprint of the proposed 

development. The stratigraphy was uniform 

across the tested area, a grey/brown silt topsoil, 

depth 0.2m, overlying orange/brown silty sand 

subsoil and, on the higher ground, outcrops of 

grey coarse sand, gravel and cobbles. No 
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Excavations 

No. 

Name Site Type SMR No. Licence Year Author Description 

archaeological material was discovered during 

testing. 

2003:1587 Moneymore, 

Roscommon 

No 

archaeological 

significance 

RO042-030 03E1027 2003 Bernard 

Guinan 

An assessment was required in advance of the 

construction of a dwelling-house, car canopy, 

septic tank and percolation area within the 

protected area of a ringfort at Moneymore, 

Coolaphubble, Knockcroghery, Co. Roscommon. 

The proposed development was located c. 25m 

from the southern bank of the ringfort, which was 

protected from the development by a 25m buffer 

zone. Seven machine-cut test-trenches were laid 

out at intervals across the proposed development 

site. They were 1.5m wide and ranged in length 

from 3 to 60m. Across the seven trenches a dark-

brown topsoil ranged from 0.1 to 0.4m in depth. 

This overlay a yellowish-brown subsoil, c. 0.15-

0.4m deep, above a natural gravel horizon. The 

remains of a modern field boundary were found in 

two of the trenches. No finds, features or deposits 

of archaeological significance were uncovered 

during the course of testing. 

2004:1465 Killiaghan [Sic] 

And Gort, 

Roscommon 

No 

archaeological 

significance 

RO045-103 04E0305 2004 Christopher 

Read 

The site of the proposed development, to consist 

of two houses, accesses and septic 

tanks/percolation areas, is located just outside 

Knockcroghery. It is near a church and 

earthworks (site of). Eight trenches measuring 

10m by 1m were excavated across the site in 

March 2004. All were excavated to a depth of 0.4-

0.6m. No archaeological features or finds were 

uncovered in any of the trenches excavated. 
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Excavations 

No. 

Name Site Type SMR No. Licence Year Author Description 

2004:1468 Galey, 

Knockcroghery, 

Roscommon 

Burnt areas 

and post-holes 

N/A 02E0616 

ext. 

2004 Leo Morahan Phase 2 of a large housing development was 

initiated during 2004 and all associated 

groundworks were monitored. Prior to this, a 

series of test-trenches were cut and two areas of 

archaeology turned up; both were located in 

areas that would have been directly affected by 

construction (Excavations 2002, No. 1608). 

Feature A initially took the form of a subcircular 

area of burnt and baked red/black clay roughly 

1m in diameter, with a small context of charcoal-

stained clay against its north-east edge.... To the 

west of this and in close proximity were mildly 

concentrated charcoal-stained features and very 

small areas of sticky brown clay, together with 

heavily [sic – heavily] burnt red clay.... Clearly, a 

large amount of burning had taken place on or 

near the site, although, because of the absence 

of finds, it is not clear whether this related to 

industrial or domestic activity.... Feature B was 

two narrow areas of concentrated charcoal 

spreads, which when excavated provided no 

finds or other contexts.... Feature C was 

composed of four post-hole-type cavities that 

became evident on the west edge of the ground 

monitored for this season..... 

2005:1341 Knockanyconor, 

Lecarrow, 

Roscommon 

Enclosure N/A 05E0391 2005 Martin E. 

Byrne 

Testing was undertaken within the boundaries of 

a proposed residential development site located 

in the townland of Knockanyconor, to the 

immediate south of the village of Lecarrow. There 

is a large (c. 40m diameter) stone-walled 
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Excavations 

No. 

Name Site Type SMR No. Licence Year Author Description 

subcircular feature enclosing the highest area of 

the site. The internal surface slopes away on all 

sides and this may have militated against the 

habitable use of the site, although it is probable 

that it may have served as an animal enclosure. 

The feature is marked on OS maps, but it is not 

included in the Record of Monuments and Places. 

Following discussions with the DoEHLG, it was 

agreed that no testing would be undertaken either 

within the enclosure or within a 10m-wide buffer 

to be established around the feature. A total of 

eight trenches were subsequently excavated 

within the remaining area of the site and nothing 

of archaeological interest was uncovered. 

2005:1350 Scregg, 

Roscommon 

No 

archaeological 

significance 

RO042-090 05E0021 2005 Finn Delaney Excavations at a small development site in 

Scregg, Co. Roscommon, took place on the 25 

January 2005. Four test-trenches were 

excavated across the footprint of the 

development, which consists of a single fully 

serviced dwelling, septic tank and entrance drive. 

... Two monuments lie within 75m of the proposed 

dwelling house. A possible wedge tomb (SMR 

42:90) is located c. 50m to the east of the site. A 

large, well-preserved ringfort (SMR 42:89) lies c. 

75m to the west of the western boundary of the 

proposed site.... 

2007:1506 Moneymore, 

Roscommon 

No 

archaeological 

significance 

RO042-157 07E0611 2007 John Purcell Test-trenching was carried out as part of further 

information prior to the erection of a mobile phone 

mast at Moneymore, Ballymurray [sic], Co. 

Roscommon, within a site marked as a 
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Excavations 

No. 

Name Site Type SMR No. Licence Year Author Description 

racecourse on the RMP for the area. A series of 

trenches were subsequently excavated by 

mechanical digger across the site. No features or 

finds of archaeological significance were 

revealed. 

2009:708 Knockcroghery, 

Roscommon 

Post-medieval 

clay tobacco 

pipe dump 

N/A 09E0277 2009 Edel Ruttle Monitoring of a sewerage scheme located a dump 

of c. 50 clay tobacco pipes. These artefacts are 

very likely to be associated with the manufactory 

known to have existed in Knockcroghery village 

between 1700 and 1921. 

2012:510 Galey, 

Roscommon 

No 

archaeological 

significance 

RO042-062 12E0236 2012 Martin E. 

Byrne 

A planning application for the development of 

seven dwelling units and internal access road at 

Galey, Knockcroghery, required that an 

Archaeological Impact Assessment, including a 

programme of testing, be prepared in response to 

a ‘Request for Further Information’. The site 

incorporates part of a ringfort (RO042-062) which 

is bisected (north-south) by a railway line. It is 

understood that that section of the monument 

within the development lands was formerly 

defined by an enclosing bank but that was 

levelled by the previous site owner in the course 

of landscaping works associated with the 

construction of the present house in the 1970s.... 

A total of eighteen test trenches, of varying 

lengths and orientations, were excavated within 

the boundaries of the site.... No features or 

artefacts of archaeological interest were 

uncovered during the course of the testing. 
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APPENDIX 2.4 D: Preliminary Inventory Of Architectural Heritage 
 

Identification No. N61/BK/CS-AH001 

Site Name Carrowroe House Demesne (Carrowroe Park) 

Legal Status None (associated with Protected Structure 4000221 [AH004]) 

Importance Local 

Reference No. NIAH Garden Survey 4505 

Townland Carrowroe 

Site Type Demesne 

Coordinates (ITM) 589723    763109 

Description Demesne associated with Carrowroe House (Protected Structure 4000221 

[AH004]). Shown on the first edition OS map (1838). On the Second Edition, 

house now named Carrowroe House, parkland not indicated, woodland 

shown. On the Revised Edition, house now named Carrowroe House, 

parkland not indicated, woodland shown. On current OS, buildings and 

woodland indicated, area labelled Carrowroe. A golf course has been 

constructed in the southwestern peripheral landscape. [1] 

Carrowroe Park was the home of the Goff family in the 19th century. 

Described by Lewis as a substantial and handsome mansion of limestone 

with a Doric portico, the residence of R. Goff. In the 1850s occupied by the 

Reverend William Battersby, who held the property from the Earl of Essex. 

Reverend Battersby was married to Mary Maud Caulfield, a daughter of 

John Caulfield, Archdeacon of Kilmore. The house was valued at £65. By 

the 1870s the residence of John Burke and the seat of Lt-Col. Michael A. 

Burke in 1894. Still extant and offered for sale in 2008 (Irish Times, 5 June 

2008). [2] 

Source(s) [1] NIAH Garden Survey 

[2] NUIG Landed Estates Database [online]. 

http://landedestates.nuigalway.ie/LandedEstates/jsp/property-

show.jsp?id=1141 Accessed 03.06.20. 

 

Identification No. N61/BK/CS-AH003a 

Site Name Lisbride House - Gates & Avenue 

Legal Status None (associated with Protected Structure 4000043 [AH003]) 

Importance Local 

Reference No. N/A 

Townland Lisbride 

Site Type Gateway 

Coordinates (ITM) 590322    762874 

http://landedestates.nuigalway.ie/LandedEstates/jsp/property-show.jsp?id=1141
http://landedestates.nuigalway.ie/LandedEstates/jsp/property-show.jsp?id=1141
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Description Entrance gates and avenue leading to Lisbride House. Wrought-iron gates 

suspended between two stone gate piers with pyramidal prism-shaped 

finials flanked by curving walls.   

Lisbride House was occupied by John B. Purdon in 1814 and in 1822 by 

Arthur Browne. Patrick Duignan was resident at the time of Griffith's 

Valuation, when the house was valued at £12. A house still exists at the 

site. [2] 

Source(s) [1] Fieldwork 2019 

[2] NUIG Landed Estates Database [online]. 

http://landedestates.nuigalway.ie/LandedEstates/jsp/property-

show.jsp?id=1337 Accessed 03.06.20. 

 

Identification No. N61/BK/CS-AH003b 

Site Name Lisbride Lodge 

Legal Status None (associated with Protected Structure 4000043 [AH003]) 

Importance Local 

Reference No. N/A 

Townland Lisbride 

Site Type Gate lodge 

Coordinates (ITM) 590326    762854 

Description c.1840; [original gate lodge] demolished. A modern bungalow on the site 

contains features salvaged from the gate lodge, bizarrely and haphazardly 

built in are an oeil-de-boeuf and a truncated lancet window with Y-tracery 

with latticed lights. Equally fanciful are the finials to the quarry-faced stone 

gate pillars in the form of pyramidal prisms [prismatic diamonds]. A property 

in the mid-nineteenth century of Patrick Duignan. [1] 

Lisbride House was occupied by John B. Purdon in 1814 and in 1822 by 

Arthur Browne. Patrick Duignan was resident at the time of Griffith's 

Valuation, when the house was valued at £12. A house still exists at the 

site. [2] [3] 

Source(s) [1] Dean, J. A. K. 2019. The Gate Lodges of Connacht. Dublin. Wordwell. 

p.78. 

[2] NUIG Landed Estates Database [online]. 

http://landedestates.nuigalway.ie/LandedEstates/jsp/property-

show.jsp?id=1337. Accessed 03.06.20. 

[3] Fieldwork 2019. 

 

Identification No. N61/BK/CS-AH010 

Site Name Scregg House Demesne 

Legal Status None (associated with Protected Structure 4200045 [AH008]) 

Importance Local 

http://landedestates.nuigalway.ie/LandedEstates/jsp/property-show.jsp?id=1337
http://landedestates.nuigalway.ie/LandedEstates/jsp/property-show.jsp?id=1337
http://landedestates.nuigalway.ie/LandedEstates/jsp/property-show.jsp?id=1337
http://landedestates.nuigalway.ie/LandedEstates/jsp/property-show.jsp?id=1337
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Reference No. NIAH Garden Survey 4616 

Townland Scregg 

Site Type Demesne 

Coordinates (ITM) 593053    755722 

Description Demesne associated with Scregg House (Protected Structure 4200045 

[AH008]).  Shown on the first edition OS map (1838). On the Second and 

Revised Editions, the demesne is shown but the area is reduced. On 

current OS, buildings are indicated, area labelled Scregg. [1] 

Scregg House was a Kelly home built in 1767, occupied by J.E. Kelly in 

1837 and Eliza Kelly in the 1850s. In the sale rental of 1856 the house is 

described as a respectable mansion, 3 stories [sic] high with basement and 

attic stories [sic] and a view of the Shannon River. Occupied in 1906 by the 

representatives of Henry Potts. The house is extant but no longer lived in. 

It is currently (2009) being restored with support from the Irish Georgian 

Society…. [2] 

Source(s) [1] NIAH Garden Survey 

[2] NUIG Landed Estates Database [online]. 

http://landedestates.nuigalway.ie/LandedEstates/jsp/property-

show.jsp?id=1162. Accessed 03.06.20. 

 

Identification No. N61/BK /CS-AH011 

Site Name Churchboro 

Legal Status None 

Importance Local 

Reference No. N/A 

Townland Killinvoy 

Site Type Demesne 

Coordinates (ITM) 594610    756244 

Description Demesne associated with Churchboro House (no longer extant).  Shown 

on the first edition OS map (1838). [1] 

Churchboro House was occupied by Edward Kelly in 1814, E. Kelly in 1837 

and by Patrick Grehan at the time of Griffith's Valuation. The house is no 

longer extant. [2] 

Source(s) [1] Historical maps 

[2] NUIG Landed Estates Database [online]. 

http://landedestates.nuigalway.ie/LandedEstates/jsp/property-

show.jsp?id=1161. Accessed 03.06.20. 

 

Identification No. N61/BK /CS-AH014 

Site Name Mote Park Demesne 

http://landedestates.nuigalway.ie/LandedEstates/jsp/property-show.jsp?id=1162
http://landedestates.nuigalway.ie/LandedEstates/jsp/property-show.jsp?id=1162
http://landedestates.nuigalway.ie/LandedEstates/jsp/property-show.jsp?id=1161
http://landedestates.nuigalway.ie/LandedEstates/jsp/property-show.jsp?id=1161
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Legal Status None (associated with Protected Structures 04200071 & 04200073 [AH015 

& AH016]) 

Importance Local 

Reference No. NIAH Garden Survey 4590 

Townland Mote Demesne 

Site Type Demesne 

Coordinates (ITM) 589553    761221 

Description Demesne associated with Mote Park. Stable complex (04200071) and 

Lion’s Gate (04200073) are Protected Structures. Shown on the first edition 

OS map (1838). On the Second and Revised Editions, building named, but 

parkland not indicated, woodland shown and area to south labelled Mote 

Demesne. On current OS, buildings and woodland are indicated; area to 

south labelled Mote Demesne. No significant development has occurred 

within the demesne. [1] 

The home of the Crofton family from the 17th century, valued at £140 in 

1906. ''Saunders Newsletter'' dated 17 May 1865 refers to a fire at Mote 

Park which badly burnt the house. The house was demolished in the 1960s. 

Roscommon Golf Club occupies part of the original Mote Park demesne. 

[2] 

“In the northern corner of Kilmeane parish near Ballymurray is Mote Park 

which is the estate of Lord Crofton. This area was owned by a member of 

the Murray family. The Crofton family - or "Lowther" as they used to be 

called came over with Cromwell….  As for the Park of the Mote or the 

demesne itself there are 1,263 acres of land. The edges of the Park are all 

wooded and in the centre are the pasture - the finest land in this parish - 

and Lord Crofton's dwelling house. It has four large gates and primitive 

entrance roads to the so-called "Big House". There is a gate against each 

main yard of the compass - a gateway with a large Roman archway and on 

top of that is the Crofton crest. The overall circumference of the Park is a 

large high limestone wall. It was the time of the Famine that it came to give 

work to the poor who were dying of hunger….” [3] 

Source(s) [1] NIAH Garden Survey 

[2] NUIG Landed Estates Database [online]. 

http://landedestates.nuigalway.ie/LandedEstates/jsp/property-

show.jsp?id=354. Accessed 03.06.20. 

[3] Irish Folklore Commission Schools Collection. 

https://www.duchas.ie/en/cbes/4921561/4879839. Accessed 12/05/20 and 

translated from the original Irish. 

 

Identification No. N61/BK /CS-AH021 

Site Name Galeybeg House 

Legal Status Protected Structure 

Importance Local 

Reference No. 4200090 

http://landedestates.nuigalway.ie/LandedEstates/jsp/property-show.jsp?id=354
http://landedestates.nuigalway.ie/LandedEstates/jsp/property-show.jsp?id=354
https://www.duchas.ie/en/cbes/4921561/4879839.%20Accessed%2012/05/20
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Townland Galeybeg 

Site Type Country House 

Coordinates (ITM) 596188    755492 

Description Occupied by Mr Bart Purdue in 1814 and in the 1830s described as a gent's 

seat belonging to Mr Bond with a neat demesne attached. The sale rental 

of 1856 states that it was built by the Reverend James Bond. In the 1850s 

held by Richard Bond in fee from the Court of Chancery and described as 

a herd's house with office. The home of Benjamin Greene in 1906. 

Occupied until the late 20th century, now derelict. [1] 

Source(s) [1] NUIG Landed Estates Database [online]. 

http://landedestates.nuigalway.ie/LandedEstates/jsp/property-

show.jsp?id=1217. Accessed 03.06.20. 

 

Identification No. N61/BK /CS-AH022 

Site Name Galeybeg House Demesne 

Legal Status None (associated with a Protected Structure) 

Importance Local 

Reference No. NIAH Garden Survey 4551 

Townland Galeybeg 

Site Type Demesne 

Coordinates (ITM) 596152    755522 

Description Demesne associated with Galeybeg House [AH021]. Shown on the first 

edition OS map (1838). Also shown on the Second and Revised Editions, 

though area reduced. On current OS, buildings are indicated; area labelled 

Galeybeg. No significant development has occurred within the demesne. 

[1] 

Source(s) [1] NIAH Garden Survey 

 

Identification No. N61/BK /CS-AH023 

Site Name Hill House 

Legal Status None 

Importance Local 

Reference No. NIAH Garden Survey 4565 

Townland Galeybeg 

Site Type Country house 

Coordinates (ITM) 596117    755226 

Description House and parkland indicated but not named on the first edition OS map 

(1838). Also shown on the Second and Revised Editions, though area 

http://landedestates.nuigalway.ie/LandedEstates/jsp/property-show.jsp?id=1217
http://landedestates.nuigalway.ie/LandedEstates/jsp/property-show.jsp?id=1217
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reduced. On current OS, buildings are indicated but not named. No 

significant development has occurred within the demesne. [1] 

House labelled ‘Hill Ho.’ On 25-inch OS (1888–92) [2] 

Source(s) [1] NIAH Garden Survey 

[2] 25-inch OS (surveyed 1888–92) 

 

Identification No. N61/BK /CS-AH024 

Site Name Hill House Demesne 

Legal Status NIAH Garden Survey 4565 

Importance Local 

Reference No. NIAH Garden Survey 4565 

Townland Galeybeg 

Site Type Demesne 

Coordinates (ITM) 596152    755322 

Description House and parkland indicated but not named on the first edition OS map 

(1838). Also shown on the Second and Revised Editions, though area 

reduced. On current OS, buildings are indicated but not named. No 

significant development has occurred within the demesne. [1] 

Source(s) [1] NIAH Garden Survey 

 

Identification No. N61/BK /CS-AH029 

Site Name Glebe House Demesne 

Legal Status None (associated with a Protected Structure) 

Importance Local 

Reference No. NIAH Garden Survey 4555 

Townland Glebe 

Site Type Demesne 

Coordinates (ITM) 594152    758522 

Description Demesne associated with former rectory (RPS 4200516/ NIAH 31818004). 

Shown on the first edition OS map (1838). House indicated but parkland 

not indicated on the Second and Revised Editions. On current OS, buildings 

are indicated and area is labelled ‘Glebe’. No significant development has 

occurred within the demesne. [1] 

Source(s) [1] NIAH Garden Survey 

 

Identificati

on No. 

N61/BK /CS-AH033 

Site Name Midland Great Western Railway 
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Legal 

Status 

None 

Importanc

e 

Regional 

Reference 

No. 

N/A 

Townland Various 

Site Type Railway 

Coordinat

es (ITM) 

594573    757708 [indicative] 

Descriptio

n 

Midland Great Western Railway was incorporated in 1845. At its peak it covered 538 

miles (third largest after GSWR and GNR). It became a constituent of Great Southern 

Railway in 1924. [1]  

Knockcroghery Station, Co. Roscommon, is located west of Athlone on the Mayo line 

to Westport. The line was first opened by the Midland Great Northern Railway in 

February 1860, who were taken over by the much larger Midland Great Western 

Railway. Knockcroghery Station was closed in June 1963, but the station remained a 

block post with the signal cabin controlling the loop and crossing gates. The station 

building is semi derelict, but retains both its up and down platforms. CTC has also re-

aligned the passing loop away from the level crossing to allow new automated one to 

be installed. The signal cabin is of MGWR origin, and is built in brick similar to 

Castlebar's and others on the Mayo line. [2] 

A train was derailed near Knockcroghery (in Curry townland) in 1997.  

Source(s) [1]  http://www.steamindex.com/locotype/mgwr.htm [online] Accessed 02.06.2020 

[2] 

http://eiretrains.com/Photo_Gallery/Railway%20Stations%20K/Knockcroghery/IrishR

ailwayStations.html  [online] Accessed 02.06.2020 

 

Identification No. N61/BK /CS-AH039 

Site Name Kellybrook House Demesne 

Legal Status None (associated with a Protected Structure) 

Importance Local 

Reference No. NIAH Garden Survey 4571 

Townland Kellybrook 

Site Type Demesne 

Coordinates (ITM) 595252    755322 

Description Demesne associated with Kellybrook House (RPS 4500095). Shown on the 

first edition OS map (1838). House indicated and named but parkland not 

indicated on the Second and Revised Editions. On current OS, buildings 

are indicated and labelled ‘House’ and area to west labelled ‘Kellybrook’. 

No significant development has occurred within the demesne. [1]  

http://www.steamindex.com/locotype/mgwr.htm
http://eiretrains.com/Photo_Gallery/Railway%20Stations%20K/Knockcroghery/IrishRailwayStations.html
http://eiretrains.com/Photo_Gallery/Railway%20Stations%20K/Knockcroghery/IrishRailwayStations.html
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Wilson records Kellybrook House as a Kelly residence in 1786. The seat of 

Denis Kelly in the 1830s and of Jane Kelly in the 1850s who held the 

property from Esther Dillon and the representatives of Maria Boswell. The 

house was valued at £3. Still occupied by a family named Kelly. [2] 

Source(s) [1] NIAH Garden Survey 

[2] NUIG Landed Estates Database [online]. 

http://landedestates.nuigalway.ie/LandedEstates/jsp/property-

show.jsp?id=1215. Accessed 03.06.20. 

 

Identification No. N61/BK /CS-AH040 

Site Name Lecarrow Mill 

Legal Status Protected Structure 

Importance Local 

Reference No. 4500522 (NIAH 31820001) 

Townland Knockanyconor 

Site Type Corn Mill 

Coordinates (ITM) 596454    755099 

Description Detached three-bay four-storey former mill with attic, built c.1800, now 

derelict. Recessed bay to west with return and lean-to extension to rear. 

Remains of mill wheel, mill race and sluice gates to east. Pitched slate roof 

with limestone coping. Random coursed limestone walls with rubble infill. 

Tooled limestone quoins. Square-headed openings with dressed stone 

lintels and stone sills. Timber sheeted and battened doors. Elements of mill 

race and sluice gate remain with mill race flowing through. mill race 

comprising random coursed retaining walls. Square-profiled stone piers 

with strap pointing to west. Building set back slightly from road. Stone steps 

to south-western side of mill pond. 

In its heyday Lecarrow Mill was a site of social importance, within the local 

community, in the production of corn. Though no longer functioning as a 

mill, the physical remains including parts of the mill wheel, sluice gates and 

mill race are technically significant and are part of the industrial heritage of 

the area. The reasonably intact nature of this site allows it continue to 

contribute to the heritage and character of the area. 

Categories of Special Interest: Architectural, Social, Technical [1] 

Source(s) [1] NIAH Building Survey 

 

Identification No. N61/BK /CS-AH041 

Site Name Bridge over mill race 

Legal Status Protected Structure 

Importance Local 

Reference No. 4500523 (NIAH 31820002) 

http://landedestates.nuigalway.ie/LandedEstates/jsp/property-show.jsp?id=1215
http://landedestates.nuigalway.ie/LandedEstates/jsp/property-show.jsp?id=1215
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Townland Knockanyconor 

Site Type Bridge 

Coordinates (ITM) 596428    755154 

Description Single-arch road bridge over disused mill race, built c.1800. Random 

coursed walls with cut stone voussoirs to arch-ring. Bridge formerly 

associated with Lecarrow Mill. 

The stone bridge contributes to the setting of Lecarrow Mill. Though of 

modest design, the bridge plays an important role in allowing traffic to cross 

a millrace. Its stone elevations and round-headed arch-ring compliment an 

adjacent bridge, which is similar in style. 

Categories of Special Interest: Social, Technical [1] 

Source(s) [1] NIAH Building Survey 

 

Identification No. N61/BK /CS-AH042 

Site Name Bridge over mill stream 

Legal Status Protected Structure 

Importance Local 

Reference No. 4500524 (NIAH 31820003) 

Townland Knockanyconor 

Site Type Bridge 

Coordinates (ITM) 596484    755088 

Description Single-arch road bridge over former mill stream run-off, built c.1800. 

Random coursed walls to bridge with cut stone voussoirs to arch-ring. 

Bridge formerly associated with adjacent Lecarrow Mill. 

This road bridge over a mill stream run-off are part of a group of structures 

associated with the former corn mill at Lecarrow. Though the mill is no 

longer used, as a group these structures contribute to the industrial heritage 

of the area. The bridge is of a similar design to another located directly to 

the north, which straddles a millrace. 

Categories of Special Interest: Social, Technical [1] 

Source(s) [1] NIAH Building Survey 

 

Identification No. N61/BK /CS-AH043 

Site Name Telephone Box 

Legal Status Protected Structure 

Importance Local 

Reference No. 4500766 

Townland Galeybeg 

Site Type Telephone Box 
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Coordinates (ITM) 596387    755167 

Description Traditional Irish wooden telephone box along the south external side of 

Coffey’s Foodstore, Lecarrow. [1] [2] 

Source(s) [1] Record of Protected Structures 

[2] Fieldwork 2019 

 

Identification No. N61/BK /CS-AH044 

Site Name The Courthouse, Lecarrow 

Legal Status None 

Importance Local 

Reference No. N/A 

Townland Knockanyconor 

Site Type Courthouse 

Coordinates (ITM) 596550    755028 

Description Ruined vernacular dwelling, labelled ‘Court Ho.’ on 25-inch (1888–92) [1] 

Source(s) [1] Ordnance survey 25-inch map (surveyed 1888–92) 

 

Identification No. N61/BK /CS-AH045 

Site Name Lecarrow Harbour 

Legal Status None (listed on NIAH) 

Importance Regional 

Reference No. NIAH  31820004 

Townland Knockanyconor 

Site Type Harbour 

Coordinates (ITM) 596623    755180 

Description L-plan harbour, c.1850, constructed on mill river leading from Blackbrick 

Bay to the corn mill at Lecarrow. Random coursed walls to harbour with 

limestone slabs to edge and cast-iron mooring posts. Limestone steps 

leading to lower cut stone platform to south. Limestone steps descending 

to water to north. Harbour extended to east. 

Lecarrow harbour, still used by those navigating the Shannon, is 

representative of nineteenth-century construction feats associated with 

inland waterways. Its proximity to the corn mill at Lecarrow and adjacent 

stone quarries allowed raw and processed materials to be transported by 

water. As such the harbour played an important role in the area's industry 

and commerce. 

Categories of Special Interest:  Architectural, Social, Technical  

Rating: Regional [1] 
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“There is a broad spectrum of industrial heritage in Co. Roscommon from 

lime kilns, ice houses such as at Rockingham, navigational structures 

including harbours such as at Lecarrow….” [2] 

Source(s) [1] NIAH Building Survey 

[2] Roscommon County Development Plan 2014-2020, p.156 

 

Identification No. N61/BK /CS-AH046 

Site Name Killiaghan House 

Legal Status None 

Importance Local 

Reference No. N/A 

Townland Killiaghan and Gort 

Site Type Country House 

Coordinates (ITM) 596282    754005 

Description House at the end of an avenue indicated with outbuildings and labelled 

‘Killiaghan House’ on the first-edition (1838) and 25-inch (1888–92) OS. [1] 

Not visited during fieldwork; provisionally rated as Local. 

Source(s) [1] Historical maps 

 

Identification No. N61/BK /CS-AH047 

Site Name Gort Demesne 

Legal Status None 

Importance Local 

Reference No. NIAH Garden Survey 4559 

Townland Killiaghan and Gort 

Site Type Demesne 

Coordinates (ITM) 596652    752623 

Description Shown on the first edition OS map (1838) but not indicated on the Second 

and Revised Editions. On current OS, buildings indicated labelled House, 

area labelled Killiaghan and Gort. No significant development has occurred 

within the demesne. [1] 

Source(s) [1] NIAH Gardens Survey 

 

Identification No. N61/BK /CS-AH051 

Site Name Kileenrevagh Buildings 

Legal Status None 

Importance Local 
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Reference No. N/A 

Townland Kileenrevagh 

Site Type Buildings 

Coordinates (ITM) 595047    756806 

Description Single bay single storey former vernacular dwelling and shop set back from 

N61 with lofted stone outbuilding to rear. Buildings depicted here on the 

first-edition six-inch (1838) and 25-inch (1888–92) OS maps. 

Source(s) Fieldwork 2019; historical maps 

 

Identification No. N61/BK /CS-AH052 

Site Name Newtown Vernacular House 1 

Legal Status None 

Importance Local 

Reference No. N/A 

Townland Newtown 

Site Type House - vernacular house 

Coordinates (ITM) 591525    762050 

Description Single storey derelict vernacular dwelling with portico and annexe to NW. 

Asbestos roof to dwelling but likely to have been thatched originally and 

dwelling retains timber sash windows. Galvanised roof to annexe. Dwelling 

has been modernised but retains much of its character as an example of 

local vernacular architecture. A structure is shown at this location on the 

first-edition six-inch (1838) and 25-inch (1888–92) OS maps suggesting a 

nineteenth-century date. 

Source(s) Fieldwork 2020; historical maps 

 

Identification No. N61/BK /CS-AH053 

Site Name Newtown Vernacular House 2 

Legal Status None 

Importance Local 

Reference No. N/A 

Townland Newtown 

Site Type House - vernacular house 

Coordinates (ITM) 591652    761880 

Description Single storey derelict vernacular farmhouse with annexe to SW. Asbestos 

roof to dwelling but likely to have been thatched originally. Galvanised roof 

to annexe. Dwelling is derelict but retains much of its character as an 

example of local vernacular architecture. Structures are shown at this 
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location on the first-edition six-inch (1838) and 25-inch (1888–92) OS maps 

suggesting a nineteenth-century date. 

Source(s) Fieldwork 2020; historical maps 
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APPENDIX 2.4 E: Preliminary Inventory Of Other Potential Cultural Heritage 

Assets 

 

Identification No. N61/BK/CS-CH001 

Legal Status Undesignated 

Reference No. L 20-11 

Townland Lisbride 

Site Type Settlement (site of) 

Coordinates (ITM) 590323    762850 

Description A row of buildings and property boundaries are depicted here and labelled 

‘Lisbride’ on the 1st-edition 6-inch OS Map (1838). Only faint indication of 

plot boundaries on the LiDAR data. 

Source(s) 1st-edition 6-inch OS Map (1838); LiDAR Analysis (L 20-11) 

 

Identification No. N61/BK/CS-CH002 

Legal Status Undesignated 

Reference No. L 20-6 

Townland Lisbride 

Site Type Limekiln (site of) 

Coordinates (ITM) 590372    762814 

Description Indicated as a site of a corn-drying kiln on the first edition 6-inch map (1838) 

and as a limekiln on the 1st-edition 25-inch OS Map (1888-92). Area 

disturbed by subsequent quarrying. No definitive impression of a feature on 

LiDAR. No trace of limekiln visible on the ground today; a depression is all 

that remains at the location. 

Source(s) 1st-edition 6-inch OS Map (1838); 1st-edition 25-inch OS Map (1888-92); 

LiDAR Analysis (L 20-6); field survey. 

 

Identification No. N61/BK/CS-CH005 

Legal Status Undesignated 

Reference No. L 20-13 

Townland Newtown 

Site Type Pottery Workshop (site of) 

Coordinates (ITM) 590807    762580 

Description Site of pottery workshop indicated on first edition 6-inch map. Not shown 

on the 1st-edition 25-inch OS Map (1888-92). Not possible to determine the 

archaeological significance based on LiDAR data. 
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Source(s) 1st-edition 6-inch OS Map (1838); 1st-edition 25-inch OS Map (1888-92); 

LiDAR Analysis (L 20-13). 

Identification No. N61/BK/CS-CH006 

Legal Status Undesignated 

Reference No. N/A 

Townland Lisbride/Newtown 

Site Type Townland Boundary 

Coordinates (ITM) 590615    762506 

Description Prominent section of townland boundary between the townlands of Lisbride 

and Newtown. 

Source(s) 1st-edition 6-inch OS Map (1838); field survey 

 

Identification No. N61/BK/CS-CH010 

Legal Status Undesignated 

Reference No. N/A 

Townland Corroy 

Site Type School (on site of R. C. Chapel) 

Coordinates (ITM) 591956    759838 

Description Ballymurray School (depicted and labelled on the 1st-edition 25-inch OS 

Map) on the site of an earlier R. C. Chapel as indicated on the 1st-edition 

6-inch OS Map (1838). 

Source(s) 1st-edition 6-inch OS Map (1838); 1st-edition 25-inch OS Map (1888-92. 

 

Identification No. N61/BK/CS-CH013 

Legal Status Undesignated 

Reference No. N/A 

Townland Corboley 

Site Type Settlement 

Coordinates (ITM) 593217    757449 

Description Two rows of buildings and property boundaries are depicted here and 

labelled ‘Corboley Lower’ on the 1st-edition 6-inch OS Map (1838) and 1st-

edition 25-inch OS Map (1888-92). 

Source(s) 1st-edition 6-inch OS Map (1838); 1st-edition 25-inch OS Map (1888-92. 

 

Identification No. N61/BK/CS-CH015 

Legal Status Undesignated 
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Reference No. N/A 

Townland Killoy 

Site Type Settlement 

Coordinates (ITM) 596337    755468 

Description Two cluster of buildings and property boundaries are depicted here and 

labelled ‘Killoy’ on the 1st-edition 6-inch OS Map (1838) and 1st-edition 25-

inch OS Map (1888-92). 

Source(s) 1st-edition 6-inch OS Map (1838); 1st-edition 25-inch OS Map (1888-92. 

 

Identification No. N61/BK/CS-CH017 

Legal Status Undesignated 

Reference No. N/A 

Townland Kellybrook 

Site Type Settlement 

Coordinates (ITM) 594320    755141 

Description A row of buildings and property boundaries are depicted along the roadside 

here and labelled ‘Kellybrook’ on the 1st-edition 6-inch OS Map (1838); 

fewer shown on 1st-edition 25-inch OS Map (1888-92). 

Source(s) 1st-edition 6-inch OS Map (1838); 1st-edition 25-inch OS Map (1888-92. 

 

Identification No. N61/BK/CS-CH032 

Legal Status Undesignated 

Reference No. N/A 

Townland Newtown 

Site Type Settlement 

Coordinates (ITM) 591063    762432 

Description A small cluster of buildings and property boundaries are depicted along the 

roadside here on the 1st-edition 6-inch OS Map (1838) and 1st-edition 25-

inch OS Map (1888-92). 

Source(s) 1st-edition 6-inch OS Map (1838); 1st-edition 25-inch OS Map (1888-92. 

 

Identification No. N61/BK/CS-CH033 

Legal Status Undesignated 

Reference No. N/A 

Townland Newtown 

Site Type Limekiln (site of) 
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Coordinates (ITM) 590676    762670 

Description Limekiln depicted and labelled on the 1st-edition 25-inch OS Map (1888-

92). 

Source(s) 1st-edition 25-inch OS Map (1888-92) 

 

Identification No. N61/BK/CS-CH034 

Legal Status Undesignated 

Reference No. N/A 

Townland Bogganfin 

Site Type Settlement 

Coordinates (ITM) 591189    761581 

Description An irregular grouping of buildings and property boundaries along a laneway 

depicted on the 1st-edition 6-inch OS Map (1838) and 1st-edition 25-inch 

OS Map (1888-92). A ‘Sun Dial’ is labelled on the latter. 

Source(s) 1st-edition 6-inch OS Map (1838); 1st-edition 25-inch OS Map (1888-92. 

 

Identification No. N61/BK/CS-CH038 

Legal Status Undesignated 

Reference No. N/A 

Townland Ballymurray 

Site Type Barracks 

Coordinates (ITM) 591463    760757 

Description Two-storey dwelling labelled ‘Constabulary Bk’ on the 1st-edition 25-inch 

OS Map (1888-92). 

Source(s) 1st-edition 25-inch OS Map (1888-92) 

 

Identification 

No. 

N61/BK/CS-CH039 

Legal Status Undesignated 

Reference No. N/A 

Townland Ballymurray 

Site Type Forge (Smithy) 

Coordinates 

(ITM) 

591423    760976 

Description Ruins of a ‘Smithy’ labelled on the 1st-edition 25-inch OS Map (1888-92). [1] 

“There are five forges in this parish (Knockcroghery). These are the smiths names, 

and the names of the villages where the forges are situated, Mr. Hanlon's forge 
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situated in Ballymurray [CH039?]. Mr. Coyle's in Knockcroghery, Mr. Kelly's in 

Culleen [CH061?], Mr. Scally's in Ballagh, Mr. Coyle's in St. John's.” [2] 

Source(s) [1] 1st-edition 25-inch OS Map (1888-92) 

[2] Irish Folklore Commission Schools Collection. 

https://www.duchas.ie/en/cbes/4811586/4799347/4931166?ChapterID=4811586. 

Accessed 12/05/20. 

 

Identification No. N61/BK/CS-CH044 

Legal Status Undesignated 

Reference No. N/A 

Townland Toberreeogue 

Site Type Vernacular House 

Coordinates (ITM) 593468    759823 

Description Vernacular farmhouse and outbuildings; buildings shown here on the 1st-

edition 6-inch OS Map (1838) and 1st-edition 25-inch OS Map (1888-92). 

Source(s) 1st-edition 6-inch OS Map (1838); 1st-edition 25-inch OS Map (1888-92). 

 

Identification No. N61/BK/CS-CH049 

Legal Status Undesignated 

Reference No. L 37-16 

Townland Srah 

Site Type Corn Mill (site of) 

Coordinates (ITM) 593463    758625 

Description Site of a flour mill indicated on the first-edition 6-inch map. Mill removed by 

later 19th century. Boundary bank across site; no visible trace on LiDAR 

data. 

Source(s) 1st-edition 6-inch OS Map (1838); 1st-edition 25-inch OS Map (1888-92); 

LiDAR (L 37-16) 

 

Identification No. N61/BK/CS-CH050 

Legal Status Undesignated 

Reference No. N/A 

Townland Glebe 

Site Type Sheepfold 

Coordinates (ITM) 594276    758612 

Description A sheepfold is depicted on the 1st-edition 25-inch OS Map (1888-92) in the 

corner of a field adjacent to the railway line. 

https://www.duchas.ie/en/cbes/4811586/4799347/4931166?ChapterID=4811586
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Source(s) 1st-edition 25-inch OS Map (1888-92) 

 

Identification No. N61/BK/CS-CH052 

Legal Status Undesignated 

Reference No. N/A 

Townland Coolaphubble 

Site Type Spring 

Coordinates (ITM) 592717    758206 

Description A spring is labelled in a marshy area on the 1st-edition 25-inch OS Map 

(1888-92). 

Source(s) 1st-edition 25-inch OS Map (1888-92) 

 

Identification No. N61/BK/CS-CH059 

Legal Status Undesignated 

Reference No. N/A 

Townland Killinvoy/Lismagroon 

Site Type Settlement 

Coordinates (ITM) 594258    756680 

Description A clustered settlement is shown here on the 1st-edition 25-inch OS Map 

(1888-92). 

Source(s) 1st-edition 25-inch OS Map (1888-92) 

 

Identification No. N61/BK/CS-CH061 

Legal Status Undesignated 

Reference No. N/A 

Townland Kileenrevagh 

Site Type Forge (Smithy) 

Coordinates (ITM) 595838    755713 

Description Labelled ‘Smithy’ on the 1st-edition 25-inch OS Map (1888-92). Buildings 

also shown here on the 1st-edition 6-inch OS Map (1838). [1]  

This forge is on the roadside opposite Lecarrow Quarry. A stone plaque 

over doorway depicts blacksmith’s tools. [2] 

“Our local forge is situated in the next village to mine, Gailebeg, and is 

owned by a man named Kelly. Almost every day we hear the sound of the 

anvil, and passing by it we can see the great furnace blazing inside, and 

the sparks flying out at the open door while the smith a powerful man, plies 

his task within.” [3] [see Appendix 2.4 F for more folklore concerning this 

site]. 
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Source(s) [1] 1st-edition 6-inch OS Map (1838); 1st-edition 25-inch OS Map (1888-

92) 

[2] Field survey. 

[3] Irish Folklore Commission Schools Collection. [online] 

https://www.duchas.ie/en/cbes/4921563/4880099; 

https://www.duchas.ie/en/cbes/4811587/4799510/4932942; 

https://www.duchas.ie/en/cbes/4811586/4799347/4931166. Accessed 

12/05/20. 

 

Identification No. N61/BK/CS-CH065 

Legal Status Undesignated 

Reference No. N/A 

Townland Knockanyconor 

Site Type Ball Alley 

Coordinates (ITM) 596356    755066 

Description A handball alley, possibly utilising a portion of an earlier corn mill (CH080). 

Labelled on the 1st-edition 25-inch OS Map (1888-92). 

Source(s) 1st-edition 25-inch OS Map (1888-92) 

 

Identification 

No. 

N61/BK/CS-CH067 

Legal Status Undesignated 

Reference No. N/A 

Townland Toberdan 

Site Type School 

Coordinates 

(ITM) 

594804    754502 

Description Toberdan School is labelled ‘Lloyd School’ on the revised 6-inch map from the early 

twentieth century. Lloyd School is also depicted on the 1st-edition 6-inch OS Map 

(1838) and 1st-edition 25-inch OS Map (1888-92) within the same property 

boundary but closer to the roadway. [1] 

“There are also the remains of an other [sic] school beside Lloyd's new school.” [2] 

Source(s) [1] 1st-edition 6-inch OS Map (1838); 1st-edition 25-inch OS Map (1888-92); 

revised 6-inch OS Map (Cassini). 

[2] Irish Folklore Commission Schools Collection. 

https://www.duchas.ie/en/cbes/4811587/4799427/4931904?ChapterID=4811587. 

Accessed 12/05/20. 

 

Identification No. N61/BK/CS-CH073 

Legal Status Undesignated 

https://www.duchas.ie/en/cbes/4921563/4880099
https://www.duchas.ie/en/cbes/4811587/4799510/4932942
https://www.duchas.ie/en/cbes/4811586/4799347/4931166
https://www.duchas.ie/en/cbes/4811587/4799427/4931904?ChapterID=4811587
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Reference No. N/A 

Townland Cloonconra 

Site Type Millrace 

Coordinates (ITM) 592571    761215 

Description An artificial water channel is depicted on the 1st-edition 6-inch OS Map 

(1838) leading to a possible millpond. Appears to have been filled in during 

the latter half of the nineteenth century as it is not shown on the 1st-edition 

25-inch OS Map (1888-92). 

Source(s) 1st-edition 6-inch OS Map (1838); 1st-edition 25-inch OS Map (1888-92) 

 

Identification No. N61/BK/CS-CH074 

Legal Status Undesignated 

Reference No. N/A 

Townland Corgarve 

Site Type Settlement 

Coordinates (ITM) 591853    760095 

Description A row of buildings and property boundaries lining the roadside are depicted 

on the 1st-edition 6-inch OS Map (1838). 

Source(s) 1st-edition 6-inch OS Map (1838) 

 

Identification No. N61/BK/CS-CH077 

Legal Status Undesignated 

Reference No. L 37-6 

Townland Lisnahoon 

Site Type Millrace 

Coordinates (ITM) 593419    758329 

Description Millrace (c.5m wide, 0.7m deep; c.525m long) merging with W-flowing 

stream to S. Recorded on both the 1st-edition 6-inch OS Map (1838) and 

1st-edition 25-inch OS Map (1888-92). Continuation of millrace L 33-3. 

Served mill site (CH049). 

Source(s) 1st-edition 6-inch OS Map (1838); 1st-edition 25-inch OS Map (1888-92); 

LiDAR (L 37-6) 

 

Identification No. N61/BK/CS-CH079 

Legal Status Undesignated 

Reference No. N/A 

Townland Kileenrevagh 
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Site Type Grave (site of) 

Coordinates (ITM) 595764    755769 

Description A ‘Grave Stone’ is labelled along the roadside here on the 1st-edition 6-inch 

OS Map (1838) 

Source(s) 1st-edition 6-inch OS Map (1838) 

 

Identification No. N61/BK/CS-CH080 

Legal Status Undesignated 

Reference No. N/A 

Townland Knockanyconor 

Site Type Corn Mill (site of) 

Coordinates (ITM) 596354    755076 

Description A ‘Corn Mill’ is labelled here on the 1st-edition 6-inch OS Map (1838) 

Source(s) 1st-edition 6-inch OS Map (1838) 

 

Identification No. N61/BK/CS-CH081 

Legal Status Undesignated 

Reference No. N/A 

Townland Knockanyconor 

Site Type Millpond (site of) 

Coordinates (ITM) 596358    755035 

Description A millpond is shown here on the 1st-edition 6-inch OS Map (1838); 

associated with CH080. 

Source(s) 1st-edition 6-inch OS Map (1838) 

 

Identification No. N61/BK/CS-CH082 

Legal Status Undesignated 

Reference No. N/A 

Townland Curraghalaher 

Site Type Millrace 

Coordinates (ITM) 596270    754964 

Description A millrace is shown here on the 1st-edition 6-inch OS Map (1838); 

associated with CH080. 

Source(s) 1st-edition 6-inch OS Map (1838) 
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Identification No. N61/BK/CS-CH086 

Legal Status Undesignated 

Reference No. L 20-2 

Townland Lisbride 

Site Type Spring 

Coordinates (ITM) 590714    762186 

Description Natural spring (c.0.7m deep and 16m wide), with a channel (c.5m - 10m 

wide, 110m long) leading SE to field boundary ditch. Recorded on 1st-

edition 25-inch OS Map (1888-92) 

Source(s) 1st-edition 25-inch OS Map (1888-92); LiDAR (L 20-2); field survey 

 

Identification No. N61/BK/CS-CH087 

Legal Status Undesignated 

Reference No. N/A 

Townland Various 

Site Type Archaeology - area of potential 

Coordinates (ITM) 591000    762190 

Description Hind River (Area of Potential) 

Source(s) EPA Soil Information Database, Co. Roscommon 

 

Identification No. N61/BK/CS-CH096 

Legal Status Undesignated 

Reference No. N/A 

Townland Carrigeens / Toberreeogue / Knockdrumdonnell / Creggan 

Site Type Archaeology – area of potential 

Coordinates (ITM) 593440    759600 

Description Carrigeens Bog 

Source(s) EPA Soil Information Database, Co. Roscommon 

 

Identification No. N61/BK/CS-CH097 

Legal Status Undesignated 

Reference No. N/A 

Townland Knockcroghery / Gailey / Cornamart 

Site Type Archaeology – area of potential  

Coordinates (ITM) 594390    757600 
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Description Knockcroghery peatland 

Source(s) EPA Soil Information Database, Co. Roscommon 

 

Identification No. N61/BK/CS-CH099 

Legal Status Undesignated 

Reference No. N/A 

Townland Lisdaulan/Corboley/Coolaphubble/Cartron 

Site Type Archaeology – peatland area of potential 

Coordinates (ITM) 592407    757650 

Description Lisdaulan peatland 

Source(s) EPA Soil Information Database, Co. Roscommon 
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APPENDIX 2.4 F: Preliminary Inventory of Irish Folklore Commission Schools Collection Extracts 

 

Townland Collector / 

Informant 

Extracts Dúchas Archive 

permanent website 

link 

Baile Uí 

Mhuirígh 

(Ballymurray

) 

Brian Ó 

hUidhir 

Timcheall céad bliain ó shoin áit an-ghnóthach a b'eadh an baile beag seo mar bhí 

figheadóireacht olna agus figheadóireacht líneadaigh ar suibhal ann. Tá scaraoid línéadaigh agam 

féin a rinneadh inseo tuairim is céad bliain ó shooin nuair a bhí an tionnscáil seo fá lántseol…. I lár 

an bhaile bhig seo ar thaoibh an bhóthair mhoir bhí seanfhothrach fothrach scoile…. In aice leis 

an bhfothrach seo bhí reilig agus teach cruinnighthe na "Quaker". Bhí a lán de'n chreideamh seo 

ar an mbaile beag blianta ó shoin ach d'imthigh siad indiaidh a chéile agus h-adhlacadh an duine 

deiridh dhíobhtha sa reilig seo sé bhliain déág ó shoin. "Lewis", "Wigglesworth" agus "Wilson" na 

sloinntí a bhí orthu. 

About a hundred years ago this small town was a very busy place because it was wool and linen 

weaving took place here. I own a linen tablecloth made about a century ago when this initiative 

was in full swing…. In the centre of this small town on the side of the main road was an old school 

ruins…. Adjacent to this ruin was the cemetery [AY145] and meeting house of the "Quaker" 

[AY144]. Many of these beliefs had existed in the village a few years ago but they disappeared 

one after another and the last deceased was buried in this cemetery sixteen years ago. Their 

surnames were "Lewis", "Wigglesworth" and "Wilson".  

[Note: this entry is preceded by a photograph of the Quaker meeting house c.1938.]. 

https://www.duchas.ie/e

n/cbes/4921561/48798

33  

Ballinlig Brian Ó 

hUidhir 

In aice le Caisleán Geálaigh tá baile beag fearainn agus Baile-an-Liaig is ainm dó. Tá leac mhór 

inseo. Tá a lán línte mar bhéadh sórt scríbheann eicínt uirthí …. Is dócha gurbh ó'n leic seo a fuair 

an baile fearainn a ainm. Tá páirc eile in aice leis an leic agus tá a lán mullán nó carraigreacha 

móra in a seasamh suas díreach inntí "Gort-a'-Chatha" an t-ainm a bheirtear air. Deirtear gur 

troideadh cath fíochmhar fuilteach inseo na blianta fada ó shoin. Cibé fíor bréagach é sin, níor 

treabhadh an gort seo ariamh gan chnámha nó smidiríní chnámh a thionntódh in áirde ins na h-

eitreacha. Nochtadh plaosc cloiginn ann uair amháin in aice le ceann de na mulláin. 

Adjacent to Castle Galey is a small townland and its name is Ballinluig. There's a big slab here. 

There are many lines written about them…. It is likely that this rock gave the townland its name. 

There is another field near the slab and there are many large mounds or rocks standing up directly 

https://www.duchas.ie/e

n/cbes/4921561/48798

80  

https://www.duchas.ie/en/cbes/4921561/4879833
https://www.duchas.ie/en/cbes/4921561/4879833
https://www.duchas.ie/en/cbes/4921561/4879833
https://www.duchas.ie/en/cbes/4921561/4879880
https://www.duchas.ie/en/cbes/4921561/4879880
https://www.duchas.ie/en/cbes/4921561/4879880
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Townland Collector / 

Informant 

Extracts Dúchas Archive 

permanent website 

link 

in the "Gort-a'-Chatha" [Battlefield]. It is said that many years ago a fierce and bloody battle was 

fought here. However true, this field has never been ploughed without bones or bone fragments 

turning up in the furrows. A fractured skull appeared once near one of the hamlets. 

Ballymurray Maura 

Gilmartin 

Ballymurry [sic] is the name of my home district. Knockcroghery is the name of my parish. There 

are 30 houses and about 100 people in this district. Foley is the most common name here. There 

are 23 slated houses and 7 thatched ones in this village. Houses were a lot more numerous in 

former times than they are now. This village was often called: "Poor, Proud Ballymurry." 

Ballymurry is in the Barony of Athlone. 

https://www.duchas.ie/e

n/cbes/4811586/47993

78/4931302?ChapterID

=4811586 

Cloonconra Eileen Lough Cloonconra is my home district. It is situated in the townland of Cloonconra, in the parish of 

Kilteevan, in the baronry of Ballintubber South in Co. Roscommon. The types of houses in this 

townland are all one storey thatched houses. There are five families living in this district. The late 

Thomas Curley who lived in Cloonconra was a great local poet, and he composed a piece of 

poetry about this townland…. 

https://www.duchas.ie/e

n/cbes/4811586/47993

79/4931305?ChapterID

=4811586 

Corboley Hugh 

Connaughton 

Corbooly is the name of my townland. There are fifteen houses in it and there are 48 people. The 

names of the houses are Miley, Morris, Mullin, Murray, Beirne, Buckley, Mcdonnell, Fallon, 

Mooney, Connaughton, Fallon, Fallon, Morris, Dolan, and English. The name most common is 

Fallon and the next name most common is morris. All the houses of Corbooly are thatched except 

two which are slated. The oldest person in the village is Mrs Fallon 100 years. 

https://www.duchas.ie/e

n/cbes/4921562/48799

49/4932285  

Galey Mrs McArdle ... there is an old castle in Gailey [AY054]. It is situated on the brink of the Shannon. It was built by 

the O Kelley's in the seventeenth century and was last inhabited by a man called Ormsby. It is 

built on the summit of a small hill, and up in their centre are to be seen some stone steps. 

https://www.duchas.ie/e

n/cbes/4811587/47994

45 

Galeybeg Kitty Kelly Gailey-Beg: There are five families in this town land and there are twenty nine people in it. The 

people speak English only. There are three slated houses and [illegible] thatched houses in this 

district. There are three ruins in it also. Fords, Kelly's, and Tooline who are gone to America. 

There are no people over seventy in this district. The land is very sandy and rocky. 

https://www.duchas.ie/e

n/cbes/4811587/47994

74/4932775?ChapterID

=4811587 

https://www.duchas.ie/en/cbes/4811586/4799378/4931302?ChapterID=4811586
https://www.duchas.ie/en/cbes/4811586/4799378/4931302?ChapterID=4811586
https://www.duchas.ie/en/cbes/4811586/4799378/4931302?ChapterID=4811586
https://www.duchas.ie/en/cbes/4811586/4799378/4931302?ChapterID=4811586
https://www.duchas.ie/en/cbes/4811586/4799379/4931305?ChapterID=4811586
https://www.duchas.ie/en/cbes/4811586/4799379/4931305?ChapterID=4811586
https://www.duchas.ie/en/cbes/4811586/4799379/4931305?ChapterID=4811586
https://www.duchas.ie/en/cbes/4811586/4799379/4931305?ChapterID=4811586
https://www.duchas.ie/en/cbes/4921562/4879949/4932285
https://www.duchas.ie/en/cbes/4921562/4879949/4932285
https://www.duchas.ie/en/cbes/4921562/4879949/4932285
https://www.duchas.ie/en/cbes/4811587/4799445
https://www.duchas.ie/en/cbes/4811587/4799445
https://www.duchas.ie/en/cbes/4811587/4799445
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Galeybeg Bea Boyd Our local forge [CH061] is situated in the next village to mine, Gailebeg, and is owned by a man 

named Kelly. Almost every day we hear the sound of the anvil, and passing by it we can see the 

great furnace blazing inside, and the sparks flying out at the open door while the smith a powerful 

man, plies his task within. 

For generations past the same family have had a forge there, and many a story was told in the 

evening when the neighbour [sic] gather in to ramble and exchange the news of the day. And yet 

the forge remains the centre of local gossip, and many tit-bit does the smith hear while engaged in 

his task of shoeing horses. The smith repairs ploughs, shoes wheels and will fix any metal object 

which is brought to him as well, so that whenever a tongs or any such household implement gets 

broken it is sent to the forge to be mended. 

One night some time ago the smith was roused by a passer-by at midnight, who asked him if he 

would put on a set of shoes for him. The smith agreed although he thought it a rather late hour for 

a traveller, he made no remark, but began his task of shoeing a coal black mare. While he worked 

he exchanged some talk with the stranger, and all went well until he came to shoeing the fourth 

foot. Then when he lifted up the animals foot to put on the last shoe, he saw, not a mare's hoof but 

a cow's. Immediately, he knew his visitor was not an earthly one so he made no comment, but 

kept at the work 'till finished. The stranger wanted to pay him, but he would take no money for he 

says, he knew evil would befall him if he did. Then the visitor said he would be passing back at the 

same hour a few nights later, and that he would pay him then for his work, but the forge was 

bolted on that night as was also the smith's dwelling house, but though the family could hear the 

beat of hoofs distinctly passing by the house, they failed to see either horse or rider, despite the 

fact that they were keeping watch from one of the top windows of the house. 

The forge itself is a fairly large building, slated with one square - shaped window, a front and a 

back door and a fire - place. the smith employs a man to help with his work the tools used by him 

are an anvil, hammer, sledge, pencers [sic – pincers], nails and iron. 

https://www.duchas.ie/e

n/cbes/4921563/48800

99  

Kellybrook Hugh 

Connaghton / 

In Kellybrook long ago there were a great many trees some of which are now cut down. Amongst 

those trees there were a few odd-looking ones which were said to be haunted. On one occasion 

three men went to cut some of those trees for fire wood [sic]. When they began cutting the trees, 

instead of falling, blood began to come (fall) from them. When the men looked around they saw 

https://www.duchas.ie/e

n/cbes/4921562/48799

33/4932271 
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Sarah 

Connaghton 

strange men walking around as if guarding the trees. The men told the labourers to go home but 

they did not do so. However, after a few hours they saw that it was useless as the trees were not 

falling. They then went home, and within one year the three men were dead. Other men went to 

cut them down also but they were dead within a year also. People say that the reason why those 

trees were guarded was, because there was a pot of gold under them, and that that pot is there 

yet. 

 

Killeenreeva

gh 

Kitty Kelly Killeen Reevagh: There are fourteen families in this district and there are seven thatched houses 

and seven slated houses in it. There is one old woman over seventy named and. Mrs Fallory [sic]. 

There are sixty five people in this district. The people speak English only. Houses were much 

more numerous in olden days, many people emigrated to America, and there are a great number 

of ruins, contains a large marshy district but not streams or lakes. The majority of the land is good. 

https://www.duchas.ie/e

n/cbes/4811587/47994

74/4932775?ChapterID

=4811587 

Killinvoy Not recorded Killenvoy [sic] is one of the oldest graveyards in this parish, but it is still in use [AY100]. It is 

rugged and slopes to the west. There are many trees growing in it also. This graveyard has many 

ornamented crosses. Local families still use this graveyard though they live a distance from it. 

There is a vault there supposed to contain the remains of the O Kelly family - the local chieftains. 

https://www.duchas.ie/e

n/cbes/4811587/47994

07 

Killinvoy Tomás Ó 

Conchobhair 

There are three graveyards in this district Cill Coman, St. John's and Killinvoy…. The graveyard in 

Killinvoy is divided into two parts, one part for the Catholics and the other part for the Protestants. 

In the Protestant part there is a vault for a family named the Kellys [AY100]. 

https://www.duchas.ie/e

n/cbes/4921564/48801

95/4932784?ChapterID

=4921564  

Killoy Kitty Fuery There are five houses in this district and they are all thatched. There are twelve people in it, and 

two people over seventy, Jack Treacy, and Martin Mac Gloughlin. The people speak English only. 

There are a few ruins in this district. It contains a large marshy district with the canal [AH049] 

running through to the shannon [sic]. 

https://www.duchas.ie/e

n/cbes/4811587/47994

75/4932776?ChapterID

=4811587 

Knockcroghe

ry 

Brian Ó 

hUidhir 

Tá an baile beag seo suidhte ar an mbóthar mór eidir Roscomáin is Béal Átha Luain i bparáiste 

Chill-an-Mhaighe i mbarúntacht Átha luain. "Cnoc Crochaire" an t-ainm atá air agus is ón gcnoc 

atá taobh thiear de'n bhaile beag a gheibeas sé an t-ainm "Hangman's Hill" a tugtar air fós i 

ngnáthchaint na ndaoine…. Ghníthí píopaí criadha ar an mbaile beag agus cuirtí ar fud na h-

https://www.duchas.ie/e

n/cbes/4921561/48798

16/4932074?ChapterID

=4921561  
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Eireann iad ar chairteacha. Bhíodh fá thuairim céad go leith duine ag obair orthu. Ghníthí dhá 

chineál píopa-an gnáthphíopa criadha nó an “dúidín” agus cineál píopaí ar leith le h-aghaidh 

tórramh. Bhíodh cos troigh ar fhaid ar an bpíopa seo agus scríobhtha ar an gcois fhada sin bhí 

“Lord have mercy on the dead "! …. Gheibhtí an chré feileamhnach le h-aghaidh a ndéanta i 

bPairc an Mhóta (feic thíos) ach le deireannas h-allmhuirighthí an cré seo ó Shasain…. 

This small town is located on the main Roscommon and Athlone road in the parish of Kilmaine in 

the barony of Athlone. Its name is "Crochaire Hill" and it is from the hill on the eastern side of the 

small town that it bears the name "Hangman's Hill" [AY147] which is still commonly known in 

people…. Pottery pipes were used in the small town and were chartered throughout Ireland. About 

a hundred and fifty people worked on them. There were two types of pipes - the usual pot of clay 

or "duct" and a separate type of pipe for a bore. This piece was about a foot long and written on 

that long leg was "Lord have mercy on the dead "!…. The earthen clay would be found for 

manufacture in Moat Park … but eventually this clay was imported from England…. 

Knockcroghe

ry 

Mike Kelly In 1920 Knockcroghery was burned by the Black and Tans. There was a clay pipe factory there 

which was burned and was never rebuilt. 

https://www.duchas.ie/e

n/cbes/4811588/47995

68/4929273?ChapterID

=4811588 

Knockcroghe

ry  

Kitty Fuery The Local Forge: There are only two local forges in our parish district. The names of the smiths 

are Patrick Kelly Celleen Lecarrow Co Roscommon [CH061?] and George Coy Gailybeg  

Lecarrow Co Ros. These people have been smiths for many years, one of the forges is situated in 

Culleen and the other in Knockcroghery; they are both on the roadside. The forges are fairly big 

and there are windows on for forges. Both forges have a wooden roof, the door is big, like that of a 

car-house. There is only one fire in each forge. The bellows is big, and there is an iron handle out 

of it, but it was not made locally. Both smiths shoe horses. Both smiths make gates and ploughs 

and harrows. It is said that forge water cures warts. The water the smith washed himself in is 

supposed to strengthen him. It was a custom among the people to bring both the blacksmith and 

his wife to any local wedding. 

https://www.duchas.ie/e

n/cbes/4811587/47995

10/4932942?ChapterID

=4811587 
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Knockcroghe

ry / 

Lismagroon 

Kitty Macken The following names of fields but nobody knows any history about them:- Cluain na Raituighe; 

Cor: Cualan; Tobarasal Garabhuidhe; Garabán; Pairc na Muilg; Gort Muiris - All these are in 

Lismagroom [sic].  

The following is the names of fields around Kncokcroghery 

Máinín; Scailp; Suide Finn; Cruacáin; Pauleen-ding-dong; Cruachain Ruad; "Scraith Liath"; 

Lushnagh 

https://www.duchas.ie/e

n/cbes/4811587/47994

35/4931920?ChapterID

=4811587 

Lisbride James Lough There are many fairy forts in this district, two of the best known of which are Lisbride and Rath 

Connor. 

The first [AY003?] is situated in Lisbride in the townland of Lisbride, in the parish of Roscommon, 

and the other is situated in the townland of Athleague in the parish of Athleague in Co. 

Roscommon. There is a fence of earth around Lisbride and there is a fence of earth around Rath 

Connor also. The latter is not an important one. It was not known that there was any entrance hole 

into these forts. There is a story connected with Lisbride the name of which is "The Three Princes 

and the Fairy". 

https://www.duchas.ie/e

n/cbes/4811586/47994

02/4931337?ChapterID

=4811586  

Lisfelim Tomás Ó 

Conchobhair 

Long ago in the Penal Days the priests were hunted out of their homes and they had no where to 

say Mass but there is one particular spot that I know where Mass used to be celebrated. They 

used to have to go to lonely places to say Mass. This place is about two miles from here. It is near 

Lough Fuinchinagh. the remains of two big stones and one flat one are to be seen there yet and 

there is nothing growing round them only white thorn bushes and the people would not cut them 

as it would not be right. Those two big stones were supposed to be the alters where mass was 

celebrated. The priests used to go to different places to say Mass they used to have to say it out in 

the open air. The place round about Balla-an-tSagairt as the priests used to dwell there. 

https://www.duchas.ie/e

n/cbes/4921564/48801

20/4932719?ChapterID

=4921564  

Mote Park Brian Ó 

hUidhir 

I ndeisceart Páirc an Mhóta tá sean-reilig Chill Méin. "Cill Mian" a bheirtear an an áit seo de reir 

"Leabhar Leacain"…. Bhí an Diarmuid seo ina rí ar Chonnachta ar feadh sé mbliadhan déag agus 

thug sé ceithre cathanna "faobhar-ghéara" ag cosaint na cúige - cath Rath Ara ceann díobhtha sin 

- an Rath Ara atá sa bparáiste seo. De réir na seandaoine bu insin i gCill Méin a bhí séipéal 

Mhuintir Uí Mhuireadhaigh agus mainistir chomh maith. Nuair a fuair muintir Chrofton seilbh ar 

chríocha Uí Mhuireadhaigh rinne siad slad is argain ar an mainistir is díbrigheadh na manaigh le 

https://www.duchas.ie/e

n/cbes/4921561/48798

45  
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fán an tsaoghal. Ach mór shásta iad leis an méad sin féin a dhéanamh mar leag siad an mhainistir 

gur tóigeadh tuamba mór dóbhtha ina h-ionad…. 

To the south of Moate Park lies the old cemetery of Kilmeane [AY019]. This place is called "Cill 

Mian" according to the “Book of Leacain”.  … This Diarmuid was king of Connaught for sixteen 

years and led four "sharp-edged" battles defending the province - one of which is the battle of 

Rath Ara - the one in this parish. 

According to the older people in Kilmeane there were also the Murrays’ chapel and monastery. 

When the Crofton people took over the territories of the O’Murrays they plundered the monastery, 

and the monks were banished to the world. But they were pleased to do so themselves because 

they demolished the monastery and replaced it with a large, burnt tomb…. 

Mote Park Mrs Isabel 

Gilmartin 

Lord Crofton was our landlord. The Croftons are here since the Cromwellian Plantation. They were 

planted by Cromwell in the 17th century. They were looked upon as good landlords. Lord Crofton 

sold the land to the Land Commission and they divided it. Tithes were paid here at one time. They 

were paid in cattle or in money. The Croftons as landlords were liked by the people. There were 

chiefs (O'Murrays) there before the Croftons. They were catholics. 

https://www.duchas.ie/e

n/cbes/4811586/47993

74/4931231?ChapterID

=4811586  

Mote Park Eileen Lough Lord Crofton who lives in Mote Park, Co. Roscommon was the local landlord. His ancestors came 

there during the reign of Queen Elizabeth at the end of the 16th century. Tithes were collected for 

the Protestant Churches by Tithe Gatherers in this locality. The rents were usually paid in money 

but were seldom or never paid in kind. Lowther was originally the family name. 

https://www.duchas.ie/e

n/cbes/4811586/47993

75/4931297?ChapterID

=4811586  

Páirc an 

Mhóta (Mote 

Park) 

Brian Ó 

hUidhir 

Sa gcúinne thar thuaidh de pharáiste Chill Méin in aice le Baile Muireadhaigh tá Páirc an Mhóta 

eadhon an t-eastát atá ag bunadh an Tighearna Crofton. Bu le duine de shíol Uí Mhuireadhaigh 

an limistéir seo. Thainic muintir Chrofton - nó " Lowther " a bhí mar sloinneadh orthu anall le 

Cromuil. Oifigeach bratach nó " Ensign " in arm Chromuil a bhí sa gcéad duine acu a thainic anall 

agus bu' le linn Phlanntáil Chromuil a fuair siad greim ar an áit i dtosach. D'fhan muintir Uí 

Mhuireadhaigh timcheall na h-áite go h-am Sáirséil agus d'athghabh siad a n-áitreabh dúthcais 

insin ach nuair buaidheadh ar na Gaedhil sa gcogadh sin d'imthigh siad thar lear leis na "Géabha 

Fiadháine" agus níl ach fó-dhuine de'n tsloinneadh sin fágtha sa limistéir seo anois. Maidir le Paírc 

an Mhóta nó an demesne fhéin tá 1,263 acraí talmhan ann. Tá imill na Páirce ar ghach taoibh faoi 

https://www.duchas.ie/e

n/cbes/4921561/48798

39  
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choillte agus istigh ina lár atá an féarach - an talamh is fearr dá bhfuil sa bparáiste seo - agus an 

teach comhnuidhthe atá ag an Tiarna Crofton. Tá ceithre geataí móra agus bóithre 

príomhaideacha isteach uathbha go dtí an "Teach Mór" mar bheireas na daoine air. Tá geata in 

aghaidh gach príomhárd de'n chompás - geata a bhfuil stuagh mór Románach ós a chionn agus 

ar a bhárr sin arís tá suaitheantas na gCrofton. Móirthimceall na Páirce ar fad tá balla mór árd 

d'aolchloich. Aimsir an Ghorta a tóigeadh é chun obair a thabhairt do na daoine bochta a bhí ag 

fághail bháis leis an ocras…. 

In the northern corner of Kilmeane parish near Ballymurray is Mote Park which is the estate of 

Lord Crofton. This area was owned by a member of the Murray family. The Crofton family - or 

"Lowther" as they used to be called came over with Cromwell. The first to arrive here was a flag 

officer or "Ensign" in the Cromwellian army, and it was during the Cromwell Plantation that they 

first acquired the place. The Murrays stayed around the place until Sarsfield’s time and regained 

their own fortified premises but when the Irish were defeated in that war they went abroad with the 

"Wild Geese" and only few people of that surname are now left in this area. 

As for the Park of the Mote or the demesne itself there are 1,263 acres of land. The edges of the 

Park are all wooded and in the centre are the pasture - the finest land in this parish - and Lord 

Crofton's dwelling house. It has four large gates and primitive entrance roads to the so-called "Big 

House". There is a gate against each main yard of the compass - a gateway with a large Roman 

archway and on top of that is the Crofton crest. The overall circumference of the Park is a large 

high limestone wall. It was the time of the Famine that it came to give work to the poor who were 

dying of hunger…. 

Mountplunke

tt 

Charles Fuery Mount Plunkett House: Mt Plunkett house is situated near the river Shannon and it has a lot of 

scenery around it. It is a three-story house now but the back it is very old and the front of it is not 

half as old. 

Demlish built the back of Mt house in the year 1691 at the time of the battle of Aughrim and 

George Plumb built the front of it in 1804 this date is on a stone and also some Foman [sic – 

Roman] letters which are M. D. C. C. V. I. 

https://www.duchas.ie/e

n/cbes/4811587/47995

42/4932981?ChapterID

=4811587 
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The Plunkett family were the next that inhabited this House. The Plunkett's coat of arms was a 

sword and battle axe. These Plunketts were Catholics because they had a bishop known as 

bishop Plunkett. 

The kitchen in Mrs. Cameron's house was a chapel a long time ago in Plunketts time and the 

priest that used to say Mass there was Father Secfield…. 

The following are the families that lived in Mr Plunkett house. 

The Demlishe's 

The Plunkett's 

The Grahame's 

The Adamson's 

The Cameron's which are living there 

The present Mrs Cameron's husband was a commisioner of the police in Dublin and when he 

came home, one day as he was out walking with his wife he fell dead, and Mrs Cameron put up a 

cross as a mark where he died, and when this cross got broken a briar grew in the same place 

and it is still growing in the same place. 

Scregg Patrick Kelly Scregg: There was an old castle in Scregg [AY127]. It was situated on the summit of a hill 

convenient to the present Scregg House [AH008]. It is demolished now, and the stones were used 

to build the present Scregg house. 

https://www.duchas.ie/e

n/cbes/4811587/47994

46/4931948?ChapterID

=4811587 

Toberdan Bea Boyd Fairy forts are a common feature on the Irish countryside, and our school district has its supply of 

them too, some are circular in shape, and some are three cornered, but all are surrounded with 

bushes, and generally supposed to be the abode of fairies and Goblins who live underground. 

One fort near my home is Mac's fort. It is a circular mound, surrounded with furze and has never 

been ploughed, for people believe that if they plough up a fort or interfere with it in any way, the 

fairies will have their revenge and none like to woke the wrath of the "Good People" to be sure. 

This fort is famous for the fact that people generally go astray when passing by it after nightfall. 

Near the fort too is an old quarry where stones were quarried in former times and headstones 

https://www.duchas.ie/e

n/cbes/4921563/48800

94  

https://www.duchas.ie/en/cbes/4811587/4799446/4931948?ChapterID=4811587
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were carved out for the local inhabitants who had died. One of those headstones still remain; there 

is writing on it but is worn away with the years so that only traces remains. 

Long ago, a girl from the village called Nora Connaughton was passing by the head stone in the 

dark of the evening, when she heard some scaping noise under it. She looked in, and a big turkey 

cock came out, which pursued her the whole way to her home, when it vanished and was seen no 

more. The girl was frightened and was in bed for several days. This story is true, her own sister M 

Ward it was who told me about it, and its common knowledge in the neighbourhood. 

More interesting still is the fact that our church St John's [AY213] is built on the spot where 

formerly a fort stood; the church is not a long time built, some hundreds years ago or thereabout, 

and many a story the old people will tell in connection with its erection, and true stories as well. 

While building was in progress mishaps of some sort were always happening to the masons and 

their attendants. Stones were pelted at them, their horses would take fright, upset a load and run 

away, and worse still what was built during the day would be levelled to the ground again at night, 

and they had to start all over again. And when at last, they did get it built, the trouble wasn't 

ended. 

The first Sunday mass was read there the people were frightened out of there [sic] wits, with the 

sound of falling stone and mortar; they thought the walls were falling in upon them and made a 

general rush for the door, but as all seemed quiet and peacable  [sic – peaceable] after that, they 

resumed their seats and mass when on undisturbed. So there must be something into the saying 

that forts are haunted, and that it is not right to encroach on the under-ground abodes of the Good 

People. 

Toberreeoge James Lough There are three holy wells in this parish-(Knockcroghery). One of the best known of these wells is 

"Tobar Ri og" [AY047] about a mile from my home. This is not visited on any certain day now, but 

about a hundred years ago "Rounds" were performed there and prayers said while doing the 

"rounds". It is said that a person who vomits blood will be cured by drinking the water of this well. It 

is related that people have been cured by drinking the water of this well. A man named John 

Curley who lived in the village of Clooncanra, in the parish of Kilteevan was cured by drinking the 

water of this well. It is supposed that the water of this well cannot be used for house-hold 

https://www.duchas.ie/e

n/cbes/4811586/47993

88/4931314?ChapterID

=4811586 

https://www.duchas.ie/en/cbes/4811586/4799388/4931314?ChapterID=4811586
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purposes. The portion of the well that is not blessed may be used for house-hold purposes, but the 

part that is blessed cannot be so used. The second well in Lecarrow [AY188] and the third is in St 

Johns. The people still visit these holy wells. Some people 

Various Charles Fuery Local Place-Names: 

Gopr's loca Years ago the Irish people called this field gopr-a-loca because there were always 

ducks there and it is called its Irish Name at the present day. 

Lior-cloc This field had a fort long ago and in later years it was filled up with stones and it still 

bears the name "lior cloc" 

Lior-an-peip Some years ago this field was a famous meadow, and was also famous for hay, but 

at the present day it is only used for grazing, and it is still called "lior an peip". 

Gopre-cam This field is crooked from the time it was first made, and it is said that it was always 

"gorpre-cam". 

Clay-meadow This field lies in Cornamart Knockcrogery, and in one corner of the field it contains a 

large hole and that is the reason it is called the Clay-meadow. 

Ruatan This field lies in Cillin-Ruata and is owned by Mr Hughes of the same district. I heard this 

from my father Charles Fuery Mt Plunkett Lecarrow Co Roscommon aged 50 yrs. 

Selia's Garden This garden was owned by Celia Mc Loughlub deceased, who was a native of illin 

Riaba, Knockcroghery Co Roscommon and it is called Celia's garden to the present day.  

Paipc-mop This field lies in Mr Plunkett Lecarrow, Co Roscommon, and it is called Paipc mop 

because it is a very large field. 

Quarry field This field is situated in Mt Plunkett Lecarrow, and in olden times we are told this was a 

famous quarry. 

Tobar-Donn There are various placenames in and around our district, the nearest to us is Tobar-

donn. In one field in Tobardonn Lecarrow Co Roscommon lies a well and the whole village is 

called Tobar-donn. I have heard this from my father Charles Fuery Mt Plunkett. 

https://www.duchas.ie/e

n/cbes/4811587/47994

16/4931810?ChapterID

=4811587  
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Kill-mop This place lies near Mt Plunkett and most of it borders the Shannon and it is said there 

was a church there in olden times. I have heard this from my father who is Charles Fuery, Mt 

Plunkett, Lecarrow Co Roscommon. 

Cluain-Cara People say that there was a battle fought in a field in Cluain-Cara some years ago 

and ever since it is called Clun-Cara. I have heard this from my father, the same address as 

above.  

Lior-gart This is the name given to a house owned by Mr. Cameron Mt Plunkett, Lecarrow Co 

Roscommon. I have heard this from my father Charles Fuery Mt Plunkett. Bearna-Cullain This 

place lies in Bearna-Cullain Knockcroghery Co Roscommon. I heard this from my father, same 

address. 

Baile na Gaore This place lies in Kellybrook Knockcroghery Co. Roscommon. I heard this from my 

father Charles Fuery. 

Various Not recorded Landlords: The following is a list of landlords:- Mrs Pelly Killeen Revagh, Co Roscommon; Lord 

Crofton Gaily; Mrs Connolly Kilmore; Mr Lloyd Kiloy; Mr Cameron Mt Plunkett; Mr Greene Gaily 

Geg; Mr Fawcett Brackna; Mr Lloyd Toberdon; Major French Kellybrook; Mr Roper 

Knockcroghery; Mrs Ervin Carhoola; Mr Roto Scregg; Mr Ormsly Ballybrogan; Mr Stanley 

Lowpark; Mr Stevens Curraghlater; Mr Bond Lecarrow; Benjamin Green Lecarrow; Mr. Foster 

https://www.duchas.ie/e

n/cbes/4811587/47995

06/4932926?ChapterID

=4811587 

Various Kitty Fuery / 

Mrs McCorole 

/ Patrick Kelly 

Local Roads: There are many very old roads in the district and some of them are still used.  

Names: Bocar Mon - This is a very old road. It is situated about four miles from Knockcroghery, 

and it leads from Breacnaugh to Portrum.  

Ballenleg: This old road is situated about three miles from Knockcroghery. It leads from Knock to 

Corry. 

Hill Road: This road is situated about one mile from Lecarrow. It leads from Culleen to the Valley. 

Fuery's Road. Gailey Road: This is a very old road. It is still used. It leads from Knockcroghery to 

Gailey. 

Church Burrough Road: This road is situated about a mile from Lecarrow. It is still used, and it 

leads from Culleen to Scregg. There is a heap of stones beside this road. 

https://www.duchas.ie/e

n/cbes/4811587/47994

37 
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Race Course Road: This road is still in use. It is about one quarter of a mile from Knockcroghery. 

It leads from Corey to Kilmaine. There is a large heap of stones on this road. 

Local customs: The local custom connected with crossroads is that there is a bonfire lit on every 

cross-roads on the 23rd of June. This road is situated one mile from Knockcroghery. It is a very 

old road and it leads from Culleen to Gailey. 

Various Patrick Kelly / 

Malachy Kelly 

/ Charles 

Fuery 

Old Schools: Mt Plunkett [CH062] is an old school, and it was built in the year of 1857 by the 

Grahames, for the use of their own children. It became a national school in the year of 1859. 

These are a list of the teachers who taught in it at that time. Miss Lambert, Mrs Ward, Miss Scally, 

Miss Kelly and Miss O'Connor. 

There are the ruins of an old school at Culleen crossroads, and Mr Murray is the name of the man 

who taught in it. 

There is an-other old School at the lower end of Culleen, near Culleen hall. It was supposed to be 

built by a man named Kelly in the beginning of the seventeenth century. Miss Kelly was the name 

of the teacher who taught in it. 

There are also the remains of an other [sic] school beside Lloyd's new school [CH067]. 

Another remains of an old school at Clooncagh in the parish of Kilteevan.  

There is the remains of an old school in Glanduff beside the new school. 

There was an old school at the farm yard in Mt Plunkett close to Mrs. Cameron's house. Miss 

O'Brien was the name of the teacher who taught in it. 

https://www.duchas.ie/e

n/cbes/4811587/47994

27/4931904?ChapterID

=4811587 

Various Not recorded Old Crafts. 

Tanning of leather was carried on around Lough Funshinagh. There was a weaver in Ballagh 

named Thomas McKeoghn. Pipes were made in Knockcroghery by Curley and Lyons. Potheen 

whiskey was made in Carrowkeel by Pat Groarke. There was a basket maker and a thatcher also 

in Carrowkeel. Henry Gilligan made the baskets and P.Roarke was the thatcher. There was a 

shoemaker in Rahara named Michael Donnnelly. Each family make their own baskets called 

cishes. A cish is a very big basket used for bringing bonhams in going to a fair. There are small 

baskets made for putting on calves heads when they are small, they are called scibs. 

https://www.duchas.ie/e

n/cbes/4811589/47996

35/4929882 
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There used to be a basket made of sheep-skin with the rim of a sand - riddle on top, it is called a 

(boráin) bothrán. 

There was a noggin maker in Ballagh named Pat Beattie. There were nine generations of 

blacksmiths in Rahara. There was a pottery in Galey; some of the delph that was made there is 

still to be seen….There is a lime kiln in Grange, A lime kiln is built with stone and mortar; a fire of 

coke is set under it then it is filled with limestone, the fire burns it into lime… 

There was a weaver in this district named Galvin. Pipes used be made in Knockcroghery. Candles 

used be made in this district. The Knockcroghery pipe makers used go about selling the chalk 

pipes from two kishes - one on each side of a horse. 

Various Tomás Ó 

Conchobhair 

Local Roads: The most important road round this district is the trunk road leading from Athlone to 

Roscommon and there are lots of goods carried up and down this road. From the trunk road the 

main roads run and from the main roads many boreens run through the villages. The trunk road is 

very well kept and all the dangerous corners have been cut away. Its surface is tarred and it is 

also very wide. the payment for repairing the trunk roads is got from the tax imposed on motorists. 

The main roads are pretty well kept but still there are some dangerous corners on them. There are 

stones and sand put on them once or twice a year. The boreens are very badly kept. Along their 

sides briars and black thorn bushes grow. They are very narrow and there are many dangerous 

corners on them. When two carts meet one another one is unable to pass out the other and so 

one of them has to set back until the other man has room enough to pass him out…. 

https://www.duchas.ie/e

n/cbes/4921564/48801

80/4932739?ChapterID

=4921564  

Various Maura 

Gilmartin 

There are five forges in this parish (Knockcroghery). 

These are the smiths names, and the names of the villages where the forges are situated, Mr. 

Hanlon's forge situated in Ballymurry [CH039?]. Mr. Coyle's in Knockcroghery, Mr. Kelly's in 

Culleen [CH061?], Mr. Scally's in Ballagh, Mr. Coyle's in St. John's. 

One of the best known smiths in this district is Mr. Patrick Hanlon…. 

https://www.duchas.ie/e

n/cbes/4811586/47993

47/4931166?ChapterID

=4811586  
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Ballinlig J Baile an Luig Town of the 

Hollow 

"Contains...a Danish fort & limestone quarry"  https://www.logainm.ie/en/44162 

Ballymurray C, C3, 

F, G, J 

Baile Uí 

Mhuirígh 

Murray's town   https://www.logainm.ie/en/1414616 

Bogganfin C, C3, 

F, G, J 

An Bogán Fionn The White Bog   https://www.logainm.ie/en/44261 

Bredagh C, C3, 

F, G, J 

An Bhréadach Bréadach, 'from 

Bréd, frieze, from 

its grassy 

surface' 

"(the noblest territory in Hy Manie)" 

"contains 6 Danish forts or raths"  

https://www.logainm.ie/en/42573 

Carrigan More C, C3, 

F, G, J 

An Carraigín 

Mór 

Little Rock Great   https://www.logainm.ie/en/42390 

Carrigeens C3, F, 

G, J 

Na 

Carraigínídhe 

The Little Rocks   https://www.logainm.ie/en/44163 

Carrowmore C, C3, 

F, G, J 

Ceathramhadh 

Mór 

Great Quarter "Contains a lime stone quarry, trig. station, 

crockery kilns." 

https://www.logainm.ie/en/44328 

Carrowroe C, C3, 

F, J 

Ceathramhadh 

Ruadh 

Red Quarter "Contains the seat of Mr Gough, some lime 

stone quarries, gravel pit, small lake and fish 

pond. For the most part, this townland is 

arable interspersed with wood." 

https://www.logainm.ie/en/44330 

Cloonconra C3, F, 

G, J 

Cluain 

Connradh 

Conradh's Lawn 

or Meadow 

"It has two pottery or crockery kilns"  https://www.logainm.ie/en/44271 

Coolaphubble C, C3 Cul a Phobaill Back of the 

Parish 

"It contains 2 D. forts" https://www.logainm.ie/en/44394 

https://www.logainm.ie/en/44162
https://www.logainm.ie/en/1414616
https://www.logainm.ie/en/44261
https://www.logainm.ie/en/42573
https://www.logainm.ie/en/42390
https://www.logainm.ie/en/44163
https://www.logainm.ie/en/44328
https://www.logainm.ie/en/44330
https://www.logainm.ie/en/44271
https://www.logainm.ie/en/44394
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Corboley C, C3, 

F, G 

Corbuaile Odd Booley or 

Dairy 

"Corr has various meanings" 

"4 Danish forts & 1 limestone quarry"  

https://www.logainm.ie/en/44384 

Corboy C, C3, 

F, G 

An Chorr Bhuí The Yellow 

Round Hill / 

Hollow 

  N/A 

Corgarve C Cor Garbh Rough Hill "It contains a trig. station, a gravel pit" https://www.logainm.ie/en/44263 

Cornamart C, C3, 

F, G, J 

Chorr na Mart Round Hill of the 

Beeves 

  https://www.logainm.ie/en/44385 

Creggan J Creagan Rocky Ground "here pronounced as if written Criogan" https://www.logainm.ie/en/44254 

Curraghalaher F, G, J Currach an 

Leathair 

Moor of the 

Leather 

"They used to be tanning laher [sic – leather?]  

here"  

https://www.logainm.ie/en/42393 

Curry C3, F, 

G, J 

Curraidh Moor "It contains 2 Danish forts, is mostly arable, 

with a small portion of bog" 

https://www.logainm.ie/en/44166 

Galey G, J Gáile Creek "(3 forts)" https://www.logainm.ie/en/44255 

Galeybeg F, G, J Gáile Beag Little Creek   https://www.logainm.ie/en/42551 

Glebe J N/A Glebe "It is the property of Rev. Bro[w]ne, rector of 

the parish...one Danish fort." 

https://www.logainm.ie/en/44386 

Kellybrook C, C3 Sruthán Uí 

Cheallaigh 

Kelly's Book "It is the property of Denis Kelly Esq., held by 

deed forever. This is a small demesne and is 

the residence of the above Mr Kelly". 

"fancy name" 

https://www.logainm.ie/en/44398 

Killeenrevagh F, G, J Coillín Riabhach Grey Little Wood "(4 forts)" https://www.logainm.ie/en/44388 

Killea C, F, G Coill Liath Grey Wood   https://www.logainm.ie/en/44266 

https://www.logainm.ie/en/44384
https://www.logainm.ie/en/44263
https://www.logainm.ie/en/44385
https://www.logainm.ie/en/44254
https://www.logainm.ie/en/42393
https://www.logainm.ie/en/44166
https://www.logainm.ie/en/44255
https://www.logainm.ie/en/42551
https://www.logainm.ie/en/44386
https://www.logainm.ie/en/44398
https://www.logainm.ie/en/44388
https://www.logainm.ie/en/44266
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Killiaghan and 

Gort 

C, C3, 

F, G, J 

An Cilleachán 

agus an Gort 

Cilleachán = 

small church 

Gort = garden or 

field 

 

https://www.logainm.ie/en/42395 

Killinvoy C, C3, 

F, G, J 

Cill Fhionnmhaí Church of the 

Fair Plain 

"Two Danish forts." https://www.logainm.ie/en/44389 

Killoy F, G, J Cill Luaighe Wood of the 

Lead 

 

https://www.logainm.ie/en/42545 

Knockanyconor F, G, J Cnocán Uí 

Chonchúir 

O'Conor's 

Hillocks 

 

https://www.logainm.ie/en/42552 

Knockcroghery C, C3, 

F, G 

Cnoc an 

Chrochaire 

Hangman's Hill "(There was a gallows on the hill)" https://www.logainm.ie/en/44390 

Knockdrumdonnell J Cnoc Droma 

Domhnaill 

Hill of Daniel's 

Ridge 

"Knockdrimdonnell in Cargin"  https://www.logainm.ie/en/44169 

Laboge C Leabóg A Small Stripe 

 

https://www.logainm.ie/en/44267 

Lisbride C, C3, 

F, G, J 

Lios Bhríde Bridget's Fort "This townland contains several lime stone 

quarries, a fort, trig. station, a small village 

called after its own name"  

https://www.logainm.ie/en/44335 

Lisdaulan C, C3 Lios Dalán Dalan's Fort "Six Danish forts & one limestone quarry"  https://www.logainm.ie/en/44391 

Lismagroon F, G, J Lios mac 

Ruadháin 

Mac Royan's Fort "one Danish fort"  https://www.logainm.ie/en/44392 

Lisnahoon C3, F, 

G 

Lios na 

Humhann 

Fort of the Cave "(One fort)"  https://www.logainm.ie/en/44256 

https://www.logainm.ie/en/42395
https://www.logainm.ie/en/44389
https://www.logainm.ie/en/42545
https://www.logainm.ie/en/42552
https://www.logainm.ie/en/44390
https://www.logainm.ie/en/44169
https://www.logainm.ie/en/44267
https://www.logainm.ie/en/44335
https://www.logainm.ie/en/44391
https://www.logainm.ie/en/44392
https://www.logainm.ie/en/44256
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Ordnance Survey Notes (1837) Placenames Database URL 

Longnamuck J Long na Muc Bar[c] (i.e. 

house) of the 

Pigs 

  https://www.logainm.ie/en/44257 

Meehaun C, C3, 

F, G 

Mitheán Middle Land or 

Central Ground 

"One Danish fort"  https://www.logainm.ie/en/44258 

Moneymore C, C3 Muine Mór Great Brake "It contains 4 D. forts, part of the old race 

course"  

https://www.logainm.ie/en/44268 

Mote Demesne C An Móta Moat "This townland contains the residence of the 

Rt Honble Lord Crofton called Mote 

Park...comprising...lime stone quarry and lime 

kiln, a grave yard, four forts, several spring 

wells" 

https://www.logainm.ie/en/44269 

Newtown C, C3, 

F, G, J 

N/A N/A "Several lime kilns and spring wells"  https://www.logainm.ie/en/44275 

Scregg C, C3 An Screig Rocky Land "Three Danish forts" https://www.logainm.ie/en/44393 

Srah C3, F, 

G 

An tSraith Strath or Holm "Two Danish forts"  https://www.logainm.ie/en/44259 

Toberdan C, C3, 

F, G, J 

Tobardán Small Well "The last syllable is long in the Irish, but in the 

turning thereof into the English form they do 

not shorten it"  

https://www.logainm.ie/en/42555 

Toberreeoge J Tobar Ríóc Rioc's Well "Contains 2 houses and a holy well, from 

which it takes its name." [Desc. Rem.] "This 

well takes its name from the celebrated St 

Rioc of Lough Ree" [OD Nóta] 

https://www.logainm.ie/en/44172 

 

https://www.logainm.ie/en/44257
https://www.logainm.ie/en/44258
https://www.logainm.ie/en/44268
https://www.logainm.ie/en/44269
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https://www.logainm.ie/en/44259
https://www.logainm.ie/en/42555
https://www.logainm.ie/en/44172




PURPLE:
PANTONE: 2622 COATED
C- 57     M-98    Y-0     K-46
R-84     G-7     B-91

GREEN
PANTONE: 3455c
C-100   M-0    Y-81    K-66
R-0   G-80    B-47

RED
PANTONE: 195C
C-0  M-100  Y-60  K- 55
R-130  G-0  B-36

BLUE
PANTONE: 5395C
C-100  M-44  Y-0  K-76
R-0  G-39  B-77

YELLOW
PANTONE: 392C
C-7  M-0  Y-100  K-49
R-141  G-139  B-0
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